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Abstract
In many statistical applications, one encounters populations that form homoge-
nous subgroups regarding one or several characteristics. Across the subgroups,
however, heterogeneity may often be found. Mixture distributions are a natural
means to model data from such applications.
This PhD thesis is based on two projects that focus on such applications.
In the ﬁrst project, spatial nanoscale clusters formed by Ras proteins in the
cell membrane are investigated. Such clusters play a crucial role in intracellular
communication and are thus of interest in cancer research. In this case, the
subgroups are clustered and non-clustered proteins.
In the second project, epigenomic data obtained from sequencing experi-
ments are integrated with another genomic or epigenomic input, aiming, e.g.,
to detect genes that contribute to the development of cancer. Here, the sub-
groups are deﬁned by a) genes presenting congruent (epi)genomic aberrations
in both considered variables, b) genes presenting incongruent aberrations, and
c) genes lacking aberrations in at least one of the variables.
Employing a Bayesian framework, objects are classiﬁed in both projects
by ﬁtting ﬁnite univariate mixture distributions with a small ﬁxed number of
components to values from a score summarizing relevant information about the
research question. Such mixture distributions have favorable characteristics in
terms of interpretation and present little sensitivity to label switching in Markov
Chain Monte Carlo analyses. Mixtures of gamma distributions are considered
for Ras proteins, while mixtures of normal and exponential or gamma distribu-
tions are a focus for the bioinformatic analysis. In the latter, classiﬁcation is the
primary goal, while in the Ras protein application, estimating key parameters
of the spatial clustering is of more interest.
The results of both projects are presented in this thesis. For both applica-
tions, the methods have been implemented in software and their performance is
compared with competing approaches on experimental as well as on simulated
data. To warrant an appropriate simulation of Ras protein patterns, a new clus-
ter point process model called the double Mate´rn cluster process is developed
and described in this thesis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
Karl Pearson, sometimes referred to as one of the founders of mathematical
statistics, introduced the use of ﬁnite mixture distributions as early as 1894.
In that year, he ﬁtted a mixture of two univariate normal components to crab
measurements based on moments (Pearson, 1894). However, probably only since
the introduction of the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster
et al., 1977), which considerably simpliﬁed the ﬁtting of mixture models via the
maximum likelihood principle, are such models widely employed for statistical
modeling. Their popularity is due to the fact that they arise naturally when a
randomly mixed population consisting of K subgroups with relative group sizes
π∗1, . . . , π
∗
K is to be analyzed. In this frequently occuring situation, inference
is to be done on a random variable Y that takes values in Y ⊆ Rd and is
homogenous within the subgroups, but heterogenous across them. This random
variable Y describes a characteristic of interest, e.g., physical measurements such
as the ratio of forehead to body length in the case of the crab data analyzed
by Karl Pearson, or a score summarizing genomic variation that is indicative
of the likelihood of a gene to contribute to cancer development. By nature, Y
has distinct probability distributions p(y|θT ), where θ = (θ1, . . . ,θK)′ is the
(multidimensional) parameter and T is the indicator variable assuming one of
the group labels k = 1, . . . , K. The p(y|θT ) might be arbitrary parametric
1
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Figure 1.1: Densities of three mixtures consisting of two univariate normal
distributions each (Figure A: μ1 = −1, μ2 = 1, σ21 = 1.25, σ22 = 2.5, π∗1 = 0.8;
Figure B: μ1 = −2, μ2 = 2, σ21 = σ22 = 2, π∗1 = 0.5; Figure C: μ1 = −1.5, μ2 =
3, σ21 = 2, σ
2
2 = 0.5, π
∗
1 = 0.7).
densities, but are usually chosen from the exponential family. Mostly, they are
assumed to arise from the same parametric family with only θT diﬀering across
the groups. In case of p(y|θT ) from diﬀerent parametric families, the θT may
be of diﬀerent dimensions.
An important question is whether the group indicator T can be recorded
or not in addition to Y (Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter, 2006). If it can, the probability
of sampling from subgroup T is π∗T , and Y given T follows p(y|θT ). The joint
density p(y, T ) can then be written as
p(y, T ) = p(T ) · p(y|T ) = π∗T · p(y|θT ).
If, however, the group indicator T cannot be recorded in addition to Y , a ﬁnite
mixture distribution arises. In this typical situation, the marginal density p(y)
is given by
p(y|θ,π∗) = π∗1p(y|θ1) + . . .+ π∗Kp(y|θK) (1.1)
with weight vector π∗ = (π∗1, . . . , π
∗
K)
′.
In Figure 1.1, it is visualized how a mixture consisting of just two normal
components leads to a considerable increase in ﬂexibility compared to a single
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normal density: it may present skewness, tails of diﬀerent thickness or even
multimodality.
There are several advantages of analyzing mixture models in a Bayesian
framework, e.g., an increased capability to cope with small sample sizes and a
smaller susceptibility to problematic likelihood shapes such as local maxima or
unboundedness (for a detailed discussion, see Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter, 2006). In
addition, ﬁnite Bayesian mixture models have a straightforward generalization
to an inﬁnite number of mixture components, leading to nonparametric Bayesian
analyses (Ferguson, 1973; Lo, 1984).
There are many situations and applications in which the group indicator T
cannot be recorded – i.e. in which a ﬁnite mixture distribution as in (1.1) arises
– but the mixture distribution is not of primary interest. Instead, the focus lies
on the level of each observation, in particular on the allocation of observations
to the mixture components (i.e. on the values of T ) and measures derived from
this allocation. Applications of this kind can be found, e.g., in cluster and
classiﬁcation analyses (throughout this thesis, the term classiﬁcation will refer
exclusively to supervised learning in the sense of discrimination). In this thesis,
Bayesian methods employing mixture distributions are described and developed
for applications which bear characteristics of both of these research tasks. These
procedures perform classiﬁcation in the sense of allocating objects to previously
well-deﬁned classes, but they are similar to clustering in the sense that they
are unsupervised, i.e. no training data are available on which the allocation of
objects could be learned. Furthermore, in the applications motivating the work
presented in this thesis, there are, in principle, no covariates available which
could be used to build a classiﬁcation model. The objects for which a sample
of Y is observed in this thesis are proteins in a cell (Chapter 4) or genomic
locations (Chapter 5), i.e. points (or intervals) in either R2 or R. The most
usual case of a mixture of normal distributions is considered in Section 5.3.
However, a greater focus lies on mixtures of gamma distributions (Section 4.4)
and mixtures of normal and either exponential or gamma distributions (Section
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5.4), i.e. on non-standard cases in which the probability distributions in the
groups may come from diﬀerent parametric families. Bayesian nonparametrics,
which consider an inﬁnite number of components K ∈ N, are not a focus and
only discussed as a possible alternative.
In a project of the former Research Training Group 1032/2 ‘Statistical Mod-
eling’ at the Faculty of Statistics of the TU Dortmund University, spatial pat-
terns of Ras proteins on the plasma membrane were investigated in collaboration
with the Max Planck Institute of Molecular Physiology, Dortmund. Essential
results of this project have been published in Scha¨fer et al. (2015). Ras proteins
are small and measure only about 2-3 nm in diameter. In the project, a special
regard was given to their nanoclustering. Nanoclusters are deemed important
in intracellular communication, and by consequence, in the coordination of cell
regulation. They might thus play a role in the growth and division of cells as
well as in tumor development. For this reason, they are a target of biomedical
research. Only in recent years, speciﬁc implementations of ﬂuorescence mi-
croscopy have been developed that provide the spatial resolution necessary to
analyze intact, living cells on the nanoscale. In particular, photo-activated lo-
calization microscopy (PALM) and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
(STORM) (Betzig et al., 2006) now reach this resolution.
A key hypothesis in the research project is that nanoscale Ras clustering
takes a characteristic form in cancerous cells. This might allow to identify
tumors in tissues, and, more importantly, eventually provide a means to inhibit
them. The central biological goal is to assess whether the clustering behavior of
Ras proteins diﬀers between distinct experimental conditions, such as healthy vs.
tumor cells. A ﬁrst step towards this goal pursued in this thesis is to quantify key
parameters of the clustering behavior, in particular the proportion of proteins
forming clusters, the mean cluster size and the mean cluster radius. Estimates
of these parameters may be compared across diﬀerent experimental conditions.
In addition to point estimates, the clustering parameters’ distributions are also
of interest, since they contain more information and enable comparisons on
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a better fundament. In this respect, the setting diﬀers from classical cluster
analysis focusing on the cluster partition. Simultaneous inference for all three
above mentioned key parameters is challenging due to identiﬁability problems
resulting from dependencies between cluster size and cluster radius.
The results of this project are presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis. In
particular, a new Bayesian approach called GAMMICS (GAMma Mixtures for
Inference on Cluster Structures) is proposed that ﬁts a mixture model to the
squared distances between proteins and their second nearest neighbors. Infer-
ence for all parameters of interest is possible in this framework by incorporating
algorithmic aspects into the model. For validation, an extensive simulation
study is carried out. A point process model based on the Mate´rn cluster pro-
cess (Mate´rn, 1986) is developed for this purpose. This point process model, the
double Mate´rn cluster process, accounts both for only a proportion of points to
cluster and for clusters on two level. Speciﬁcally, in addition to clusters, points
may form metaclusters potentially containing clusters as well as single points.
The GAMMICS method is compared to the popular DBSCAN algorithm for
density-based clustering (Ester et al., 1996) and to a Bayesian framework for
model based clustering (Fritsch and Ickstadt, 2009). In addition, a comparison
is made with a combination of these two approaches (Argiento et al., 2013) as
well as to Ripley’s K-function and derivations (see, e.g., Kiskowski et al., 2009).
Another application of ﬁnite dimensional mixture models is the integrative
analysis of diﬀerent data inputs from ’omics’, i.e. a variety of research ﬁelds
in molecular biology, such as genomics, transcriptomics, epigenomics and pro-
teomics. These scientiﬁc ﬁelds have gained huge importance in recent years
due to technological advances facilitating their analysis. In the past, the suc-
cess of high-throughput microarray technology has helped to use omics data to
gain a better understanding of mechanisms underlying disease pathogenesis on
a molecular basis, e.g., in cancer research. In recent years, the surge of analyses
based on sequencing technologies has further propelled the availability of omics
data and dramatically increased its resolution. Besides leading to a variety of
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univariate research, this development has already brought about integrative,
mostly paired, analyses of diﬀerent omics data types. Aims of these analyses
include, in particular, the combination of information as well as the validation
of results and conclusions obtained from a single omics data type. A prominent
example are joint analyses of copy number and gene transcription data including
genomic and transcriptomic observations (see, e.g., Ortiz-Estevez et al., 2011;
van Wieringen and van de Wiel, 2009; Scha¨fer et al., 2009).
Chapter 5 of this thesis is concerned with the integrative analysis of omics
data, in particular epigenomic data. It is based on a project conducted in
collaboration with the Institute of Medical Informatics at the University of
Mu¨nster, and essential results have been published in Scha¨fer et al. (2012) and
Klein et al. (2014). In epigenomics, one focus of interest is the analysis of the
inﬂuence which modiﬁed histones – proteins around which the DNA winds –
might have on the activation or inhibition of gene transcription. Knowledge
about this inﬂuence, in turn, might help to get a better understanding of the
development of genetically caused diseases. In particular, histone modiﬁcations
have been reported to be fundamental to stem cell diﬀerentiation as well as to
the genesis of cancer (e.g., Baylin and Jones, 2011; Dawson and Kouzarides,
2012).
In cancer research, one goal is to ﬁnd so-called ’driver’ genes or transcripts
that contribute causally to cancer development through harmful mutations and
a consequently altered behavior, as opposed to others that also present con-
spicuous behavior in cancer cells, but do so only as a normal reaction to the
distorted functioning of other genes (’passengers’). To identify such drivers and
discriminate them from passengers, one strategy in epigenomics is to ﬁnd ge-
nomic regions in which histone modiﬁcations diﬀer between two relevant biolog-
ical conditions, e.g., between cancer and normal cells, or between cells bearing a
mutation of an epigenetic regulator and wildtype cells. The main focus is usu-
ally on detecting epigenetic modiﬁcations occurring together with a change in
gene transcription, since in this case there is more evidence for a contribution to
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the phenotype or to cancer development. Hence, in many studies, genome-wide
mRNA and histone modiﬁcation levels are measured from the same samples.
Besides their potential causative role in cancer, genes showing diﬀerences in
both histone modiﬁcation and gene transcription data are important for iden-
tifying putative therapeutic targets for epigenetic drugs.
In this thesis, integrative approaches are proposed to identify interesting
genomic loci based on measures inspired by the externally centered correlation
coeﬃcient (Scha¨fer et al., 2009), a correlation coeﬃcient developed to assess
whether diﬀerences observed between two collectives are equally directed in two
input variables. Besides the identiﬁcation of drivers, this approach is employed
to assess the congruence between diﬀerent technologies employed to measure
histone modiﬁcations. Correspondingly, the two input variables are either a hi-
stone modiﬁcation measured with two diﬀerent technologies technologies (Sec-
tion 5.3) or a histone modiﬁcation measured in addition to gene transcription
(Section 5.4). First, a Bayesian mixture model with a ﬁxed number of Gaus-
sian mixtures is proposed to investigate such equally directed diﬀerences, and is
applied to an experimental data set. Second, a more general Bayesian mixture
model is developed that reduces the number of necessary components by mixing
distributions of diﬀerent types, improving interpretability. This mixture model
is validated in applications to several experimental and simulated data sets. It
is also compared to a naive approach based on separate analyses of both input
variables.
In the mixture model for Ras proteins, two classes are contemplated (clus-
tered vs. non-clustered proteins), whereas in the omics project three classes are
considered (genomic loci with observed diﬀerences between two collectives that
are either equally or unequally directed in two data inputs, and genomic loci
for which such diﬀerences cannot be observed in at least one input). In both
projects, a standard mixture model is extended to satisfy needs posed by the re-
spective scientiﬁc questions: in the Ras project, the model is complemented by
an algorithmic post-processing step to carry out further, otherwise untractable
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estimations of additional parameters, while in the omics project, classes may
be represented by several mixture components and the type of distribution may
vary across classes.
This thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 2, biological and biotechnical
background information is presented for the problems tackled in the two main
projects, while Chapter 3 gives a theoretical overview on mixture models and a
brief description on clustering methods. Chapter 4 is dedicated to the project
on the spatial analysis of Ras proteins. Speciﬁcally, in Section 4.4, the simula-
tion setup for validating the considered methods is described. Subsequently, the
GAMMICS method and the considered competitors are described. The perfor-
mance of these methods on the simulated and experimental data is reported in
Section 4.7. The focus of Chapter 5 lies on the integrative omics project: Section
5.2 considers the adaptation of the externally centered correlation coeﬃcient.
Approaches for the integrated analysis of sequencing-based histone modiﬁcation
measurements and another omics input are described in Section 5.3 and Sec-
tion 5.4 along with results, respectively. Finally, the results of the analyses are
summarized and discussed in Chapter 6. In the Appendix, supplementary plots
and tables are displayed, MATLAB, R and BUGS code for methods proposed in
this thesis are documented, and additional theoretical considerations omitted
in the main text are given.
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, ﬁrst the biological background on genetic and epigenetic mea-
surements is discussed, followed by a detailed description of the biology of Ras
proteins. The order of these topics reﬂects the fact that proteins arise as a
product of gene transcription. For a more detailed introduction to molecular
genetics, see, e.g., Strachan and Read (1999).
2.1 Genetic and Epigenetic Measurements
All living organisms consist of basic units called cells. They contain fundamen-
tal elements of the respective organisms, such as the genomic information, and
are delimited by a plasma membrane. The genome of an organism has the role
of coding its structure and its functionality at the cellular level. It is stored
by means of the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), which in eucaryotes (organisms
whose cells contain a nucleus) mostly coils to form chromosomes. Humans, as
well as most animals, have a diploid set of chromosomes, i.e. every chromosome
is available in two copies, where one copy comes from each parent. The number
of chromosome pairs varies between species. Humans, e.g., have 23 and house
mice (in Latin: mus musculus) 20 pairs of chromosomes in the nucleus of every
somatic cell. Somatic cells (from Greek ‘soma’= body) are all cells which are
not germ cells or gametes (responsible for sexual reproduction) or stem cells.
9
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Figure 2.1: Structural composition of the DNA. Its two spiral strands are long
chains of nucleotide molecules, each nucleotide consisting of three elements:
phosphate (P), the sugar (S) deoxyribose and one of the four bases adenine (A),
cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymine (T). Bases lying on opposed strands at
the same position are connected via hydrogen bonds, where adenine always
binds to thymine and cytosine always binds to guanine (key-lock-principle).
Source: Schwender (2007).
The DNA has the form of a double helix, i.e. two intertwined spiral strands con-
sisting of long chains of nucleotides (see Figure 2.1). A nucleotide is a molecule
consisting of phosphate, the sugar deoxyribose and one of the four bases ade-
nine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymine (T). Bases lying on opposite
sides at the same DNA location are connected via hydrogen bonds, where ade-
nine always binds to thymine and cytosine always binds to guanine. Due to
this key-lock-principle of the bases known as complementary base-pairing, it
is suﬃcient to know the nucleotide sequence of just one of the two strands in
order to possess the full coded information. The length of DNA fragments is
usually measured in ‘base pairs’ (bp). Due to conventions regarding the naming
of carbon atoms in the nucleotides on a chemical level, genomic loci are usually
referred to relative to each other as ‘towards the 3 prime end’ (downstream,
short: 3’ end) or ‘towards the 5 prime end’ (upstream, short: 5’ end) on one of
the DNA strands.
Besides the DNA, the chromosomes also contain proteins, most of which are
histones around which the DNA winds. The formation of this DNA-protein
complex, jointly referred to as chromatin, leads to a more compact packing of
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the DNA, guaranteeing that it ﬁts into the cellular nucleus.
Structurally, the information stored in the DNA consists of genes, small
sections each containing the blueprint for one or more proteins.
Proteins are fundamental components of cells responsible for virtually all
body functions of living organisms. The central dogma of molecular biology
(see Figure 2.2) describes how the information coded in genes is used to form
proteins: ﬁrst, the DNA is transcribed into messenger ribonucleid acid (mRNA)
by means of the enzyme RNA polymerase. The mRNA is similar to the DNA,
but consists only of one strand and contains a diﬀerent sugar molecule (ribose
instead of deoxyribose) as well as a diﬀerent base (uracil instead of thymine).
After this transcription, the mRNA leaves the cell nucleus. The mRNA product
of a gene is called transcript. During translation, sequences of three consecutive
nucleotides of the mRNA are translated into one of 22 amino acids forming a
chain that coils into a protein.
The amount of speciﬁc mRNA detected for a speciﬁc organism and DNA
locus is referred to as (gene) transcription level. The term gene expression (GE)
is often used synonymously to gene transcription, but sometimes refers to the
entire process that forms a protein using the information coded in the DNA
sequence of a gene. To avoid misunderstandings, the term gene transcription is
generally used in this thesis (except for the commonly used term ’gene expression
microarray’). The position at which the transcription begins for a speciﬁc gene
is called its transcriptional start site (TSS).
Near the TSS of each gene, there exists a DNA region called promoter that
helps to direct the RNA polymerase to the correct position in order to begin
transcription of this gene. To do this, it interacts with DNA binding proteins
called transcription factors. If a gene codes for more than one protein, there
will consequently be several promoters and one speaks of alternative promoter
usage.
Structurally, genes can be viewed as a sequence of introns and exons. In-
trons (short for intragenic regions) are DNA regions that are not translated
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Figure 2.2: The central dogma of molecular biology explains how proteins are
formed based on the information coded in the DNA: The DNA is ﬁrst tran-
scribed into single-stranded messenger ribonucleid acid (mRNA) by means of
the enzyme RNA polymerase. Subsequently, sequences of three consecutive nu-
cleotides of the mRNA are translated into one of 22 amino acids, forming a
chain that coils into a protein. Source: Schwender (2007).
into proteins, they are removed during a process called splicing. The remaining
DNA parts, the information-bearing exons (short for expressed regions), even-
tually do code for proteins. However, for most genes the delimitations between
introns and exons are deﬁned only during splicing, resulting in several diﬀerent
proteins generated from the same gene. This is called alternative splicing and,
according to estimates, aﬀects approximately 60% of genes in humans (Chen,
2011). To take this into account, transcripts will be considered as elementary
units instead of genes in Section 5.4 of this thesis.
The importance of genomic analyses in cancer research is owed to the fact
that the DNA can vary between individuals of the same species. Even though
most DNA is identical throughout a species, existing genetic variation may lead
to diﬀerent proteins, and hence to diﬀerent risks for diseases such as cancer.
Genetic variation may arise in two diﬀerent ways. One the one hand, genes
from both parents are regularly rearranged to form a new genome in recombina-
tion during reproduction. One the other hand, mutations may occur, resulting
in completely new characteristics that neither parent possessed. While muta-
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Figure 2.3: Possible chromosome mutations in humans. Two chromosomes are
involved in insertions and translocations, while only one chromosome is involved
in the other mutations. Source: Wikipedia (2014a), slightly modiﬁed.
tions are an integral part of evolution just as recombination, in many cases they
lead to harmful rather than beneﬁcial alterations of the genome and for this
reason are frequently involved in the development of (genetic) diseases. When
they occur in germline cells, they may be passed on to the next generation. If
they occur in somatic cells, however, they only aﬀect the organism in which
they occur. In the context of investigating genetic causes of malign tumors,
mostly somatic cells aﬀected by cancer are examined. The possible occurrences
of a gene, or, more general, of a speciﬁc sequence of nucelotides on the DNA,
are called alleles.
The number of copies of such an allele in the genome is generally referred to
as DNA copy number or just copy number (CN). In case of a diploid chromosome
set, each of the two copies of the chromosome to which a speciﬁc DNA sequence
belongs typically carries an identical copy of the sequence. This corresponds
to a copy number of two, although exceptions exist, e.g., in case of the X-
and Y-chromosome in males. Since the copy number refers to speciﬁc alleles,
measurements of the copy number always refer to a reference genome, usually
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Figure 2.4: Chromatin organization. Euchromatin (loose or open chromatin)
structure is permissible for transcription and corresponds to histone acetyla-
tion. Heterochromatin (tight or closed chromatin) structure is inhibitive for
transcription and corresponds to histone methylation. Source: Sha and Boyer
(2009).
the wild type, i.e. the most typical or frequent allele.
Mutations may aﬀect DNA regions of very diﬀerent sizes, from a single
base to whole parts of chromosomes, and lead to structural alterations in these
regions.
If a new DNA sequence variation becomes increasingly common in the ge-
nomic pool, i.e. when the most infrequent allele in a DNA sequence reaches a
frequency of 1% throughout a population, it is called a polymorphism. When
the variation aﬀects only a single nucleotide, i.e. only a single base is altered,
deleted, or added, it is referred to as a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP).
Mutations of whole parts of a chromosome are caused by larger deletions,
duplications, inversions, insertions, and translocations (see Figure 2.3) and may
have a strong impact depending on their position. Translocations may be writ-
ten in short in the form t(1;2) (denoting a translocation between chromosome
1 and chromosome 2).
There are other factors besides the DNA that have an impact on the gen-
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eration of proteins. These are usually referred to as epigenetic inﬂuences. One
of these epigenetic inﬂuences is the modiﬁcation of histones that may have ei-
ther a repressive or an activating eﬀect on gene transcription. On a chemical
level, methylation of histones generally results in a dense chromatin structure,
inhibiting gene transcription, whereas acetylation of histones leads to a loose
chromatin structure that activates gene transcription (see Figure 2.4). Inves-
tigating the levels of methylation and acetylation may, thus, shed light on the
extent to which gene transcription is being inﬂuenced epigenetically. Histone
modiﬁcations are fundamental to stem cell diﬀerentiation as well as to the gene-
sis of cancer (Baylin and Jones, 2011; Dawson and Kouzarides, 2012). Analyzing
their functionality may, therefore, help to understand the cause of genetic dis-
eases.
A central step in the measurement of omics data such as DNA copy num-
ber, gene transcription and histone modiﬁcations is the quantiﬁcation of DNA,
mRNA, or DNA bound to histones, respectively. This implies the identiﬁcation
of the DNA fragments. For this procedure, inherent to analyses of all three men-
tioned omics data types, several technologies have been proposed and constantly
advanced regarding their throughput and resolution. The DNA fragments may
be charged with ﬂuorescent dye and hybridized to a microarray containing mil-
lions of small ﬁxed DNA sequences, on which the relative amount of hybridized
DNA may be measured with a scanner. Alternatively, the DNA fragments
may be sequenced directly using next-generation sequencing technologies and
compared to a reference genome. Sequencing technologies provide maximum
resolution and sensitivity without restriction to a ﬁxed number of probes. Both
microarrays and sequencing methods are described in more detail in the Ap-
pendix A.1.
The measurement of histone modiﬁcations requires an additional pre-step,
since not only amounts of DNA or mRNA, but interactions between DNA and
proteins need to be measured. The standard method to approach such DNA-
protein complexes is chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP), a molecular bi-
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Figure 2.5: Example proﬁles produced by chromatin immunoprecipitation fol-
lowed by sequencing (ChIP–seq tag density; red) or microarray analysis (un-
logged ChIP–chip intensity ratio; blue). Shown are binding proﬁles of the
chromodomain protein Chromator in a Drosophila melanogaster cell line. The
ChIP–seq proﬁle reveals Chromator binding positions with higher spatial res-
olution and sensitivity. The ChIP–seq input DNA (control experiment) tag
density is shown in grey for comparison. Source: Park (2009).
ologic method for investigating bindings between DNA and proteins such as
modiﬁed histones. In ChIP, DNA bound to histone proteins is sheared into
small fragments in this context. Then, modiﬁed histones with DNA fragments
wound around them are immunoprecipitated (i.e. isolated) by means of an an-
tibody speciﬁc to the histones of interest. Afterwards, the genetic material is
separated from the histones and quantiﬁed (Huss, 2010).
As an example, in Figure 2.5 ChIP binding proﬁles of the so-called Chroma-
tor protein are compared resulting from analyses based on microarray (ChIP-
chip; Mockler and Ecker, 2005) and sequencing technology (ChIP-seq; Park,
2009; Furey, 2012). This ﬁgure shows that the ChIP–seq proﬁle has a higher
spatial resolution and sensitivity, and the identiﬁed peaks – indicative of a sig-
nal clearly distinguishable from noise – are sharper and narrower. A ChIP–seq
control proﬁle is also visualized which unsurprisingly does not exhibit any peaks.
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The genomic locations obtained by sequencing technologies (ChIP-seq, RNA-
seq, or other applications) result in count data as raw values when analyses are
performed on a gene-wise level. Thus, a distinct preprocessing is required than
for microarray experiments which render continuous raw values.
Microarray measurements have to be normalized to remove unwanted ef-
fects like noise and artifacts in the signal. The speciﬁc normalization approach
adopted in this thesis is discussed in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.4.2.
In sequencing experiments, the absolute number of DNA fragments found for
a speciﬁc genomic location (also called read count) depends on the sequencing
depth or coverage level, i.e. the number of times a genome is sequenced. The
sequencing depth is arbitrarily chosen by the analyst according to a tradeoﬀ: a
higher sequencing depth leads to a higher sensitivity, but also to higher costs.
To avoid an inﬂuence of the sequencing depth on the results of an experiment,
either the absolute number of reads has to be adjusted for diﬀerent sequencing
depths across data sets by a normalization procedure, or a quantiﬁcation other
than the absolute number of reads has to be chosen. Speciﬁc methods employed
in this thesis are discussed in Section A.9 of the Appendix as well as in Sections
5.3.2 and 5.4.2. Normalization approaches are often referred to as methods for
the estimation of transcript abundance.
Speciﬁc methods for alignment of sequences and normalization are not dis-
cussed in this thesis.
2.2 Ras Proteins
In Chapter 4, the spatial alignment of certain proteins on the plasma membrane
of cells is of interest due to their role in intracellular communication. Cellular
signal transduction plays an important role in cell regulation, i.e. in processes
intended to maintain a balanced, healthy cell condition. Among other issues,
this involves the regulation of the growth of a cell and its replication rate,
both investigated in cancer research since tumors are a product of uncontrolled
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growth and replication.
The communication between cells takes place by means of receptors, i.e.
speciﬁc proteins located on the cell surface or beneath it that bind chemical
signals. Signals reaching the cell from outside through the receptors may lead
to a variety of events within the cell, eventually activating mechanisms changing
its behavior in a cellular response to the signal. The cellular responses depend on
chemical and physical properties of the cells as well as on spatial inhomogeneities
in the distribution of involved signaling proteins. Speciﬁcally, it is assumed
that the spatial patterns of such proteins on the plasma membrane have an
inﬂuence on their signaling behavior, and protein clusters occurring at a sub-
micrometer scale are believed to be of relevance. However, it is still largely
unknown how these clusters arise and what speciﬁc function they have in the
signal transduction (Jacobson et al., 2007).
The signaling chain of the epidermal growth factor (EGFR) on the plasma
membrane, fulﬁlling an obvious role in cell regulation through its inﬂuence on
cell growth, is regarded as an emblematic case of such protein clustering (Citri
and Yarden, 2006). In particular, this signaling chain includes ErbB-1, the
receptor of the epidermal growth factor, and subsequent steps belonging to
the regulatory circuit of the protein GTPase Ras. Both of these molecules
have key functions in signal transduction involved in processes related to cell
development and growth. Such processes include maintaining the integrity of
the cellular skeleton, cell diﬀerentiation, proliferation, and the controlled cell
death. Thus, these molecules can play a major role in the development of
tumors and are therefore a target for biomedical research. Both proteins also
do partly cluster on a nanometer scale (Hancock, 2006; Saﬀarian et al., 2007).
The work in this thesis focuses on the spatial clustering of Ras proteins, 2-3
nm in diameter, which have been given special research attention (Henis et al.,
2009; Prior and Hancock, 2012). Their name reﬂects their ﬁrst discovery in
the context of the investigation of rat sarcomas (sarcomas are malign tumors
originating in connective tissues).
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Figure 2.6: Signal transduction via Ras proteins: Signal molecules bind to (and
activate) receptor tyrosine kinases (RTK), enzyme-coupled cell-surface recep-
tors. An adaptor protein docks on a phosphotyrosine (P) on the activated
receptor and recruits a Ras-activating protein that causes Ras to exchange its
bound guanosine diphosphate (GDP) for guanosine triphosphate (GTP). The
activated Ras protein can now stimulate several downstream signaling pathways.
Source: Alberts et al. (2010).
The Ras protein family has various members diﬀering with respect to their
chemical composition, in particular concerning the part anchoring them to the
membrane. Two prominent examples are H-Ras and K-Ras.
Alongside many other proteins involved in propagating arriving signals fur-
ther into the cell, Ras proteins are guanosine nucleotide-binding proteins, some-
times referred to as binary molecular switches due to their two possible states.
On the chemical level, such proteins may either bind to guanosine triphosphate
(GTP) or guanosine diphosphate (GDP). Binding to GTP results in an active
state, while binding to GDP leads to inactivity. In the literature, proportions of
30-45% of Ras proteins have been reported to form highly dynamic, short-lived
nanoclusters having an average radius of 6-16 nm and an average cluster size of
6-7 proteins (Plowman et al., 2005; Tian et al., 2007; Kiskowski et al., 2009).
However, the methodology in these publications may be partly questioned from
a statistical point of view, as will be discussed in Section 4.4.1. The clusters are
formed by Ras during its inactive state and are assumed to be stabilized during
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the active GTP-bound state. This results in the formation of signaling plat-
forms possessing characteristics beneﬁcial for the transmission of signals into
the cell (Tian et al., 2007; Rotblat et al., 2010). This process, symbolized in
Figure 2.6, eventually inﬂuences gene transcription involved in cell prolifera-
tion and other cancer-related regulations via a subsequent protein cascade. It
has been demonstrated that inhibition of Ras clustering severely aﬀects signal
transduction (Plowman et al., 2005). Moreover, Ras proteins deregulated as a
consequence of mutations have been found in cancers (Ferna´ndez-Medarde and
Santos, 2011; McCubrey et al., 2012).
The direct visualization of small clusters formed by signaling proteins such
as Ras, in the order of less than 10 nm, has been a challenge until recently.
Electron microscopy has traditionally been used to visualize the distribution of
Ras proteins (Plowman et al., 2005; Hancock, 2006), but it requires destruc-
tive preparation steps for the cellular material that can considerably aﬀect the
spatial patterns of interest. Fluorescence microscopy is a newer, alternative
technology allowing to examine intact, living cells. However, it has to be com-
bined with special methodologies to reach the necessary resolution. Indirect
methods such as ﬂuorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET microscopy) or
ﬂuorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) have been tested for this task, but
these procedures are based on many physical assumptions and are not able to
visualize the spatial protein distribution directly. Most recently, the develop-
ment of photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) and stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy (STORM) has made it possible to visualize single
molecules at an increased spatial resolution of roughly 20 nm (Betzig et al.,
2006).
In this thesis, a focus lies on the analysis of data generated with PALM in a
setup brieﬂy described in the following. Fluorescence microscopy in general is
based on the excitation of ﬂuorescent probes and the subsequent measurement
of emitted light. In PALM, appropriate photoactivatable ﬂuorophores such as
paGFP, pamCherry, or mEos are genetically fused to the proteins to accomplish
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Figure 2.7: Schematic overview of a ﬂuorescence microscopy system. Light
emanating from a light source such as a laser is directed at the cell specimen on
the glass slide of a microscope by means of a mirror. The photons are absorbed
by the specimen and then re-emitted by ﬂuorophores fused genetically to the
proteins of interest. An ocular or a digital camera connected to the microscope
may then capture the light emitted by a single protein as a blob that covers a
surface much bigger than the protein itself. Source: Wikipedia (2014b).
this. A laser dispenses light directed at the cell specimen on the glass slide of a
microscope. The photons are absorbed and then re-emitted by the ﬂuorophores,
producing light that covers a surface much bigger than the proteins themselves.
When instead of an ocular, a digital camera is connected to the microscope, this
light can later be seen on resulting greyscale pixel images as blobs indicating the
presence of a protein. The images analyzed here have a resolution of 512x512
pixels, where each pixel has a side length of 107 nm. Figure 2.7 shows the prin-
cipal setup of a comprehensive ﬂuorescence microscopy system in a schematic
way.
The research eﬀort presented in this thesis focuses on cells with an expression
level above normal typical for cancer cells. In the experimental setup, cancer
cells are mimicked by artiﬁcially overexpressed Ras, tagging it to a ﬂuorescent
protein. Due to the high expression level, not all proteins can be visualized and
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detected as single molecules simultaneously because the corresponding blobs
would overlap and render a completely white image. Thus, only a subset of
molecules are activated by UV light at a time (Hess et al., 2006), avoiding too
much overlap between the light blobs. After a reasonable time during which
pictures are created every 100 milliseconds, it can be expected that the recorded
blobs represent a vast majority of Ras proteins in the cell. The time necessary
to record all proteins cannot be determined with certainty. Blobs may persist
during several time frames recorded by the camera before they disappear. In
some cases, proteins may be reactivated later (‘blinking’).
In an eﬀort to limit sources of noise, the total internal reﬂection ﬂuorescence
technique (TIRF, Toomre and Manstein, 2001) is employed in combination with
PALM. This ensures that only ﬂuorophores in the basal membrane (up to 100-
300 nm below the cell surface) are activated, while the ﬂuorophores located
deeper inside the cell, of no interest for the cluster phenomenons under investi-
gation, are ignored.
Chapter 3
Mixtures and Clustering
This chapter starts with an introduction to the theory of ﬁnite Bayesian mix-
tures in Section 3.1. Subsequently, Section 3.2 contains brief descriptions of the
principal techniques for ﬁtting mixture models, i.e. the Expectation-Minimization
(EM) algorithm and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms. Parts of
these ﬁrst two sections follow roughly Section 2.1 in Fritsch (2010). Finally, in
Section 3.3, methods for cluster analysis are brieﬂy reviewed with an emphasis
on model-based clustering.
3.1 Bayesian Mixtures
3.1.1 Basic Deﬁnition
As discussed in the introduction, a ﬁnite mixture distribution arises for a random
variable Y assuming values in Y ⊆ Rd when its marginal density p(y) is given
as a weighted sum over probability densities p(y|θk), i.e. as
p(y|θ,π∗) =
K∑
k=1
π∗kp(y|θk) (3.1)
where it is π∗k ≥ 0 for k = 1, . . . , K, and
∑K
k=1 π
∗
k = 1, with parameter vector
θ = (θ1, . . . , θK)
′ and weight vector π∗ = (π∗1, . . . , π
∗
K)
′. For the discussion in
23
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this section, K may also be inﬁnite. Existence of densities with respect to the
Lebesgue measure will henceforth be assumed.
There are many applications, e.g., cluster and classiﬁcation analyses, in
which the allocation of observations to the mixture components and measures
derived from this allocation are of interest rather than the mixture distribu-
tion itself. In these cases, the model (3.1) can be reformulated to account
for these research focuses by introducing an extra variable T that represents
the allocations to the mixture components. Thus, π∗k = P (T = k|π∗) and
p(y|θk) = p(y|T = k,θ) so that (3.1) becomes
p(y|θ,π∗) =
K∑
k=1
P (T = k|π∗)p(y|T = k,θ).
In classiﬁcation analysis, T = k represents a classiﬁcation of an object to
class/component k, while in cluster analysis, it stands for an allocation to cluster
k.
A mixture model estimates π∗ and θ as basis for classifying objects. In a
situation in which they are known, the conditional distribution of T |y can be
obtained by Bayes’ theorem, i.e. by
p(T = k˜|y,θ,π∗) = π
∗
k˜
p(y|θk˜)∑K
k=1 π
∗
kp(y|θk)
, (3.2)
and an object is classiﬁed by assigning it to the class k˜ that maximizes (3.2).
Considering realizations y = (y1, . . . , yn)
′ of independent random variables
Y1, . . . , Yn for which the general mixture model (3.1) is assumed, the likelihood
function can be written as
p(y|θ,π∗) =
n∏
i=1
p(yi|θ,π∗) =
n∏
i=1
(
K∑
k=1
π∗kp(yi|θk)
)
. (3.3)
If, again, the focus is on the individual allocations T = (T1, . . . , Tn)
′, (3.3) can
be written in an alternative form as well, replacing π∗k by the indicator function
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I(Ti = k), leading to
p(y|T ,θ) =
n∏
i=1
(
K∑
k=1
I(Ti = k)p(yi|θk)
)
=
n∏
i=1
(
K∏
k=1
p(yi|θk)I(Ti=k)
)
.
In the simplest case of K = 2, considered in Chapter 4, π∗ = (π∗, 1 − π∗)′. In
this case, Ti ∼ Bernoulli(π∗) is a reasonable assumption, i.e.
p(T |π∗) =
n∏
i=1
(I(Ti = 1)π
∗ + I(Ti = 2)(1− π∗))
=
n∏
i=1
(
π∗I(Ti=1) · (1− π∗)I(Ti=2)
)
. (3.4)
For notational consistence, let the possible realizations of the Ti be 1 and 2
in this section, instead of the common values 0 and 1. For a general K > 2,
it is assumed that Ti ∼ Categorical(π∗1, . . . , π∗K), i.e. the allocation variable Ti
follows a categorical distribution,
p(T |π∗) =
n∏
i=1
(
K∑
k=1
I(Ti = k)π
∗
k
)
=
n∏
i=1
(
K∏
k=1
π∗k
I(Ti=k)
)
=
K∏
k=1
π∗k
∑n
i=1 I(Ti=k). (3.5)
The categorical distribution, thus, is a generalization of the Bernoulli distri-
bution for a categorical variable with more than two possible outcomes. The
likelihood (3.3) in this notation is obtained as
p(y|T ,θ) =
∑
T∈{1,...,K}n
p(y|T ,θ) · p(T |π∗).
For notational convenience, the abbreviation nk :=
∑n
i=1 I(Ti = k) will be
used in the remainder of this thesis for the number of observations allocated to
component k.
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3.1.2 Prior Distributions
In a Bayesian framework, it is necessary to specify prior distributions for the
model parameters. The parameters θ and π∗ are usually assumed to be inde-
pendent a priori so that
p(θ,π∗) = p(θ)p(π∗).
The speciﬁcation of the mixture prior mixture p(π∗) will be discussed with
particular attention. In the simplest case of K = 2, where π∗ = (π∗, 1− π∗)′, a
Beta prior with parameters aπ∗ , bπ∗ > 0 is assumed for π
∗
1 with density
p(π∗) =
Γ(aπ∗)Γ(bπ∗)
Γ(aπ∗ + bπ∗)
π∗aπ∗−1(1− π∗)bπ∗−1 ∝ π∗aπ∗−1(1− π∗)bπ∗−1 · I(π∗ ∈ [0, 1]).
The posterior distribution with density
p(π∗|T ) ∝ π∗aπ∗+n1−1(1− π∗)bπ∗+n2−1
is a Beta(aπ∗ + n1, bπ∗ + n2) distribution, i.e. it has the same functional form
as the prior. The Beta distribution is thus by deﬁnition the natural conjugate
distribution for the Bernoulli distribution of Ti in (3.4). When K > 2, the
standard prior for π∗ = (π∗1, . . . , π
∗
K−1, 1−
∑K−1
k π
∗
k)
′ is a Dirichlet distribution
with parameter α = (α1, . . . , αK)
′, αk > 0 for k = 1, . . . , K. This distribution
has the density
p(π∗) =
K∏
k=1
π∗k
αk−1 · Γ(
∑K
k=1 αk)∏K
k=1 Γ(αk)
∝
K∏
k=1
π∗k
αk−1 · I(π∗k ∈ [0, 1])
and will be denoted by Dirichlet(α). Analogously to the case K = 2, the Dirich-
let distribution is the natural conjugate prior for the categorical distribution of
T in (3.5), since the posterior
p(π∗|T ) ∝ p(T |π∗)p(π∗) ∝
K∏
k=1
π∗k
αk+nk−1 (3.6)
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is a Dirichlet(α1 + n1, . . . , αK + nK).
As reﬂected by these relationships, the Dirichlet distribution is the multivari-
ate generalization of the Beta distribution. The natural conjugacy (henceforth:
conjugacy) of the Beta and Dirichlet distributions, respectively, is a principal
motivation for employing them, since choosing conjugate prior distributions in
Bayesian statistics always has advantages when ﬁtting the model. Conjugate
prior distributions have computational beneﬁts: in simple models they often al-
low an analytical computation of the posterior distribution, while in more com-
plex models, they facilitate the use of the Gibbs sampler in MCMC approaches
(for details, see Section 3.2.2). Conjugate prior distributions also often help to
interpret results and have the nice property of being interpretable as additional
data (Gelman et al., 2013).
There exist several extensions and generalizations of the Dirichlet distribu-
tion. Important examples are the generalized Dirichlet distribution (Ishwaran
and James, 2001) or the two-parameter Poisson-Dirichlet distribution (Pitman
and Yor, 1997).
The numerous priors for inﬁnite mixture models discussed in the ﬁeld of
nonparametric Bayesian statistics can, at least in their great majority, also
be viewed as extensions or generalizations of the Dirichlet distribution. The
oldest and most important one is the Dirichlet process (Ferguson, 1973) that
induces Dirichlet distributions when data are grouped into any ﬁnite measurable
partition, exploiting the conjugacy of the Multinomial-Dirichlet model for this
setting. The Dirichlet process mixture (DPM) model introduced by Lo (1984)
(see also MacEachern and Mu¨ller, 1998) is one of the most frequently employed
Bayesian mixture models.
For the Dirichlet process in turn, many modiﬁcations and generalizations
have been developed. For example, several hierarchical extensions have been in-
troduced. While they facilitate to appropriately borrow information across data
originating from distinct sources such as diﬀerent study centers, they also help
to take into account variation in the target variable Y over time or due to values
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of covariates (Dunson, 2010). These extensions, in particular, include mixtures
of independent Dirichlet processes (Mu¨ller et al., 2004), dependent Dirichlet
processes (McEachern, 1999), hierarchical Dirichlet processes (Teh et al., 2006),
and nested Dirichlet processes (Rodriguez, 2008).
Recent developments include latent stick-breaking processes that, in contrast
to other nonparametric models, facilitate anisotropic and nonstationary models
(Rodriguez et al., 2010). Another recent proposal are probit stick-breaking
processes, in which the characteristic beta distribution in the stick-breaking
construction, see the deﬁnition in (3.8), is replaced by probit transformations
of normal random variables (Rodriguez and Dunson, 2011).
Overviews on the rapidly evolving ﬁeld of Bayesian nonparametrics are given
in Ghosh and Ramamoorthi (2003) and Hjort et al. (2010). A comprehensive
theoretical overview of classes of nonparametric priors providing more ﬂexibility
than the Dirichlet process is given, in particular, by Lijoi and Pru¨nster (2010).
A connection between ﬁnite and inﬁnite mixture models exists in truncated
versions of inﬁnite mixture models such as the truncated Dirichlet process, in
which an upper bound is ﬁxed for the number of components K, approximat-
ing the inﬁnite by a ﬁnite mixture model (see Ishwaran and Zarepour, 2000;
Ishwaran and James, 2001). When a high number of components is used, the
diﬀerence to an inﬁnite mixture becomes negligible, while the dimensionality
of the model can be kept ﬁxed, leading to computational beneﬁts (cf. Section
3.2.3).
A general class of both ﬁnite and inﬁnite mixture priors is the class of
Ongaro-Cattaneo random measures (Ongaro and Cattaneo, 2004):
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Ongaro-Cattaneo probability measures).
A random discrete probability measure P is called Ongaro-Cattaneo probability
measure if it can be written as
P =
K∑
k=1
π∗kδ
∗
ζ∗k
, (3.7)
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Priors with K < ∞ ak bk Note
Dirichlet distribution αk
∑K
k∗=k+1 ak∗ k = 1, . . . ,K − 1, set VK = 1
Finite-dimensional Dirichlet α∗/K
∑K
k∗=k+1 ak∗ k = 1, . . . ,K − 1, set VK = 1
Trunc. Dirichlet(α0) process 1 α0 set π
∗
K = 1−
∑K−1
k=1 π
∗
k
Priors with K = ∞
Dirichlet(α0) process 1 α0
Pitman-Yor(a,b) process 1− a b+ ka a ∈ [0, 1), b > −a
Table 3.1: Sampling of known priors via stick-breaking construction. For
the Dirichlet distribution, the ﬁnite dimensional Dirichlet prior, the truncated
Dirichlet process, the Dirichlet process and the Pitman-Yor process, correspond-
ing choices for a = (a1, . . . , aK)
′ and b = (b1, . . . , bK)′ are listed when sampling
the proportions Vk ∼ Beta(ak, bk) independently. It is ak, bk, α∗, α0 > 0.
where K, π∗k, and δ
∗
ζ∗k
are random variables with the following properties: K is
a positive integer or ∞. The weights π∗1, . . . , π∗K, conditional on K, have an
arbitrary distribution on the (K − 1)-dimensional simplex
SM =
{
π∗ ∈ RK :∑Kk=1 π∗k = 1, π∗k ≥ 0, k = 1, . . . , K}.
The δ∗ζ∗k are an i.i.d. sample of a nonatomic distribution P0 on Ξ
∗ (i.e. P0({ζ∗k}) =
0 ∀ ζ∗k ∈ Ξ∗), independent of π∗k, k = 1, . . . , K, and K.
An important subclass of Ongaro-Cattaneo priors are stick-breaking priors.
Stick-breaking priors have the Ongaro-Cattaneo form (3.7), but assume that
K is ﬁxed (with the possibility of K = ∞) and that the weights are sampled
according to
π∗1 = V1 and π
∗
k = Vk
k−1∏
k∗=1
(1− Vk∗), (3.8)
where Vk are independent Beta(ak, bk) random variables, k = 1, . . . , K, and
ak, bk > 0. In general, it is not guaranteed that
∑K
k=1 π
∗
k = 1. However, it can
be shown that assuming K = ∞ and ∑∞k=1 log(1 + ak/bk) = ∞ ensures that∑K
k=1 π
∗
k = 1. If K < ∞, it is suﬃcient to set VK = 1, leading to a generalized
Dirichlet distribution for the weights π∗k (Ishwaran and James, 2001). In Table
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3.1, important stick-breaking priors are listed with their corresponding choices
for ak and bk. All of the priors that are explicitly mentioned in this section may
be sampled by a stick-breaking construction.
The term stick-breaking construction is owed to the fact that the sampling
may be seen as a process in which pieces are consecutively broken oﬀ a stick of
length 1, see Figure 3.1. The Vk correspond to the proportion of the remaining
stick that is broken oﬀ. Wong (1998) discusses sampling from the generalized
Dirichlet distribution and the Dirichlet distribution in particular via a stick-
breaking construction, independently of their employment in mixture models.
Ishwaran and James (2001) describe the sampling of stick-breaking priors in a
general framework.
To date, the Dirichlet distribution remains a very frequently used mixture
prior in ﬁnite mixture models due to its simplicity and its conjugacy properties.
Unless speciﬁc reasons suggest otherwise, mostly an exchangeable symmetric
Dirichlet prior with αk ≡ α0, k = 1, . . . , K, is chosen that does not favor
any particular class. In this case, α0 is referred to as concentration parameter
(the same term and notation is used in the context of the Dirichlet process). A
widely used prior is the uniform Dirichlet prior with α0 = 1. However, Ishwaran
and Zarepour (2002a) discuss in the context of mixtures of normal distributions
that there exist consistency problems with this prior. In particular, they show
that this prior is inconsistent when n/K → 0, i.e. when K gets too large in
comparison to n. To solve this issue, they recommend to re-parameterize the
symmetric Dirichlet prior such that α0 = α
∗/K for an α∗ > 0 and show that
this prior is strongly consistent for the density and weakly consistent for the un-
known mixture distribution. Moreover, Ishwaran and Zarepour (2002b) show
that it approximates the Dirichlet process for increasing K and that for a ﬁxed
value of ζ∗ = (ζ∗1 , . . . , ζ
∗
K)
′ it is already a Dirichlet process. Note that in their
considerations, they in general assume that the components of the mixture
prior correspond to identical distributions. Green and Richardson (2001) dis-
cuss more generally conditions under which the Dirichlet process model is the
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


1− V1 V1 = π∗1
(1− V2)(1− V1)
(1− V3)(1− V2)(1− V1)
V2(1− V1) = π∗2
V3(1− V2)(1− V1) = π∗3
Figure 3.1: Illustration of sampling via a stick-breaking construction.
limiting case of the symmetric Dirichlet prior. The prior resulting from setting
αk = α
∗/K for an α∗ > 0 is referred to with diﬀerent names, such as Dirichlet-
multinomial process (Muliere and Secchi, 1995, stressing its relations to the
Dirichlet process), m-spike model (Liu, 1996, in the context of importance sam-
pling), Dirichlet/multinomial allocation model (Green and Richardson, 2001) or
ﬁnite dimensional Dirichlet prior (Ishwaran and Zarepour, 2002a,b). The latter
term is used throughout this thesis to underline its ﬁnite-dimensional nature.
The prior clustering behavior of the mixture model depends essentially on
the parameter (or the parameters) of the prior distribution chosen for the mix-
ture weights, e.g., on the concentration parameter α0 in case of the symmetric
Dirichlet distribution. When the number of components is chosen by the model
and overﬁtting is present, the concentration parameter α0 may be very inﬂu-
ential. For α0 < 1, e.g., probability mass will concentrate on few components
and empty components will a priori be likely, while for α0 > 1 the latter will
not be the case (Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter, 2011). Ishwaran and Zarepour (2002a)
suggest that α0 = 1/K is a choice that often works well. However, α0 might
also be estimated as part of the model, avoiding a user-deﬁned choice of the
concentration parameter. In case of both the symmetric Dirichlet distribution
and the Dirichlet process, the gamma distribution is a popular prior for the
concentration parameter. Escobar and West (1995), e.g., employ it in case of
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a Dirichlet process and show how the concentration parameter can be sampled
within a Gibbs sampler. Ishwaran and Zarepour (2000) advocate the use of a
gamma prior also in the context of a symmetric Dirichlet distribution, citing
its ﬂexibility. Further employed priors are, e.g., an inverted Beta distribution
(Griﬃn and Steel, 2006) or an inverse gamma distribution (Medvedovic et al.,
2004).
In this thesis, models with a ﬁxed small number of components that implic-
itly control for overﬁtting are employed based on the research questions and
the considered data. The inﬂuence of α0 is, thus, expected to be small, both
with regard to its value and to its parametrization (e.g., the one advocated by
Ishwaran and Zarepour (2002a) or the uniform Dirichlet prior) .
The prior assigned to θ depends on the speciﬁc form of the p(y|θk). In the
literature, the discussion of mixture models is mostly limited to the case in
which all mixture components correspond to normal distributions. This is owed
to the fact that any density can be approximated by a mixture of normal den-
sities with an arbitrary precision (Ferguson, 1983). Mixture components with
other densities are rarely considered. Exceptions can be found in, e.g., Zhang
et al. (2012), who use a mixture of Beta distributions to model the percentage
of methylated alleles, or Svense´n and Bishop (2004), who employ Student’s t
distributions due to its greater robustness. Another example for non-Gaussian
mixtures is work by Kottas and Sanso´ (2007), who employ a mixture of bivariate
Beta distributions to account for observations to stem from a limited region of
R
2. Densities corresponding to distinct parametric families for diﬀerent k are
usually not considered, but are a focus in this thesis. When no prior information
exists, noninformative prior speciﬁcations are preferred. Since improper priors
such as a uniform distribution with an unbounded support generally lead to an
improper posterior for θ (Roeder and Wasserman, 1997), vague priors are cho-
sen in such cases. In most applications in this thesis, however, prior information
not only exists, but is even necessary to a moderate degree for performing the
desired inference. Generally, a value chosen a priori for a model parameter θ is
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denoted by θ0 in this thesis. If the parameter already possesses a subscript s,
it is denoted by θs,0.
When considering hyperpriors, conjugacy is often preferred for its computa-
tional beneﬁts.
3.1.3 Identiﬁability and Label Switching
Mixture models in general have the intrinsic property of not being identiﬁable,
i.e. there exist parameter values (θ,π∗)′ = (θ˜, π˜∗)′ so that
p(y|θ,π∗) = p(y|θ˜, π˜∗) for almost all y ∈ Y .
The reason for this may be owed to invariance w.r.t. one or more of the three fol-
lowing circumstances: relabeling of the components of the mixture distribution,
overﬁtting, or generic properties of certain classes of mixture distributions.
Permuting the component labels does not change p(y|θ,π∗), since it only
changes the order of summation in (3.1). This causes the likelihood (3.3) to have
K! identical modes, which propagates to the posterior distribution p(θ,π∗|y) if
the priors p(θk) and p(π
∗
k) are exchangeable, i.e. if they are identical for all k.
Multiple identical modes in the posterior distribution lead to problems in the
Bayesian estimation of any component-speciﬁc parameters such as θk, π
∗
k or T .
However, while the priors p(θk) and p(π
∗
k) are commonly identical for all k, in
this thesis p(θk) diﬀering between distinct values of k are explicitly considered
(see Chapter 5), including not only diﬀerent prior values, but also diﬀerent
distributions. In fact, for no model proposed in this thesis, the priors p(θk) and
p(π∗k) are identical for all k. For some k, the priors may be identical, but in
these cases the corresponding components jointly represent one group or class
and are not distinguished regarding interpretation, making an identiﬁcation of
single components irrelevant.
Nonidentiﬁability may also be caused by overﬁtting, i.e. when the number
of components in the model exceeds the true number of components, or, if it
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is not reasonable to speak of a true number, when it exceeds the number of
components that are ‘necessary’ in a sense depending on the speciﬁc modeling
task. In particular, nonidentiﬁability arises when a component is added to a
mixture model with K components, and either this component is empty or it
is equal to one of the other components, i.e. formally, π˜∗K+1 = 0 or θK+1 = θk
and π˜∗K+1 + π˜
∗
k = π
∗
k for a k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. If desired, e.g., when the number of
components in a mixture model is of interest and should be investigated, one
may try to avoid the occurrence of π˜∗K+1 = 0 by choosing α0 > 1 as Dirichlet
concentration parameter (Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter, 2011; see also Section 3.1.2).
However, this type of nonidentiﬁability is not relevant for the work presented in
this thesis, as only models with a ﬁxed number of components are considered.
The last type of nonidentiﬁability, caused by speciﬁc properties of employed
distributions, arises only for densities p(y|θk) from certain parametric families.
As an example, consider the random variables
Y1 =
1
2
U [−2, 1] + 1
2
U [−1, 2] and
Y2 =
1
3
U [−1, 1] + 2
3
U [−2, 2],
where U denotes the uniform distribution (Everitt and Hand, 1981). Both ran-
dom variables have the same distribution, resulting in nonidentiﬁability prob-
lems. However, for ﬁnite mixtures of normal and gamma distributions, which
are focused in this thesis, Teicher (1963) proves generic identiﬁability. Note that
the exponential distribution, also considered in this thesis, is a special case of
the gamma distribution with the shape parameter set to 1.
The practical relevance of identiﬁability problems in mixture models is owed
to the fact that they may result in label switching: if the likelihood (3.3) has
several identical modes propagating to the posterior, an MCMC algorithm sam-
pling from the posterior is bound to visit more than one mode if run long enough,
since its stationary distribution corresponds to the posterior. In this case, classi-
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of label switching.
ﬁcation of an observation i based on the posterior distribution of the allocation
variables Ti becomes diﬃcult, as the component-speciﬁc chains and thus the
allocation chain will ‘jump around’ between diﬀerent values artiﬁcially in a way
that has nothing to do with real posterior variability (see Figure 3.2). The
potential impact of nonidentiﬁability on the models proposed in this thesis is
limited, as explained before, so it is not necessary to worry about label switch-
ing as a result of nonidentiﬁability in their context. Naturally, however, label
switching due to real posterior variability cannot be ruled out completely.
3.2 Model Fitting
3.2.1 The Expectation-Maximization (EM) Algorithm
The publication of the work by Dempster et al. (1977), formally introducing the
EM algorithm, led to an increased employment of ﬁnite mixture distributions
as a means for modeling heterogenous data. Today, the EM algorithm is still
typically the method of choice for ﬁtting mixture models in frequentist statistics
and it is often used to ﬁt simple Bayesian models as well. Conceptually, the
algorithm estimates parameters for data that is viewed as incomplete.
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Speciﬁcally, in Section 3.1.1, the data Y1, . . . , Yn can be interpreted as incom-
plete because their corresponding allocations T1, . . . , Tn are unknown. The al-
gorithm solves this incompleteness problem by iteratively calculating the condi-
tional expectation of the log-likelihood for the complete data given y, plugging
in the current estimates of the unknown parameters in each step.
More precisely, the algorithm iterates between the E-step and the M-step.
The E-step adds (and hence updates) the unobserved data t1, . . . , tn to the
problem by using Bayes’ theorem (3.2) to compute the conditional expectation
of I(Ti = k) for observation i, i = 1, . . . , n, in class k, k = 1, . . . , K, for iteration
t+ 1,
Tˆ
(t+1)
ik := E(I(Ti = k)|yi,θ(t),π∗(t))
= p(Ti = k|yi,θ(t),π∗(t)) =
π∗j
(t)p(y|θ(t)j )∑K
j=1 π
∗
j
(t)p(y|θ(t)j )
,
given the values θ and π∗ from the previous iteration t.
In the M-step, the parameter updates θ
(t+1)
k and π
∗
k
(t+1) are calculated by
maximizing the conditional expectation of the log-likelihood given the data y,
i.e.
K∑
j=1
n∑
i=1
Tˆ
(t+1)
ij (log π
∗
j + log p(yi|θj)), (3.9)
with respect to θ and π∗. If the tk were observable, the estimates for π∗k could
simply be calculated as
πˆ∗k =
n∑
i=1
I(Ti = k)
n
.
Replacing the I(Ti = k), k = 1, . . . , K, with their current conditional expecta-
tions Tˆ
(t+1)
ik in the log-likelihood during the E-step leads to
π∗k
(t+1) =
n∑
i=1
Tˆ
(t+1)
ik
n
(3.10)
as updated estimate of π∗k, where the value of θ maximizing (3.9) depends on
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the form of the p(y|θk). As a nice interpretation, measure (3.10) contains a
contribution from each observation i that corresponds to the current estimate
for the posterior probability for the allocation of this observation to component
k.
The E- and M-steps are repeated in an alternating way until convergence,
i.e. until the diﬀerence in the values of the maximized log-likelihood from two
subsequent iterations becomes arbitrarily small. Dempster et al. (1977) show
that an EM iteration can never result in a decrease of the likelihood. Therefore,
convergence is certain as long as the likelihood has an upper bound.
To apply the EM algorithm, knowledge of the posterior of the unobserved
variables given the observations is necessary. This impedes the application of
the EM algorithm to complex hierarchical Bayesian models. However, varia-
tional Bayes methods constituting an application of the EM algorithm have
been developed that attenuate this drawback. These procedures are employed
to obtain analytic approximations to the posterior probability of unobserved,
missing variables by maximizing a lower bound of the likelihood (see, e.g., Beal
and Ghahramani, 2003; Tzikas et al., 2008).
For further details on the EM algorithm, see McLachlan and Krishnan
(2008).
3.2.2 Markov Chain Monte Carlo Algorithms
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedures are the standard method in
the Bayesian community to ﬁt not only mixture models, but models in general.
Contrary to the EM algorithm, not only point estimates are obtained for the
model parameters, but a sample from the posterior distribution of each of these
parameters. Integration across the posterior distribution, e.g. to calculate ex-
pectations of quantities of interest, can thus be approximated by summarizing
across the obtained sample (this approach is called Monte Carlo integration). A
Markov chain is a sequence {A1, A2, A3, . . .} of random variables in which At+1
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Algorithm 1 Metropolis-Hastings
If the Markov chain A is in iteration t ≥ 0, carry out the following steps:
1. Draw a candidate B from a proposal distribution q(. |At), e.g., a (poten-
tially multivariate) normal distribution.
2. Deﬁning ϕ as the stationary distribution of the Markov chain, accept B
with probability
α(At, B) = min
(
1,
ϕ(B)q(At |B)
ϕ(At)q(B |At)
)
, (3.12)
i.e. draw an UMH ∼ U(0, 1) and set At+1 = B if UMH ≤ α(At, B). Other-
wise set At+1 = At.
3. Increase the iteration count, i.e. set t = t+ 1.
is drawn from the conditional distribution p(A|At), i.e. conditional on At, At+1
is independent of {A1, . . . , At−1}. For any given model parameter, the basic
concept of MCMC methods is to construct a Markov chain with a stationary
distribution ϕ that equals the desired posterior distribution
p(θ | y) = p(y |θ)p(θ)∫
p(y |θ)p(θ) dθ ∝ p(y |θ)p(θ). (3.11)
This may be achieved by means of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Hastings,
1970), presented in Algorithm 1, or one of its many special cases:
In (3.12), ϕ is the stationary distribution of the Markov chain independently
of the proposal distribution q(.|.), and once the Markov chain reaches the sta-
tionary distribution, it will not leave it anymore (see, e.g., Gelman et al., 2013).
A good proposal distribution q(. |At) should be easy to sample from for any
At, and each accepted jump should go a reasonable distance in the parameter
space, since otherwise the chain would move too slowly. Finally, the acceptance
ratio α(At, B) should be easy to calculate, and the acceptance rate should be
in a reasonable range (Gelman et al., 2013). A very low acceptance rate will
cause a long running time of the algorithm, while a very high acceptance rate
will typically lead to autocorrelation between the values of the chain, running
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contrary to the goal of obtaining an independent sample of draws from the pos-
terior distribution. Thus, in general the goal is to achieve an acceptance rate
in the range between 0.1 and 0.9, ideally between 0.3 and 0.7. To ensure this,
it may be necessary to tune the standard deviation of the proposal distribu-
tion. Autocorrelation nevertheless perceived in a Markov chain after running
the algorithm can be reduced by keeping and analyzing only every wth draw,
discarding the others, in a procedure usually referred to as ‘thinning’.
Note that although the acceptance probability (3.12) contains the unknown
posterior distribution ϕ, its calculation is possible since the denominators in
(3.11) cancel out in the acceptance ratio, leaving only known measures:
ϕ(B)
ϕ(At+1)
=
p(B |y)
p(At+1 |y) =
p(y |B)p(B)∫
p(y |θ)p(θ) dθ
p(y |At+1)p(At+1)∫
p(y |θ)p(θ) dθ
=
p(y |B)p(B)
p(y |At+1)p(At+1) .
The ﬁrst B iterations that pass before the Markov chain reaches the stationary
distribution are discarded as burn-in, leaving the remaining sample (θt, ϕt), t =
B+ 1, . . . as the basis for inference.
There also exists a componentwise version of the Metropolis-Hastings algo-
rithm, presented in Algorithm 2.
The distributions ϕ(A.i|A.−i) = ϕ(A)/(
∫
ϕ(A)dA.i) are called full conditional
distributions. In Algorithm 2, components can be multi-dimensional themselves
and may be deﬁned based on the speciﬁcs of the model, e.g., correlated com-
ponents are often grouped into a new component. The grouping may also vary
between the iterations.
The componentwise Metropolis-Hastings algorithm owes its importance to
one of its special cases in particular, the Gibbs Sampler (Gelfand and Smith,
1990), probably the MCMC procedure most frequently used in Bayesian mod-
eling. Its proposal distribution for the ith component is given by
qi(B.i|A.i, A.−i) = ϕ(B.i|A.−i) ,
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Algorithm 2 Componentwise Metropolis-Hastings
Partition the Markov chain A into components/subchains {A.1, . . . , A.n} and
deﬁne A.−i = {A.1, . . . , A.i−1, A.i+1, . . . , A.n}. If the Markov chain A.i rests in
iteration t+ 1 and is, thus, still in state At.i, carry out the following steps:
1. Draw a candidate B.i from the proposal distribution
qi(B.i|At.i, At.−i), where
At.−i = {At+1.1, . . . , At+1.i−1, At.i+1, . . . , At.n} .
2. Accept B.i with probability
α(A.−i, A.i, B.i) = min
(
1,
ϕ(B.i|A.−i)qi(A.i|B.i, A.−i)
ϕ(A.i|A.−i)qi(B.i|A.i, A.−i)
)
.
3. Set At+1.i = B.i, if B.i is accepted. Otherwise, set At+1.i = At.i.
where ϕ(B.i|A.−i) is the full conditional distribution. Thus, the Gibbs Sampler
can only be used if the full conditional distributions are known. This is par-
ticularly the case when conjugate prior distributions are employed, which is an
important reason for the popularity of conjugate models in practice (see Sec-
tion 3.1.2). The advantage of the Gibbs sampler is that it always accepts the
proposed candidate value, since
α(A.−i, A.i, B.i) = min
(
1,
ϕ(B.i|A.−i)ϕ(A.i|A.−i)
ϕ(A.i|A.−i)ϕ(B.i|A.−i)
)
= 1 ,
which typically saves a considerable amount of computation time compared to
the general Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.
In case of ﬁnite mixture models employing a Dirichlet distribution as prior, a
standard implementation of the Gibbs sampler starts from an initial allocation
T (0) and then, in iteration t, alternates between the following steps in which
y
(t)
k = {yi : T ti = k} (cf. Algorithm 2):
1. Draw π∗(t+1)
∣∣T (t) from the Dirichlet(α1+n1, . . . , αK +nK) distribution,
i.e. from (3.6).
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2. For k = 1, . . . , K, draw θ
(t+1)
k
∣∣∣y,T (t) from p(θk|y(t)k ). If p(θk|y(t)k ) is not
known, an Metropolis-Hastings step has to be employed here.
3. For i = 1, . . . , n, draw T
(t+1)
i
∣∣∣ yi,θ(t+1),π∗(t+1) from the corresponding
conditional distribution, i.e. from (3.2).
4. Update chain values and proceed to next iteration.
The EM algorithm and the Gibbs Sampler are structurally similar regarding
their sampling from the distributions of one variable conditional on the others.
The Gibbs Sampler may thus be interpreted as a stochastic version of the EM
algorithm. While both may in principle be used to ﬁt Bayesian mixture models,
only the Gibbs sampler may be used to ﬁt complex hierarchical models.
3.2.3 The Number of Components
The number K of components in a ﬁnite mixture model has so far been treated
as ﬁxed. Both the EM algorithm and standard MCMC algorithms (as discussed
in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2) in principle cannot handle a varying dimensionality,
i.e. the treatment of K as a random variable. If K is not known, a model selec-
tion problem arises. In this situation, it is necessary to choose between models
M1, . . . ,MKmax , where MK denotes a model with K components. There exist
a number of model selection criteria intended to guide the choice of K that have
the general structure
−2 log p
(
y|θˆ, πˆ∗,MK
)
+ C · pMK
and are minimized to identify the optimal number K. Here, θˆ and πˆ∗ are the
estimates given by the model MK (i.e., either maximum likelihood estimates
or posterior means), pMK is a measure for the complexity of MK , and C is a
penalty parameter. Choosing pMK as the number of parameters in the model
and C = 2 or C = log(n) results in the Akaike information criterion (AIC;
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Akaike, 1974) and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978),
respectively. Choosing C = 2 and
pMK = Eθˆ,πˆ∗
[
−2 log p(y|θˆ, πˆ∗,MK)
]
+ 2 log p(y|θˆ, πˆ∗,MK) (3.13)
leads to the deviance information criterion (DIC; Spiegelhalter et al., 2002),
which can be interpreted as a Bayesian analog to the AIC.
Although the generic nonidentiﬁability of mixture models (as discussed in
Section 3.1.3) leads to problems regarding the regularity conditions required for
the asymptotic justiﬁcation of these criteria, they are frequently used to evaluate
such models. In the opinion of several authors, both AIC and DIC tend to
select overﬁtted models, i.e. models with K being too large, and corrections or
alternatives to tackle this have been proposed for both criteria (see, e.g., Hurvich
and Tsai, 1989; Ando, 2007). In practice, the DIC is frequently employed in
Bayesian frameworks, while either AIC or BIC are mostly used in frequentist
settings. Preferences w.r.t. AIC or BIC diﬀer between authors. While some
authors prefer the BIC, as it tends less to overestimate K (Fraley and Raftery,
2002), others favor the AIC for theoretical reasons, e.g., its derivation from
principles of information (see Burnham and Anderson, 2002). It has also been
proposed to use the BIC to approximate Bayes factors and then employ these
factors as criterion (Dasgupta and Raftery, 1998). For Bayesian models ﬁt via
MCMC methods, such as the models developed in this thesis, the DIC may be
calculated from measures that can be recorded as part of the sampling process,
while the calculation of the AIC and BIC requires a separate maximization of the
likelihood. In principle this would favor a use of the DIC to evaluate the methods
presented in this thesis. However, the aspects underlying the evaluation of the
methods developed in this thesis are not fully captured by the measures based
on (3.13). Speciﬁcally, the method GAMMICS presented in chapter 4 is partly
algorithmic, i.e. parts of the estimations done by the method are not represented
by the likelihood. The models discussed in chapter 5, on the other hand, are
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evaluated based considerably more on classiﬁcation and interpretability than on
the ﬁt. Altogether, thus, the applicability of measures based on (3.13) is limited
for these methods.
No matter which of the discussed options is pursued, the model needs to be
ﬁtted several times considering diﬀerent values of K before the resulting models
are compared based on the criterion. In a Bayesian context, there exist further
options of dealing with an unknown K. If explicit inference on K is required,
it is possible to treat K as random and estimate it within the model. In this
case, diﬀerent dimensions of the parameter space have to be considered, and an
MCMC algorithm that can deal with θ and π∗ of a varying dimension has to
be employed. The reversible jump algorithm introduced by Green (1995) fulﬁlls
these requirements. Applied to mixture models, it contains moves for adding
or removing empty components, as well as for splitting a component in two or
fusing two separate components. This ensures that each step of the algorithm is
reversible (hence, its name), which is a crucial condition for guaranteeing that
Markov chains converge to the desired posterior distribution.
It is also possible to deﬁne the number of components via a formal decision-
theoretic approach. For instance, one might specify a loss function that reﬂects
the tradeoﬀ between model complexity and the precision in solving the speciﬁc
inferential problem, e.g. an estimation task (see, e.g., Quintana and Iglesias,
2003; Lau and Green, 2007).
If no explicit inference on K is required, the number of components can
be chosen in the sense of an upper bound so that any probable value of K is
considerably smaller. The model will then implicitly estimate K by leaving all
unnecessary components empty, where the number of non-empty components
is inﬂuenced by the mixture prior. Such a model (e.g., employing a truncated
Dirichlet process or a ﬁnite-dimensional Dirichlet prior, as mentioned in Section
3.1.2) has already been applied to model cluster data originating from both
biological images (Ji et al., 2009) similar to the data considered in Chapter 4
and omics measurements (Kirk et al., 2012) similar to the data considered in
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Chapter 5.
Of course, nonparametric models for inﬁnite mixtures may be preferred from
the start, providing more ﬂexibility in terms of ﬁt. Of the potentially inﬁnite
number of components in this case, many will typically have weights near zero,
however, leading to a limited number of relevant components in practice. In
the simplest case, the Dirichlet distribution is then replaced by the Dirichlet
process. For an assessment of the inﬂuence of diﬀerent priors on the number of
components, see Ishwaran and Zarepour (2000).
In this thesis, the numbers of groups or classes arise naturally from the
application at hand. The number of components only needs to exceed the
number of groups if one mixture component does not provide suﬃcient ﬂexibility
in terms of ﬁt to represent one group. Furthermore, as mentioned, the focus lies
considerably more on classiﬁcation and interpretability than on the ﬁt. Hence,
for the applications considered in this thesis, it appears reasonable to ﬁx K for
the modeling tasks.
3.3 Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis aims to partition observations (or, more general, objects) into
groups so that observations within one cluster are as similar to each other as
possible, while observations belonging to diﬀerent clusters are as diﬀerent as
possible. This is of particular interest in exploratory data analysis when only
little or even nothing is known about the structure underlying the data. Clas-
sical applications include, e.g., the grouping of patients with similar clinical,
genetic, or epidemiological patterns to investigate disease causes and to design
personalized medicine, or the grouping of clients in a market research data base
w.r.t. common consumer behavior, in order to design personalized advertising.
Due to the lack of a training data set with known group allocations from
which an allocation rule could be learned, methods for cluster analysis are also
termed as unsupervised procedures, as opposed to classiﬁcation methods that
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are called supervised due to training of the allocation rule on a separate data
set prior to the classiﬁcation of new data.
The fact that the allocations to the clusters, the number of clusters, and the
characteristics of the clusters are all unknown and have to be learned from the
data constitutes a paradox in a way, since it is unclear to some extent what
entities something is to be learned about.
The most widely used cluster approaches are likely hierarchical clustering
(Johnson, 1967) and partitioning methods such as k-means (Lloyd, 1982; Mac-
Queen, 1967), partitioning around medoids (PAM; Kaufman and Rousseeuw,
1990), or self-organizing maps (SOM; Kohonen, 1995). However, in spite of
their popularity, they require input from the analyst in order to render sensible
results: the user is obliged to deﬁne a cutoﬀ in a dendrogram (hierarchical clus-
tering), pre-deﬁne the number of clusters, or infer it by a heuristic (k-means,
PAM, SOM). Since the user input usually inﬂuences the results heavily, sensi-
tivity analyses are mandatory. Additionally, these approaches do not explicitly
consider non-clustered points, although they can produce clusters of size one.
Both of the mentioned drawbacks have been tackled by more recent methods.
Several cluster modeling approaches take singletons into account, although they
are mostly viewed as noise rather than considered as interesting (Banﬁeld and
Raftery, 1993; Dasgupta and Raftery, 1998; Hennig and Coretto, 2008). Maitra
and Ramler (2009) propose a generalization of the k-means algorithm that ex-
plicitly considers scatter points. As for the necessary user input, a number of
sophisticated grouping algorithms have been proposed that need less prior in-
formation. There are approaches that only require specifying, e.g., a maximum
cluster size (Scharl and Leisch, 2006), a minimum cluster size (Manley et al.,
2008) or an ε-neighborhood with a minimum point density around core clus-
ter points (Ester et al., 1996; Ankerst et al., 1999). Although such input may
be easier to specify, it still requires important prior knowledge on the problem
at hand, and the choices made by the user may strongly inﬂuence the results.
Moreover, sensitivity analyses for the parameter choices are still necessary, but
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cannot completely rule out an unwanted bias. Some approaches tackle both
drawbacks jointly and also consider the possibility of non-clustered points (such
as the one proposed by Scharl and Leisch, 2006). Other approaches are designed
for point patterns observed over time and take advantage of point trajectories
to ﬁnd clusters (Manley et al., 2008).
As motivated in Chapter 1, mixture models are a natural approach in the
context of cluster analysis. In model-based clustering, observations arise from
a mixture of distributions in a given parameter space (Banﬁeld and Raftery,
1993; Fraley and Raftery, 2002). Arbitrary parameter choices are avoided in
this framework. Mixture models for clustering may diﬀer structurally in a num-
ber of aspects. The most important characteristics in the context of this thesis
are: the model ﬁtting technique (basically EM algorithms vs. MCMC meth-
ods), the way in which the number of components is chosen (cf. Section 3.2.3),
the employed distributions, and the similarity measure used to summarize the
relevant information contained in the data.
As discussed in Section 3.1.2, most mixture models in both frequentist and
Bayesian approaches exclusively employ Gaussian distributions (for general ref-
erence, see McLachlan and Peel, 2000, and Richardson and Green, 1997, re-
spectively). Usually, each cluster is represented by one mixture component,
in case of a Bayesian approach at least in each MCMC iteration. However,
it frequently happens that at least a few clusters are poorly ﬁtted by a single
component in a given application. To overcome the lack of ﬁt in such situa-
tions, models involving a mixture of mixtures have been introduced recently. In
such approaches, each cluster may be represented by a mixture itself to give the
model extra ﬂexibility (see Baudry et al., 2010; Rousseau and Mengersen, 2011,
for frequentist and Bayesian approaches, respectively). Bayesian model-based
clustering frequently employs nonparametric mixture models, i.e. a potentially
inﬁnite number of components, or approximations to such models.
For model-based clustering with non-exchangeable data, more ﬂexible classes
of priors have been proposed such as dependent processes (Lijoi et al., 2014).
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One might also consider simultaneous clustering of observations and variables,
i.e. biclustering (see Wang et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2013), or clustering with
implied variable selection that takes into account covariates of varying relevance
(Yau and Holmes, 2011). Regarding computation time, Wang and Dunson
(2011) have described how to ﬁt a DPM model without using MCMC algorithms
(Wang and Dunson, 2011).
Applications of Bayesian model-based clustering are manifold and include,
e.g., the clustering of text documents (Blei et al., 2010; Hung et al., 2013),
spikes in neuronal signals (Wood et al., 2006), motion patterns (Joseph et al.,
2011), or trend curves of cancer incidence and mortality rates (Dass et al.,
2014). Methods employing cluster models for the analysis of spatial clustering
and omics data are discussed in Chapter 4 and 5, respectively.
In model-based clustering, the cluster partition is generally deﬁned impli-
citly via the allocation of observations to the mixture components. However,
if the cluster partition is of primary interest, it may be an advantage to model
the cluster partition directly without specifying a mixture model as an inter-
mediate step. Here, two popular model classes are product partition models
(PPMs; Hartigan, 1990; Crowley, 1997; Quintana, 2006) and species sampling
models (SSMs; Pitman, 1996; Ishwaran and James, 2003). Both model classes
directly assign a probability to the cluster partition. PPMs for this purpose em-
ploy cohesion functions that deﬁne the similarities of clusters, while SSMs use
partition probability functions, i.e. functions of partitions that depend on the
partition via the cluster sizes under the assumption of exchangeability. The par-
tition structures induced by PPMs and SSMs are not equivalent in general, but
have a considerable intersection. For instance, the marginal prior distribution
corresponding to a Dirichlet process can be formulated both in terms of a PPM
(Quintana, 2006) and an SSM (Pitman, 1996). Another possibility to specify
a mixture model is via a Po´lya urn scheme, a generative process that may be
illustrated by picking balls of diﬀerent colors from an urn. The distribution of
the mixture weights results as the distribution of the number of balls of each
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color in the urn. Every time a ball is drawn, it is replaced by a new ball that
is added to the urn. Depending on how this is done, well-known mixture priors
such as the Dirichlet distribution or the Dirichlet process can be obtained, or
other priors can be constructed.
It is often diﬃcult to average over a sample from the posterior distribution
of the cluster partition, or, alternatively, over the posterior distribution of the
allocations of each observation. This is in particular the case when the number
of clusters is variable or when label switching makes the estimates unstable and
inference on cluster speciﬁc parameters unreliable (Jasra et al., 2005). This was
discussed in Section 3.1.3 in the context of mixture models and, in principle,
also applies to PPMs and SSMs (see, e.g., Mu¨ller et al., 2011). One possibility
to solve this problem is to relabel the cluster labels coherently, as, e.g., proposed
by Stephens (2000) for the case of a ﬁxed number of clusters. A solution also
applicable to a variable number of components is to choose the clustering that
maximizes the posterior density, known as the maximum a posteriori probabil-
ity (MAP) estimate, a Bayesian analog to the maximum likelihood estimator
(Srivastava et al., 2014). Finally, it is possible to average over a posterior sample
of similarity matrices instead of over a posterior sample of cluster allocations.
This is motivated by the fact that posterior similarity matrices are relatively
unsusceptible to label switching (Medvedovic et al., 2004). When research in-
terest focuses on estimating a cluster partition, eventually a partition has to
be obtained from the estimated posterior similarity matrix by optimizing a se-
lected criterion. Diﬀerent estimates have been proposed for this purpose, such
as Binder’s loss (Binder, 1978), Dahl‘s criterion (Dahl, 2006), or the posterior
expected adjusted Rand index (Fritsch and Ickstadt, 2009).
If only vague ideas exist w.r.t. the clusters’ characteristics, regardless of the
employed method it is often appropriate to make use of available prior infor-
mation. This may be done explicitly via corresponding prior distributions in
case of a Bayesian analysis. However, it may also be carried out in a more im-
plicit way by deﬁning a distance measure speciﬁcally tailored for the clustering
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problem at hand (see, e.g., Selinski and Ickstadt, 2008).
In Chapter 4 of this thesis, spatial coordinates of objects are analyzed. In this
case, a natural choice for the distance measure is the Euclidean distance. Still,
due to the presence of metaclustering and detection errors, informative priors
have to be used in the mixture model. In Chapter 5, the information necessary
to deﬁne distance and similarity between genetic locations is condensed in a
speciﬁc measure. In both chapters, the analyses can be viewed as clustering.
However, they are not clustering in a classical exploratory sense since a ﬁxed
number of classes with predeﬁned meanings are considered to which objects
are allocated. In this sense, the applications described in this thesis bear more
characteristics of classiﬁcation than of cluster analysis.
Chapter 4
Spatial Modeling of Ras Protein
Structures
In this chapter, GAMMICS (GAMma Mixtures for Inference on Cluster Struc-
tures) is introduced, a method designed to quantify key parameters of spatial
cluster structures formed by Ras proteins. Its performance is compared to sev-
eral competing approaches. Based on experimental data, it is diﬃcult to evalu-
ate the performance of any of the methods since there is still relatively little well-
established knowledge about the cluster behavior of Ras proteins (see Section
2.2). In addition, the Ras patterns obtained by PALM and STORM technolo-
gies are subject to unknown detection errors committed by the preprocessing
software: erroneous deletions or false detections of proteins may propagate into
the subsequent analysis and cause biases in the results. In consequence, an
assessment of the methods’ performance in a comprehensive simulation study
is mandatory. In simulations, the real cluster structure is known and poten-
tial strengths or weaknesses of the methods can be systematically investigated
w.r.t. diﬀerent aspects of the data. Thus, in Section 4.1, some theory on point
process models is brieﬂy revised. In Section 4.2, a point process model designed
speciﬁcally for simulating Ras protein patterns is described. For further details
on point process theory refer to, e.g., Cressie (1993), Diggle (2003) or Illian
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et al. (2008). Sections 4.5 is dedicated to the new GAMMICS method, while in
Section 4.4 competing approaches are discussed. In Section 4.7, results obtained
by all methods are reported. The contents of most parts of this chapter are the
subject of Scha¨fer et al. (2015).
4.1 Point Processes
A spatial point pattern can easily be deﬁned by the locations of its observations
x1, . . . , xn, assumed to be in X ⊂ Rd. Alternatively, a spatial point pattern
may be deﬁned through a counting measure φ on X : for a Borel set A ∈ Z, let
φ(A) be the number of observations in A, where Z is the Borel σ algebra of X .
Assuming φ is locally ﬁnite, i.e. φ(A) < ∞ for all bounded sets A ∈ Z, the
knowledge of φ(A) for all A ∈ Z renders the same information about the point
pattern as the locations of all observations x1, . . . , xn in X .
A spatial point pattern can be viewed as the realization of a spatial point
process, i.e. a stochastic model to represent the locations of a countable set of
observations {xi}. Each of the two mentioned deﬁnitions of a point pattern leads
to a characterization of a spatial point process, and Moyal (1962) shows that
both characterizations of point processes are equivalent. Formally, let (Ω,A, P )
be a probability space and let Φ be a collection of locally ﬁnite counting measures
on X ⊂ Rd. A spatial point process N on X then is a measurable mapping
of (Ω,A) into (Φ, σ(Φ)) inducing a probability measure ΠN ≡ P (N ∈ YΦ) on
(Φ, σ(Φ)) for all YΦ ∈ σ(Φ), where σ(Φ) is the smallest σ algebra generated by
sets of the form {φ ∈ Φ : φ(A) ∈ N0} (Cressie, 1993).
Alternatively, point processes can be deﬁned more intuitively as a model
for point locations. For this purpose, X ⊂ Rd is viewed as the set of all point
patterns xn = {x1, . . . , xn} with n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., where x0 denotes an empty
point pattern. Then a triplet (X,B, P ∗), where B is a σ algebra of sets in
X and P ∗ a probability distribution on B, constitutes a model of a stochastic
population and is called a spatial point process (Moyal, 1962). A probability
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measure can be deﬁned here as well.
If for two point processes N1 and N2 it is ΠN1(YΦ) = ΠN2(YΦ) for all YΦ ∈
σ(Φ), they are said to be identically distributed. A point process is said to be
simple if φ(x) ∈ 0, 1 for all x ∈ X and almost all φ ∈ Φ. In the following,
ﬁniteness and measurability will be assumed for discussed point processes. In
addition, d = 2 will be assumed, based on the Ras protein application focused
in this thesis.
4.1.1 Properties of Spatial Point Processes
Frequently, there is only one realization, i.e. a single point pattern to learn
about an underlying spatial point process. To make the ﬁt of a model and the
estimation of its parameters easier in these situations, often the assumptions of
stationarity and, sometimes, isotropy are made. Formally, let τς : R
2 → R2 be
the translation operator τς(x) ≡ x− ς for each ς ∈ R2, let φς(A) ≡ φτ−1ς (A) =
φ({x : x+ ς ∈ A}) for each φ ∈ Φ and let Nς ≡ Nτ−1ς . Then, a point process N
is called stationary if N and Nς are identically distributed for all ς ∈ R2, i.e. if
ΠN (A) = ΠNς (A) for all A ∈ Z and for all ς ∈ R2. In other words, stationarity
means that a process’ properties are invariant under translations τς . A point
process N is said to be isotropic if it is invariant under rotations ρϑ about the
origin (by an angle ϑ), i.e. when N and Nρ−1ϑ are identically distributed for
all ϑ ∈ [0, 2π). Note that neither stationarity nor isotropy rule out random
heterogeneity.
When analyzing compact regions in R2, as in this thesis, it is often suﬃcient
to postulate (approximate) stationarity and isotropy within the study regions.
However, in the case of Ras protein applications, where complex cluster pat-
terns are expected, stationarity and isotropy can generally not be assumed. De-
partures from these assumptions may be reduced by choosing relatively small
regions of interest located at a suﬃcient distance away from cell boundaries, at
which sharp changes of the point pattern structure are expected to occur.
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The ﬁrst order properties of a spatial point process are described by an intensity
function:
Deﬁnition 4.1 (Intensity function).
The intensity function λ(x) is deﬁned as
λ(x) = lim
ν(dx)→0
{
E[N (dx)]
ν(dx)
}
,
where N (A) is the number of points in A, dx is an inﬁnitesimal region which
contains x, E[N (A)] = ∫
Φ
φ(A)ΠNdφ and ν(A) is the Lebesgue measure, i.e.
ν(A) = |A|.
For a stationary process, it is λ(x) ≡ λ, i.e. the intensity function assumes a
constant value. The second-order intensity function is deﬁned by
λ2(xA, xB) = lim
ν(dxA)→0,ν(dxB)→0
{
E[N (dxA)N (dxB)]
ν(dxA)ν(dxB)
}
.
For a stationary process, λ2(xA, xB) can be written as a function λ
∗
2 of the
diﬀerence between xA and xB, i.e. λ2(xA, xB) = λ
∗
2(xA − xB). If, in addition,
the process is isotropic, it can be written as a function λo2 of the distance between
xA and xB, i.e. λ2(xA, xB) = λ
o
2(‖xA − xB‖).
Ripley’s K-function (Ripley, 1977; Dixon, 2002) and other functions derived
from it are related second moment measures. They play a prominent role in
the literature on the quantiﬁcation of Ras protein clusters. The K-function is
deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 4.2 (Ripley’s K-function).
For a simple, stationary and isotropic spatial point process with intensity λ, the
K-function is deﬁned as:
K(r) = E(N0(r))
λ
; r ≥ 0 (4.1)
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where N0(r) is the random number of observations lying within a distance of no
more than r of any observation.
In the conditions of Deﬁnition 4.2, let λo2(r) be the second-order intensity. Then,
the relation of the second-order intensity and the K-function is
λo2(r) =
λ2Γ(2)
2πr
K′(r).
(for a general d, this formula is given in Cressie, 1993). For a given spatial point
pattern deﬁned in RK ∈ R2 containing the point process points x1, . . . , xn, K(r)
can be estimated by
Kˆ(r) = 1
λˆ · n
n∑
i=1
∑
j =i
I(‖xi − xj‖ ≤ r), (4.2)
where I is the indicator function. The measure can be adjusted for edge eﬀects
in several ways (Goreaud and Pe´lissier, 1999). For instance, in the summation
in (4.2) all xi located at a distance of less than r to the nearest edge of RK may
be excluded. Alternatively, a weighted sum over i can be used as estimator,
calculating the weights for each xi via a circle around xi with radius r. Each
weight would correspond to the proportion of the area of this circle that lies
inside of RK.
The function K compares a given point pattern with a homogenous one.
Speciﬁcally, K(r) can be interpreted as the area covered by the number of points
expected within distance r from an arbitrary point of the given pattern under
homogeneity. If there is no structure at all in the observed point pattern, then
K(r) = πr2, while K(r) > πr2 indicates a tendency to clustering and K(r) < πr2
a tendency to a regular pattern (see Section 4.1.2)..
To provide a user-friendly interpretation, the K-function is often normalized,
e.g. to L(r) =
√
K(r)
π
or toH(r) = L(r)−r. The key value for comparison in the
assessment of clustering is then no longer 2πr2, but r or 0, respectively. For the
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K-function, information across a range of radii is accumulated. To summarize
the information contained in the K-function without accumulative eﬀects, one
may consider the pair correlation function.
Deﬁnition 4.3 (Pair correlation function).
In the conditions of Deﬁnition 4.2, the pair correlation function is deﬁned as:
g(r) =
dK(r)
dr
/(2πr); r ≥ 0.
Both the K-function and the pair correlation function may be used to assess
whether a point pattern stems from a speciﬁc point process model or not. The
functions may also be used to ﬁt such a model to a point pattern, using the
similarity between theoretical and empirical values as a goodness-of-ﬁt criterion.
This is called the method of minimum contrast, see, e.g., Diggle (2003) or Stoyan
and Stoyan (1994). However, as demonstrated by Baddeley and Silverman
(1984), there are point processes that share the same second order characteristics
but nevertheless diﬀer notably in other respects.
4.1.2 Spatial Point Process Models
One of the most important point processes in spatial statistics is the Poisson
process, which is the basis for many point process models. It is deﬁned as
follows:
Deﬁnition 4.4 (Poisson process).
N is an (inhomogenous) Poisson process if:
1. For any A ∈ Z, P (N (A) ∈ {0, 1, . . .}) = 1, and for any collection of
disjoint sets A1,A2, . . . ,Ak ∈ Z, the random variables N (A1),N (A2), . . . ,
N (Ak) are independent.
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2. For all x ∈ X ,
P (N (dx) = 0) = 1− E[N (dx)] + o(E[N (dx)]),
P (N (dx) = 1) = E[N (dx)] + o(E[N (dx)]),
P (N (dx) > 1) = o(E[N (dx)]),
provided that E[N (S)] exists for any compact set S ∈ Z.
It can be shown that under the circumstances described in Deﬁnition 4.4, N (A)
has a Poisson distribution with mean E[N (A)] for all A ∈ Z (see, e.g. Rogers,
1974). This fact, besides the Poisson distribution’s status as a popular choice
for modeling count data, motivates why Poisson processes are so important for
the modeling of point processes.
In the special case of E[N (A)] = λ · ν(A) = λ|A| for a λ > 0 for all A ∈ X,
where ν(A) = |A| is the Lebesgue measure, the Poisson process is homogenous,
describing the absence of any structure in spatial point data. This important
case is also known as complete spatial randomness.
There are two basic deviations from complete spatial randomness: regular-
ity and clustering. While points of a regular pattern tend to display mutual
inhibition, i.e. there is a minimum mutual distance, clustered points tend to
form agglomerations.
There are several possible classes of models for simulating point patterns
with clusters. The perhaps most obvious one is the class of independent cluster
processes, constructed by means of a parent and a daughter process: cluster
centers arise independently from the parent process, while the points in each
cluster are conditionally independent, arising from a daughter process. A pop-
ular subclass are Neyman-Scott cluster processes (Neyman and Scott, 1958),
deﬁned via a Poisson parent process and a Poisson daughter process. Diﬀerent
distributions are considered to model the point locations within each cluster,
e.g., a uniform or normal distribution.
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Independent cluster processes imply the possibility of mutually overlapping
points, an undesirable characteristic when modeling objects of a certain phys-
ical size. Thus, one may consider a notion of regularity in the model. The
easiest way of doing this is by simple inhibition point processes, e.g., so called
hard core models which establish overlap-free circles around simulated points.
One prominent example are the models of Mate´rn (Mate´rn, 1960) which delete
points violating the non-overlap rule.
A diﬀerent approach is oﬀered by Markov point processes, a more com-
plex class of mainly inhibitive point processes formulating speciﬁc assumptions
about potential interactions between points (Ripley and Kelly, 1977). Among
the earliest proposed subclasses are pairwise interaction processes (Ripley, 1977;
Strauss, 1975) which describe dependence between points based on the notion
of R-nearness of point pairs: two points whose distance is less than R are con-
sidered to be in interaction. More sophisticated alternatives have since been
proposed such as area interaction processes (Baddeley and van Lieshout, 1995),
constituting a generalization to interactions of potentially inﬁnite order. Con-
nected component Markov point processes (Baddeley and Møller, 1989) also
consider points connected by a long chain of points as being in interaction.
Grabarnik and Sa¨rkka (2001) introduce the class of interacting neighbor point
processes in which points are regarded as interacting when they are either suf-
ﬁciently close or connected by a single third point.
Ras proteins are physical objects of a certain size and thus cannot overlap,
i.e. the locations of two Ras proteins cannot be arbitrarily close. This would
in principle be an argument to employ an inhibitive process for their simula-
tion. However, neither the existing simple inhibition processes of Mate´rn and
extensions nor the diﬀerent Markov point processes provide the possibility of
combining local inhibition with the more important feature of clustering. Fur-
thermore, in case of the Ras proteins the inhibition loses importance because
the proteins can only be detected indirectly by PALM/STORM due to their
size, involving a detection error that is several times higher than the radius of
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parent points η oﬀspring ζ name of process
general general independent cluster process
Poisson general Poisson cluster process
general Poisson Cox cluster process
Poisson Poisson Neyman-Scott process
Poisson (homogen.) Poisson (uniform in disc) Mate´rn cluster process
Poisson (homogen.) Poisson (Gaussian) Modiﬁed Thomas process
Table 4.1: Standard nomenclature for independent cluster processes.
Source: van Lieshout and Baddeley (2002).
the proteins. Any gain in representing local inhibition between Ras proteins
will, therefore, be masked by the detection error, casting doubt on the added
value of the more complex model for this application.
For these reasons, in the following the focus is put on spatial cluster pro-
cesses. In particular, a new subclass, the double Mate´rn cluster process, is
described as an appropriate framework to simulate Ras protein patterns.
4.1.3 Spatial Cluster Processes
To formally deﬁne cluster processes, let η = {η1, . . . , ηnη} be a ﬁrst gener-
ation point process on R2 and let ζ = {ζ1, . . . , ζnζ} be second generation
points grouped in conditionally independent clusters C1, . . . , CnC centered at the
ηj, j = 1, . . . , nη, where |Cj| ≥ 1. The union U = ∪jCj is called an indepen-
dent cluster process. A corresponding point pattern consists of a realization of
U ∩ Ψ in a non-empty compact window Ψ ⊂ R2. Note that some η may be
located outside of Ψ and that properties of the clusters, such as the intensity
within clusters or spread of the clusters, may vary. For each η there is a point
process with distribution GC and density gC(·), representing the spread of the
cluster corresponding to η. In Table 4.1, the nomenclature for special cases of
independent cluster process models is listed.
In this thesis, the focus lies on Neyman-Scott processes, a special case of
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Cox cluster processes (Cox, 1955) in which both the ﬁst and second generation
points follow Poisson processes. A standard Neyman-Scott process is deﬁned as
follows:
Deﬁnition 4.5 (Neyman-Scott cluster process).
A Neyman-Scott process fulﬁlls the following conditions:
NS1 There are ﬁrst generation points η1, . . . , ηnη that form a Poisson process.
NS2 Each ﬁrst generation point produces a cluster Cj consisting of a random
number Sc of second generation points, where Sc ∼ Poi(μc) i.i.d.
NS3 The positions of the second generation points ζ1, . . . , ζnζ relative to their
respective parent points are i.i.d. distributed, given their number, accord-
ing to the density function gC(·) = ξ(·|η, r)/Ξ(η) on R2, with an intensity
function ξ(·|η, r) : R2 → [0,∞), where Ξ(η) = ∫ ξ(t|η, r)dt = μc and r is
the cluster radius.
By the superposition property of Poisson processes, conditional on η, the com-
bined clusters form a Poisson point process on R2 with intensity function
λ(·|η, r) =
nη∑
j=1
ξ(·|ηj, r)
with the convention that ξ(u|·, r) = 0 if u /∈ Ψ. Often, the intensity function for
one cluster ξ(u|η, r) essentially only depends on the distance dist(η, u) between
η and u. Here, it is written additionally in dependence of the cluster radius
r > 0, which is one of the parameters of interest in the Ras protein analyses.
Generally, it is not obvious how r is deﬁned. One interesting deﬁnition for
ξ(u|η, r) is
ξ(u|η, r) = γ
r
√
2
π
· e−2·dist(η,u)2/r2 , (4.3)
for a γ > 0, i.e. the daughters follow an isotropic Gaussian distribution with
center η. This is known as the modiﬁed Thomas process (Thomas, 1949). Here,
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σ is deﬁned as r/2 to write ξ(u|η, r) as a function of the radius r, departing from
the conventional parametrization of a Gaussian distribution. Another important
example is
ξ(u|η, r) =
{
γ if dist(η, u) ≤ r
0 otherwise,
(4.4)
which is known as the Mate´rn cluster process (Mate´rn, 1986). More generally
than in these examples, the point spread may depend on η.
Two properties of Neyman-Scott processes follow from the fact that the
clusters arise from Poisson processes (i.e. they are Cox cluster processes). First,
conditional on η and nζ , the points are drawn from a ﬁnite mixture distribution
with nη mixture distributions determined by the ηj, j = 1, . . . , nη, and weights
pj =
Ξ(ηj)∑nη
m=1 Ξ(ηm)
, j = 1, . . . , nη,
see van Lieshout and Baddeley (2002). If the intensity function ξ is translation
invariant in the sense that ξ(u+ ς|η, r) = ξ(u|0, r) for all ς ∈ R2, the weights are
identical for all parents. While common in the spatial context, this restriction
is rather unnatural in the general context of ﬁnite mixture models.
Second, clusters have a positive probability of being empty and of containing
only one point. If in a speciﬁc application this is an undesirable feature, steps
may be taken to avoid such parents. One easy option would be, e.g., to consider
only such parents having at least one (or more) daughters.
In Section 4.2, a point process model more general than the Neyman-Scott
process is presented, reﬂecting characteristics of point patterns arising in the
analysis of Ras proteins.
For a more profound discussion of spatial cluster processes see also, e.g.,
Lawson and Denison (2002) or Daley and Vere-Jones (2008).
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4.2 The double Mate´rn Cluster Process
The Ras protein structures motivating this chapter have properties not reﬂected
by established Neyman-Scott processes. First, only a portion of the proteins
does actually cluster, some of them appear as singletons. Second, Ras clusters
as well as singletons may (jointly) form considerably bigger meta structures
similar to clusters, which will be called ’metaclusters’ in the following. For
these reasons, a more complex cluster process model is needed for simulation
purposes that allows for both singletons and such metaclusters.
In the context of spatial point patterns in ecology, such as the location of
tree species, Watson et al. (2007) and Wiegand et al. (2007) discuss and apply
a nested form of the modiﬁed Thomas process, termed ’double-cluster’ process.
Diggle (2003) considers the more general concept of ’multi-generation’ processes
with several potential levels of clustering in which the oﬀspring points become
the parent points of the respective next generation. He does not recommend any
speciﬁc distributional assumptions for the point spread within clusters. Wie-
gand et al. (2009) propose to combine the ’double-cluster’ process of Watson
et al. (2007) and Wiegand et al. (2007) with a superposed homogenous Poisson
process for singletons (’double-cluster–random superposition’). They ﬁt diﬀer-
ent point process models with the method of minimum contrast, employing
the pair correlation and L-functions as criterion. As cluster-generating process,
they choose the modiﬁed Thomas process because it results in a mathemati-
cally simple form of the pair correlation function. They also argue that a point
density declining with increasing distance from the cluster center is biologically
meaningful in their frugivore-dispersed tree species examples. In the Ras cluster
application, however, the latter argument is diﬃcult to establish, particularly
due to the measurement error inherent to the analyzed point patterns. Also,
when the point spread within clusters follows a Gaussian distributions, there is
a small but positive probability of points lying too far from the cluster center
to be recognized correctly as part of the cluster. For these reasons, in this the-
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sis the Mate´rn cluster process is employed to model the points spread within
clusters instead, providing more ﬂexibility in the point distribution within clus-
ters. The Mate´rn cluster process has already been employed for simulations of
Ras proteins in previous works within the Ras protein research project in Katja
Ickstadt’s working group (Mu¨ller-Heine, 2009; Hebestreit, 2009).
Fitting models that involve nested clustering is diﬃcult due to confounding
between clustering and metaclustering. Diggle (2003) acknowledges that they
tend to be mathematically intractable. Thus, to ﬁt their ’double-cluster pro-
cess’ via the pair correlation function, Wiegand et al. (2009) employ a two-step
ﬁtting process involving a comparison of plots in order to manually assess the
rough order of magnitude of clustering parameters on the two clustering levels.
In one step, this manual procedure results in the restriction of parameter values
to a certain scale. Regarding the incorporation of a component for singleton
points, a Poisson cluster process and its combination with a random superpo-
sition process in general are not distinguishable based on their second order
properties. However, they are distinguishable based on their speciﬁc nearest
neighbor properties (Diggle, 2003). Thus, to ﬁt their double-cluster–random
superposition model, Wiegand et al. (2009) aim to ﬁnd a cutoﬀ distance sepa-
rating isolated and clustered points based on the distribution of nearest neighbor
distances, comparing the ﬁt based on several possible cutoﬀs. In this thesis, a
similar idea based on distances to second nearest neighbors will be employed
to distinguish clustered points and singletons. However, it will be implemented
in a more comprehensive, model-based way that moreover avoids any manual
assessment of clustering parameters on the two clustering levels based on plots.
In addition, no distributional assumptions for the point spread within clusters
are made when ﬁtting a model (see methodology described in Section 4.5).
Assuming the ’double-cluster’ process of Wiegand et al. (2007) as nested
clustering mechanism has two disadvantages: ﬁrst, there is no possibility of
clusters lying outside of metacluster structures. Second, the probability of meta-
clusters of size one cannot be regulated independently of the metacluster size
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due to sampling the cluster and metacluster sizes from a Poisson distribution.
In this section, an alternative cluster process deﬁnition is proposed for simula-
tion purposes. While not considering singletons as an independent component,
it permits to freely choose both the proportions of clustered and singleton points
and the cluster size at each level of the nested clustering. This leads to a greater
ﬂexibility regarding the simulated point patterns, permitting clusters lying out-
side of metaclusters. Speciﬁcally, a cluster process is proposed that may be
viewed as a generalized version of the Mate´rn cluster process. Points have a
three-generation hierarchical structure. The process is termed double Mate´rn
cluster process and is formally deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 4.6 (Double Mate´rn cluster process).
A double Mate´rn cluster process with support on a compact region Ψ ⊂ R2 and
parameters ntotal ∈ N, pc ∈ [0, 1], pmc ∈ [0, 1], μc ∈ R+, μmc ∈ R+, rc ∈ R+ and
rmc ∈ R+ can be deﬁned via the following postulates:
DM1 There are ﬁrst generation points η = {η1, . . . , ηnη} arising from a Poisson
process.
DM2 With probability p˜mc, each ﬁrst generation point produces a metacluster
consisting of a random number Smc of oﬀspring points (second generation
points), where Smc ∼ Poi(μmc) i.i.d.
DM3 The positions of the second generation points ζ = {ζ1, . . . , ζnζ} relative to
their respective parents are i.i.d. distributed, given their number, accord-
ing to the density function gMC(·|Rmc) = ξ(·|η,Rmc)/Ξ(η) on R2, where
ξ(·|η,Rmc) is deﬁned by (4.4) with Ξ(η) =
∫
ξ(x|η,Rmc)dx = μmc and
η ∈ η. Rmc is assumed to be a random variable ensuring that the expected
metacluster radius is rmc.
DM4 With probability p˜c, the existent points (both ﬁrst generation points not
replaced by a metacluster, as well as the second generation points) pro-
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duce a cluster consisting of a random number Sc of oﬀspring points (third
generation points), where Sc ∼ Poi(μc) i.i.d.
DM5 The positions of the third generation points relative to their respective
parents are i.i.d. distributed, given their number, according to the density
function gC(·, Rc) = ξ(·|x˜, Rc)/Ξ(x˜) on R2, where ξ(·|x˜, Rc) is deﬁned by
(4.4) with Ξ(x˜) =
∫
ξ(x|x˜, Rc)dx = μc and x˜ ∈ η ∪ ζ. Rc is assumed to
be a random variable ensuring that the expected metacluster radius is rc.
The quantities nη, p˜mc and p˜c used in Deﬁnition 4.6 are deﬁned and justiﬁed in
the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1 (Key quantities for sampling from double Mate´rn cluster
process).
When a proportion of
p˜mc =
⎧⎨⎩
1
μmc
pmc
−μmc+1 if pmc = 0,
0 if pmc = 0,
(4.5)
of ﬁrst generation points is replaced by metaclusters containing a random num-
ber Smc of second generation points, where Smc ∼ Poi(μmc), and a proportion
of
p˜c =
⎧⎨⎩
1
μc
pc
−μc+1 if pc = 0,
0 if pc = 0,
(4.6)
of all the existent points (ﬁrst and second generation points) is replaced by a
cluster containing Sc third generation points, where Sc ∼ Poi(μc), then the
overall proportion of clustered points will be approximately pc. Starting with
nη =
ntotal
[p˜c(μc − 1) + 1] · [p˜mc(μmc − 1) + 1] ·
[
1− 1−pc
pc
· p˜2c − 1−pmcpmc · p˜mc2
]
ﬁrst generation points, one obtains a point pattern consisting of a total of ap-
proximately ntotal points.
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Algorithm 3 Simulating from the double Mate´rn cluster process
1. A number of nη ﬁrst generation points is sampled from a homogenous
spatial Poisson process in Ψ,
2. A proportion p˜mc of ﬁrst generation points is randomly replaced by meta-
clusters containing a random number Smc of second generation points
distributed uniformly within a radius of Rmc, where Smc ∼ Poi(μmc), and
Rmc ∼ Gamma(rmc, 1).
3. Of all points existent at this stage, a proportion of p˜c is replaced by clusters
containing Sc third generation points distributed uniformly within a radius
of Rc, where Sc ∼ Poi(μc), and Rc ∼ Gamma(rc, 1).
To serve the needs of the application to Ras proteins, one may add:
4. Every remaining point x ∈ R2 is replaced by a point randomly drawn from
N(x, σ2dI), where σd > 0, to model a detection error.
Proof. See Appendix B.
Based on these results, Algorithm 3 is deﬁned to generate realizations of the
double Mate´rn cluster process. Note that in the double Mate´rn cluster pro-
cess (Deﬁnition 4.6), the second generation points form metaclusters and the
third generation points form clusters, while in the Neyman-Scott cluster process
(Deﬁnition 4.5), the second generation points form clusters. The value of nη in
step 1 arises from a two-dimensional Taylor approximation carried out in order
to calculate the expectation over the random variables Sc and Smc, of which
nη cannot be derived as a linear function. For Rc, the distributional assump-
tion Rc ∼ Gamma(rc, 1) implies a higher variance for a higher rc. For further
theoretical details on the simulation algorithm, see Appendix B.
When point patterns are simulated according to Algorithm 3, the empiri-
cal clustering parameters in the point patterns will diﬀer systematically from
the simulated ones. The reason is that clusters of size zero, although they do
count in terms of the proportion of clustered proteins and of the distribution of
cluster sizes, are not manifested in the point pattern. Furthermore, clusters of
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size one and singletons cannot be distinguished in a point pattern. For these
reasons, one might argue that for the eﬀects of the analyses in this thesis, the
Poisson distribution has drawbacks in sampling the number of oﬀspring points
in a cluster. Three options exist: ﬁrst, this could simply be ignored, since the
estimation errors are calculated later based on the empirical clustering parame-
ters of the point patterns, accepting that some of the values listed in Table 4.2
will not be met on average in the simulated point patterns. Second, one could
try to calculate corrected input parameter values to cancel out the bias. Finally,
a simple and small modiﬁcation could be made to the simulation procedure in
order to achieve that the simulated clustering parameter values are met on av-
erage by the resulting point patterns. Here, the last option is pursued, aiming
to apply a simple modiﬁcation to the Poisson distribution allowing to simulate
only clusters of a certain size from the start. Clusters of size zero and one can
be avoided in this way.
Therefore, instead of drawing the cluster sizes from a Poi(μc), i.e. a Poisson
distribution with parameter μc, they are drawn from a Poi(μc-2) and subse-
quently 2 is added to the drawn values. While the shape of this distribution is
diﬀerent from a Poi(μc), the mean is again μc, which is important for the re-
sulting point patterns to have the correct proportions of points in clusters and
metaclusters (see Appendix B). However, the variance of this distribution is no
longer μc, which means that the Taylor approximation carried out to calculate
the number nη of ﬁrst generation points loses precision. Since this does not
aﬀect the fairness in the comparison of methods in a simulation study if the
point density is not a quantity to be estimated (like in this thesis), the formula
given in Section 4.2 is nevertheless used. Similarly, in order to avoid empty
metaclusters as well as metaclusters that are not distinguishable from clusters,
the metacluster sizes are drawn from a Poi(μc-2) and subsequently 2 is added
to the drawn values. Potentially alternative modiﬁcations, such as omitting too
small clusters during the simulation – discussed in van Lieshout and Baddeley
(2002) in the context of avoiding empty clusters – appear unsatisfactory here
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Algorithm 4 Simulating from the modiﬁed double Mate´rn cluster process
1. A number of nη ﬁrst generation points is sampled from a homogenous
spatial Poisson process in Ψ,
2. A proportion p˜mc of ﬁrst generation points is randomly replaced by meta-
clusters containing Smc+2 second generation points distributed uniformly
within a radius of wmc ·Rmc, where Smc ∼ Poi(μmc−2), μmc > 1, wmc ∈ R
and Rmc ∼ Gamma(rmc, 1).
3. Of all points existent at this stage, a proportion of p˜c is replaced by clusters
containing Sc + 2 third generation points distributed uniformly within a
radius of wc · Rc, where Sc ∼ Poi(μc − 2), μc > 1, wc ∈ R and Rc ∼
Gamma(rc, 1).
To serve the needs of the application to Ras proteins, one may add:
4. Every remaining point x ∈ R2 is replaced by a point randomly drawn from
N(x, σ2dI), where σd > 0, to model a detection error.
since they alter the mean of the cluster size distribution.
In addition, note that the radius R∗c of a cluster and the radius R
∗
mc of
a metacluster, when observed on simulated point patterns as one half of the
maximal distance between any two points belonging to the same cluster or
metacluster, will tend to be smaller than Rc and Rmc employed in steps 2 and
3 of Algorithm 3. Thus, to achieve point patterns in which E(R∗c) = rc and
E(R∗mc) = rmc, Rc and Rmc are multiplied with factors wc > 1 and wmc > 1,
respectively, to remedy this drawback.
The algorithm taking into account these modiﬁcations is presented in Al-
gorithm 4. To deﬁne the value of wc and wmc for each simulated pattern, a
pre-simulation can be carried out employing wc = wmc = 1. For the ﬁnal simu-
lation, then wc =
Rc
R∗c
and wmc =
Rmc
R∗mc
are set, where R∗c and R
∗
mc are the values
observed on the pre-simulation.
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Figure 4.1: Images of a Ras-expressing cell. Shown are (A) total internal reﬂec-
tion ﬂuorescence microscopy (TIRF) image of a cell expressing Ras tagged with
mEos2 and (B) corresponding Ras localizations obtained by photo-activated lo-
calization microscopy (PALM) and preprocessing. Analyzed regions of interest
1-6 are marked.
4.3 Data
As a consequence of the experimental setup in PALM described in Chapter
2.2, the entire protein pattern of a cell is represented by a series of potentially
noisy pixel images. Prior to a statistical analysis, these images have to be
denoised, then protein coordinates have to be detected. Several methods have
been proposed for each task, while a few methods oﬀer a joint preprocessing
pipeline for both. Many approaches use the information of several or all images
jointly to track single points across the diﬀerent time frames. A comparison
of such methods is given in Cheezum et al. (2001). Here, the single-image
approach rapidSTORM (Wolter et al., 2010, 2012) is employed, consisting of
three elements: all points in the image that do not represent local brightness
maxima are disregarded, an average ﬁlter is applied to the remaining points,
and Gaussian kernels with ﬁxed covariance parameters are ﬁtted to the these
points. Due to measurement inaccuracies, drift, and light blob persistence, two
protein locations detected within a range of ﬁve consecutive time frames and
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parameter symbol values
overall proportion of points in clusters pc 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8
mean cluster size μc 4, 8
mean cluster radius (nm) rc 15, 30
overall point density (points/μm2) Λ 50, 125, 200, 275
proportion of points in metaclusters pmc 0, 0.6, 0.8, 1
mean metacluster size μmc 20, 30
mean metacluster radius (nm) rmc 100, 150
detection error (nm) σd 0, 20
Table 4.2: Expected values of key parameters in the simulation study. Ev-
ery possible combination of black values is considered concerning the respective
other parameters. For gray values, only a subset of possible value combina-
tions is considered concerning the other parameters: the cases Λ = 50, 200, 275
points/μm2 are only simulated for μmc = 20, rmc = 100 nm and σd = 20
nm, and the cases μmc = 30, rmc = 150 nm and σd = 0 are only simulated for
Λ = 125 points/μm2. The combinations μmc = 20, rmc = 150 nm and μmc = 30,
rmc = 100 nm are not considered.
within less than 25 nm physical distance are likely to correspond to a single
protein. Thus, in such cases only one location is kept in the data set to avoid
counting any protein multiple times.
Figure 4.1A shows a TIRF image of a cell membrane in which Ras proteins
were tagged with the ﬂuorescence protein mEos2, while Figure 4.1B shows the
resulting protein coordinates detected by rapidSTORM as well as the location
of several regions of interest (ROI) selected as a representative sample of typical
protein densities. These ROIs are analyzed in Chapter 4.7, Figure 4.2A shows
the coordinates of a ROI of this cell.
In experimental Ras data, the true clustering parameters of interest are
unknown. An assessment of methods estimating them is thus diﬃcult based
on exclusively experimental data. For this reason, a comprehensive simulation
study is conducted to compare the performance of such methods, complementing
results on experimental data. The values that are considered for each parameter
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Figure 4.2: Ras localizations in region of interest 6 (as indicated in Figure 4.1)
obtained by (A) PALM followed by preprocessing and localizations simulated
with a point density of 200 points/μm2, proportion of proteins in clusters pc =
0.4, mean cluster size μc = 4, mean cluster radius rc = 15nm, mean metacluster
size μmc = 20, mean metacluster radius rmc = 100 nm, with a proportion of
proteins in metaclusters of either (B) pmc = 0 or (C) pmc = 0.6. Simulated
proteins are shown either in gray (singletons) or black (clustered proteins).
in the simulation study are listed in Table 4.2. All simulated point patterns
have an extension of 4 000 nm in square. The point densities of Λ = 50, 200, 275
points/μm2 are only simulated in combination with the mean metacluster size
μmc = 20, the mean metacluster radius rmc = 100 and a detection error of σd =
20 nm. For each simulation setting, ﬁve random replicates are generated and
eventually the median results are calculated across replicates for comparison.
The modiﬁcations made in Algorithm 4 compared to Algorithm 3 result in
mean point numbers per simulated point pattern of 832, 2 046, 3 295 and 4 535
for the expected point densities of 50, 125, 200 and 275 points/μm2, respectively,
i.e. the change leads to 2-4% more points per pattern (without the change, 800,
2 000, 3 200 and 4 400 points would be expected, respectively).
In Figure 4.2B and Figure 4.2C, point coordinates of simulated point pat-
terns are shown in which a proportion of ∼ 40 % of proteins forms clusters
located within circles with an average radius of 15 nm that contain an average
of four proteins. In Fig. 4.2B no proteins form part of metaclusters, while in
Fig. 4.2C ∼ 60 % of proteins do.
A visual comparison of the three point patterns shown in Figure 4.2 moti-
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vates the simulation of the extra level of metaclustering as described in Section
4.2: the point pattern in Figure 4.2C involving metaclustering is structurally
more similar to the experimental data (Figure 4.2A) than the point pattern
without metaclustering shown in Figure 4.2B.
Point patterns are simulated using the R routine rDoubleMatern documented
in the Appendix, Section C.1.
4.4 State-of-the-art Methods
In the following, three standard methods used to investigate clustering in the
context of Ras proteins or in similar research are brieﬂy described, including
recent advances. They will be employed for performance comparisons later. For
the remainder of Chapter 4, it is assumed that X = {X1, . . . , Xn} is a random
point pattern in a compact region Ψ ∈ R2 corresponding to protein locations
in a part of the cell membrane. The point coordinates are assumed to have
undergone preprocessing such as noise ﬁltering, as the discussed methods do
not account for uncertainty in the point coordinates.
4.4.1 K-function Analysis
In Section 4.1.1, it is discussed how the presence of clustering in point patterns
can be assessed employing the K-function K(r) or the related L-function L(r)
and H-function H(r). A wide range of works about Ras protein clustering (e.g.,
Gurry et al., 2009; Kiskowski et al., 2009; Plowman et al., 2005) employ the
r value at which H(r) assumes its maximum as an estimate for the average
cluster radius in a given point pattern. Alternatively, the minimum of the ﬁrst
derivative of H(r) has been considered as estimate (Kiskowski et al., 2009).
As a drawback in the use of the K-, L- and H-functions when estimating the
average radius of clusters, Deﬁnition (4.1) implies the intensity λ to be constant
across the considered area Ψ. Precisely when clustering is assumed, this is not a
reasonable assumption, and it is more sensible to generalize (4.1) in a way that
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allows for λ to vary locally. This leads to the K-function for inhomogeneous
point patterns (Baddeley et al., 2000) that – additionally implementing an edge
correction – is given by
Kˆinh(r) = 1∑
i I(d
∗
i > r)/λˆ(xi)
∑
i
∑
j=i
1
λˆ(xi) · λˆ(xj)
I(‖xi − xj‖ ≤ r, d∗i > r), (4.7)
where λˆ(xi) is the local intensity of the point process estimated at xi, e.g., by
a kernel smoother as described in Baddeley et al. (2000). To correct for edge
eﬀects, roughly, when estimating Kinh(r) only those points are considered that
have a minimum distance of r to the border of the region of interest (ROI).
Works in the biophysical community aiming to estimate parameters of Ras
clusters mostly fail to employ (4.7) and inappropriately use (4.2).
The pair correlation function of the proteins has also been employed to
achieve an estimate of the cluster radius. The PC-PALM algorithm (Sengupta
et al., 2011, 2013) ﬁts an exponential function to the decay of the probability
density of proteins from the center of a cluster and uses the estimated parameters
of this function to derive a rough estimate for the cluster radius, but in addition
also obtains estimates for the increased local density of proteins appearing in a
cluster or domain and the average number of proteins in a cluster. By convolving
with a point spread function for the uncertainty of the protein locations, the
approach takes into account blinking.
Methods based on the K-function or derived functions mostly fail to estimate
all three key clustering parameters (cluster radius, proportion of clustered pro-
teins and cluster size). Some works that employ the H-function to estimate the
mean cluster radius make assertions concerning cluster size and the proportion
of clustered proteins as well, but for this end they rely on Monte Carlo tests
simulating point patterns with many diﬀerent possible parameters values on a
ﬁne grid, proceeding in a trial and error fashion in which lack of rejection of
some values eventually replaces statistical estimation (see, e.g., Plowman et al.,
2005).
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4.4.2 DBSCAN
DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996) is a well-established distance-based cluster algo-
rithm. It implements the concept of density-based clustering, considering as
cluster a set of points spread over a contiguous region of high point density.
Density-based clusters are typically separated from each other by contiguous
regions of low point density, and points located in such low-density regions are
viewed as noise. Density-based clustering is related to single-linkage hierarchi-
cal clustering, which is often criticized for the ’chaining-eﬀect’, i.e. an undesir-
able connectivity of diﬀerent clusters due to the existence of a ’chain’ of single
points between two clusters (Kriegel et al., 2011). Density-based clustering was
originally proposed by Wishart (1969) to remedy this drawback by removing
low-density points before clustering the remaining points with single-linkage.
Technically, the deﬁnition of clusters is based on the concept of density-
reachability w.r.t. two key parameters, ε and MinPts. A point A is directly
density-reachable from a point B w.r.t. ε and MinPts if B is within distance
ε of A, and if there are at least MinPts points lying in this ε-neighborhood of
A. Then, a point A is density-reachable from a point B w.r.t. ε and MinPts
if a permutation π(1), . . . , π(n) of 1, . . . , n exists for which in the chain A =
xπ(1), . . . , xπ(n) = B, xπ(i+1) is directly density-reachable from xπ(i) w.r.t. ε and
MinPts. Finally, two points A and B are density-connected w.r.t. ε andMinPts
if there is a point C such that both A and B are density-reachable from C
w.r.t. ε and MinPts. Density-connectivity, as opposed to density-reachability, is
a symmetric condition. For given parameters ε and MinPts, DBSCAN deﬁnes a
cluster as a set of density-connected points that is maximal in terms of density-
reachability. Roughly, clusters are found by subsequently visiting all points and
checking whether they are part of a set of density-connected points. All points
of a point pattern not assigned to any cluster are deﬁned as noise.
Data with a varying point density are problematic for DBSCAN, and de-
pending on the choice of ε, the cluster detection may be biased in such cases.
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The OPTICS algorithm (Ankerst et al., 1999) seeks to improve the DBSCAN
algorithm by reducing the dependence of its results on ε. The price for this is
that no longer a cluster partition is obtained, but only a linear ordering of the
points such that spatially closest points become neighbors in the ordering. The
output can therefore be visualized in form of a dendrogram, like in hierarchical
clustering.
Nan et al. (2013) propose a variant named simulation-aided DBSCAN that
simulates data sets containing the same amount of noise inherent to protein
locations obtained from a PALM image. It analyzes both the simulated and
the experimental data set with DBSCAN and compares the results. Simulation
parameters are iteratively adjusted until a simulated data set is produced on
which DBSCAN results match for both the simulated and the PALM data.
In each of these algorithms, the proportion of clustered proteins as well as the
mean cluster size and radius can be derived from the obtained cluster partition.
In this thesis, the original DBSCAN algorithm is employed.
Since the performance of DBSCAN was heavily dependent on the choice of
the parameter ε in preliminary analyses on simulated data, two diﬀerent values
are considered. One value, ε = 20 nm, is close to the true cluster radii in the
simulation study and, presumably, in experimental Ras data, while the other
value (ε = 100 nm) is much larger than the true cluster radii. Following the
general explicit discrimination between singletons and clusters in this thesis,
MinPts is set to two.
4.4.3 Model-Based Clustering
In model-based clustering as described in Section 3.3, observations that suppos-
edly manifest grouping or clustering are modeled by a mixture of distributions,
most often Gaussian ones. In spatial cluster analysis, models with a (poten-
tially) inﬁnite number of components or approximations to such models are
common for a variety of applications. Dasgupta and Raftery (1998), e.g., design
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a mixture model for the detection of spatial clusters with a long and narrow
shape in presence of noise and use the EM algorithm to ﬁt it to data about
mineﬁelds and seismic faults. Kottas and Sanso´ (2007) apply a DPM prior to
cluster tree seedlings, and Ji et al. (2009) employ a truncated Dirichlet process
to cluster cells in a tissue. Ren et al. (2011) introduce the class of logistic stick-
breaking processes and demonstrate their utility for the segmentation of images
into homogenous parts. Gelfand et al. (2007) give an overview of nonparametric
mixture models using Dirichlet processes applied to spatially referenced data.
The very popular DPM model has been widely used to analyze clustering. It is
formulated as follows:
Xi|μ˜i,Σi ∼ N(μ˜i,Σi), i = 1, . . . , n,
(μ˜i,Σi)|Ψ ∼ G with G|α0, G0 ∼ DP (α0, G0),
assuming a conjugate normal-inverted Wishart as baseline distribution,
G0 ∼ N(μ˜|m1, (1/k0)Σ)IW (Σ|ν1, ψ1),
and with hyperpriors
α0|a0, b0 ∼ Gamma(a0, b0),
m1|m2, s2 ∼ N(m2, s2),
k0|τ1, τ2 ∼ Gamma(τ1/2, τ2/2),
ψ1|ν2, ψ2 ∼ IW (ν2, ψ2).
When ﬁtting this model employing Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) al-
gorithms, a cluster partition is obtained in each iteration. However, sensible
posterior averaging is not straightforward across entire partitions. The most
intuitive way to obtain a single posterior cluster partition would therefore be to
average across the posterior distributions of the cluster allocation variables for
the xi, i = 1, . . . , n. This is however complicated by unstable estimates due to
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label switching, as discussed in Section 3.3. One solution is to obtain a posterior
similarity matrix instead, which exhibits a low susceptibility to label switching.
A cluster partition may then be found by optimizing a criterion based on this
matrix, such as Binder’s loss (Binder, 1978).
Since in this thesis the interest lies in estimating clustering parameters rather
than ﬁnding a single partition, one could calculate the clustering parameters
(proportion of clustered points, cluster radius, cluster size) in each MCMC
iteration and afterwards aggregate across them. However, while this would
be ideal in the Bayesian spirit, in this thesis better results are achieved by
ﬁrst obtaining a single partition based on the posterior similarity matrix and
estimating the parameters of interest from it.
Argiento et al. (2013) aim to reduce the instability of cluster estimates in
the DPM model. For this purpose, they relax the natural clustering rule which
groups points assigned to the same kernel densities. Speciﬁcally, they group
points assigned to densities which have a mutual distance of ε or less in an
appropriate metric for densities. To accomplish this, they run the DBSCAN
algorithm on the densities sampled in each of the DPM model’s MCMC iter-
ations. Eventually, again one cluster partition is estimated by optimizing a
criterion such as Binder’s loss. The authors suggest to do this for a grid of sev-
eral ε values and to choose the best one in terms of the criterion. To measure
the distances between Gaussian kernels, the Kullback-Leibler, Hellinger and L2
distances are considered. The method proposed by Argiento et al. (2013), hence-
forth referred to as Bayesian DBSCAN (bDBSCAN), is similar to GAMMICS
regarding its motivation to embed DBSCAN in a Bayesian framework. It will
be employed for some exemplary comparisons.
As the performance of the DPM model on simulated data in preliminary
analyses was heavily dependent on whether informative or non-informative pri-
ors are chosen, two prior conﬁgurations are chosen for it, one with informative
priors and one with non-informative priors. As informative priors, m2,0 = 0,
s2,0 = ψ2,0 = I, a0,0 = 0.1, b0,0 = 0.1, ν1,0 = 50, ν2,0 = 4, τ1,0 = 0.1 and τ2,0 = 0.1
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are chosen, while as non-informative priors, m2,0 = 0, s2,0 = ψ2,0 = I, a0,0 = 1,
b0,0 = 1, ν1,0 = 4, ν2,0 = 4, τ1,0 = 1 and τ2,0 = 1 are chosen.
By contrast to the DPM model, the implementation of the Bayesian DB-
SCAN method does not enable the speciﬁcation of additional hyperpriors. As
informative priors, thus, a0 = 30.25, b0 = 2.75, ν1,0 = 1 000, k0,0 = 0.001 and
ψ1,0 = 0.1I are chosen directly for Bayesian DBSCAN. In preliminary analyses,
it was shown that non-informative priors similar to those considered for the
DPM model, e.g., a0 = 1, b0 = 1, ν1,0 = 4, k0,0 = 1 and ψ1,0 = I, generally
led to insensible results and frequent early breakdowns of the program due to
all points being allocated to one cluster during sampling. Thus, they are not
further considered for Bayesian DBSCAN. The value of ε, of little impact on
the results for the parameters of interest in preliminary analyses, is ﬁxed to
ε = 0.005 nm based on the scaling of the data region (see also Section 4.7).
4.5 The GAMMICS Method
4.5.1 Model
The main goal of the statistical analysis of Ras protein patterns in this thesis
is to estimate the proportion of clustered proteins, the mean cluster size and
the mean cluster radius as key parameters of Ras nanoclustering. Building a
model for this purpose is challenging. In particular, jointly modeling the cluster
size and the cluster radius turns out to be diﬃcult because for any given cluster
in the point pattern, the two measures are not independent. Rather, given
the center and either the size or the radius of the cluster, the value of the
remaining measure can be derived from the point pattern, respectively. Thus, a
strictly probabilistic model for the point pattern would encounter problems in
identifying all three parameters of interest simultaneously. The cluster size and
the cluster radius, or at least one of them, would have to be ﬁxed.
The solution pursued instead in Scha¨fer et al. (2015) and described here
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in more detail is to not ﬁt a model to the point pattern itself, but rather to
distinguish clustered points and singletons by using the points’ distances to
their κth nearest neighbors. The reasoning is that these distances may diﬀer
structurally between clustered and non-clustered points: for any point that lies
in a cluster, the distance to its κth nearest neighbor can be expected to be
smaller than for any singleton. Diggle (2003) and Wiegand et al. (2009) point
out that nearest neighbor characteristics are an appropriate means to distinguish
a point pattern arising from a Poisson cluster process from a point pattern
arising from the superposition of a (homogenous) Poisson process and a Poisson
cluster process. The idea of employing distances to κth nearest neighbors has
been described by Byers and Raftery (1998) in the context of distinguishing
large objects from clutter. For an optimal separation of objects and clutter,
they recommend to choose κ as about the size of the smallest feature one wishes
to detect. Following this argument, in the context of small Ras protein clusters
that imply a minimal object (cluster) size of two, it appears reasonable to choose
κ = 2.
Let the random variables Di(Xi;X\Xi), i = 1, . . . , n, represent the Eu-
clidean distances between points Xi and their respective second nearest neigh-
bor. The notation Di(Xi;X\Xi), hereafter written Di, intends to reﬂect the
fact that each distance depends not only on the location of the corresponding
Xi, but also on all other points, i.e. on the whole X. Byers and Raftery (1998)
propose and theoretically justify to ﬁt gamma distributions to the square of such
distances Di when aiming to distinguish objects from clutter in the context of
superimposed Poisson processes. This argument is picked up in the following,
ﬁtting a mixture of two gamma distributions to realizations of the squared dis-
tances D2 = (D21, . . . , D
2
n) between points and their respective second nearest
neighbors. One of the two gamma distributions is intended to represent the D2i
corresponding to clustered proteins, the other one is intended to represent the
D2i corresponding to singletons.
While the proportion of clustered proteins can be estimated as a model
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parameter in such a framework, the cluster size and the cluster radius are esti-
mated via a partly algorithmic approach based on information originating from
the model. This approach allows to obtain estimates of all three parameters of
interest.
Binary variables allocating points to the two mixture components are deﬁned
as
Ti(D
2
i ) =
{
1 if D2i corresponds to a clustered Xi,
0 if D2i corresponds to a non-clustered Xi,
(4.8)
for i = 1, . . . , n. The shape and rate parameters of the two gamma distributions
are in turn assigned gamma hyperpriors, respectively,
D2i |Ti = k ∼ Gamma(α˜k, β˜k) for k = 0, 1, (4.9)
α˜k|Ti = k ∼ Gamma(aα˜k , bα˜k) for k = 0, 1, (4.10)
1
β˜k
∣∣∣∣Ti = k ∼ Gamma(cβ˜k , dβ˜k) for k = 0, 1, (4.11)
for i = 1, . . . , n, where p(x) = 1
Γ(α)βα
xα−1e−
x
β for x, α, β > 0 is the density of
the Gamma(α, β) distribution, parameterized in terms of the shape parameter
α and the scale (inverse rate) parameter β.
When ﬁtting the model, the pointsXi, i = 1, . . . , n, are assigned to one of the
gamma distributions by means of the allocation vector T = (T1, . . . , Tn), where
each allocation variable Ti is following a binomial distribution. The mixture
weight in turn is following a beta distribution,
Ti ∼ Bernoulli(pc), (4.12)
pc ∼ Beta(apc , bpc), (4.13)
for i = 1, . . . , n. Jointly, equations (4.8)-(4.13) constitute the mixture model
underlying the GAMMICS method.
The a priori hyperparameters for GAMMICS are chosen as aα˜0,0 = 2, bα˜0,0 =
1, cβ˜0,0 = 10, dβ˜0,0 = 1 (distribution covering the singletons), aα˜1,0 = 3, bα˜1,0 = 1,
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Figure 4.3: Fitting gamma distributions to (normalized) squared distances be-
tween points and their second nearest neighbors. Density functions of the two
gamma distributions as well as the overall mixture density are plotted accord-
ing to (A) the prior parameter values and (B) the posterior parameter values
obtained for a point pattern simulated with a proportion pc = 0.4 of proteins
in clusters, mean cluster size μc = 4, mean cluster radius rc = 30 nm, mean
metacluster size μmc = 20, mean metacluster radius rmc = 100 nm, a propor-
tion of proteins in metaclusters of pmc = 0.6 and a detection error of σDE = 20
nm. The intersection of the two gamma densities is marked with a dot-dashed
vertical line.
cβ˜1,0 = 1, dβ˜1,0 = 0.5 (distribution covering the clustered points) and apc,0 =
bpc,0 = 1 (uniform prior distribution for pc). In preliminary analyses, these
values have led to a reasonably good separation of clustered and non-clustered
points. The prior probability density functions for the two gamma distributions
corresponding to these choices are shown in Figure 4.3A. In Figure 4.3B, two
gamma distributions ﬁtted to a histogram of (normalized) squared distances
between points of a simulated point pattern and their second nearest neighbors
are shown.
4.5.2 Algorithmic Step to Estimate Cluster Sizes and
Cluster Radii
To be able to infer the mean cluster size and the mean cluster radius, the
classiﬁcation to one of the two groups (clustered vs. non-clustered) obtained
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Algorithm 5 Estimation of cluster partition in GAMMICS iteration
1. Select one d2c among the observed d
2
i , i = 1, . . . , n, as cutoﬀ between the
d2i belonging to clustered and the d
2
i belonging to non-clustered points,
d2c =
{
min{d2i |d2i ≥ d2m,0 ∧ δ0(d2i ) < 0} if d+ = ∅ ∨ d− = ∅,
min{d2i |d2i ≥ d2m ∧ δ(d2i ) < 0} otherwise, (4.14)
where d2m (d
2
m,0) is the d
2
i with highest probability according to the gamma
density with more probability mass for small distances in the current
MCMC iteration (in the prior conﬁguration),
d2m0 = argmax
d2i
p(d2i |α˜1,0, β˜1,0), (4.15)
d2m = argmax
d2i
p(d2i | ˆ˜αΔ, ˆ˜βΔ), (4.16)
Δ = I
(
median{d+} < median{d−}) , (4.17)
where I() is the indicator function and ’small distances’ are deﬁned via
the medians of two sets of d2i : each set contains the d
2
i for which one of
the two weighted gamma densities gives higher probability,
d+ = {d2i |δ(d2i ) > 0}, d− = {d2i |δ(d2i ) < 0} (4.18)
δ(x) = pˆc · p(x| ˆ˜α1, ˆ˜β1)− (1− pˆc) · p(x| ˆ˜α0, ˆ˜β0), (4.19)
δ0(x) = p(x|α˜1,0, β˜1,0)− p(x|α˜0,0, β˜0,0), (4.20)
for i = 1, . . . , n, and x ∈ R+. ˆ˜α0, ˆ˜β0, ˆ˜α1, ˆ˜β1 and pˆc are the estimates
for α˜0, β˜0, α˜1, β˜1 and pc in the current MCMC iteration, while α˜0,0, β˜0,0,
α˜1,0 and β˜1,0 are corresponding a priori expected values. Typically, d
2
c will
approximate the intersection between the density functions of the two
ﬁtted gamma distributions.
2. Calculate the distance d˜c of point Xc (corresponding to d
2
c) to its nearest
neighbor.
3. Apply single-linkage hierarchical clustering to all points classiﬁed as clus-
tered until all distances between groups are greater than d˜c.
from the mixture model is not suﬃcient. In addition, the allocations of points
to speciﬁc clusters are needed. For this reason, the cluster partition is deduced
in a post-processing step employing Algorithm 5.
In step 1, a cutoﬀ between the population of clustered points and singletons
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is calculated based on the two gamma densities ﬁtted to the squared distances of
points to their second nearest neighbors. In step 2 and step 3, on the other hand,
the cluster partition is estimated based on a cutoﬀ for the ordinary distances
between points. A central idea of Algorithm 5 is thus to identify an observation
representing the cutoﬀ, since both types of distance can then be easily calculated
for this observation.
The algorithm assigns any two points to the same cluster if they have a
mutual distance of d˜c or less. Suppose that, e.g., in Fig. 4.4, O, E and C are
points and o ≤ d˜c, e ≤ d˜c, but c > d˜c. Then, although O and E lie further apart
than d˜c, all three points will be deﬁned to be part of one cluster, since O and C
as well as E and C are assumed to be in the same cluster, respectively. This is
typical for single-linkage clustering. By consequence, points in a detected cluster
may have a distance larger than d˜c, as long as there are enough other points
lying between them so that no distance between nearest neighbors exceeds d˜c.
This algorithmic design helps to avoid limiting prior assumptions w.r.t. the
shapes of the clusters. Requiring all proteins in one cluster to be no further
than d˜c apart would tend to limit the sensitivity of the algorithm to circularly
shaped clusters. Clusters with a prolate or irregular shape, displaying a greater
variance of nearest neighbor distances within the cluster, would not be detected
with an equally high probability. Step 3 of Algorithm 5 is equivalent to applying
DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996) with parameters ε = d˜c and MinPts = 2 to all
points classiﬁed as clustered by the mixture model. By deﬁnition, no clusters
of size one are produced. Altogether, GAMMICS may be viewed as a Bayesian
version of established clustering algorithms, where the crucial parameter (the
dendrogram cutoﬀ in hierarchical clustering, or ε in DBSCAN) is estimated by
a Bayesian mixture model.
The deﬁnition of d2c in formulas (4.14)-(4.20) has a crucial inﬂuence on the
estimates for cluster size and radius. In (4.19), the alternative deﬁnition δ(x) =
p(x| ˆ˜α1, ˆ˜β1)− p(x| ˆ˜α0, ˆ˜β0) might also be used, omitting the weights pc and 1− pc.
This is equivalent to setting pˆc = 0.5 when calculating δ(x) via (4.19). While
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Figure 4.4: Artiﬁcial example of three point localizations O, E and C.
introducing a bias in cases where |pˆc − 0.5| is large, this deﬁnition may help
to robustify the cutoﬀ against artiﬁcially small or large estimates of pc. It will
also be considered later for this reason. To deﬁne d2c , one could further consider
quantiles of those d2i which are assigned to one of the two gamma components
in the model.
4.5.3 Sampling and Robustness Measures
Whenever possible, the priors in the GAMMICS model, i.e. in equations (4.8)-
(4.13), have been assigned so that the full conditionals are conjugate. Using
MCMC methods, the model can therefore be easily ﬁtted with a Gibbs sam-
pling scheme. For the shape parameter of the gamma distributions in (4.10), a
Metropolis-Hastings step is included since no conjugate prior exists. A normal
proposal distribution centered at the actual value and mirrored at 0, with a
reasonably tuned standard deviation σMH , is found to achieve an appropriate
acceptance rate. For the sake of mathematical simplicity, it is assumed that the
D2i , i = 1, . . . , n, and thus the Ti, i = 1, . . . , n, are i.i.d. (this assumption is not
without problems, see also Discussion). The joint likelihood of all parameters
and corresponding full conditionals as well as the full sampling scheme for the
Gibbs Sampler can be found in Section A.2 in the Appendix.
To achieve a more robust estimation against outliers, in each MCMC it-
eration the radius of each cluster is calculated as the mean pairwise distance
between points within the cluster, multiplied with the factor 2 · 45π
128
. This fac-
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tor corresponds to the relation between the mean and the maximum in the
theoretical distribution of the distance between two random points distributed
uniformly inside the unit circle (see the Appendix, Remark B.1 for more de-
tails). The median estimation error is found to be much smaller in this way
than by using, e.g., one half of the maximal distance between any two points
belonging to the same cluster as estimator (the latter measure was employed in
the simulation study, see Section 4.3).
In each MCMC iteration, the application of Algorithm 5 leads to a distri-
bution of cluster radii and cluster sizes across all clusters in the analyzed point
pattern. Thus, in addition to the respective mean values across the clusters, it is
possible to record also of a number of quantiles for each iteration. Eventually, a
posterior distribution across the clusters can be represented using the resulting
mean posterior quantiles.
To avoid numerical problems when applying GAMMICS to data sets that
present distances of diﬀerent average magnitude, the observed d2i are normal-
ized for the model ﬁtting. Speciﬁcally, they are divided by twice their median
absolute deviation from the median.
Further potential sources of bias are outliers in the empirical distribution of
the d2i , i = 1, . . . , n, which may arise, e.g., due to edge eﬀects. When clusters
are spatially divided by the limits of the analyzed region Ψ, it may happen that
some clustered points falsely appear as singletons within Ψ, potentially aﬀecting
the ﬁt of the model and the resulting estimates. To avoid this, a larger region
Ψ∗ encompassing Ψ is deﬁned by adding a border strip B with a predeﬁned
width w at the limits of Ψ, so that Ψ∗\B = Ψ. The points lying in B are
only used to calculate the d2i for the points in the inner region Ψ, but are not
considered within the model itself. Points within Ψ classiﬁed as clustered only
due to points lying in B are removed from the list of clustered points. As a
further measure to prevent harmful outlier inﬂuence, the observed sample of
d2i , i = 1, . . . , n, is trimmed prior to the analysis. Speciﬁcally, all d
2
i exceeding
the diﬀerence between q0.975 and q0.025, the 0.975 and 0.025 quantiles of the
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Figure 4.5: Visualization of Monte Carlo tests with 500 iterations for cluster
proportions of (A) pc = 0 and (B) pc = 1 with pmc = 0.5, μmc = 20, rmc =
100 nm, for ROI 6 of the example data as shown in Figure 4.2A. The solid
line corresponds to the H-function calculated for the data, the 99% pointwise
conﬁdence bands are marked with dotted lines.
empirical distribution of the d2i , are not taken into account in the model.
4.6 Monte-Carlo Tests for GAMMICS
The GAMMICS method relies mainly on ﬁtting a mixture of two distributions
to an empirical distribution of distances, and dividing the distances into two
sets corresponding to clustered and non-clustered points is essential. For this
reason, GAMMICS has weaknesses in detecting the extreme cases of pc = 0
and pc = 1, i.e. the situations of no clustering or all points being clustered,
respectively. Although in these cases there is no sensible cutoﬀ to distinguish
two groups of proteins, the method will nevertheless tend to estimate one.
A reasonable strategy to rule out the cases pc = 0 and pc = 1 can be based
on Monte Carlo tests. Although the H-function H(r) as described in Section
4.4.1 may have limitations in estimating clustering parameters, it is assumed
to be suﬃciently sensitive for these extreme cases to be used as measure in
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Algorithm 6 GAMMICS analysis including Monte-Carlo tests for pc
1. Conduct a Monte Carlo test for the case pc = 0.
2. Obtain estimates for cluster size and radius for the case pc = 1, e.g.,
by running DBSCAN with MinPts = 2 and ε as the maximum nearest
neighbor distance present in the data set.
3. Using the extra estimates for the case pc = 1, conduct a Monte Carlo
test for this case. As the model does not estimate the parameters of
metaclustering (pmc, μmc, rmc), the test has to be carried out repeatedly
for a reasonable range of those parameters.
4. If the Monte Carlo test rejects both the hypotheses of no clustering and
of 100% clustering, run the GAMMICS method.
corresponding Monte Carlo tests. Monte Carlo tests for the K-function and
derived functions have been described as a means to test for complete spatial
randomness (Besag and Diggle, 1977), but also for more complex point processes
(Dixon, 2002). Stoyan (1992), e.g., discusses results that allow to perform Monte
Carlo tests for the Mate´rn cluster process. As an alternative to the H-function,
the pair correlation function could also be used. Mahling et al. (2013), e.g.,
employ both the K-function and the pair correlation function for Monte Carlo
tests on point patterns with potential clustering. To carry out a Monte Carlo
test in the context of Ras proteins, point patterns are simulated by employing
Algorithm 4 in Section 4.2. Note that to test for pc = 1, the simulated cluster
sizes and radii should not diﬀer considerably from the true ones of the tested
point pattern, otherwise the test result may be erroneous. Thus, it is essential to
obtain estimates for cluster size and radius conditional on pc = 1 before carrying
out the test. For this purpose, e.g., DBSCAN can be run using the fpc package,
specifying MinPts=2 and setting ε to the maximum nearest neighbor distance
present in the data set. Since no estimates are obtained for the parameters of
metaclustering (pmc, μmc, rmc), the test has to be carried out repeatedly for a
reasonable range of those parameters.
The Monte Carlo test allows to calculate conﬁdence bands for the null dis-
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tributions across a relevant range of r values. This is visualized in Figure 4.5 for
an example. If the H-function calculated from the data at hand lies inside the
conﬁdence band plotted for the case pc = 0 (Figure 4.5A), it can be concluded
that no clustering is present. If, on the other hand, this H-function lies inside
the conﬁdence band corresponding to the case pc = 1 (4.5B), it can be con-
cluded that all proteins form part of clusters. In both cases, ﬁtting the mixture
model underlying GAMMICS would not lead to sensible results. In Figure 4.5,
however, it can clearly be seen that in this case the tests reject both the cases
pc = 0 and pc = 1.
A full algorithmic scheme for the entire analysis including the Monte Carlo
tests is given in Algorithm 6.
4.7 Results
In this section, the performance of the GAMMICS method is assessed regard-
ing its performance in estimating key parameters of Ras clustering. For this
purpose, GAMMICS is compared with the competing approaches described in
Section 4.4: the H-function H(r), DBSCAN, a DPM model, and the Bayesian
DBSCAN method developed by Argiento et al. (2013), which is a mixture of
the latter two. The H-function is employed only to estimate the mean cluster
radius.
Markov chains for GAMMICS are run with 23 000 iterations, where the ﬁrst
8 000 iterations are discarded as burn-in and every 30th of the remaining values
is used for the analysis in order to reduce autocorrelation. Based on trace plot
examination, this ensures stability and convergence of Markov chains (exem-
plary trace plots are shown in the Appendix, Section A.4). For the standard
deviation of the proposal distribution in the Metropolis-Hastings steps for sam-
pling the gamma shape parameters α˜0 and α˜1, σMH = 0.1 is chosen, leading
to median acceptance rates of 0.374 for α˜0 and 0.262 for α˜1. The method is
run on MATLAB, version 7.10.0 (MATLAB, 2010), while additional comput-
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ing is performed in R, version 3.1.0 (R Core Team, 2014). The MATLAB code
implementing GAMMICS is documented in Appendix C.3.
DBSCAN is run employing the R package fpc (Hennig, 2014), using two
diﬀerent parameter conﬁgurations to demonstrate how the method performs
with a favorable and with an unfavorable choice of the key parameter ε.
The DPM model is applied by means of the R package DPpackage (Jara
et al., 2011). The model is ﬁtted twice to each point pattern, once with an
informative prior conﬁguration and once with a non-informative prior conﬁgu-
ration. Each run consists of 15 000 iterations, where every 10th value is used
for analysis after a previous burn-in of 1 000 iterations. Subsequently, using the
R package mcclust (Fritsch and Ickstadt, 2009), the posterior similarity matrix
is calculated. A cluster partition is chosen using Binder’s loss, since this crite-
rion results in smaller estimation errors than the maximum expected adjusted
Rand index on simulated data. To ﬁnd the partition minimizing Binder’s loss,
diﬀerent methods are considered: ﬁrst, the posterior similarity matrix is sub-
tracted from 1 for conversion to a distance matrix, and hierarchical clustering is
carried out with average or complete linkage, calculating the posterior expected
loss clusterings for diﬀerent cutoﬀs. Additionally, the clusterings obtained in
the diﬀerent MCMC iterations are compared regarding their posterior expected
loss. Finally, the partition with the smallest loss among all considered partitions
is selected.
The Bayesian DBSCAN method by Argiento et al. (2013) is applied using
a series of C and R ﬁles published by the authors. Each run consists of 75 000
iterations, where every 15th value is used for analysis after a previous burn-in
of 5 000 iterations. When ﬁtting Gaussian kernels to the many small clusters
in the data considered for this thesis, diﬀerences in mean matter presumably
more than diﬀerences in covariance matrices. As Argiento et al. (2013) aﬃrm,
in such a setting the L2 distance is better suited than the Kullback-Leibler or
Hellinger distances. It is therefore employed here. For both the DPM model
and Bayesian DBSCAN, the data are rescaled to a unit square centered at 0
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before the model is ﬁt, and the clustering parameters are calculated based on
one ﬁnal partition estimated by the model (clusters of size one are not counted
as clusters).
In GAMMICS, points are classiﬁed as clustered or as singleton by voting
across MCMC iterations. To measure the misclassiﬁcation rate, in all methods
a border strip B is excluded at the limits of the data region P ∗ for comparability,
since GAMMICS does not consider it. The estimates for μc and rc are obtained
from cluster partitions in diﬀerent ways. For DBSCAN, they are calculated
in the same way as for GAMMICS (see Section 4.5.3). For the DPM model
and Bayesian DBSCAN, the median across clusters is calculated and used as
estimate, the radius of one cluster being calculated as one half of the maximum
distance between any two points belonging to the cluster. These choices lead
to the best results for each method. Aggregated results when employing an
alternative way of estimating the cluster radius or when aggregating with the
mean instead of the median (or vice versa) are documented in Tables A.6, A.7,
A.8 and A.9 in Appendix A.4. When two variants are considered for a method
(e.g., ε = 20 nm or ε = 100 nm for DBSCAN), the better performing one decides
the choice of the estimator. For a given method, cluster sizes and cluster radii
are either both aggregated via the mean or both aggregated via the median.
For the H-function estimations, the R package spatstat (Baddeley and
Turner, 2005) is used. In case of multiple local maxima ofH(r), the one assumed
at a smaller r is selected.
4.7.1 Simulated Data
Aggregated misclassiﬁcation rates and absolute estimation errors achieved by
the considered methods in the simulation study described in Section 4.3 are
reported in Fig. 4.6. Results are presented in dependence of pc, μc, rc and
pmc, calculating the median across simulation scenarios and MCMC iterations.
Further aggregated results in dependence of Λ, μmc, rmc and σd are reported for
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Figure 4.6: Simulation results. Median absolute estimation errors e(·) for the
expected proportion pc of clustered points, the mean cluster size μc and the
mean cluster radius rc, in dependence of pc, μc, rc and the proportion pmc of
points in metaclusters. The H-function is only used to estimate rc. In some
plots, the y-axis is splitted for better readability.
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Figure 4.7: Simulation results. Median misclassiﬁcation rate in dependence of
the expected proportion pc of clustered points, the mean cluster size μc, the
mean cluster radius rc and the proportion pmc of points in metaclusters.
a part of the simulation settings in Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10. In addition,
results for each simulation setting are given in Appendix A.4.
The GAMMICS method performs generally well compared to the other
methods, both in terms of estimation accuracy and misclassiﬁcation rate w.r.t.
whether points are clustered or not. DBSCAN is solely able to outperform it
in a few cases, but only when an ε value close to the (generally unknown) true
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Figure 4.8: Simulation results. Median misclassiﬁcation rate and median ab-
solute estimation errors e(·) for the expected proportion pc of clustered points,
the mean cluster size μc and the mean cluster radius rc in dependence of the
point density (points/μm2).
value is supplied. Since otherwise the DBSCAN performance decreases enor-
mously, it depends heavily on this parameter choice. Even when ε is chosen
close to the true value, GAMMICS often performs better than DBSCAN.
The DPM model performs much better with informative than with non-
informative priors. However, even when applied with informative priors, it
generally performs worse than GAMMICS and DBSCAN with ε = 20 nm,
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Figure 4.9: Simulation results. Median misclassiﬁcation rate and median ab-
solute estimation errors e(·) for the expected proportion pc of clustered points,
the mean cluster size μc and the mean cluster radius rc, in dependence of the
size and radius of metaclusters, μmc and rmc. Only the combinations μmc = 20,
rmc = 100 nm and μmc = 30, rmc = 150 nm are considered.
except for classiﬁcation.
Apart from these diﬀerences, there are also several aspects the performances
of all compared methods have in common. For instance, a bigger cluster size
tends to improve the results, while a bigger cluster radius tends to worsen
them. A possible explanation is that a bigger cluster size makes the structural
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Figure 4.10: Simulation results. Median misclassiﬁcation rate and median ab-
solute estimation errors e(·) for the expected proportion pc of clustered points,
the mean cluster size μc and the mean cluster radius rc, in dependence of the
detection error σd.
diﬀerences between point patterns consisting of clusters vs. of singletons greater,
while a bigger cluster radius makes these diﬀerences smaller. All methods tend
to perform better when a higher percentage of points is clustered, i.e. when there
are more data to learn about the clusters. On the other hand, an increasing
occurrence of metaclusters mostly causes all methods to perform worse. Since
this eﬀect is often larger for smaller metaclusters which are more similar to
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clusters, it might be attributable to confounding of clusters and metaclusters
(see Figure 4.9).
In addition to an increasing metaclustering, an increasing point density
mostly causes the performance of all methods to deteriorate as well (see Fig-
ure 4.8). This is understandable insofar as in a point pattern with a higher
density, all distances are smaller, aﬀecting the distinction of singletons, clusters
and metaclusters. Naturally, the presence of a detection error worsens results
as well (see Figure 4.10).
The classiﬁcation performance and the estimation accuracy for pc show sim-
ilar tendencies in general. This is not surprising: in the GAMMICS model in
(4.12), the expected proportion of clustered points pc is the parameter of the
binomial distribution assigned to the allocation variables Ti, i = 1, . . . , n, which
eventually are the basis for determining the classiﬁcation of a point.
Methods with a weak overall performance sometimes manifest departures
from the observed common trends. In some cases, many unfavorable circum-
stances concur in causing the patterns of clustered points and the patterns sin-
gletons to be overly similar, e.g. few clustered points in clusters, large cluster
radii, small cluster sizes, many and small metaclusters, or a high point density.
Then, all methods have misclassiﬁcation rates in the range of guessing, and
estimation accuracy is poor.
The H-function in most cases performs poorly in estimating the cluster ra-
dius. While it is competitive when pmc = 0, its performance is aﬀected seriously
by the presence of metaclustering. This underscores the need for taking the
metaclustering into account in the model employed to simulated point patterns.
Several exemplary comparisons of all methods with the Bayesian DBSCAN
(reported in the Appendix, Section A.4, Tables A.1 and A.2) indicate that this
approach estimates μc very well, while its performance when estimating rc is
comparable to the DPM model with non-informative priors. The estimates for
pc tend to be near 1 for all data, perhaps because the method explicitly ﬁxes
MinPts=1 in the DBSCAN runs. Therefore, they appear to be of little utility.
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Figure 4.11: Posterior histograms of model parameter distributions across
MCMC iterations for localizations simulated with a point density of 200
points/μm2, proportion of proteins in clusters pc = 0.4, mean cluster size μc = 4,
mean cluster radius rc = 15nm, mean metacluster size μmc = 20, mean meta-
cluster radius rmc = 100 nm, with a proportion of proteins in metaclusters of
pmc = 0.6. Shown are histograms for the parameters of the two gamma distri-
butions as well as the proportion of clustered points pc.
In the GAMMICS method, the uncertainty in the parameters of the gamma dis-
tributions and the uncertainty in the binomial allocation distribution are con-
nected as integral model parts. However, these uncertainties are also reﬂected
in the distribution of the cutoﬀ d˜c and may propagate into the distributions of
the clustering estimates. To get an impression of the propagation of these un-
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Figure 4.12: Posterior histograms of clustering parameter distributions across
MCMC iterations for localizations simulated with a point density of 200
points/μm2, proportion of proteins in clusters pc = 0.4, mean cluster size μc = 4,
mean cluster radius rc = 15nm, mean metacluster size μmc = 20, mean meta-
cluster radius rmc = 100 nm, with a proportion of proteins in metaclusters of
pmc = 0.6. Shown are histograms for the cutoﬀ Lc, the mean cluster size μc, the
mean cluster radius rc and the number of clusters. Each histogram is shown
twice, on the left hand side for the calculation of Lc with weighted gamma dis-
tributions and on the right hand side or the calculation of Lc with unweighted
gamma distributions.
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Figure 4.13: Posterior histograms of (A) the cluster size and (B) the cluster
radius for localizations simulated with a point density of 200 points/μm2, pro-
portion of proteins in clusters pc = 0.4, mean cluster size μc = 4, mean cluster
radius rc = 15nm, mean metacluster size μmc = 20, mean metacluster radius
rmc = 100 nm, with a proportion of proteins in metaclusters of pmc = 0.6, based
on 100 posterior quantiles of the distribution across the clusters (0%, 1%, 2%,
. . . quantiles).
certainties, posterior histograms across MCMC iterations are shown for simu-
lated data in Figures 4.11 for the model parameters and in Figure 4.12 for the
clustering parameters, readily obtained from the Markov chains in the Bayesian
framework (histograms for further data are shown in Figures A.13 and A.14 in
Appendix A.4). Distributions of model parameters are mostly unimodal and
symmetric, as expected, while the distribution of d˜c and the parameters derived
from it tend to have more irregular shapes. Unsurprisingly, a left skew in the
distributions of d˜c often propagates into the distribution of rc, leading these two
distributions to have similar shapes.
Cluster size and cluster radius vary across the diﬀerent clusters in a cell, but
are analyzed here generally in terms of their mean only. Therefore, it is sensible
to look at posterior histograms across clusters in addition to the point estimates.
In Figure 4.13, such histograms are shown for an exemplary simulation setting.
It can be appreciated that they contain considerably more information than
just the point estimates. In the histogram for the cluster radius, most of the
probability mass concentrates roughly on the range between 10 and 30 nm.
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method mcr e(pc) e(μc) e(rc)
GAMMICS (weighted densities) 0.308 0.152 1.539 7.395
GAMMICS (unweighted densities) 0.308 0.152 1.395 7.120
DBSCAN (ε = 20 nm) 0.333 0.130 1.512 8.030
DBSCAN (ε = 100 nm) 0.428 0.422 27.979 215.031
DPM model (informative) 0.356 0.289 2.879 21.144
DPM model (non-informative) 0.478 0.435 6.000 47.217
H-function - - - 139.151
Table 4.3: Aggregated results across all settings of the simulation study for the
misclassiﬁcation rate (mcr) as well as median absolute estimation errors e for
the proportion of clustered points pc, the mean cluster size μc and the mean
cluster radius rc.
There are a few radii exceeding this range, possibly arising due to the false
classiﬁcations of some few singletons as clustered points, increasing the radii of
the clusters to which they are assigned. The histogram for the cluster size has a
sharp cutoﬀ on the left because singletons are not counted as clusters, making
two the smallest possible value. Furthermore, the cluster size distribution is
strongly skewed to the right, i.e. there are a number of clusters that contain a
high number of points.
The overall aggregated results of the simulation study as presented in Table
4.3 show that GAMMICS performs best w.r.t. classiﬁcation and estimating rc,
whereas DBSCAN with ε = 20 nm is slightly better in estimating pc and μc.
However, if the gamma distributions are not weighted in (4.19) when calcu-
lating the cutoﬀ d2c , GAMMICS on average performs better than DBSCAN in
estimating μc. This indicates that this change leads to a convenient robusti-
ﬁcation even if it is less intuitive. For instance, the change might reduce the
impact of a potential bias in the estimation of pc due to an asymmetric overlap
between the two gamma distributions.
DBSCAN, its Bayesian version as well as the DPM model all depend heav-
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ily on prior knowledge of the clustering parameters in order to perform well.
By contrast, GAMMICS uses informative priors only for the two gamma dis-
tributions modeling the distances, which can be often speciﬁed with much less
knowledge of the cluster structure. Taking into account that prior knowledge
of Ras clusters is still not taken for granted, the results conﬁrm GAMMICS’
structural advantages.
4.7.2 Experimental Data
In experimental data, the true clustering parameters are unknown, it is thus
diﬃcult to quantify the performance of estimation methods. However, methods
are developed to work on experimental data in order to answer research ques-
tions, and an assessment of results on such data is mandatory. Thus, for further
comparison of the methods and for validation, six regions of interest (ROIs) of
a cell expressing Ras tagged with the ﬂuorophore mEos2 (see Figure 4.1) are
analyzed in this section. The parameter estimations are given in the Appendix,
Table A.11, and are visualized in Figure 4.14 in dependence of the point den-
sity. This is the only obvious characteristic of the analyzed point patterns that
has a potential inﬂuence on the methods’ performance and does not have to be
estimated itself ﬁrst. The analyzed regions are chosen to cover diﬀerent point
densities, containing 941, 1 039, 1 397, 1 724, 2 139 and 2 677 detected protein
localizations in an area of 4 280 x 4 280 nm2.
The point density appears to have an inﬂuence on the estimations, raising
the question of whether some methods are susceptible to an unwanted bias
arising from diﬀering point densities. For instance, the estimates obtained by
DBSCAN (case ε = 100 nm), Bayesian DBSCAN and the DPM model for μc
and rc tend to increase with the density. The increase is particularly strong
for DBSCAN (ε = 100 nm), suggesting that ε = 100 nm is again not an
optimal choice, as already in the simulation study. The estimates obtained by
DBSCAN (ε = 100 nm), the DPM model (non-informative case) and Bayesian
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Figure 4.14: Estimates for the proportion of clustered points (pˆc), the mean
cluster size (μˆc), and the mean cluster radius (rˆc), for regions of interest of
the data shown in Figure 4.1, presented in dependence of the point density
(points/μm2).
DBSCAN of pc are near the maximum value of one and moreover exhibit little
variance, raising doubts on the validity of these estimates. For GAMMICS, not
weighting the gamma distributions when calculating d2c in (4.19) tends to lead
to smaller estimates for μp and rc, which is expected given that pˆc > 0.5. The
Bayesian DBSCAN estimates of μc are roughly similar to those of GAMMICS
and DBSCAN (ε = 20 nm), as could be seen in the simulated data as well, while
the Bayesian DBSCAN estimates of rc are similar to those of the H-function.
The GAMMICS estimates of pc seem to decrease for increasing point densities.
Since no point density induced bias is conﬁrmed in the simulation study (see
Figure 4.8), one reason might be that some relevant characteristics of the point
patterns vary systematically between regions of high and low point density in
the analyzed experimental data.
The relative similarity of results obtained by DBSCAN (ε = 20 nm) and
GAMMICS in the simulation study can be reported for the experimental data
as well. Also, both methods are less aﬀected by the point density than most
others. Since, in addition, the results suggest that ε = 20 nm is a better choice
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Figure 4.15: Posterior histograms of model parameter distributions across
MCMC iterations for experimental data, ROI 3. Shown are histograms for
the parameters of the two gamma distributions as well as the proportion of
clustered points pc.
than ε = 100 nm for DBSCAN, it may be suspected that DBSCAN (ε = 20
nm) and GAMMICS present smaller errors for experimental data than the other
methods. This would be in congruence with the simulation study. However, as
opposed to the simulation study, these results are based on relatively little data
and thus have to be interpreted with more caution.
The acceptance rates achieved by GAMMICS in the Metropolis-Hastings
step for α˜0 and α˜1 are documented in the Appendix, Table A.11. They gener-
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Figure 4.16: Posterior histograms of clustering parameter distributions across
MCMC iterations for experimental data, ROI 3. Shown are histograms for the
cutoﬀ d˜c, the mean cluster size μc, the mean cluster radius rc and the number of
clusters. Each histogram is shown twice, on the left hand side for the calculation
of d˜c employing weighted gamma distributions and on the right hand side for
the calculation of d˜c employing unweighted gamma distributions.
ally decrease with increasing point density, i.e. with potentially more complex
shapes of the empirical distribution of distances d2i , i = 1, . . . , n.
Posterior histograms produced after ﬁtting GAMMICS to the data from ROI
3 of the experimental data are shown in Figure 4.15 for the model parameters
and in Figure 4.16 for the clustering parameters. Again, distributions of model
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Figure 4.17: Posterior histograms of the cluster size (A) and cluster radius (B)
for experimental data, ROI 6, based on 100 posterior quantiles of the distribu-
tion across the clusters (0%, 1%, 2%, . . . quantiles).
parameters are mostly unimodal and symmetric, while the distribution of d˜c has
a more irregular shape, which propagates into the distributions of the clustering
parameters. The histograms for d˜c and rc again present a notable left skew.
Similar posterior histograms for the data from ROI 6 of the experimental data
can be found in Figures A.11 and A.12, Section A.4 of the Appendix.
As in the simulation study, it is reasonable to look at posterior histograms
across clusters in addition to the point estimates. Such histograms are presented
in Figure 4.17 for the example ROI 6 in the experimental data. They look struc-
turally similar to the histograms obtained from simulated data (Figure 4.13).
In the histogram for the cluster radius, most of the probability mass concen-
trates roughly on the range between 10 and 30 nm. There are a number of radii
exceeding this range, however, possibly arising due to some misclassiﬁcations of
some singletons as clustered points.
Again, the histogram for the cluster size has a sharp cutoﬀ on the left at the
minimum cluster size of two. Furthermore, the cluster size distribution has a
long and thin right tail, i.e. there are a few clusters which contain many points.
The overall results obtained by GAMMICS on experimental data are roughly
in line with previously published results on Ras clustering: based on H-function
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Monte Carlo tests simulating possible parameter value over a large grid in a
trial and error fashion, so far proportions of 30-45 % of Ras proteins have been
reported to form nanoclusters with an average radius of 6-16 nm and an average
cluster size of 6-7 proteins (Plowman et al., 2005; Tian et al., 2007; Kiskowski
et al., 2009; Shalom-Feuerstein et al., 2008). Although the truth regarding the
clustering parameters is not known, the relative similarity observed for distri-
butions across clusters in simulated and experimental data support the validity
of the GAMMICS approach when compared with these ﬁndings.
Chapter 5
Integrative Analysis of Omics
Data
This chapter is dedicated to Bayesian mixture models designed for integrative
analyses of sequencing-based epigenetic measurements on histone modiﬁcations
and another omics data type.
First, a literature review on the analysis of omics data involving sequenc-
ing experiments is given with special regard to mixture models and integrative
analyses (Section 5.1). Then, it is discussed how the externally centered correla-
tion coeﬃcient (Scha¨fer et al., 2009) can be adapted for the needs of sequencing
data with small sample sizes (Section 5.2). A standard Bayesian mixture model
employing a ﬁxed number of Gaussian distributions is devised following Scha¨fer
et al. (2012), investigating the degree of consistence in ChIP measurements ob-
tained by microarray and sequencing technology (see Section 5.3). In this model,
each class/cluster/group may be represented by several mixture components.
Subsequently, in Section 5.4, a mixture model is developed following Klein
et al. (2014) that ﬁts a ﬁxed number of components corresponding to diﬀerent
types of distributions. In this model, one class may be represented by sev-
eral mixture components as well. As will be seen, the use of diﬀerent types of
distributions reduces the number of necessary mixture components and is ben-
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eﬁcial for interpretation. While a similar approach using an EM algorithm has
been applied to ChIP-seq data by Taslim et al. (2009), the innovation presented
in Section 5.4 lies in the new input measure and the usage of the Bayesian
framework. The latter comes with additional beneﬁts such as the possibility
of assessing the uncertainty through credible intervals and less dependence on
initial values when applying the method to diﬀerent data sets. The advantages
of the presented method in comparison to a naive two-step analysis are demon-
strated as well. The model is employed to identify driver transcripts or probes
by looking for genomic loci exhibiting both diﬀerential gene transcription and
diﬀerential histone modiﬁcation, where these diﬀerences have the same direction
in both variables (for instance, transcripts identiﬁed as both overexpressed and
overacetylated would be regarded as potential drivers).
5.1 Methodological Review
In univariate statistical analyses of sequencing data, the existence of diﬀeren-
tial gene transcription or histone modiﬁcation is often assessed by assuming a
probabilistic model for read counts. In frequentist analyses, this mostly implies
the construction of a null distribution for signiﬁcance tests. The most intu-
itive distributional assumption for read counts is a Poisson distribution (see,
e.g., Jiang and Wong, 2009; Li et al., 2012). Nevertheless, many authors have
argued that a negative binomial distribution is more convenient, since its two
parameters allow a higher degree of ﬂexibility than the single parameter of the
Poisson distribution (see, e.g., Ji et al., 2008, for ChIP-seq data, or, e.g., Anders
and Huber, 2010, Di et al., 2011, and Leng et al., 2013, for RNA-seq data). For
instance, this has beneﬁts in the case of overdispersion. Further two- or three-
parameter generalizations of the Poisson distributions have also been proposed
for the analysis of sequencing data (see, e.g., Auer and Doerge, 2011; Esnaola
et al., 2013; Srivastava and Chen, 2010). For an even greater ﬂexibility, nonpara-
metric approaches may be considered. Since normalization methods applied to
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the read counts after alignment (cf. Section 2.1 and Appendix A.9) may result
in continuous data, alternatives to directly modeling read counts are necessary.
Parts of the DNA that play an important role in cancer development may
be searched for on a gene-wise basis or by focusing on genomic regions. From a
wider perspective, such regions may also be general gene sets enriched for gene
transcription or a speciﬁc histone modiﬁcation. In enriched regions, diﬀeren-
tial gene transcription or histone modiﬁcation occurs more often than would
be expected by chance. In a frequentist context, obtained p-values have to be
corrected for multiple testing, e.g., based on the false discovery rate (Benjamini
and Hochberg, 1995). In a Bayesian framework, explicit adjustments with re-
gard to multiplicity issues are much less common. Here, speciﬁc priors may be
used to account for multiplicity (see, e.g., van de Wiel et al., 2012).
A key problem of any analysis involving sequencing data are small sample
sizes: due to high costs, to date even a single sample per condition is still not
uncommon, largely impeding the modeling of uncertainty across samples on a
gene-wise level. When ﬁtting distributions, this poses particular challenges to
estimate dispersion-related model parameters. The most popular strategies in
this context are essentially to restrict the parameter space for ﬁtting distribu-
tions on a gene-wise level and to share information across genes in some way,
shrinking one or several model parameters. For the second option, additional
information is required to decide between which genes information should be
shared. Both strategies have already been pursued frequently in the context of
univariate omics analyses. Early and well-known works following this strategies
are, e.g., Robinson and Smyth (2007) and Anders and Huber (2010), analyzing
RNA-seq data.
Approaches modeling read counts within genomic bins under parameter re-
strictions, in combination with a search for enriched bins, are related to both
ideas. Examples are Kuan et al. (2011) or Zeng et al. (2013) for ChIP-seq data
and Li and Tibshirani (2013) for RNA-seq data.
In particular for RNA-seq data, many methodological approaches have been
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proposed. A focus lies on tests for diﬀerential transcription. Such methods are
mostly based on the Poisson (see, e.g., Li et al., 2012; Marioni et al., 2008) and
negative binomial distribution (see, e.g., Robinson and Smyth, 2007; Anders
and Huber, 2010; Yu et al., 2013) or generalizations of them (see, e.g., Esnaola
et al., 2013). Alternatively, nonparametric tests such as the Wilcoxon rank sum
test have been employed (Li and Tibshirani, 2013) as well as tailored tests with
speciﬁc optimality properties, e.g., maximum average power and control of the
FDR (Si and Liu, 2013). Wilcoxon-type test statistics or correlation coeﬃcients
have also been employed in permutation tests (Shi et al., 2015).
To generalize beyond a two-group setting, allow for additional covariates, or
account for more complex experimental designs such as time-dependent mea-
surements, several methods based on generalized linear models have been pro-
posed. As response variable, they mostly model read counts, assuming the Pois-
son (Langmead et al., 2010; McCarthy et al., 2012), negative binomial (Hardcas-
tle and Kelly, 2010; Leng et al., 2013), zero-inﬂated negative binomial (van de
Wiel et al., 2012, 2013), or binomial distribution (Zhao et al., 2013). Other
responses are modeled as well, e.g., mapping probabilities, assuming a binomial
distribution (Zhou et al., 2011). In addition, it has been proposed to transform
read counts in order to analyze them with linear regression (Langmead et al.,
2010). Law et al. (2014) adapt the well-known limma method (Smyth, 2003,
2005) developed for microarray data to RNA-seq data. Some models aim at
robustness against outliers (Zhou et al., 2014). Frequentist frameworks gen-
erally imply model-based tests, while empirical (Hardcastle and Kelly, 2010;
Leng et al., 2013) and fully Bayesian ones (van de Wiel et al., 2012) look to the
posterior distribution of model parameters instead.
For comparative reviews of RNA-seq based methods assessing diﬀerential
gene transcription and a discussion of relevant aspects, see Oshlack and Wake-
ﬁeld (2009), Soneson and Delorenzi (2013), Rapaport et al. (2013), or Seyednas-
rollah et al. (2013). Seyednasrollah et al. (2015) give a review of corresponding
software.
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Further methods include enrichment set analyses (e.g., Young et al., 2010) as
well as procedures for investigating alternative splicing in RNA-seq data (e.g.,
Li et al., 2014). Yu et al. (2014) transform RNA-seq based gene transcription
proﬁles into documents and apply latent Dirichlet allocation as introduced by
Blei et al. (2003) to build a topic model.
In ChIP-seq data analysis, many approaches may be applied to investigate
either histone modiﬁcations or transcription factor binding activity. Since hi-
stones usually bind larger stretches of DNA than transcription factors, and
moreover diﬀerent antibodies may tend to bind at regions of diﬀerent size and
diﬀerent locations within genes, the general applicability of speciﬁc methods
may be limited. The identiﬁcation of regions or single loci with a signal clearly
distinguishable from noise is referred to as peak ﬁnding (cf. Figure 2.5). To
determine how many reads are suﬃcient at a given locus to call it a peak, it is
necessary to assess variability in the data. An easy way to call peaks is based
on a threshold after calculating a moving average of the reads (Ghosh and Qin,
2010; Pepke et al., 2009). More sophisticated heuristic algorithms include Fejes
et al. (2008), Hower et al. (2011), Wang et al. (2013), or Zang et al. (2009).
Zhang et al. (2008) use a Poisson test to identify diﬀerential binding between
two conditions. Rozowsky et al. (2009) employ an approximate binomial test
for the hypothesis that reads in a speciﬁc region occur with equal likelihood
in samples from both conditions. An algorithm proposed by Kornacker et al.
(2012) employs chi-square-like test statistics for read counts, while Schweikert
et al. (2013) advocate a kernel-based non-parametric test.
A method proposed by Mendoza-Parra et al. (2013) adapts a regression
approach to ChIP-seq data that learns a generative model of multiple binding
events in normalized ChIP-chip data (Reiss et al., 2007). The positions of likely
binding sites are estimated via a constrained least squares regression. Xu and
Zhang (2012) present a negative binomial generalized linear model framework
for strand-speciﬁc ChIP-seq data, considering a local shifting of peaks.
Cha and Zhou (2014) use Ripley’s K-function to detect clustering patterns
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in binding sites of two transcription factors.
Mitra and Mu¨ller (2014) employ Bayesian hierarchical models - in particular
a graphical model and a local bi-clustering approach - to investigate epigenetic
associations via ChIP-seq data.
As histone modiﬁcations often occur on a scale of hundreds or even thou-
sands of base pairs, the correlation between ChIP signals of adjacent loci (or,
e.g., consecutive genomic bins) may be expected to be strong. In this sense,
there is certain similarity between ChIP signals and DNA copy number signals.
Thus, approaches have been proposed that take such spatial dependence into
account. A popular class of methods considering spatial dependence are Hid-
den Markov or Hidden Ising models, see Ashoor et al. (2013), Ernst and Kellis
(2010), Qin et al. (2010), Song and Smith (2011) and Xu et al. (2008) for fre-
quentist examples and Leng et al. (2015), Mo (2012) and Spyrou et al. (2009)
for Bayesian ones. For more complex spatial dependence structures, Markov
random ﬁelds have been employed. Hu et al. (2011), e.g., present a Bayesian
Poisson mixed-eﬀects model for the number of RNA-seq reads at the base level.
Spatial eﬀects are taken into account via a Markov random ﬁeld and the overall
model is very similar to convolution models known, e.g., in spatial epidemiol-
ogy to model disease counts (Besag et al., 1991). Another class of methods to
take into account spatial dependence are change-point models that estimate the
boundaries of segments with a similar average ChIP signal. Herrmann et al.
(2014) and Xing et al. (2012), e.g., present Bayesian approaches pursuing this
strategy.
To explicitly analyze and represent interactions between genes, gene reg-
ulatory networks may be constructed, either considering a single data input
or integrating diﬀerent data types such as RNA-seq and ChIP-seq. Gene in-
teractions may occur directly when transcription factors bind to their target
sequences. More generally, the transcription of a gene may inﬂuence the expres-
sion of other genes via one or several genes acting intermediately (Wang and
Huang, 2014). Most literature on gene regulatory networks until data is based
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on microarray data. In recent years, often the pair-wise correlation between
genes is calculated as base input. For this purpose, Pearson’s or Spearman’s
correlation coeﬃcient (see, e.g., Giorgi et al., 2013) or an alternative measure
such as mutual information or partial correlation is employed.
Other works such as Qin et al. (2014) employ penalized regression approaches
to infer gene regulatory networks. Graphical Gaussian models assume a joint
multivariate normal distribution for all variables (see, e.g., Guan et al., 2014b).
Some works also integrate evidence reported in previous publications, such as
Gene Ontology pathway information (e.g., Zhang and Mallick, 2013).
The Bayesian framework is particularly suited for expressing causal relation-
ships, combining domain knowledge and data, avoiding overﬁtting, and for con-
structing gene networks based on incomplete data sets (Needham et al., 2006).
Yu et al. (2008) and Guan et al. (2014a), e.g., propose a Bayesian network for
the integration of ChIP-seq data and general gene transcription proﬁles. Tang
et al. (2012) describe a similar framework for time-dependent data. A network
presented by Liu et al. (2013) integrates ChIP-seq, RNA-seq, and potentially
further sequencing data. Gong et al. (2015) develop a network for such data
when the measurements are time-dependent. To take into account the inherent
correlation between neighboring loci in ChIP data, Bayesian networks may of-
fer some advantages over other mentioned approaches. Hoﬀman et al. (2012),
e.g., argue that a dynamic Bayesian network can represent a standard hidden
Markov model (HMM), representing the HMM’s hidden state with a hidden
random variable and the observations with an observed random variable. These
authors compare a Bayesian network for ChIP-seq and further sequencing data
to the structurally similar HMM of Ernst and Kellis (2010), concluding that
the Bayesian network is more ﬂexible and appropriate in modeling complex
relationships among variables.
An overview of methodological approaches to construct gene regulatory net-
works is given in, e.g., Emmert-Streib et al. (2012) and Lopez-Kleine et al.
(2013), with a focus on microarray data but also considering sequencing exper-
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iments. Bolouri (2014) discusses speciﬁc challenges for this model class posed
by sequencing data.
Besides gene regulatory networks, further approaches tackle the integra-
tive analysis of distinct omics variables based on sequencing data. Recently,
in particular joint analyses of RNA-seq and ChIP-seq data have been pub-
lished. Shamimuzzaman and Vodkin (2013), e.g., simply analyze both inputs
separately by standard diﬀerential expression and peak ﬁnding approaches and
jointly interpret results from both analyses. Wu and Ji (2013) implicitly inte-
grate RNA-seq and ChIP-seq data by correlating transcription factors and their
known functional target genes via their transcription levels. They use the corre-
lation of these levels to update the ranking of transcription factor bound genes
identiﬁed in ChIP-Seq (or ChIP-chip) experiments. In a two-step procedure,
Xie et al. (2011) ﬁrst assess abnormalities in RNA-seq data and subsequently
check for diﬀerential DNA methylation between conditions using a t-test.
Finally, several approaches based on (log) linear regression have been pro-
posed, regressing gene transcription on ChIP-seq based predictors. Cheng et al.
(2011), Cheng et al. (2012), and Dong et al. (2012) consider histone modiﬁ-
cations or transcription factor activity as regressors (ChIP-seq and ChIP-chip
data). They use classiﬁcation methods such as support vector machines or
random forests to classify transcripts regarding their gene transcription levels
based on the epigenetic data. Karlic´ et al. (2010) regress gene transcription on
the histone modiﬁcation levels at the genes’ promoters. Ouyang et al. (2009)
consider principal components of selected ChIP-seq transcription factor binding
data as regressor variables. They also build CART trees based on the principal
components to distinguish gene sets. McLeay et al. (2012) propose a similar
approach, building joint principal components for transcription factor data, hi-
stone modiﬁcation data and chromatin accessibility scores. Park and Nakai
(2011) regress gene transcription values on both transcription factor binding
scores and discrete values representing histone modiﬁcations. Xu et al. (2010)
apply a stepwise regression procedure in which potential predictors for gene
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transcription values are diﬀerent histone modiﬁcation measurements as well as
their two- and three way interactions. They also employ a multivariate adaptive
regression splines (MARS, see Friedman, 1991) model to capture potential non-
linearity in the relation between histone modiﬁcations and gene transcription
due to saturation eﬀects.
Recent methods integrating RNA-seq and ChIP-seq data are reviewed in
Angelini and Costa (2014). More general reviews on integrative omics analyses
can be found in Hawkins et al. (2010) and Ritchie et al. (2015).
Mixture models, the methodological focus in this thesis, have already been
used for various types of analyses involving genetic and epigenetic data, includ-
ing sequencing data. In univariate analyses, a typical research question tackled
by mixture models is the clustering or classiﬁcation of genes. Frequent goals are,
in particular, the detection of copy number changes and diﬀerential gene tran-
scription, as well as the identiﬁcation of binding sites for the same transcription
factor. Klambauer et al. (2012), e.g., employ a mixture of Poisson distributions
to model the copy number based on sequencing experiments. Each of the dis-
tributions represents one integer copy number and a Dirichlet distribution is a
priori assumed for the mixture weights.
Several frequentist mixture models have been proposed for the analysis of
RNA-seq gene transcription data. Wang et al. (2014), e.g., describe a model in-
volving a mixture of bivariate Poisson distributions to cluster transcripts, where
the two dimensions correspond to two biological conditions of interest. Rau
et al. (2011) present a model based on a ﬁnite mixture of Poisson distributions
to cluster transcription proﬁles across several replicates and conditions. Ye et al.
(2015) ﬁt a mixture of multivariate Poisson distributions (Karlis and Meligkot-
sidou, 2007) to cluster time series of read counts, assuming an AR(1) model
over time for the parameters of the Poisson distributions. In a Bayesian frame-
work, Leng et al. (2013), e.g., propose an empirical Bayesian two-component
mixture to model RNA-seq data for two conditions of interest. Chung et al.
(2013) ﬁt a Bayesian hierarchical model assigning a Poisson distribution for
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read counts, where the mean is represented as the product of the individual
sequencing depth, a gamma-distributed baseline transcription measure and a
transcription level fold change induced by a treatment. The fold change is mod-
eled by a mixture of two log-normal distributions, one for increased and one for
reduced gene transcription. Guindani et al. (2014) develop a semiparametric
mixture of Poisson distributions to estimate the distribution of observed se-
quence counts when overdispersion is present. They assume a Dirichlet process
prior on the mean of the Poisson components. This method addresses the anal-
ysis of SAGE (serial analysis of gene expression) data, an older sequence-based
technology working with small tags corresponding to fragments associated to
transcripts.
Many more Bayesian mixture models have previously been proposed to ana-
lyze transcription data from gene expression microarrays and other data sources
for gene transcription. For instance, Do et al. (2005) model gene transcription
values with a mixture of two components corresponding to genes exhibiting vs.
not exhibiting diﬀerential transcription. Each of the two distributions repre-
senting the components is in turn represented by a nonparametric mixture of
normals assigned a Dirichlet process prior. Dahl (2006), Medvedovic and Siva-
ganesan (2002), and Rasmussen et al. (2009) use nonparametric Bayesian mix-
ture models to cluster genes w.r.t. similar transcription levels. Kim et al. (2006)
use such models to detect existing subclasses of observations, while identifying
genes that discriminate between them in clustering. Joshi et al. (2008) propose
methods for Bayesian bi-clustering, deriving fuzzy clusters from the posterior
similarity matrix based on eigenvectors. Both Wang and Wang (2013) and Liu
et al. (2006) describe model-based clustering frameworks with an inﬁnite mix-
ture of multivariate Gaussian distributions and an hierarchical Dirichlet process
as mixture prior. Newton et al. (2004) detect diﬀerential gene transcription with
an hierarchical model based on a mixture of gamma distributions.
Mixture models have also been applied to ChIP-seq data. Ibrahim et al.
(2015), e.g., describe a mixture of multivariate Gaussian distributions to cluster
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read counts for peak calling. Rashid et al. (2011) employ a mixture of three
generalized linear models consisting of one zero-inﬂated component, one back-
ground component and one enrichment component, assuming negative binomial
distributions for the read count responses. Xu et al. (2011) propose a mixture
model with nine components to analyze the joint distribution of two motifs
within a sequence. They consider each motif to be either absent, present on the
plus strand or present on the reverse complementary strand. Gaussian and uni-
form distributions are considered for the components. Pique-Regi et al. (2011)
and Kuan et al. (2011) ﬁt a mixture of two negative binomial components to
ChIP-seq data measured for binding locations or in genomic bins, respectively.
Zeng et al. (2013) present a more general version of such a model, explicitly
considering the case of several available samples. Zhang et al. (2011) model
local concentrations of ChIP-seq reads with a Bayesian hierarchical mixture of
t-distributions in order to identify regions of transcription factor binding. Xu
et al. (2013) employ a Po´lya urn scheme to construct a nonparametric Bayesian
model for two-dimensional clustering of histone modiﬁcations and genomic lo-
cations. Taslim et al. (2012) ﬁt a ﬁnite mixture of double exponential and
uniform distributions by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler distance, analyzing
histone modiﬁcations. Wei et al. (2012) use a ﬁnite mixture model with a
Dirichlet prior to cluster SNPs with a similar allelic (im)balance (i.e. a similar
protein-DNA binding activity in both alleles) across several ChIP-seq data sets.
In a frequentist setting, Taslim et al. (2009) ﬁt a mixture of a ﬁxed num-
ber of normal and exponential distributions to normalized diﬀerences of RNA
polymerase II binding activity between conditions of interest.
In integrative analyses of omics data from diﬀerent sources, mixture models
have also been employed, although until date almost only for microarray data
and other data types which are older than sequencing experiments. Most of
the methods are cluster approaches designed for speciﬁc data types. In many
of these applications, gene transcription is analyzed jointly with another input
such as DNA copy number or transcription factor binding.
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Kormaksson et al. (2012), e.g., propose a two-component Gaussian mixture
model to cluster probe sets according to their methylation state, considering
high and low methylation. They extend the model to integrate further con-
tinuous variables and/or platforms by introducing cluster and platform speciﬁc
activity indicators, assuming that objects in a given cluster have identical ac-
tivity proﬁles in each data source. Liu et al. (2007) present a method based on
a hierarchical DPM cluster model for gene transcription by Liu et al. (2006).
They further incorporate ChIP-chip data, making distributional assumptions
for transcription factor binding proﬁles.
Savage et al. (2010) propose a hierarchical DPM model for gene transcription
and transcription factor binding as well. The genes are assigned to three con-
texts: one containing the genes fused across the two data sources via a product
of likelihoods, one using only transcription data and the last one using tran-
scription factor binding data. Each context deﬁnes a clustering partition via
a DPM model. Kirk et al. (2012) present a method ﬁtting a mixture model
for clustering with a ﬁnite dimensional Dirichlet prior to each of several data
sources. The models for the diﬀerent data sources are linked via a joint prior
for their component allocations. The method considers to use diﬀerent types
of distributions for diﬀerent data types, e.g. Gaussian distributions for contin-
uous variables, Gaussian processes for gene transcription time-course data or
multinomial distributions for discretized data. Both Savage et al. (2010) and
Kirk et al. (2012) select a single cluster partition via a criterion based on the
posterior similarity matrix calculated from the posterior distribution of cluster
allocations (Fritsch and Ickstadt, 2009).
In van Wieringen and van de Wiel (2009), a mixture-like model with three
components is described for gene transcription, where the mixture weights corre-
spond to probabilities for DNA copy number calls. From this model, they derive
weighted versions of nonparametric tests such as the Wilcoxon test. Joint anal-
yses can also be employed to integrate diﬀerent technologies instead of diﬀerent
data types, which will be the subject of Section 5.3.
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Due to the usually small number of clusters or classes of interest in the men-
tioned speciﬁc research ﬁelds, the number of clusters is ﬁxed in most specialized
methods, while in general methods such as the one of Kirk et al. (2012) it is
rather not.
In frequentist frameworks, the EM algorithm is usually employed to ﬁt mix-
ture models (as, e.g., in Newton et al., 2004; Taslim et al., 2009; van Wieringen
and van de Wiel, 2009). However, the algorithm is also employed in the Bayesian
context (in, e.g., Holmes et al., 2012; Leng et al., 2013; Kuan et al., 2011; Zhang
et al., 2011). Nevertheless, MCMC algorithms are probably the most common
technique employed to ﬁt Bayesian mixture models to omics data.
Input measures for mixture models are highly application-speciﬁc. Exam-
ples include diﬀerent log-ratio intensity measurements or transformed p-values.
In this thesis, the employed measures are inspired by the externally centered
correlation coeﬃcient (Scha¨fer et al., 2009, described in Section 5.2).
5.2 Adaptation of the Externally Centered Cor-
relation Coeﬃcient
In an integrative analysis of two omics data types, the absolute values from
both variables are generally not the most informative measures in medical and
biological terms. Diﬀerences between values from two collectives representing
diﬀerent biological conditions, e.g., cancer patients and a reference collective,
are usually more meaningful when investigating causes of a disease. For similar
reasons, reference collectives are important in other statistical research on dis-
eases as well, such as in case-control studies in epidemiology. In omics analyses,
the importance of assessing results in relation to a reference collective primarily
stems from the fact that in sequencing experiments like ChIP-seq, some DNA
fragments cannot be uniquely aligned to the genome (’mappability’) and DNA
fragments with high guanine-cytosine content are sequenced more eﬃciently
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than others. Such eﬀects give rise to artifacts that can be canceled out by fo-
cusing on quotients of values from two collectives instead of values from just one
collective (Vega et al., 2009). As a consequence, the use of a reference collective
has been the standard for years in the analysis of omics data, and methods
not relying on them often take other steps to control mappability and guanine-
cytosine content (see, e.g., Zeng et al., 2013). DNA copy number values, e.g.,
are generally reported as (often logarithmized) quotients between values from
two collectives, i.e. a reference collective is commonly used already at low-level
analysis stages. For gene transcription and ChIP analyses, on the other hand,
a reference collective is often employed at later analysis stages when investi-
gating, e.g., diﬀerential gene transcription and diﬀerential histone modiﬁcation
regarding diﬀerent biological conditions.
Approaches that explicitly discuss the importance of assessing a collective of
interest relative to a control collective in the context of sequencing experiments
are, e.g., Rozowsky et al. (2009) (ChIP-seq data) and Chung et al. (2013) (RNA-
seq data).
For the integrative analysis of several omics inputs, in Scha¨fer et al. (2009)
an externally centered correlation coeﬃcient was developed as a means to an-
alyze two input random variables measured on two diﬀerent collectives in an
integrative way. It is deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 5.1 (Externally centered correlation coeﬃcient).
The externally centered correlation coeﬃcient is deﬁned as
rEC :=
∑n
i=1(X
∗
i − A∗)(Y ∗i − B∗)√∑n
i=1(X
∗
i − A∗)2 ·
√∑n
i=1(Y
∗
i − B∗)2
(5.1)
for two random vectors X∗ = (X∗1 , . . . , X
∗
n)
′ and Y ∗ = (Y ∗1 , . . . , Y
∗
n )
′, corre-
sponding to two sets of measurements on n subjects, as well as median values
A∗ and B∗ across samples of two corresponding reference collectives, respec-
tively.
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Due to the application which motivated its invention in Scha¨fer et al. (2009)
(X∗ represented gene transcription and Y ∗ copy number measurements for a
speciﬁc locus on the genome), all measurements are on the log2-scale.
The coeﬃcient assesses how much a target collective and a control collective
diﬀer consistently from either other in the values of the two data sources at
hand. The central idea to accomplish this is to replace the two mean values
in the deﬁnition of a Pearson correlation coeﬃcient by the median values from
the reference population(s). Since the reference collective only enters via the
two median values, it is possible to use a separate reference collective for each
variable. This facilitates the analysis in situations when no control collective is
available for which both variables were measured.
The externally centered correlation coeﬃcient has become an established
method for the integrated analysis of gene transcription and copy number data
and has been shown to perform favorably or comparably to several other state-
of-the-art methods (see, e.g., Lahti et al., 2013; Louhimo et al., 2012). As ex-
plained in Scha¨fer et al. (2009), the coeﬃcient uses more information than both
two-step approaches and correlation or regression approaches. Two-step meth-
ods ﬁrst assess the diﬀerences between conditions separately for each input and
afterwards search for overlaps between regions identiﬁed by each input. Nor-
mally, this separate identiﬁcation of interesting or signiﬁcant regions involves
some kind of dichotomization that loses information. Correlation or regression
approaches quantifying the linear relationship between two variables or con-
ditions, on the other hand, fail to simultaneously compare two variables and
conditions. In Figure 5.1, it is illustrated that regression (and, thus, correla-
tion) is unable to measure the degree to which equally directed aberrations from
the reference collective are present in the cancer collective for both variables.
In this section, an adaptation of this framework to the integrative analysis of
ChIP-seq data and another input is developed.
One of the problems of current sequencing studies is that the number of
samples is very small. One sample per collective is not an uncommon number,
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Figure 5.1: The idea of the externally centered correlation coeﬃcient. Copy
number (CN) and gene transcription (GE) intensities of 33 patients of acute
myeloid leukemia, plotted for (A) the 224963 at probe set and (B) the 54970 at
probe set from the Aﬀymetrix U133 chip set. The dotted and dot-dashed lines
represent the median CN and GE intensities in the reference data set, respec-
tively. G is their intersection. The solid line represents the line of a standard
linear regression of GE intensity on CN intensity. The gray rectangle measures
the deviation of CN and GE from the median of the references for a single pa-
tient. The slope of the regression lines does not represent the degree of equally
directed abnormalities in both variables. Source: Scha¨fer et al. (2009).
and more than ﬁve samples per collective are often not available until date.
No type of correlation can be sensibly calculated in such situations. This, in
consequence, also applies to rEC . However, the rectangles deﬁned for every
single sample by the summands in the nominator of (5.1), used by Scha¨fer et al.
(2009) to construct a Wilcoxon rank sum test and illustrated in Figure 5.1A,
remain interpretable, and their area can still be employed as a basic measure
for analysis.
In the following, the concept of externally centered correlation is adapted
to small sample sizes. Two proposals for appropriate measures are made, moti-
vated by two diﬀerent applications discussed in the remainder of this chapter.
Bayesian concepts are convenient in case of such small sample sizes, since –
in absence of variation across samples or other additional information – uncer-
tainty can be quantiﬁed only across genes. Bayesian methods are an appro-
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priate framework to do this, since they can easily incorporate prior knowledge
or other additional information to compensate for a small sample size. Con-
ceptually, they focus on distributions as means of measuring uncertainty, while
frequentist methods focus on measurement repetitions instead.
In developing a new coeﬃcient, the need for normalization of the rectangle
areas arises, so that the values of the coeﬃcient have a comparable range across
diﬀerent data sets. This is important for interpretability and for making distri-
butional assumptions. The measure of dispersion necessary for normalization
cannot be calculated across samples if, e.g., there is only one sample. Instead,
it has to be calculated across genes or loci.
The normalization approach should account for the fact that genomic regions
may have diﬀerent levels of natural variability in a given variable. This may be
due to, e.g., natural groupings of genes occurring in speciﬁc genomic variations.
Eventually, such variability can not be distinguished from the variability of
interest, i.e. the variability due to diﬀerences in the two data sources between a
target collective and a reference collective. Such unwanted eﬀects can be avoided
by performing the normalization within windows of ﬁxed size around each locus
i, containing loci il = i−ni,l, i−ni,l+1, . . . , i−1, i, i+1, . . . , i+ni,r−1, i+ni,r,
where the total window contains ni,l + ni,r points. The window width can, e.g.,
be chosen according to the width of genetic groupings, if available. Since the
variables’ empirical distributions within the windows – in particular the number
of loci per window – may vary considerably, it is advisable to use a robust
measure with little sensitivity to such variations. A modiﬁed measure for the
loci i = 1, . . . , n, inspired by the externally centered correlation coeﬃcient, can
then be deﬁned as
Zi :=
(X∗i − A∗i )
med(X∗il − A∗il)
· (Y
∗
i − B∗i )
med(Y ∗il − B∗il)
, (5.2)
(see Scha¨fer et al., 2012), where X∗i and Y
∗
i are the random variables for the
target sample at locus i, while A∗i and B
∗
i are the corresponding random vari-
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ables for the corresponding locus i in the reference sample, and med() is the
median. If there is more than one sample, X∗i , Y
∗
i , A
∗
i and B
∗
i can be calculated
as mean or median values across the samples. The Zi, i = 1, . . . , n, are con-
sidered to be identically distributed. As in Scha¨fer et al. (2009), when equally
directed diﬀerences between the target and the reference cell line are present in
both inputs, the corresponding Zi value is positive, while in case of unequally
directed diﬀerences it is negative. If a gene shows diﬀerences in only one of both
data types or has no diﬀerences at all, its Zi value is expected to be equal or
close to zero.
Sometimes there exist no genomic groupings potentially leading to blocks of
speciﬁc natural variability across genes in the variables under consideration. In
such cases, the choice of a window in which to perform normalization becomes
less obvious and more arbitrary. To facilitate analysis on diﬀerent data sets, it
may then appear more reasonable to rescale all rectangle areas with a factor
representing the overall variability across the genome. A correlation value Zi
analogous to (5.2) can then be calculated for each transcript as
Zi :=
(X∗i − A∗i )
σXA
· (Y
∗
i − B∗i )
σY B
. (5.3)
(see Klein et al., 2014), with X∗i , Y
∗
i , A
∗
i and B
∗
i as in (5.2). Contrary to (5.2),
in the denominator
σ2XA = 1/(n− 1)
n∑
i=1
(X∗i − A∗i )2 and σ2Y B = 1/(n− 1)
n∑
i=1
(Y ∗i − B∗i )2
are calculated across all loci, and therefore, do not depend on i.
Diﬀerences between values corresponding to diﬀerent collectives have been
proposed as a base measure for models and algorithms in univariate analyses
before (see, e.g., Tarazona et al., 2011, in gene transcription analysis). The
scores based on the idea of externally centered correlation proposed here may
be seen as a more general version of such measures.
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In the remainder of this chapter, the scores are used as a base measure in
Bayesian mixture models. In one application, the consistency between ChIP
measurements based on microarray vs. sequencing technologies is investigated
(Section 5.3). Further, an integrated analysis of gene transcription and histone
modiﬁcations is carried out on several data sets (Section 5.4). While in Section
5.3, a standard Bayesian mixture model ﬁtting a mixture of normal distributions
is discussed in combination with measure (5.2), in Section 5.4 the model employs
a mixture of distributions of diﬀerent types in combination with measure (5.3).
5.3 Validation of ChIP-seq vs. ChIP-chip Tech-
niques
The growing importance of next-generation sequencing in omics research and
the growing shift of attention from microarrays to sequencing technology is ac-
companied by multiple expectations of the scientiﬁc community, in particular
due to the elimination of restrictions regarding the investigated loci inherent to
microarrays. However, as in the context of microarrays, the validity of results
obtained with sequencing technology depends as much on laboratory work pro-
cesses and preprocessing pipelines as on the employed technology itself. These
routines usually need some time to be established and respected for a new tech-
nology, and their complexity may be higher for more advanced technologies.
Given this and seeing the notable amount of research that has been done and
will continue to be done with microarray technology for at least some time,
a considerable interest lies in across-platform-reliability of results obtained by
microarray and sequencing technology. This creates the need for integrative
analyses which assess the consistency of results from microarray platforms and
next-generation sequencing when targeting the same molecular biologic ques-
tions.
While there are software platforms and published work ﬂows capable of
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analysing both ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq data, such as Chen et al. (2011), Jo-
hannes et al. (2010), Ji et al. (2008) or Zhu (2013), there has been little interest
in terms of statistical approaches designed to analyze both inputs jointly in
a model-based way. Rather, the two inputs are often integrated with simple
means, e.g. in Ho et al. (2011), a correlation analysis is carried out to compare
results between the two platforms. An exception is the HMM framework of
Choi et al. (2009), in which ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq are each represented as
an individual HMM, whose hidden states in turn are modeled as the bivariate
emission probabilities of an additional ’master-level’ HMM.
In general, microarray and sequencing techniques render values that are
not directly comparable: microarrays produce continuous intensity values for
probe sets of determined locations, while sequencing yields positions of particu-
lar bound sequences, which only taken together imply a notion of intensity. For
a joint analysis, thus, ﬁrst it has to be counted how many sequences overlap
a given location or interval. Still, equal values given by the two methods will
not have the same interpretation. A correlation analysis in this situation may
help to assess whether there is dependence between the two inputs. However,
in this thesis it is argued that the concept of externally centered correlation is
more appropriate, jointly measuring the deviations between two collectives in
ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq inputs instead of just the dependence between both.
The content of Section 5.3 is the subject of Scha¨fer et al. (2012), which
for the most part is based on the Bachelor thesis of Otgonzul Lkhagvasuren
(Lkhagvasuren, 2010). The author of this PhD thesis co-supervised the Bachelor
thesis and proposed its concept regarding the statistical methodology.
5.3.1 BCR-ABL Data Set
In Section 5.3, the inter-method reliability of ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq tech-
nologies is assessed based on a data set consisting of murine hematopoietic 32D
cells that were retrovirally stably transduced at the University Hospital of Mu¨n-
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ster with the oncogene BCR-ABL, the hallmark of chronic myeloid leukemia
(Elling et al., 2011). BCR-ABL is a fusion oncoprotein originating from the
genomic translocation t(9;22) and is found in human patients suﬀering from
diﬀerent types of leukemia, in particular chronic myeloid leukemia but also,
e.g., Philadelphia-positive acute lymphoblastic leukemia. Activation or inhibi-
tion of genes by histone modiﬁcations induced by this oncogene are considered
to be essential for understanding these diseases.
To generate reference samples, 32D cells are mock-transduced with the
empty vector. The resulting reference cell line is treated with a growth fac-
tor in order to assimilate the reference cells to the cancer cells with respect
to growth behavior. Chromatin immunoprecipitation with an antibody against
acetylated histone 3 at lysines 9 and 14 (anti- H3K9Ac/K14Ac) is carried out,
and DNA sequences bound by the antibody are mapped to the genome sep-
arately by ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq methods after polymerase chain reaction
(PCR).
In the case of ChIP-seq, the DNA sequences are determined by high-through-
put screening employing the Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx. In order to map the
sequences, the short 35-base-pair sequences are compared to the Mus musculus
reference genome. A special interest lies in regions that concentrate many DNA
sequences, since it can be assumed that the DNA fragments corresponding to
these sequences were bound to histones selected by the antibody during ChIP,
and that in consequence the histones were acetylated in this region. In the
case of ChIP-chip, DNA fragments are labeled with ﬂuorescent dye and then
hybridized to the Aﬀymetrix GeneChip Mouse Promoter 1.0R array. This array
contains approximately 4.5 million 25-mer probes (i.e., probes with a length
of 25 base pairs) covering more than 25 000 genomic regions near the genes’
transcriptional start sites. For each of the probes, an intensity value is measured
by a scanner. This measurement process is repeated three times on each cell,
using the mean across the repeated measurements as input measure for the
analysis. Thus, technically, the resulting database consists of only two cell
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lines, including the reference cell line.
5.3.2 Data Preprocessing
On the ChIP-chip data, quantile normalization (Bolstad et al., 2003) is per-
formed using the R package Starr (Zacher et al., 2010). For the ChIP-seq data,
5 452 964 reads obtained from the BCR-ABL sample and 3 666 697 reads ob-
tained from the reference sample could be aligned to the reference. Duplicate
sequences are removed since they likely arise as artifacts during PCR. This re-
duces the number of reads to 5 111 088 and 3 398 454, respectively, leading to
a higher number of reads per chromosome in the BCR-ABL sample compared
to the reference sample. This higher number of reads is due only to the higher
sequencing depth in the BCR-ABL sample, but not to biological conditions of
interest. Thus, to not bias the results, further reads in the BCR-ABL sample
are randomly deleted to get an equal number of reads per chromosome in both
samples, mimicking equal sequencing depths. The Burrows–Wheeler Alignment
tool (Li and Durbin, 2009) is employed to align sequences, using Mus musculus
NCBI m37 as reference genome.
The matching of ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq values is carried out at the level of
microarray probe sets. Speciﬁcally, every ChIP-chip intensity value is assigned
the amount of ChIP-seq sequences overlapping its probe set, resulting in one
continuous intensity value and one integer number per locus. The length of
the original DNA fragments in the experimental setup lies between 100 bp and
1 000 bp with a mean length of more than 200 bp. However, only the ﬁrst 35
bp at the 5 prime end of the DNA fragments can be sequenced due to technical
limitations of the employed sequencing technology. Therefore, the sequences are
artiﬁcially extended toward the 3 prime end to a total length of 200 bp, resulting
in more overlapping sequences. Still, some of the sequences are excluded from
the analysis as a result of the matching. Moreover, the sequencing depth in this
study is relatively small. Thus, for loci that neither in the BCR-ABL nor in the
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reference cell line present bound sequences, it is uncertain whether the absence
of such sequences is due to an absence of acetylation or, rather, due to lack of
sequencing depth. Such loci are therefore omitted for subsequent analysis.
5.3.3 Approach
For two reasons, it appears reasonable to consider region speciﬁc levels of vari-
ability within the observed zi values. The ﬁrst reason is inherent to ChIP
analysis in general. While approximately 150 base pairs of DNA wrap around
one histone, the DNA is cut into pieces of a size between 100 and 1 000bp be-
fore adding antibodies for acetylated histones in ChIP analysis. For this reason,
DNA fragments enriched by the ChIP procedure – i.e. an increased amount of
DNA fragments bound to modiﬁed histones – can still be found at up to roughly
900 bp distance from an acetylated histone. Although small DNA pieces are
better enriched than large ones, to some extent the signals can be assumed to
be dependent within this region when assessing externally centered correlation
between two ChIP platforms. The second reason is related to the data set. The
array probes, used as elementary units in the analysis, are located at distances
of approximately only 50 bp within windows around the promoters. Due to this
close proximity of probes, signals from adjacent probes are likely to be particu-
larly dependent. These two reasons suggest that measure (5.2), which may take
such dependence into account regarding variability, is a good base measure for
analysis.
The random variables Z1, . . . , Zn arising from ascertainment of this measure
for a number of genomic loci are assumed to be an i.i.d. sample of a random
variable Z. The distribution of Z is viewed as consisting of three clusters: a
large probability mass is expected to be centered around zero, corresponding
to transcripts displaying diﬀerences between the two conditions/treatments of
interest in none or just one of both data types. A smaller probability mass is
expected on the positive axis, corresponding to transcripts displaying equally
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directed diﬀerences between the two conditions in gene transcription and histone
modiﬁcation data. Finally, an also smaller probability mass is assumed to lie
on the negative axis, corresponding to transcripts displaying unequally directed
diﬀerences between the two conditions in both data types. The diﬃculty lies
in discriminating Zi values whose deviation from zero is small enough to be
explained by random variability from the others.
The argument made here is that a Bayesian mixture model applied to the
observed zi is able to accomplish this task. The model presented subsequently
roughly follows the framework presented by Wei and Pan (2008) for their stan-
dard normal mixture model and classiﬁes the loci to three groups. Based on
such a classiﬁcation, the reproducibility of results between ChIP-chip and ChIP-
seq technologies can be judged. The mixture model for the distribution F of Z
with density f is deﬁned as follows:
Zi|μ,σ2,π∗ ∼ F (μ,σ2,π∗), (5.4)
f(zi|μ,σ2,π∗) =
K∑
k=1
π∗k · fN(zi|μk, σ2k) for i = 1, . . . , n, (5.5)
with mean vector μ = (μ1, . . . , μK)
′, variance vector σ2 = (σ21, . . . , σ
2
K)
′, and the
vector of mixture weights π∗ = (π∗1, . . . , π
∗
K)
′, where
∑K
k=1 π
∗
k = 1. fN(zi|μk, σ2k)
denotes the density of the normal distribution with mean μk and variance σ
2
k,
representing the kth group. The parameters π∗k, σ
2
k and, partly, μk are unknown
and estimated by the model. Inverse gamma distributions are assigned to the
variances of all normal distributions, σ2k, k = 1, . . . , K, while the means, μk,
k = 1, . . . , K, are either ﬁxed at zero or given a censored normal distribution,
μk ∼ N(mμk , vμk)I(a, 0) for k = 1, . . . , K/2− 1,
μk ≡ 0 for k = K/2, K/2 + 1,
μk ∼ N(mμk , vμk)I(0, b) for k = K/2 + 2, . . . , K,
1
σ2k
∼ Gamma(aσk , bσk) for k = 1, . . . , K,
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with a = min(zi) and b = max(zi) and N(μ, σ
2)I(cl, cr) denoting a normal dis-
tribution censored to have values between cl and cr. The gamma distribution
is parameterized as in Section 4.5. Following Wei and Pan (2008), the censored
normals are employed to avoid labeling switching between the normal mixing
components (Wei and Pan, 2008, speak of truncation in their work, although
they implement a censoring). Censoring is employed instead of truncation for
computational convenience and its easier implementation in the software Win-
BUGS, while the impact of the extra probability mass assigned to the value
zero under censoring appears to be controlled by the μk ﬁxed to zero.
The classiﬁcation of transcripts is carried out by means of an allocation
variable T which is given a categorical distribution. Correspondingly, T1, . . . , Tn
are the classiﬁcations for all transcripts i = 1, . . . , n. The components k =
1, . . . , K/2−1 represent negative Zi values, the components k = K/2+2, . . . , K
represent positive Zi values and the components K/2 and K/2 + 1 represent
Zi values equal or near to zero. The mixture weights are following a Dirichlet
distribution,
Ti ∼ Categorical(π∗1, . . . , π∗K),
π∗1, . . . , π
∗
K ∼ Dirichlet(α0, . . . , α0).
For the parameters of the mixing components, prior distributions are chosen
inspired by those used in Wei and Pan (2008) and Broet and Richardson (2006).
However, more informative priors for the means are chosen to ensure contiguous
groups when classifying positive and negative Zi values. Speciﬁcally, it is set
mμk,0 = −10 for k = 1, . . . , K/2 − 1 and mμk,0 = 10 for k = K/2 + 2, . . . , K.
For all groups, k = 1, . . . , K, vμk,0 = 1 and aσk,0 = bσk,0 = 0.1 are chosen. For
the mixture weights, a uniform Dirichlet prior, α0 = 1, is chosen following Wei
and Pan (2008).
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5.3.4 Results
Due to memory limitations in ﬁtting the Bayesian model with the software
WinBUGS, the analysis is restricted to chromosome 9, which showed a high
number of overlapping sequences in preliminary analyses. This results in a
total amount of 104 672 loci.
To ﬁt model (5.5) to ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq measurements, K = 8 compo-
nents are chosen. Three of them are earmarked to represent diﬀerences between
the BCR-ABL cell line and the reference cell line that have the same direc-
tion in ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq measurements. Three further components are
employed to represent unequally directed diﬀerences, while the remaining two
components are thought to represent the zi observations that are either ex-
actly zero or too small in their absolute value to diﬀer signiﬁcantly from zero.
Preliminary analyses showed that the model needs ﬁve additional components
compared to the three employed by Wei and Pan (2008) to have the necessary
ﬂexibility for achieving a classiﬁcation with desirable characteristics, i.e. three
contiguous classes with relatively little overlap.
In particular, the second component for zero values is needed since after
removing loci without any mapped sequences in the ChIP-seq data, a consid-
erable proportion of zi values, 12.16%, is still exactly zero. The additional two
components for positive and negative zi values each are necessary because the
distribution of the Z values has both notably longer and thicker tails than the
corresponding distribution in Wei and Pan (2008). However, for interpretative
purposes the components are grouped into three classes (positive/negative/zero
or near zero). In cases with an even greater range of zi values than in this data
set, more additional components may be necessary.
To ﬁt the model, MCMC methods are used employing the software Win-
BUGS (Spiegelhalter et al., 2003), see Appendix C.4 for the code. For all other
types of calculations and analyses, the statistical software environment R, ver-
sion 2.14.1 (R Core Team, 2011), is employed.
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Since, as discussed in Section 5.3.3, DNA fragments enriched by the ChIP pro-
cedure can still be found at up to roughly 900 bp distance from an acetylated
histone, a window size of 1 800 bp is selected in (5.2) for standardization. Non-
valid zi values due to, e.g., the denominator being equal to zero in the ChIP-seq
part of (5.2), are removed from the analysis. The posterior distribution of the
model parameters is obtained via MCMC methods based on 500 posterior sam-
ples, using 75 000 iterations after a burn-in of 2 000 iterations and a thinning of
150. The performance of the MCMC algorithm with respect to convergence and
mixing was assessed by examination of trace plots. Burn-in and thinning were
speciﬁed to ensure that the analyzed sample stems from the desired posterior
distribution (trace plots are documented in Figure A.15 in the Appendix). The
mean posterior estimates for all model parameters, their standard deviations
and the number of assigned loci are given in Table 5.1. In Figure 5.2A and B,
the overall ﬁt of the model to the empirical distribution of observed zi values
is plotted. In the histogram, there are visible peaks at –1 and 1 arising due to
a number of observations for which the corresponding locus itself is the only
one to fall into the standardizing window. This causes the nominator and the
denominator to be equal in terms of absolute values. As intended, components
1 to 3 represent the negative zi values, while components 6 to 8 represent the
positive zi values. Component 5 represents the values that are exactly zero and
component 4 captures values that are close to zero.
Every locus is ultimately assigned to one component by its median a poste-
riori ti value. The resulting classiﬁcation is visualized in Figure 5.2C. It can be
seen that the model achieves a good separation between the positive, negative
and zero zi values, with only two extreme negative values resulting as ‘misclas-
siﬁed’ in the sense of producing non-contiguous classes. A high proportion of
87.3 % of all loci is classiﬁed to one of the zero components. However, given
the unimodal and near-symmetric form of the distribution, this comes not as
a surprise (in a case of a more asymmetric or multimodal distribution, more
values would be expected to diﬀer notably from zero).
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One reason for the high number of loci classiﬁed to one of the zero components
may be that the same antibody (anti-H3K9Ac/K14Ac) was used for both the
BCR-ABL and reference cell line, possibly leading to overly similar ChIP-seq
proﬁles in both. The proportions of zi values classiﬁed as positive and negative
are of central interest in the analysis: while a proportion of 7.4 % of all loci is
classiﬁed to one of the positive components, only 5.3 % of loci are classiﬁed to
one of the negative components. Unfortunately, since the classiﬁcation is the
result of averaging across the posterior, no credible intervals can be calculated
for the classiﬁcation. For comparison, the sum of the mixture weights of the
negative components is estimated as
∑3
k=1 πˆ
∗
k = 0.073, whereas the sum of
the mixture weights of the positive components is estimated as
∑8
k=6 πˆ
∗
k =
0.131. The latter proportion is nearly twice as big as the ﬁrst one, and, more
importantly, the 95% credible intervals for
∑3
k=1 πˆ
∗
k and
∑8
k=6 πˆ
∗
k are [0.063,
0.086] and [0.102, 0.164], respectively, i.e. they do not overlap.
Considered jointly with the classiﬁcation proportions, this result indicates
that ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq technologies agree more than they disagree on
the analyzed data. It may be noted that the proportions of loci classiﬁed to
the positive and negative components are smaller than the sums of the mixture
weights corresponding to positive and negative components. The reason is that
notable parts of the distributions of components 3 and 6 are masked by the dis-
tribution of component 4. The relatively small diﬀerence between positive and
negative components in classiﬁcation suggests caution regarding the conclusions
of this analysis.
The analysis demonstrates the utility of Bayesian methodology in compar-
isons between two sources of data in case of small samples sizes. Both model-
based estimates and classiﬁcation results help to interpret the empirical dis-
tribution of zi values. The implications of the results are moderately positive
concerning the consistency of important measurement methodologies. How-
ever, discrepancies of ChIP-seq and ChIP-chip results occur at an amount of
loci that is undesirably high, compared to the amount of loci classiﬁed as show-
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ing agreement between the two technologies. As a means of validation, the
Pearson correlation coeﬃcient between ChIP-seq and ChIP-chip signals is cal-
culated across loci within 1 kb bins, similar to Ho et al. (2011). An average
correlation of 0.041 is noted on chromosome 9, excluding bins that contain no
sequences in one of the cell lines. Thus, the results based on the zi values reﬂect
to some extent other assessments of association carried out on the ChIP-seq and
ChIP-chip proﬁles.
However, caution is suggested by other works reporting an overlap of about
60% for ChIP-enriched regions determined separately by ChIP-chip and ChIP-
Seq (Robertson et al., 2007). A number of factors indicate that generalization
of the results presented here concerning the proportion of discordances between
ChIP-seq and ChIP-chip technologies should be limited. First, the reference
cell line probes were originally treated with a growth factor for ChIP-seq, but
without a growth factor for ChIP-chip. Since diﬀerent experimental conditions
aﬀect the comparability between the technologies, several months later new
ChIP-chip proﬁles were generated, this time including the treatment with a
growth factor. This may possibly have caused batch eﬀects, whose impact
in histone modiﬁcation analyses remains to be studied. The growth factor,
on the other hand, apart from making the cells more similar with respect to
their growth behavior, may also have an inﬂuence on other cell characteristics.
Second, since the sequencing depth in this study is relatively small, a number of
low- and medium-size peaks in the sequencing data may go undetected. Finally,
Ho et al. (2011) suggest that the cross-platform validity of ChIP-chip and ChIP-
seq measurements depends heavily on the used antibody. In particular for anti-
H3K9Ac, an antibody similar to the one used in the experiments of this study,
they obtain the worst results in a comparison of several antibodies.
In conclusion, it cannot be ruled out that the experimental conditions harm
the results in this analysis. One likely source of bias, the choice of an algorithm
to perform peak calling on the ChIP-seq data (cf. Ho et al., 2011), is, however,
eliminated in this analysis since peak calling is not carried out.
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5.4 Integration of Histone Modiﬁcation and
Gene Transcription Data
The main focus in this section lies on integrative analysis of histone modiﬁca-
tions and gene transcription data. This is a classic research question in epigenet-
ics since epigenetic modiﬁcations associated with a change in gene transcription
are more likely to belong to driver gene, i.e. to have a causal inﬂuence on an in-
vestigated condition such as the development of cancer. Particularly, transcripts
showing diﬀerences between normal and cancerous samples that are equally di-
rected in both an activating histone modiﬁcation and gene transcription are
suspected of being driver transcripts. Transcripts showing diﬀerences between
conditions that are unequally directed in both a repressive histone modiﬁcation
and gene transcription are attributed a potential role in cancer as well.
The content of Section 5.4 is the subject of Klein et al. (2014). In this work,
the author of this PhD thesis and Hans-Ulrich Klein are joint ﬁrst authors.
While the author of this PhD thesis developed, implemented, analysed and
discussed the Bayesian mixture model, Hans-Ulrich Klein was responsible for
the choice of the data sets, data preprocessing, additional implementations, the
simulation study and a part of the biological interpretation.
5.4.1 Data Sets
Four data sets are considered in Section 5.4 and described in the following, three
experimental ones and a simulated one. The ﬁrst experimental data set is ob-
tained from Cebpaﬂ/ﬂ (hereafter termed Cebpa wild-type) and Cebpaﬂ/ﬂ;Mx1Cre
conditionally deleted for Cebpa (hereafter termed Cebpa knockout) hematopoi-
etic stem and progenitor cells (LSK cells) (Hasemann et al., 2014). Specimens
from three Cebpa knockout mice and three wild-type mice are hybridized sepa-
rately on six Aﬀymetrix Mouse Gene 1.0 ST arrays (Gene Expression Omnibus
GSE49975). ChIP against histone H3 lysine K4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) is
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applied to two pools of three wild-type mice each and two pools of three knock-
out mice each. Eventually, specimens are sequenced on an Illumina Genome An-
alyzer IIx sequencer producing 36bp reads (GSE43007). The reads are mapped
against the reference genome (mus musculus, version mm10) employing the
Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (Li and Durbin, 2009).
A second experimental data set is taken from a study investigating epi-
genetic diﬀerences between a prostate cancer cell line (LNCaP) and normal
primary prostate cells (PrEC) (Bert et al., 2013). RNA-seq measuring RNA
transcription in LNCaP and PrEC cells is carried out by means of an Illumina
Genome Analyzer IIx. Using the STAR algorithm (Dobin et al., 2013), the re-
sulting 76bp, single-end reads are aligned against the human reference genome
(hg19) annotated with splice junctions obtained from the GENCODE project
(Harrow et al., 2012) to improve alignment accuracy. Regarding histone mod-
iﬁcations, the activating histone H3 lysine K4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) and
the repressive histone H3 lysine K27 trimethylation (H3K27me3) in the LNCaP
and PReC cells are mapped by ChIP-seq (Illumina HiSeq 2000 and Illumina
Genome Analyzer IIx, respectively, 50bp reads), aligning the reads against the
human reference genome (hg19) by means of the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (Li
and Durbin, 2009). The data set can be downloaded at Gene Expression Om-
nibus (GSE38685).
A further, third experimental data set is obtained from a study (Schenk
et al., 2012) comparing the eﬀect of treatment with all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA)
to the eﬀect of a combined treatment of ATRA and trans-2-phenylcyclopropyl-
amine (TCP) on a human leukemic HL60 cell line. Transcription data of two
replicates are measured on an Illumina HumanHT-12 v4 Bead Chip and nor-
malized using the method proposed by Lin et al., 2008. ChIP-seq is employed
to measure Histone H3 lysine K4 dimethylation (H3K4me2) on an Illumina
Genome Analyzer IIx (58bp reads) without replicates. Reads are aligned against
the human reference genome (hg19) and can be downloaded together with the
normalized transcription data (Gene Expression Omnibus GSE34726).
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The simulated data set is generated employing the Cebpa data set, the only
experimental data set for which replicates are available both in ChIP-chip and
ChIP-seq. It may be assumed that between biological replicates, diﬀerences ex-
ist neither in gene transcription nor in histone modiﬁcation, thus the replicates
are ideal for simulation purposes. The ﬁrst two knockout mice replicates are
taken as base data without diﬀerential genes. Diﬀerential genes are then gener-
ated by multiplying the transcription value and the ChIP-seq value (calculated
as described in Section A.9) of the ﬁrst knockout mice replicate by (1+ c) with
c ∈ {−1,−0.9 . . . ,−0.1, 0.1, . . . , 1}. 100 genes with a ChIP-seq value above the
median of all ChIP-seq values are randomly chosen for each level of factor c,
leading to 2 000 out of 21 236 genes with equally directed diﬀerences in both
data types.
5.4.2 Data Preprocessing
Contrary to the approach in Section 5.3, the analysis now focuses on the tran-
script level. The intention of this focus is to summarize the information conve-
niently for interpretation and to reduce the amount of elementary units, which
facilitates the analysis of the whole genome instead of only a small subset like
in Section 5.3. Thus, the matching of RNA and ChIP data is performed at
the level of transcripts. For this purpose, genomic regions centered at the tran-
scripts’ TSSs are deﬁned since the histone modiﬁcations studied here primarily
occur at TSSs (as only exception, H3K27me3 occurs additionally throughout
gene bodies; see Dong et al., 2012). For these genomic regions, a measure for the
abundance of a transcript or group of transcripts from either RNA-seq data or
gene expression microarray data is obtained. Further, a ChIP-seq value based
on the number of ChIP-seq reads aligned within the genomic region of that
transcript is calculated.
The software STAR used to align RNA-seq reads is capable of producing
spliced alignments. Resulting abundances are reported in fragments per kilobase
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of transcript per million fragments mapped (FPKM). To obtain FPKM values
of a certain magnitude, they are multiplied with the ratio of the sample’s 0.75
quartile to the average 0.75 quartile value across all samples, as implemented in
the Cuﬀdiﬀ software (Trapnell et al., 2013). FPKM values of transcripts sharing
the same TSS are summarized to obtain a single value for each TSS. Finally,
FPKM values are logarithmized. In the following, in case of RNA-seq data, Xi
and Ai denote the normalized FPKM values of the two considered conditions
(e.g., cancer and normal cells, respectively) for TSS i = 1, . . . , n.
In contrast to RNA-seq or ChIP-seq, gene expression microarrays render con-
tinuous measurement values that can be directly assigned to transcripts based
on the given array design. Several normalization methods for various array
platforms exist. For Aﬀymetrix gene expression arrays, the established method
robust multi-array Average (RMA, see Irizarry et al., 2003) is applied to the
raw mRNA intensities prior to analysis. In RMA, ﬁrst a background correction
is conducted that ﬁlters out unspeciﬁc hybridization as well as noise. Subse-
quently, quantile normalization (Bolstad et al., 2003) is performed to remove
further biases. For Illumina Bead Chips, a variance-stabilizing transformation
(Lin et al., 2008) is carried out. In case of all methods, a logarithmic or similar
transformation is applied on the transcription values.
In case of array data, Xi and Ai denote the normalized transcription values
of the two considered conditions/treatments measured at probe i = 1, . . . , n.
ChIP-seq values are obtained for a given transcript i by counting the num-
ber of sequenced fragments that lie within the genomic region Ri of width w
centered at its TSS. The length of the sequence reads equals roughly the length
necessary to locate the reads in the genome and is much shorter than the length
of the real DNA fragments. To assess overlaps in a more realistic way, thus,
reads are expanded towards the 3 prime end to the mean DNA fragment length
(here 200bp to 350bp). Let Yi and Bi denote the resulting number of reads
that overlap Ri in the two considered conditions. The choice of a reasonable
size w for Ri depends on the studied histone modiﬁcation. For many histone
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modiﬁcations, an appropriate size is known (Hebenstreit et al., 2011) and in
the following analyses the choice of w is not crucial for the chosen approach.
Alternatively, a proper choice of Ri could be obtained from applying a peak
detection algorithm on the ChIP-seq data. In case of RNA-seq data, Xi and Ai
are matched directly to Yi and Bi. In array technology, however, there is not
necessarily a one-to-one relation between array probes and transcripts. Several
probes may correspond to one transcript, and, more importantly for matching in
this case, probes may measure several transcripts with diﬀerent TSSs. In such
cases, Ri is deﬁned as the union of the regions derived for single transcripts
measured by probe i. Thus, Ri may consist of more than one genomic interval
and its size may diﬀer for diﬀerent probes.
To account for diﬀerent total number of reads and diﬀerent ChIP eﬃciency,
quantile normalization (Bolstad et al., 2003) is applied to the ChIP-seq values.
When maximizing the correlation between the diﬀerences in the transcription
data and the diﬀerences in the ChIP-seq data, this method performs better
than linear scaling based on the total number of reads as used by many peak
detection algorithms, e.g. MACS (Zhang et al., 2008), or than scaling based
on the median of count ratios as proposed by Anders and Huber (2010) for
RNA-seq data (see Appendix A.9 as well as Figures A.16, A.19 and A.24 for
more details on normalization methods and results, respectively). Alignment
statistics about the numbers of mapped reads for the RNA-seq and ChIP-seq
data sets can be found in Tables A.12, A.13 and A.14, Appendix A.10.
The ChIP-seq values are ordered, so that Yι1 ≤ . . . ≤ Yιn and Bτ1 ≤ . . . ≤
Bτn . The normalized values are then deﬁned as Yιi = Bτi := (Yιi + Bτi)/2.
5.4.3 Approach
In this section, as opposed to Section 5.3, only one of the two inputs represents
histone modiﬁcation measurements. Furthermore, the analysis is carried out
at the level of transcripts, leading to considerably greater physical distance be-
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tween the observations than in Section 5.3, where research was done at the level
of probes. For these two reasons, now there is less potential for region speciﬁc
levels of variability in the observed zi values. Consequently, a genom-wide nor-
malization is chosen instead of the normalization within windows around the
TSS, leading to (5.3) as appropriate measure. Thus, the variances of the diﬀer-
ences, σ2XA = 1/(n − 1)
∑n
i=1(Xi − Ai)2 and σ2Y B = 1/(n − 1)
∑n
i=1(Yi − Bi)2,
are calculated across all transcripts. If there are several biological replicates in
the data set, an average is eventually used in (5.3) after matching and normal-
ization, i.e. if m ChIP-seq replicates are available, Yi = 1/m
∑m
j=1 Yij, where Yij
is the quantile normalized ChIP-seq value of the jth replicate for transcript i.
As in Section 5.3, if a transcript presents equally directed diﬀerences in
transcription and histone modiﬁcation data, its observed zi value is positive,
while unequally directed diﬀerences lead to a negative zi value. Thus, for an
activating histone modiﬁcation, the distribution of Z is expected to be slanted
towards positive values. If for a transcript diﬀerences exist only in one of the
considered variables or there are no diﬀerences at all, the Zi value is expected
to be close to zero. This case is assumed to be the most frequent one, so the
distribution of Z is expected a priori to feature a large probability mass centered
around zero. Transcripts displaying unequally directed diﬀerences between the
two conditions in both variables are likely represented by a smaller probability
mass on the negative axis. The transcripts displaying equally directed diﬀer-
ences between the two conditions in gene transcription and histone modiﬁcation
data, of most interest in the analysis, will likely correspond to an also smaller
probability mass on the positive axis.
In building a model for the Zi, the goal is to discriminate between these three
classes of values. The two extreme classes of transcripts with either high or low
Zi values are expected to be easily separated with an appropriate model. The
challenge, thus, lies in correctly identifying Zi values diﬀering little enough from
zero to be explained by random variability. An intuitive approach to analyze the
distribution of Z reﬂecting this conception would be a three-component mixture
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model, i.e. a model representing each of the three transcript classes by one com-
ponent. However, a class may be represented by more than one component in
a mixture model when convenient for achieving a good ﬁt and classiﬁcation. In
Section 5.3, a mixture model with eight Gaussian components represents three
clusters because less components, while preferable for interpretation, would not
provide enough ﬂexibility in terms of ﬁt. In this section, a more general model-
ing approach is proposed, potentially reducing the number of necessary mixture
components. This leads to advantages when, e.g., considerable probability mass
in the tails of the Z distribution constitute a challenge to standard models.
In Taslim et al. (2009), a mixture model is ﬁtted considering not only nor-
mal distributions, as in traditional model-based clustering, but both normal and
exponential distributions. While a number of normal components represent the
center of the distribution, the probability mass in the distributions’ tails is cov-
ered by two exponential distributions, one of which is mirrored at zero. Each
exponential component potentially replaces several normal components, i.e. the
number of components can be considerably reduced compared to a standard
normal mixture model. To determine the number of normal components neces-
sary to represent the center of the distribution in such a model, possible criteria
are the ﬁt and, more importantly, whether a clean classiﬁcation is achieved in
the sense of producing three contiguous domains of values.
In the following, the idea of Taslim et al. (2009) to mix normal and exponen-
tial distributions will be applied in a Bayesian context. Formally, Z is assumed
to be a random variable and Z1, . . . , Zn to be an i.i.d. random sample of Z. The
mixture model for the distribution F of Z with density f is deﬁned as follows:
Zi|λ,σ2,π∗ ∼ F (λ,σ2,π∗),
f(zi|λ,σ2,π∗) = π∗1 · fexp(−zi|λ1)
+
K−1∑
k=2
π∗k · fN(zi|σ2k)
+ π∗K · fexp(zi|λK), i = 1, . . . , n, (5.6)
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with the vector of exponential parameters λ = (λ1, λK)
′, variance vector σ2 =
(σ22, . . . , σ
2
K−1)
′ and vector of mixture weights π∗ = (π∗1, . . . , π
∗
K)
′, where
∑K
k=1 π
∗
k =
1. fN(zi|σ2k) denotes the density of the normal distribution with mean 0 and vari-
ance σ2k, representing the kth group, and fexp(zi|λk) denotes the density of the
exponential distribution with parameter λk. Gamma hyperprior distributions
are assigned to the precisions of the normal distributions, 1/σ2k, k = 2, . . . , K−1,
and to the parameters λ1 and λK of the two exponential distributions:
1
σ2k
∼ Gamma(aσk , bσk) for k = 2, . . . , K − 1,
λk ∼ Gamma(aλk , bλk) for k = 1, K,
where the gamma distribution is parameterized as in Section 4.5. These are the
respective conjugate prior distributions, allowing to employ an eﬃcient Gibbs
sampler. However, the density function of the exponential distribution is strictly
monotone and has only one parameter to simultaneously specify both its mean
and variance. Thus, an increase of probability mass at large Zi values automati-
cally leads to a shift of probability mass near zero as well. This is an undesirable
feature, since the classiﬁcation of observations with large Zi values should not
put structural constraints on the classiﬁcation of observations with a small Zi
value. For this reason, gamma distributions are considered as an alternative to
exponential distributions, leading to the alternative model
Zi|α˜, β˜, σ2, π∗ ∼ F˜ (α˜, β˜, σ2, π∗),
f˜(zi|α˜, β˜, σ2, π∗) = π∗1 · fgam(−zi|α˜1, β˜1)
+
K−1∑
k=2
π∗k · fN(zi|σ2k)
+ π∗K · fgam(zi|α˜K , β˜K), i = 1, . . . , n, (5.7)
in the same notation as (5.6), where the vectors α˜ = (α˜1, α˜K)
′ and β˜ = (β˜1, β˜K)′
contain the shape and scale parameters of the two gamma distributions, re-
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spectively, and fgam(zi|α˜k, β˜k) denotes the density of the gamma distribution
with parameters α˜k and β˜k. Again, gamma distributions are assigned to the
precisions of the normal distributions, 1/σ2k, k = 2, . . . , K − 1. The gamma
hyperparameters α˜k and β˜k, k = 1, K are assigned gamma distributions as well:
1
σ2k
∼ Gamma(aσk , bσk) for k = 2, . . . , K − 1,
α˜k ∼ Gamma(aα˜k , bα˜k) for k = 1, K,
1
β˜k
∼ Gamma(cβ˜k , dβ˜k) for k = 1, K.
For α˜k, there is no conjugate prior distribution. Thus, a Metropolis-Hastings
step is implemented for sampling, employing a normal proposal distribution cen-
tered at the actual value and mirrored at 0, with a standard deviation adjusted
to achieve a convenient acceptance rate.
Regardless of whether exponential or gamma distributions are employed, the
allocation variable T is given a categorical distribution, and T1, . . . , Tn are the
classiﬁcations for all transcripts i = 1, . . . , n. The mixture weights are assigned
a ﬁnite dimensional Dirichlet prior, as advocated by Ishwaran and Zarepour
(2002a) and as employed in integrative genomics by, e.g., Kirk et al. (2012),
Ti ∼ Categorical(π∗1, . . . , π∗K),
π∗1, . . . , π
∗
K ∼ Dirichlet(α∗/K, . . . , α∗/K).
The assignment of transcripts to the components depends essentially on the
concentration parameter α∗. Thus, it is assigned a prior distribution as well and
estimated within the model. As common in the literature (see, e.g. Ishwaran
and Zarepour, 2002a), a gamma prior is chosen,
α∗ ∼ Gamma(aα∗ , bα∗).
The model is ﬁtted with MCMC methods using a Gibbs sampler (see Ishwaran
and James, 2001, and Neal, 2000, for details of the implementation see also
Sections A.8.1 and A.8.2 in the Appendix) and model estimates are obtained by
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calculating the mean across the posterior distributions. For α∗, exact sampling
within the Gibbs sampler is not possible as it would be, e.g., in the truncated
ﬁnite approximation to the Dirichlet process (Ishwaran and Zarepour, 2000).
Consequently, a Metropolis-Hastings step is again employed here in analogy
to the shape parameter of the gamma distributions, and again the proposal
distribution is adjusted to achieve a convenient acceptance rate.
Concerning the joint analysis of the gene transcription and ChIP-seq histone
modiﬁcation data sets, in preliminary analyses it was found that the minimum
number of normal components to achieve both a good overall ﬁt and three
contiguous classes is four, leading to a total number of six components. The
normal components representing the observed Z values equal to or near zero
are given a ﬁxed mean μk = 0 and a small variance a priori. The parameters
of the exponential components are assigned a small value a priori, resulting in
a large mean. This ensures that these components represent the tails of the
Z distribution, avoiding label switching between the components corresponding
to distinct classes. Analogously, the parameters of the gamma distributions are
chosen to result in a large mean a priori as well. Speciﬁcally, while aσk,0 = bσk,0 =
10 for k = 2, . . . , K − 1, for k = 1, K the prior values aλk,0 = bλk,0 = 0.005,
aα˜k,0 = bα˜k,0 = 2 and cα˜k,0 = dα˜k,0 = 0.1 are chosen. The standard deviation
of the Metropolis-Hastings step for the gamma shape parameter α˜k is chosen
as 0.025. For the Dirichlet parameter, aα∗0 = 2 and bα∗0 = 0.5 are chosen as
proposed by Ishwaran and Zarepour (2000) and the standard deviation of the
Metropolis-Hastings step is chosen as 1.
The approach is implemented in the R package epigenomix (Klein and
Scha¨fer, 2014) available via the BioConductor project (URL: http://www.biocon-
ductor.org), see also Section C.5 in the Appendix for documentation.
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5.4.4 Results on CEBPA Knockout Data Set
There are i = 1, . . . , 21 236 transcription values x∗i and a
∗
i for both conditions,
obtained by averaging across the wild-type and knockout replicate samples, re-
spectively, for each probe annotated with at least one transcript. 7 163 probes
are assigned to several transcripts with diﬀerent TSSs according to the EN-
SEMBL data base (Flicek et al., 2013). Based on work by Hebenstreit et al.
(2011), as well as on visual inspection of the read distribution at TSSs, a width of
 = 6000 is chosen for the promoter region Ri when calculating ChIP-seq val-
ues y∗i and b
∗
i , i = 1, . . . , 21 236. In order to assess the eﬀect of diﬀerent choices
of , the Pearson correlation ρ between x∗i − a∗i and y∗i − b∗i , i = 1, . . . , 21 236,
is calculated for diﬀerent choices of  ranging from 100 bp to 20 000 bp (Fig-
ure A.16A, Appendix A.10). The choice of  seems not to be crucial, unless
it is chosen too small. Furthermore, the correlation for probes with a unique
TSS (ρ = 0.200) does not diﬀer remarkably from probes with multiple TSSs
(ρ = 0.203), indicating that the aggregation of reads from multiple TSSs is
suitable. Figure A.16A also shows that quantile normalization of the ChIP-seq
data leads to a higher correlation between the diﬀerences in the transcription
data and the diﬀerences in the ChIP-seq data than several other studied nor-
malization methods.
Figures 5.3A and B show the ﬁt of the model given in (5.6) to the observed
zi values. Figure 5.3C shows the classiﬁcations obtained from 100 000 iterations
using every 10th iteration after a burn-in of 50 000 iterations (this conﬁguration
is also used for the other data sets). Parameter estimations and classiﬁcations
are given in Table 5.2 and trace plots in Figure A.17, Appendix A.10. The
acceptance rate in the Metropolis-Hastings step is 0.395. Acceptance rates are
documented in the results tables for all data sets. Classiﬁcations are obtained
by calculating the mode of ti values across MCMC iterations. The mixture
distribution ﬁtted to the zi has more probability mass at the right tail than at
the left tail, as reﬂected by the estimated weights πˆ∗k of the mixture components:
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while the weight of the negative component πˆ∗1 = 0.001 is negligible, the positive
component’s weight is estimated as πˆ∗6 = 0.037. Only 17 transcripts are classiﬁed
to the negative component. 20 809 are classiﬁed to the null components, while
410 transcripts are classiﬁed to the positive components and are thus potential
drivers. Thus, as expected, the majority of transcripts does not show diﬀerences
in both data types. However, the transcripts with diﬀerences in both data types
reveal that an increase (decrease) in H3K4me3 is associated with an increase
(decrease) in gene transcription.
Among the 410 transcripts in the positive class, there are several genes that
have been implicated in hematopoietic stem cell biology (Mecom, Kit) and/or
acute myeloid leukemia (AML) (Pim1, Pim2, Hoxa9, Meis1 ), highlighting the
functions of Cebpa in normal and malignant hematopoiesis. All of these men-
tioned genes have a zi value greater than 5. The transcript coding for the
hepatic leukemia factor Hlf has by far the highest zi value among all tran-
scripts (zi = 110.8) and among humans is commonly associated with Acute
lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) rather than with AML. Speciﬁcally, there are
chromosomal translocations fusing the E2A gene with either Hlf or the Pbx1
gene that result in the generation of chimeric proteins which in turn may cause
ALL (Aspland et al., 2001). It has been shown that the translocation protein
E2A-Pbx1 resulting of the fusion of E2A and Pbx1 causes AML in mice (Kamps
and Baltimore, 1993), so a new hypothesis arising from the analysis may be that
this is also the case for the E2A-Hlf fusion protein.
KEGG pathway analyses (Dennis et al., 2003) identify the pathways Acute
myeloid leukemia and JAK-STAT signaling pathway as signiﬁcantly enriched
(FDR < 0.05). The involvement of the pathway Acute myeloid leukemia is
plausible since mutations of the Cebpa gene have been considered as a prognostic
factor in acute myeloid leukemia (AML). Speciﬁcally, double mutations in Cebpa
have been linked to a good outcome (Fasan et al., 2014). The JAK-STAT
signaling pathway has been attributed a role in the pathogenesis of AML as
well: the Janus kinases (JAK) and further subsequent elements of the pathway,
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e.g., signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT) factors, are in-
volved in aspects of cancer development such as cellular proliferation and dif-
ferentiation (Lee et al., 2013). These ﬁndings indicate that the results of the
analysis are biologically meaningful.
To investigate whether the results are reproducible, two data sets are gener-
ated containing one microarray and one ChIP-seq replicate from the knockout
and wild-type collective each. Both data sets thus consist of a single biological
entity. The model ﬁts and transcript classiﬁcations that result from a separate
analysis of each set of replicates are shown in Figure 5.4. As can be seen in
the contingency table of the classiﬁcation results (Table 5.3), in each of the
two separate analyses less transcripts are classiﬁed to the positive component
than in an analysis of the entire data set. Possibly, this is due to the variances
σ2XA and σ
2
Y B being smaller in the entire data set as a result of the averaging
across the replicates. There are 94 transcripts that are classiﬁed to the positive
component in both separate analyses, but only one transcript is classiﬁed to the
negative component in both cases.
To assess the speciﬁcity of the approach, an analysis is conducted in which
the two compared conditions do not present biological diﬀerences. Speciﬁcally,
the ﬁrst and second Cebpa wildtype replicates are compared. Due to the absence
of biological diﬀerences between these samples, all transcripts are expected to
be classiﬁed to the null components. Indeed, the weights πˆ∗1 = 0.000001 and
πˆ∗6 = 0.0004 (Figure 5.4C) of the two exponential components are very small.
Only 5 out of 21 236 transcripts were assigned to the positive component, and
no transcript was assigned to the negative component (Figure 5.4F).
Finally, the potential advantages of employing gamma distributions instead
of exponential ones in the mixture model are explored. Figures 5.5A and B
show the ﬁt of the model (5.7) to the zi values, and Figure 5.5C the obtained
classiﬁcations. Parameter estimations and classiﬁcations are given in Table 5.4.
Trace plots are given in Figure A.18, Appendix A.10.
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Replicate 2
Negative Null Positive Sum
Negative 1 11 1 13
Replicate 1 Null 20 20 722 115 20 857
Positive 2 270 94 366
Sum 23 21 003 210
Table 5.3: Classiﬁcation results of both replicates from the Cebpa knockout data
set, employing a mix of normal and exponential distributions. Shown are the
number of transcripts classiﬁed into the negative, null and positive components
when applying the Bayesian mixture model separately to the ﬁrst and second
set of biological replicates.
Again, as reﬂected by the estimated weights πˆ∗k of the mixture components, the
mixture distribution ﬁtted to the zi has more probability mass at the right tail
than at the left tail. However, compared to the model employing exponential
distributions, this model tends to allocate more transcripts to the negative and
positive components: the corresponding weights πˆ∗1 = 0.033 and πˆ
∗
6 = 0.111 are
notably bigger. Now, 103 transcripts are classiﬁed to the negative component,
20 151 to the null components and 850 to the positive component.
While these diﬀerences are not big enough to alter the overall general inter-
pretation, some observations are worthwhile. As expected, the greater ﬂexibility
of the gamma distribution translates into a better model ﬁt. The exponential
distribution with parameter λ∗ is equivalent to a gamma distribution with shape
parameter 1 and scale parameter 1/λ∗. Since the estimates for the shape pa-
rameters of the gamma distributions are approximately 0.4, an added value is
visible here in terms of ﬂexibility. Visually, a slightly better ﬁt of the mixture
distribution to the histogram of zi values can also be observed when comparing
Figure 5.3B and Figure 5.5B, in particular in the left tail of the distribution.
However, there is a downside of this increased ﬂexibility. First, the classiﬁcation
does no longer result in strictly contiguous classes, as a number of values close to
0 are allocated to the components that correspond to the gamma distributions.
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Second, the reasonable speciﬁcity achieved by the model employing exponential
distributions is largely lost. When comparing conditions that do not present
biological diﬀerences, still a notable amount of transcripts is classiﬁed to the
positive and negative components. This can be concluded from results com-
paring the ﬁrst and second Cebpa wildtype replicates as given in Figure A.27
in Appendix A.10. The loss of speciﬁcity is a considerable disadvantage and
greatly reduces the models’s utility in practice. For this reason, in the remain-
der of the thesis, the focus is put on the model based on a mixture of normal
and exponential components. Results for all data sets and models not shown in
the main document are nevertheless documented in Appendix A.10.
5.4.5 Results on Prostate Cancer Data Set
Of a total of 113 663 transcripts or groups of transcripts sharing the same TSS,
46 657 show transcript abundances in both LNCaP and PrEC cells and are used
for analysis (based on annotation from the GENCODE project, Harrow et al.,
2012). For both considered histone modiﬁcations, H3K4me3 and H3K27me3, a
smaller promoter width than for the Cebpa knockout data set is chosen with =
3 000. This decision is based on the correlation observed for diﬀerent choices of
 (see Figure A.19 in Appendix A.10) between diﬀerences in ChIP-seq values
and transcription values. Further, it takes into account the fact that unlike
gene expression microarrays, RNA-seq allows to distinguish between diﬀerent
transcripts of the same gene whose TSSs are in close proximity. The correlation
of ρ = 0.289 observed for H3K4me3 is higher than in the Cebpa knockout
data set, indicating that either a larger fraction of transcripts shows epigenetic
and transcriptional diﬀerences when comparing prostate cancer cells to normal
cells, or these diﬀerences are larger now. For the repressive histone modiﬁcation
H3K27me3, a negative correlation is observed as expected (ρ = −0.197).
The application of the Bayesian mixture model to the zi values calculated
from data on gene transcription and activating histone modiﬁcation (H3K4me3)
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Figure 5.6: Model ﬁt and classiﬁcation for the prostate cancer data set, employ-
ing a mix of normal and exponential distributions. The two grey histograms
A and B show the distribution of the observed zi values at diﬀerent scales
after matching the transcription data to the H3K4me3 ChIP-seq data. The
histograms are overlaid with the mixture density and the densities of the single
components. In Figure C, the observed zi are plotted against their classiﬁca-
tion. Figures D, E and F are the corresponding plots when using the ChIP-seq
data for the H3K27me3 histone modiﬁcation.
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results in 3 526 transcripts assigned to the positive and 272 transcripts assigned
to the negative component (see Table A.15 in Appendix A.10). Correspond-
ingly, a small weight of πˆ∗1 = 0.007 for the negative component and a notably
bigger weight of πˆ∗6 = 0.107 for the positive component are observed (Figure
5.6A-C and Table A.15, Appendix A.10). Trace plots are given in Figure A.20,
Appendix A.10. The KEGG (Dennis et al., 2003) pathways Focal adhesion,
Axon guidance and Pathways in cancer are found to be signiﬁcantly enriched
(FDR < 0.05) among the transcripts classiﬁed as positive, i.e. as potential
drivers. According to recently published work, axon guidance genes play a role
in pancreatic carcinogenesis (Biankin et al., 2012) and possibly are involved in
other cancers as well (Mehlen et al., 2011). Alternative promoter usage is ob-
served for only 8 genes involving 20 transcripts, and, importantly, transcripts of
genes classiﬁed to component 6 are mostly up or down regulated in a consistent
way. For instance, TPM1 and SMTN have multiple promoters and all of their
transcripts are classiﬁed to component 6. Some of their transcripts display neg-
ative diﬀerences between the data sets in both gene transcription and histone
modiﬁcation, while some transcripts present positive diﬀerences in both inputs.
Both genes are involved in actin cytoskeleton development and stabilization.
For the repressive histone modiﬁcation H3K27me3, weights of πˆ∗1 = 0.060
(πˆ∗6 = 0.015) are estimated and 2 098 (436) transcripts are classiﬁed to the
negative (positive) component (see Figure 5.6D-F and Table A.16, Figure A.20
in Appendix A.10). When carrying out a pathway analysis on the transcripts
now classiﬁed as negative, the pathways Focal adhesion, Axon guidance and
Pathways in cancer are again signiﬁcant like in the H3K4me3 analysis (FDR
< 0.05). The fact that 732 transcripts are both assigned to the negative compo-
nent in the H3K27me3 analysis and classiﬁed to the positive component in the
H3K4me3 analysis reﬂects interactions between occurrences of active H3K4me3
and repressive H3K27me3 marks.
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Figure 5.7: Model ﬁt and classiﬁcation for the ATRA and TCP treatment data
set, employing a mix of normal and exponential distributions. The grey his-
tograms A and B show the distribution of the observed zi values at diﬀerent
scales and are overlaid with the mixture density and the densities of the single
components. In Figure C, the zi are plotted against their classiﬁcation.
5.4.6 Results on ATRA/TCP Data Set
Of 31 753 probes that can be annotated with at least one transcript, 19 813
are assigned to several transcripts with diﬀerent TSSs. The promoter width
is chosen as w = 10 000 for this data set (Hebenstreit et al., 2011), an assess-
ment of the correlation of the diﬀerences between the two treatments in gene
transcription and ChIP-seq values is shown in Figure A.24 in the Appendix.
When applying the Bayesian mixture model to the zi values calculated for
the ATRA/TCP data set, a weight of πˆ∗1 = 0.004 for the mirrored exponential
component and a weight of πˆ∗6 = 0.015 for the positive component are observed
(Figure 5.7 and Table A.17, Figure A.26, in Appendix A.10). Correspondingly,
64 genes are classiﬁed to the negative and 349 genes to the positive component.
Although the weight of the positive component is higher than the one of the
negative component, the quotient of the two weights is not as big as for the
other data sets (except for the one with the repressive histone modiﬁcation
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Figure 5.8: Model ﬁt based on maximum likelihood estimations for the ATRA
and TCP treatment data set, employing a mix of normal and exponential distri-
butions. (A) The expectation maximization (EM) algorithm was applied with
σ2 = 0.1 σ3 = 0.5, σ4 = 1, σ5 = 2, π
∗ = (1
6
, . . . , 1
6
), λneg = λpos = 0.1 as initial
values. (B) The starting values of λneg and λpos were changed to 5. In both
cases, the EM algorithm converged in (local) maxima.
H3K27me3). For this reason, it can be concluded that an increase in H3K4me2
may lead to an increase or, in contrast to H3K4me3, also to a decrease in gene
transcription. This is in line with previous works showing that H3K4me2 may
be present at the promoters of active as well as inactive transcripts (Zhang et al.,
2009). Interestingly, many of the transcripts that are classiﬁed to the positive
component, i.e. identiﬁed as potential drivers, belong to genes known to be
expressed during hematopoietic stem cell diﬀerentiation, such as IL1B, Jak2 or
CD48 (Kiel et al., 2005). These results indicate that the combined ATRA and
TCP treatment strengthens cell diﬀerentiation eﬀects when comparing it to a
treatment based only on ATRA.
The mixture model is further ﬁtted to the ATRA and TCP data set by means
of the EM algorithm (like in Taslim et al., 2009) to compare the Bayesian MCMC
approach to the standard frequentist ﬁtting technique. As it turns out, the EM
algorithm for this data set converges into diﬀerent local maxima when started
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with diﬀerent initial values (see Figure 5.8). Speciﬁcally, the model ﬁt shown in
Figure 5.8B does not result in a reasonable classiﬁcation although it does lead
to a higher likelihood than the model ﬁt shown in Figure 5.8A. The allocation
of zi values to the components diﬀers notably between the two sets of initial
values: in Figure 5.8A, the values near zero are represented by components 2-5
as intended, while components 1 and 6 represent the negative and positive zi
values, respectively. In Figure 5.8B, however, both positive and negative values
are jointly represented by component 5 and the values near zero by the other
components. While set (A) of initial values leads to the classiﬁcation of 1 185 zi
values (3.73%) to components 1 and 6, when employing set (B) of initial values
only 328 zi values (1.03%) are classiﬁed to component 5. Thus, by employing set
(B) instead of set (A), not only are the components permuted and the negative
and positive classiﬁcations are no longer distinguishable, but also are the overall
proportions notably diﬀerent.
5.4.7 Results on Simulated Data Set
Analyzing the simulated data set, it is possible to assess for how many tran-
scripts the model delivers a correct classiﬁcation to either the positive compo-
nent or one of the other components. Of the 2 000 out of 21 236 transcripts
in the simulated data set that display equally directed diﬀerences in both data
types, the Bayesian mixture model is able to classify 1 656 to the positive com-
ponent based on the zi values. A total of 15 transcripts is falsely classiﬁed to
the positive component and 344 transcripts are falsely classiﬁed to a null or neg-
ative component, which corresponds to a sensitivity of 0.828 and a speciﬁcity
of 0.999. To compare the Bayesian mixture model to a naive separate analysis
of both data types, a threshold Υ is chosen for the observed diﬀerences x∗i − ai
of the transcription values. All transcripts with |x∗i − ai| ≥ Υ are considered as
diﬀerentially transcribed and an equal number of transcripts with the largest
absolute diﬀerences |y∗i −b∗i | of the ChIP-seq values is considered as diﬀerentially
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factor c Bayesian mixture model Naive approach
Num. detected Sensitivity Num. detected Sensitivity
c ∈ {−1, 1} 200 1 194 0.970
c ∈ {−0.9, 0.9} 200 1 186 0.930
c ∈ {−0.8, 0.8} 200 1 178 0.890
c ∈ {−0.7, 0.7} 196 0.980 181 0.905
c ∈ {−0.6, 0.6} 195 0.975 163 0.815
c ∈ {−0.5, 0.5} 192 0.960 155 0.775
c ∈ {−0.4, 0.4} 182 0.910 118 0.590
c ∈ {−0.3, 0.3} 162 0.810 99 0.495
c ∈ {−0.2, 0.2} 101 0.505 62 0.310
c ∈ {−0.1, 0.1} 28 0.140 29 0.145
Table 5.5: Results from the simulation data set splitted by the magnitude of
simulated diﬀerences. Data are simulated as described in Section 5.4.1. The
fraction c indicates the strength of the simulated diﬀerences, e.g., c = 0.5 (c =
−0.5) means that the gene transcription value and the corresponding ChIP-seq
value are increased (decreased) by 50% in one of the two replicate samples.
For comparability, the threshold of the naive approach is chosen such that it
achieves the same speciﬁcity (0.999, 15 false positive out of 19 236 true negative
genes) as the Bayesian mixture model. Overall, the Bayesian mixture model
achieves a sensitivity of 0.828, whereas the sensitivity of the naive separate
analyses is 0.683. Notably, the gain in sensitivity of the integrative approach is
most distinct for moderate diﬀerences (0.2 ≤ c ≤ 0.5). The acceptance rate for
the Metropolis-Hastings steps for α∗ in the MCMC run is 0.3092.
histone modiﬁed. Transcripts both diﬀerentially transcribed and diﬀerentially
histone modiﬁed for which sign(x∗i −ai) = sign(y∗i −b∗i ) are classiﬁed as potential
drivers by the naive analysis.
Subsequently, varying thresholds tsim are considered and ROC curves are
plotted based on these results as well as on the classiﬁcations implied by the Z
score (see Figure A.30 in the Appendix). At the same level of speciﬁcity, the
naive approach achieves a sensitivity of 0.683, which is smaller than the value
achieved by the Bayesian mixture model. Table 5.5 shows that especially for
moderate diﬀerences, the Bayesian mixture model achieves a gain in sensitivity
of about 0.3 on average.
Chapter 6
Summary and Discussion
In this PhD thesis, ﬁnite Bayesian mixture models with a small ﬁxed number
of components have been developed to answer actual research questions in two
diﬀerent contexts concerning molecular biophysics (Chapter 4) and molecular
biology (Chapter 5).
In Chapter 4, the novel Bayesian approach GAMMICS was introduced. GAM-
MICS builds on frequentist modeling ideas proposed by Byers and Raftery
(1998) for distinguishing large objects from noise and employs them for a
Bayesian analysis of small clusters in presence of singletons. Relying on a
two-component gamma mixture model for the squared distances of points to
their second nearest neighbors, it classiﬁes proteins as either clustered or non-
clustered. It is designed to estimate parameters of spatial nanoclustering exhib-
ited by membrane-bound Ras proteins, particularly the proportion of clustered
points, the mean cluster size and the mean cluster radius. GAMMICS combines
ideas of both single-linkage hierarchical clustering and density-based clustering
in a Bayesian framework. Speciﬁcally, it estimates the crucial user-deﬁned pa-
rameter (the maximum nearest neighbor distance in density-based clustering,
the cutoﬀ in the dendrogram in hierarchical clustering) in a Bayesian mixture
model and obtains posterior distributions for the cluster size and cluster radius
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in an iteration-wise post-processing step. Speciﬁcally, in GAMMICS this crucial
parameter is a cutoﬀ corresponding approximately to the point of intersection
between the two gamma distributions ﬁt in the mixture model.
To compare the approach to other state-of-the-art methods regarding its
performance, a comprehensive simulation study was conducted. A point pro-
cess model was designed for this purpose, the double Mate´rn cluster process.
Unlike standard cluster processes such as the Neyman-Scott process, it allows
for non-clustered points and metaclusters, i.e. clusters containing clusters and
singletons. Contrary to other recently proposed point process models that have
these features (see, e.g., Wiegand et al., 2009), the double Mate´rn cluster pro-
cess also allows for clusters outside of metaclusters and permits to freely choose
both the proportion of clustered points and the cluster size at each clustering
level.
The performance of GAMMICS is generally favorable compared to the com-
mon cluster approach DBSCAN, Bayesian model-based clustering employing a
Dirichlet process mixture (DPM) model, and a Bayesian version of DBSCAN
based on the DPM model. It also outperforms the H-function approach com-
monly used in biophysical literature to estimate the cluster radius. While the H-
function and the two methods based on the nonparametric DPM model nowhere
show an outstanding performance, DBSCAN achieves the best median estima-
tion accuracy when estimating the proportion of clustered points. GAMMICS
achieves both the smallest median misclassiﬁcation rate and the smallest me-
dian estimation error when estimating the mean cluster radius. In addition,
when using one of the two considered procedures to estimate a cluster partition
in the post-processing step, GAMMICS also performs best in estimating the
mean cluster size.
The DPM model, although it has frequently been used for clustering, is orig-
inally a model for density estimation. This may explain its poor performance.
Possible reasons for the poor accuracy of the H-function estimates include a
greater susceptibility to factors such as drift of the cells during the measure-
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ment process, noise inherent in the measurements, or metaclustering. Also, the
peak in the H-function is not always sharp. Thus, in some cases when the H-
function performs particularly weak, H-function values assumed for a number of
radii moderately smaller than the one maximizing the function may be almost
as high as the maximum.
While the completely algorithmic DBSCAN performs best for one of the
four parameters of interest, it does so only with crucial knowledge about the
true clustering parameters. GAMMICS, on the other hand, performs best for
the other three without depending on such knowledge and functions with much
weaker assumptions regarding distances between points. It also oﬀers a model
that quantiﬁes the uncertainty for its estimates, providing more insights and a
better interpretability. Contrary to many established cluster algorithms, noise
is explicitly considered and quantiﬁed.
Taking into account that prior knowledge of Ras clusters is still not taken for
granted, the results conﬁrm the advantages of GAMMICS. However, this comes
with a cost in terms of computation time: while DBSCAN never takes more
than a few seconds to run, GAMMICS typically runs several, sometimes a large
number of hours on the data sets in this study. The MCMC routines from the R
package DPpackage and Bayesian DBSCAN are implemented in C, they are thus
faster than GAMMICS. However, they may still take several hours depending
on the data set. Bayesian DBSCAN consists of several C and R routines that
have to be applied subsequently and in a manual way to each data set. This
makes its application diﬃcult whenever dealing with a large number of data
sets.
The relatively weak performance of GAMMICS compared to DBSCAN when
estimating the proportion of clustered points may be due to an asymmetric
overlap occurring at times between the two posterior gamma distributions. In
such cases, the tails of the two gamma distributions that are literally ’cut oﬀ’
by the calculated GAMMICS cutoﬀ correspond to probability masses of notably
diﬀerent sizes. The estimation of the proportion of clustered points may suﬀer
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a bias in such cases, even if the probability masses corresponding to clustered
points and singletons are in principle well separated by the cutoﬀ. Based on
typical shapes of the empirical distribution of second nearest neighbor distances,
an underestimation of the proportion is more likely than an overestimation.
This potential bias might be attenuated by allocating the proteins to the
two components based on whether their second nearest neighbor distance is
smaller or larger than the cutoﬀ between the two densities, instead of on the
sampling carried out to ﬁt the model. Such an approach, described in Scha¨fer
and Ickstadt (2012), would however lead to an even more algorithmic fashion
of the estimation. By consequence, the incorporation of prior knowledge would
no longer be possible. Also, in cases when clustered proteins and singletons are
not particularly well separated in the histogram of the second nearest neigh-
bor distances, the ‘fuzzy separation’ of the two groups implied by the mixture
model’s allocations may be of advantage compared to a strict separation. To
perform the algorithmic estimation for the mean cluster size and the mean clus-
ter radius in a more fuzzy fashion as well, one might replace the hierarchical
clustering employed for the estimation with a fuzzy version of such clustering
(see, e.g., Torra, 2005). The subsequent calculation of mean cluster and mean
radius could then take into account the provided cluster membership probabil-
ities, potentially improving estimation accuracies.
In theory, it may happen that the two weighted gamma densities have more
than one point of intersection or none at all (without considering 0 and ∞).
Also, the two densities might ’switch sides’, i.e. the distribution assigned priors
for representing the singletons could eventually represent the clustered points,
and vice versa. While these cases are improbable in practice, the algorithm
calculating the cutoﬀ for the estimation of a cluster partition in GAMMICS is
designed to neutralize or at least attenuate a potential bias.
In GAMMICS’ mixture model, the two gamma distributions ﬁt to the em-
pirical distributions of distances are weighted by the proportion of clustered
points pc and 1− pc , respectively. In the algorithm that calculates the cluster
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partition, these weights are taken into account. Alternatively, it is considered to
use the unweighted gamma distributions in this algorithm. This is equivalent
to setting pc = 0.5 in the weighted version and, while less intuitive, leads to
smaller errors when estimating the mean cluster size and radius. Probably, it
makes the procedure less susceptible against artiﬁcially extreme estimates for
pc in the mixture model. It is therefore the preferred option.
The GAMMICS method implies the assumption of independence for the
squared distances of points to their second nearest neighbors. While appearing
justiﬁable in the interest of model simplicity, this assumption is problematic
because the knowledge of the whole point pattern is required to calculate the
nearest neighbor distance for any of the proteins. In general, independence of
second nearest neighbor distances may be assumed for some point processes
depending on the context, e.g., Byth and Ripley (1980) postulate this indepen-
dence for tree patterns if a random subset of no more than 10% of all trees is
considered. However, such an argument depends on the physical characteristics
of the considered objects. For trees, a minimum distance between objects can
be assumed due to physical restrictions such as branch length and sunlight dis-
tribution. While in principle there is a minimum distance between Ras proteins,
it is so small in relation to the measurement accuracy that in practice a similar
argument cannot be made here. Thus, analyzing subsets of, e.g., only 10% of
protein does not necessarily help while discarding most of the information.
Since the cluster radii and sizes are calculated in an algorithmic post-proces-
sing step, the inference is not fully model-based. However, due to identiﬁability
issues concerning cluster size and cluster radius, this appears to be the price to
pay in exchange for estimating all three parameters without prior knowledge on
them. If prior knowledge does exist, it can be used to specify a prior distribution
in the usual Bayesian way, but only for the proportion of clustered proteins and
not for the cluster radius and the cluster size.
In this thesis, two ways to estimate the radius of a cluster are considered:
one half of the maximum distance between two points within the same cluster,
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and the mean pairwise distance between points within the cluster, multiplied
with the factor 2 · 45π
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of the maximum distance between two points within the
same cluster (the factor is based on the theoretical distribution of distances
between points spread uniformly in a circle). For each method, the estimator
resulting in a better estimation accuracy is chosen. However, other approaches
to estimate the cluster radius might be used as well and lead to slightly diﬀerent
results.
GAMMICS relies essentially on dividing the empirical distribution of dis-
tances between points into two sets, corresponding to clustered and non-clustered
points. Thus, it has weaknesses in detecting the extreme cases in which either
no points or all points are clustered. In these cases, the model will still tend
to estimate a cutoﬀ although there is none in the data. A reasonable strategy
to rule out these cases can make use of Monte Carlo tests based on, e.g., the
K-function.
Contrary to most other methods for cluster analysis, the estimation of a
posterior cluster partition is not a primary goal in this thesis and, thus, in
GAMMICS. However, a posterior cluster partition could be obtained via the
posterior similarity matrix based on the partitions inferred in each MCMC step.
As in the DPM model, a criterion such as Binder’s loss could be utilized for this
purpose.
In order to eliminate the algorithmic parts in GAMMICS, one could combine
its gamma mixture model with a DPM model within the same MCMC sampling
framework. One of the DPM model’s weaknesses is that it tends to group too
many singletons into clusters, so GAMMICS’s gamma mixture model could
furnish the DPM model with the classiﬁcation into singletons and clustered
points. Carried out on the points classiﬁed as clustered by the gamma mixture
model in each iteration, the DPM model may render a more accurate cluster
partition and, potentially, estimates for mean cluster size and mean cluster
radius equally precise as (or even more precise than) those obtained by the full
GAMMICS method. Ji et al. (2009), e.g., present a similar combination of a
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classiﬁcation based on two densities representing two classes (although not in
form of a formal mixture model) and a DPM model ﬁtted on a set of points
updated based on the classiﬁcation. If, in addition, another DPM model is run
on the points estimated as singletons by the gamma mixture model, the resulting
two intensities (one for a cluster process and one for a singleton process) might
both be compared across experimental conditions and thus help to do inference
on the diﬀerences of the clustering behavior, e.g., between healthy cells and
tumor cells. However, while such approaches would avoid algorithmic elements,
they still do not allow to model cluster radius and size directly. To apply the
method to experimental data on a large scale, a systematic and automated
selection of the regions of interest would be needed, taking into account varying
point densities and edge eﬀects.
In this PhD thesis, ﬁxed cells have been investigated in which the Ras pro-
teins are stationary. In future research it will further be of interest to conduct
research on living cells with moving proteins and/or on cells with a Ras expres-
sion on an endogenous level (corresponding to cells in a normal, healthy state,
as opposed to cancerous cells where Ras is overexpressed). The consideration
of living cells over time turns the so far spatial problem into a three dimen-
sional one, with time as third dimension. If GAMMICS is combined with an
appropriate tracking analysis, providing protein labels over time, it could take
into account time as third dimension when calculating second nearest neighbor
distances. In this way, clusters would be deﬁned as groups of proteins close in
space and time. This would require the absence of blinking among the proteins,
since blinking would hamper the tracking analysis. The distance measure used
in the model would have to ensure an adequate inﬂuence of both space and time
domains, e.g., by standardizing or adequately scaling the variables prior to the
analysis, or by employing alternatives to Euclidean distance.
Ras interacts with other signaling proteins that possibly modify its cluster
characteristics during the course of signal transduction. Alternatively, Ras may
inﬂuence these binding partners in their role in the further signal transduction
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(Tian et al., 2007). Examples of such signaling proteins interacting with Ras
include galectines (Hancock, 2006), and Raf kinases, which pass on the signals
of active Ras proteins (Wellbrock et al., 2004). It is of interest how the inter-
action of Ras clusters with such binding partners modiﬁes the subsequent steps
in the signaling chain and how this inﬂuences the relevant biological processes
like cellular growth or tumor progression. To investigate these questions, it is
necessary to analyze the joint distribution of Ras and its interacting partners on
the nanoscale. In addition, it may be of interest to analyze the joint distribu-
tion of diﬀerent types of Ras proteins that diﬀer in their chemical composition.
For these purposes, the experimental setup might be extended to a dual color
imaging (Bates et al., 2007; Shroﬀ et al., 2007). Since the output of such a setup
would technically allow to discriminate the diﬀerently colored proteins from the
start, a simple option to assess a joint distribution might be, e.g., to apply
GAMMICS to both protein types separately in a uniﬁed sampling framework,
assuming a priori independent clustering behaviors. Currently, the applicability
of GAMMICS and further methods to a joint analysis of two proteins continues
to be investigated in the group of Katja Ickstadt based on simulations (Her-
rmann et al., 2015).
In Chapter 5, scores inspired by the externally centered correlation coeﬃcient
(Scha¨fer et al., 2009) were designed to measure congruence between two diﬀerent
omics variables. Congruence in this context is understood as the degree to
which transcripts present diﬀerences between a target sample and a reference
sample that are equally directed in both variables. Only one sample per input
and condition is required, facilitating analyses for sequencing data featuring
extremely small sample sizes. The score values zi allow to rank genomic loci
such as probes or transcripts regarding their probability of belonging to a driver
gene, i.e. of contributing causally to the development of a speciﬁc condition
of interest when alterated. Subsequently, in addition to the ranking via the
score, ﬁnite Bayesian mixture models were developed and employed to classify
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the transcripts w.r.t. being a ’driver’ or not. Speciﬁcally, mixtures involving
both normal distributions as well as exponential (or gamma) distributions were
considered besides common mixtures of several normal distributions. To the
author’s best knowledge, when other authors used the diﬀerence of values from
an omics variable measured for two collectives as base input in a mixture model
before, only normal distributions were mixed and only one omics variable was
analyzed (such as in, e.g., Wu and Ji, 2010).
First, the congruence of ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq technologies was assessed
in Section 5.3 by a normal mixture model with eight components. Histone modi-
ﬁcations in a murine cell line into which the oncogene BCR-ABL was transduced
were investigated in comparison to a normal reference cell line. The mixture
weights of the model components that represent either concordant or discordant
diﬀerences add up to around only 20%, while the deviation of most values from
zero is estimated to be so small that it may be explained by random variability.
One reason for this may be that the same antibody (anti-H3K9Ac/K14Ac) was
used for both the BCR-ABL and reference cell line, possibly leading to overly
similar ChIP-seq proﬁles in them.
A proportion of 7.4% of transcripts was classiﬁed as presenting concordant
diﬀerences, while a smaller fraction was classiﬁed as showing discordant diﬀer-
ences (5.3%). According to the analysis, it can thus be concluded that ChIP-chip
and ChIP-seq technologies agree more often than they disagree. Nevertheless,
the considerable amount of discordances remains disturbing to practical re-
searchers needing to rely on the validity of results. There are several reasons
that potentially limit the generalizability of the results regarding the amount
of discordances. First, the reference cell line specimens were originally treated
diﬀerently for ChIP-seq (with a growth factor) and for ChIP-chip (without a
growth factor). To increase comparability, several months later new ChIP-chip
proﬁles were generated with a growth factor, but the considerable time lying
between the two measurements may possibly have led to batch eﬀects. In ad-
dition, further unwanted side eﬀects of the growth factor cannot be ruled out.
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Moreover, the sequencing depth in this study is relatively small, so a number of
low- and medium-size peaks in the sequencing data may have gone undetected.
Finally, the quality of the ChIP technology in general and the cross-platform
validity of ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq measurements in particular depend heavily
on the selection of an appropriate antibody for a speciﬁc histone modiﬁcation.
In a study carried out by Ho et al. (2011), an antibody similar to the one used
in the experiments discussed here led to the lowest ChIP-chip/ChIP-seq corre-
lation across several antibodies. For these reasons, the experimental conditions
may have harmed the results of the analysis.
In Section 5.4, sequencing-based ChIP-seq measurements and gene transcrip-
tion measurements (stemming from either microarrays or sequencing experi-
ments) were analyzed integratively on several experimental and one simulated
data set. For this purpose, a mixture model employing normal and exponen-
tial or gamma distributions was developed and applied. In the experimental
data sets focusing on activating histone modiﬁcations that facilitate gene tran-
scription, roughly between 1% and 10% of transcripts were classiﬁed as drivers,
i.e. this proportion of transcripts showed deviations between case and reference
samples that are equally directed in both ChIP and transcription data. Only
roughly 0.1% to 1% of transcripts were classiﬁed as presenting deviations in
opposite directions, while the rest was classiﬁed to neither of these two cases.
Regarding the association between gene transcription and histone modiﬁca-
tions, the overall results are consistent with the literature (Zhang et al., 2009).
Findings from complimentary KEGG pathway analyses underscore their plausi-
bility, and genes known for their association with the investigated phenotypical
condition are identiﬁed. A simulation study as well as the comparison of two bi-
ological replicates from a data set based on research on the Cebpa gene indicate
that the approach achieves a high speciﬁcity when detecting potential driver
transcripts. Furthermore, the simulation study gives evidence for a reasonable
sensitivity. A good reproducibility of the classiﬁcation results is conﬁrmed when
analyzing the Cebpa data set after splitting it into two data sets of sample size
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one.
When ﬁtting the mixture model with the EM algorithm, similar to work pre-
sented in Taslim et al. (2009), the results were sometimes dependent on the set
of initial values due to the algorithm’s convergence into diﬀerent local maxima.
In the face of such a situation, it is common practice to select the results of the
best ﬁt, i.e. in this case, the ﬁt leading to the highest likelihood. Disturbingly,
however, some initial values did not result in reasonable classiﬁcations (i.e.,
classiﬁcation leading to contiguous classes) although they did lead to a higher
likelihood. When ﬁtting a model via MCMC algorithms, on the other hand,
it was necessary to specify informative prior distributions in order to ensure
a reasonable classiﬁcation. One might thus try to make the comparison fairer
by using a likelihood with a penalty term aiming to enforce contiguous clusters
as criterion for the EM ﬁt. Regardless of this aspect, the MCMC framework
facilitates to extend the model in several ways, e.g., interactions and spatial
correlation between the transcripts may be taken into account and modeled as
well. The EM algorithm, on the contrary, does not allow for such extensions.
Compared to a naive analysis assessing transcripts separately for diﬀerential
transcription and histone modiﬁcation based on fold changes, the presented
Bayesian approach demonstrated to perform better in the simulation study.
This is probably owed to the fact that the classiﬁcation obtained from the
Bayesian model is already based on aggregated information from both variables.
In case of the naive approach, however, classiﬁcation is ﬁrst done separately for
each data type, losing information. The ﬁndings underscore the need for novel
integrative methods that can be applied in studies involving more than one omics
data type. While model-based classiﬁcation may consume more computing time,
it avoids the need of choosing arbitrary thresholds inherent to naive approaches
based on p-value or fold change rankings.
The presented Bayesian mixture model successfully mixes distributions of
diﬀerent types to achieve both a good ﬁt and a reasonable classiﬁcation to three
contiguous classes. In preliminary analyses, a mixture model employing ex-
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clusively normal components needed 15 components in order to achieve both
goals. The proposed new model only needs six, requiring only one component
for the classes corresponding to concordant and discordant diﬀerences, respec-
tively. Thus, by mixing a ﬁxed number of exponential or gamma distributions
with normal ones, the necessary number of components can be kept small. This,
while less ﬂexible in terms of ﬁt, is beneﬁcial in terms of interpretability. It may
often be preferable when classiﬁcation is the major goal of the analysis, in par-
ticular when the number of clusters is obvious based on the underlying biological
question. For instance, Kormaksson et al. (2012) employ a two-component nor-
mal mixture model to classify probe sets as being low or high methylated. Broet
and Richardson (2006) as well as Wei and Pan (2008) employ three-component
models to classify loci as being subject to loss or gain of genetic material, or else
being unmodiﬁed. The small ﬁxed number of components furthermore helps to
avoid label switching problems, frequent in mixture models employing a ﬂexible
large number of normal components. However, although the modeling approach
presented here was validated on several diﬀerent data sets, it cannot be ruled
out that a diﬀerent number of components might be optimal for data sets pos-
sessing a diﬀerent structure. The proposed framework is not speciﬁc for the
application to gene transcription and histone modiﬁcation data. It is seen as
appropriate also for other classiﬁcation tasks in the context of integrating two
types of omics data when the sample size is small.
While ﬁxing the number K of components has some advantages, as men-
tioned, one might still prefer to have it estimated by the model in order to
avoid any arbitrariness in the choice of K. The added value of additional ex-
ponential (or gamma) components for the tails of the distribution is unclear
in the presented modeling framework, since the higher ﬂexibility provided by
gamma distributions compared to exponential distributions already has draw-
backs for the analysis’ speciﬁcity and interpretability. However, one may argue
that permitting a ﬂexible number of normal components for the null class would
be advantageous. The use of one exponential (or gamma) component for the
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negative and one for the positive zi values, respectively, does most of the work
to achieve a low number of components and is essential in terms of classiﬁcation
and interpretation. In addition, the number of normal components necessary
to represent the center of the Z distribution will always tend to be relatively
small. Finally, the normal components are only interpreted as a whole, jointly
represent the group of transcripts with zi values equal to or near 0. For this
reason, label switching between the normal components is not harmful. Also,
a ﬂexible number of such components could lead to a better ﬁt in some cases
and would largely exempt the user from the potential need of choosing the right
number of normal components when dealing with structurally diﬀerent data.
A wealth of literature on models with a ﬂexible or inﬁnite number of compo-
nents is available. For instance, the mixture of the normal components could be
based on the ﬁnite approximation to a DPM model as described by Ishwaran
and Zarepour (2000) and Ishwaran and James (2001). Fixing the number of ex-
ponential or gamma components, one would not have to worry about overﬁtting
as much as in a standard mixture model with a ﬂexible number of components
(Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter, 2011). Finally, other distributions than those considered
here might also be incorporated in the mixture.
Instead of ﬁtting a mixture distribution, one might also consider to approx-
imate the distribution of each of the two factors that are multiplied to calculate
the Z score by a normal distribution. This strategy would cause Z to have a
normal-product distribution. Presumably, this would work well for data sets
leading to roughly equally formed positive and negative tails in the Z distribu-
tion, when the main goal is to achieve a good ﬁt of the distribution. The model
presented in this thesis is probably more appropriate for classiﬁcation, repre-
senting each class by one or more distinct mixture components and moreover
allowing one tail of the Z distribution to contain considerably more probability
mass than the other one.
When larger sample sizes are available, the externally centered correlation
coeﬃcient introduced by Scha¨fer et al. (2009) could be used as a modiﬁed Z
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measure. However, instead of summarizing across the samples and ﬁtting a
mixture model to the resulting values, it may be even more promising to analyze
the summands of the coeﬃcient (used in Scha¨fer et al., 2009, to construct a
Wilcoxon rank sum test) in a Bayesian framework by assigning them a prior
distribution across samples, e.g., a normal distribution. In this way, uncertainty
could easily be modeled also across samples for each transcript.
However, assessment of uncertainty on a transcript level is even possible
with a small number of samples. In this case, either the need for information
has to be reduced by restricting the parameter space or additional information
has to be borrowed from transcripts presenting a similar behavior. Both strate-
gies have been explored already in works analysing single omics inputs, e.g., by
Robinson et al. (2010) or Anders and Huber (2010) in the context of investi-
gating diﬀerential gene transcription. A promising path aiming to incorporate
additional information would be to employ pathway information about func-
tionally related genes in order to deﬁne between which transcripts information
should be shared.
One appropriate strategy to do this could be to employ a conditionally au-
toregressive (CAR) (or Markov random ﬁeld) prior. It is frequently employed
in, e.g., spatial epidemiology, deﬁning adjacent regions as neighbors, and com-
plemented by a spatially unstructured component in a so-called convolution
model (Besag et al., 1991). While in epidemiology, disease cases are in focus
for which a Poisson distribution is often assumed, convolution models have also
been applied to continuous variables of interest, using a normal distribution
instead (Fahrmeir and Lang, 2000; Kandala et al., 2001). To identify function-
ally related genes, several gene networks have been published which incorporate
knowledge from a range of previous works, see, e.g., Lee et al. (2011) for humans
or Guan et al. (2008) for mice. The functional similarity in such networks is
often represented not only by neighborhood deﬁnitions, but by a quantiﬁcation
of the similarity of transcripts. Such similarity measures might readily be used
as weights in the deﬁnition of an intrinsic CAR prior, where the conditional
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mean given the neighbors may be speciﬁed not only as a simple, but also as
a weighted mean across the neighbors. Wei and Pan (2008), e.g., successfully
employed a CAR prior to integrate gene transcription and ChIP-chip transcrip-
tion factor data, although not to achieve modeling on a transcript level, but to
incorporate additional information in a mixture model similar to the ones pre-
sented in this thesis. Hu et al. (2011) use a CAR prior to represent correlation
between base-speciﬁc RNA-seq signals, and Chen (2011) employ a CAR prior
to take pathway information into account when assessing the impact of genetic
variants on diseases in genome wide association studies.
Another challenge is the integration of more than two omics data types.
For instance, it might be of interest to integrate DNA copy number data in
addition to gene transcription and histone modiﬁcation, if available. Another
focus might be to jointly analyze several histone modiﬁcations. By modifying
the Z coeﬃcient in a way that allows to measure congruent aberrations for three
or more variables, the subsequent model would remain independent from the
number of integrated variables. It could thus be speciﬁed in the same way as
in the case of two dimensions. The interpretation of a three-way correlation
measure is not straightforward, however, and would need to be given special
attention.
Appendix A
Additional Documentation and
Results
A.1 Technological Background of Omics Mea-
surements
Microarrays allow to measure, e.g., the transcription level, the DNA copy num-
ber or the level of DNA methylation simultaneously at locations covering the
entire genome. An example is the Aﬀymetrix GeneChip, consisting essentially
of a quadratic object slide (sometimes referred to as ‘array’ or ‘chip’) with a side
length of 1.28 cm. All microarray brands involved in this PhD thesis contain
a grid of at least several hundreds of thousands of cells, the probe cells. Each
probe cell in turn contains millions of a speciﬁc oligonucleotide probe (short:
oligo). The oligos are ﬁxed on the chip surface in diﬀerent ways. In Illumina
BeadChips, e.g., the oligos are ﬁrst attached to silica beads, which are in turn
randomly deposited into wells on the chip surface.
Oligos are short sequences containing 25 bases of DNA from a (normally
artiﬁcial) reference genome. In principle, they can be unambiguously assigned
to a speciﬁc gene, i.e. no other gene should contain the same sequence. In the
microarrays used in the context of this thesis, all oligos are perfect match oligos,
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i.e. exact complements to a DNA sequence of interest.
Both humans and mice have more than 20 000 genes. On a gene expression
microarray, generally each of these genes is represented by several probes, which
may be grouped to probe sets consisting of several probes each. The strategy
by which probes are distributed along the genome varies between array types
and manufacturers. Potentially, there are also probe sets that only serve for
quality control, without representing a gene. Depending on the array design,
a probe can measure several transcripts with potentially diﬀerent TSSs. Tiling
arrays, a speciﬁc type of microarrays, are designed to represent the genome at
a particular high resolution of between 100 and a few base pairs and generally
contain millions of probes. On chips designed to study protein/DNA inter-
actions, probes may concentrate on the promoter regions since many histone
modiﬁcations occur primarily near the TSSs.
To obtain measurements from a microarray, ﬁrst single-stranded DNA (for
investigating, e.g., histone modiﬁcations or DNA copy number) or RNA (for
investigating gene transcription) of an individual is applied to the array. This
so-called target DNA or target RNA subsequently hybridizes, i.e. the fragments
bond with their complimentary sequences ﬁxed on the array surface. Fragment-
ing the targets to a length of about 20 to 100bp in a prior step may increase
eﬃciency and speciﬁcity of the hybridization. Normally, complementary DNA
or RNA (short cDNA or cRNA) recovered from mRNA is used because it does
not contain non-coding introns. Prior to hybridizing, it is marked with ﬂuores-
cent dye and copied multiple times by the means of polymerase chain reaction
(PCR). This is necessary to generate enough genomic material in order to ob-
tain light signals with a suﬃcient intensity. After hybridization, the material
not bound to the array is removed by a washing step. The array is then op-
tically scanned to measure the intensity of the ﬂuorescent dye for each probe.
Each probe cell is captured by a number of pixels whose intensity values are
aggregated to a single value per probe cell. The crucial assumption underlying
the downstream analysis is that the intensity of the dye is proportional to the
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amount of the hybridized speciﬁc DNA or mRNA.
The mapping between probes and transcripts is complicated by cross-hybri-
dization, i.e. the fact that sometimes mRNA does not hybridize to its corre-
sponding probe, but a probe representing a very similar sequence. Typically,
this may happen in the case of genes sharing a common ancestor. Cross-
hybridization and imprecisions resulting from, e.g., the optical system, printing
during microarray production, hybridization or scanning of the ﬂuorescence level
may contribute to background noise in the signal. Such noise aﬀects the mea-
surement quality and leads to a bias in signal intensities. Since this in turn may
result in the false discovery of diﬀerences between signals, probe-level intensities
have to be corrected for background noise and normalized to remove unwanted
eﬀects. The speciﬁc approach employed in this thesis is discussed in Sections
5.3.2 and 5.4.2.
While microarrays allow a high throughput at often relatively low costs,
they also have several drawbacks (Wang et al., 2009). In particular, they only
measure at predeﬁned genomic loci taken into account in the array design and
thus rely on prior knowledge about the genome. Also, as mentioned before,
cross-hybridization between distinct loci may occur and lead to high background
signals. Finally, the measurements are precise only in a certain signal interval:
very low values tend to be masked by background noise and the proportionality
assumption of transcription level and ﬂuorescence intensity does not always
hold. Speciﬁcally, it does generally not hold for high values due to saturation.
Motivated by these limitations, in the last years sequencing approaches have
been developed that are able to directly determine cDNA sequences without
relying on the in-between step of hybridization. They provide a much higher
resolution and sensitivity, decreasing the risk of false negatives when searching
for, e.g., diﬀerential gene transcription or rare transcripts (Marioni et al., 2008;
Mortazavi et al., 2008). In this thesis, the focus lies on the RNA-seq and ChIP-
seq technologies designed to measure gene transcription and DNA methylation,
respectively.
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Figure A.1: Principal steps of an RNA-seq analysis. First, mRNAs pieces are
converted into a library of shorter cDNA sequences via fragmentation. After
sequencing adaptors (blue) are added to each cDNA fragment, a short sequence
is obtained from each of the fragments using high-throughput sequencing tech-
nology. The resulting sequence reads are aligned to a reference genome, and
classiﬁed as three types: exonic reads, junction reads and poly(A) end-reads.
These three types are used to generate an expression proﬁle for each transcript
at base-resolution. Source: Wang et al. (2009).
The essential steps of an RNA-seq analysis are visualized in Figure A.1. In a
population of mRNA fragments to be analyzed, at ﬁrst large pieces need to be
fragmented into smaller ones in order to achieve lengths of about 200–500 bp,
compatible with most actual sequencing technologies. There are two standard
fragmentation methods to accomplish this, RNA fragmentation and cDNA frag-
mentation. Both eventually result in the conversion of mRNA pieces to cDNA
fragments. A sequencing adaptor is added to one or both ends of each of these
cDNA fragments. Mostly, PCR is performed to obtained suﬃcient genomic ma-
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Figure A.2: Principal steps of a ChIP-seq analysis. First, the DNA-protein
complexes are fragmented into shorter pieces. The process of chromatin im-
munoprecipitation (ChIP) enriches theses complexes of DNA and proteins of
interest (e.g., histones) via an antibody speciﬁc to these proteins. After the
DNA is puriﬁed and adaptors are added, sequencing starts on one of several
available next-generation platforms, involving the enzyme-driven cloning of all
templates in parallel (PCR ampliﬁcation). After each extension, incorporated
ﬂuorescent labels are detected by high-resolution imaging. Source: Park (2009).
terial. Finally, the sequencing consists in producing a short sequence from each
cDNA piece, either from one end (single-end sequencing) or both ends (pair-end
sequencing) of each fragment. The size of these short reads may be 30–400 bp,
although it is typically smaller than 100bp, depending on the employed platform
(such as Illumina, Roche, ABI or Helicos).
To determine their origin, the reads resulting from sequencing are aligned to
a (mostly artiﬁcial) reference genome. Apart from exonic sequences, the focus
in this thesis, reads may also correspond to exon junctions or poly(A) ends that
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only have adenine bases (fulﬁlling a special function during translation).
The principal structure of a ChIP-seq analysis has similarities to the one
of RNA-seq in some steps and is summarized in Figure A.2. The DNA (to-
gether with the proteins attached to it) is ﬁrst fragmented into smaller pieces,
usually in the order of 200–600 bp. After employment of a protein-speciﬁc anti-
body for immunoprecipitation, implying the enrichment of complexes involving
DNA and speciﬁc histones, the DNA is puriﬁed and amended with adaptors.
Subsequently, it is usually ampliﬁed by PCR in order to dispose of a suﬃcient
amount of genomic material. Finally, sequencing is carried out on one of several
available platforms, producing sequence reads. The ChIP procedure depends
essentially on ﬁnding an antibody possessing suﬃcient speciﬁcity for the his-
tone modiﬁcation of interest, as a low speciﬁcity results in a low chromatin
and protein recovery eﬃciency. The technical implementation of the sequencing
step depends on the employed platform. For the data analyzed in this thesis,
the Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx is mostly employed, able to generate 100–400
million reads in a single run. In Figure A.3, the work ﬂow of the initial version of
this platform for single-ended sequencing is outlined: adapter ligation steps are
performed before DNA fragments are immobilized at one end on the solid surface
of a ﬂow cell, densely coated with adapters and their compliments. Hybridizing
to the surface-bound complimentary adapter with its free end, the fragments
then form ’bridge’ molecules which are ampliﬁed by PCR. Several PCR cycles
eventually result in clusters of about 1000 identical fragments each. Then,
strands of nucleic acid called primers are annealed to the fragments, serving as
starting point for the DNA polymerase enzyme (see next step). Now, in the
crucial step, sequencing-by-synthesis is performed: a reaction mixture is added
containing primers, DNA polymerase and four so-called reversible terminator
nucleotides, each for one of the bases and labeled with a diﬀerent ﬂuorescent
dye. After incorporation into the DNA strand by the DNA polymerase enzyme,
the labeled nucleotide at the ﬁrst base/position is identiﬁed by a camera via its
speciﬁc ﬂuorescent dye. The synthesis cycle is repeated until the sequence read
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Figure A.3: Outline of the Illumina Genome Analyzer work ﬂow. After adapter
ligation, clusters of clonal sequences are generated by bridge PCR, and sequenc-
ing is performed by sequencing-by-synthesis: A reaction mixture containing
primers and DNA polymerase is added as well as four reversible terminator nu-
cleotides labeled with a diﬀerent ﬂuorescent dye, each for one of the bases. After
each extension, the ﬂuorescent labels that have been incorporated are detected
through high-resolution imaging. Source: Ansorge (2009).
length is about 35 nucleotides. The sequence of 40 million clusters containing
about 1000 identical fragments each can be determined in parallel, taking about
two days for a single-end run and four days for a paired-end run on the Genome
Analyzer IIx platform.
A detailed description of next-generation sequencing techniques from Illu-
mina and other manufactors on a technical level can be found in Ansorge (2009).
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A.2 GAMMICSMethod: Full Conditional Dis-
tributions
Please also refer to Section 4.5 for notation and deﬁnitions used in the following.
The joint likelihood is
p(D2,T , α˜0, β˜0, α˜1, β˜1, pc, aα˜0 , bα˜0 , aα˜1 , bα˜1 , cβ˜0 , dβ˜0 , cβ˜1 , dβ˜1 , apc , bpc) ∝
p(D2|pc, α˜0, β˜0, α˜1, β˜1) ·
∏
k=0,1
p(α˜k|aα˜k , bα˜k) ·
∏
k=0,1
p
(
1
β˜k
∣∣∣∣ cβ˜k , dβ˜k)
· p(T |pc) · p(pc|apc , bpc)
where
p(T |pc) ∝
n∏
i=1
pc
Ti · (1− pc)(1−Ti),
p(D2|pc, α˜0, β˜0, α˜1, β˜1) ∝
n∏
i=1
p(D2i |α˜0, β˜0, α˜1, β˜1, pc)
=
n∏
i=1
(
pc · p(D2i |α˜1, β˜1) + (1− pc) · p(D2i |α˜0, β˜0)
)
=
n∏
i=1
(
pc · 1
β˜1
α˜1
Γ(α˜1)
(
D2i
)α˜1−1 e−D2iβ˜1
+(1− pc) · 1
β˜0
α˜0
Γ(α˜0)
(
D2i
)α˜0−1 e−D2iβ˜0 ),
and
p(α˜k|aα˜k , bα˜k) ∝
1
bα˜k
aα˜kΓ(aα˜k)
α
aα˜k−1
y e
− α˜k
bα˜k , k = 0, 1,
p
(
1
β˜k
∣∣∣∣ cα˜k , dα˜k) ∝ 1dα˜k cα˜kΓ(cα˜k)
(
1
β˜k
)cα˜k−1
e
− 1
β˜kdα˜k , k = 0, 1,
p(pc|apc , bpc) ∝
1
B(apc , bpc)
pc
apc−1(1− pc)bpc−1,
where B(α, β) is the Beta function.
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A.3 GAMMICS Method: Sampling Scheme
The full sampling scheme for the Gibbs Sampler is as follows:
• Resample the allocation (classiﬁcation) indices t1, . . . , tn independently
with probabilities
P (Ti = k|D2i , pc) ∝
{
pc · Gamma(D2i |α˜1, β˜1) for k = 1,
(1− pc) · Gamma(D2i |α˜0, β˜0) for k = 0.
• Update apc = apc,0 +
∑n
i ti and bpc = bpc,0 + n −
∑n
i ti, then sample pc
from Beta(apc , bpc), where apc,0 and bpc,0 are the prior choices for apc and
bpc .
• For k = 0, 1, update cβ˜k = α˜k · nk + cβ˜k,0 and dβ˜k =
dβ˜k,0
1+dβ˜k,0
·∑i:ti=k d
2
i
, where
cβ˜k,0 and dβ˜k,0 are the prior choices for cβ˜k and dβ˜k,0. Then draw 1/β˜k from
Gamma(cβ˜k ,dβ˜k).
• For k = 0, 1, independently draw α˜k from Gamma(aα˜k ,bα˜k) via a Metropolis-
Hastings step, where the proposal distribution is a normal distribution
centered at the current value and mirrored at 0 with standard deviation
σMH .
• Calculate d˜c and estimate the cluster partition according to Algorithm 5.
• Based on the reconstructed cluster structure, calculate the corresponding
sizes and radii for all resulting clusters. The radii are calculated as the
mean pairwise distance between points within the cluster, multiplied with
the factor 2 · 45π
128
of the maximum distance between two points within the
same cluster. For these calculations, a cluster is required to contain at
least two points by deﬁnition.
• For a subsequent calculation of an estimate for the proportion of clustered
proteins pc, in each iteration the actual pc value is saved, corrected to take
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into account outliers in the distribution of the d2i as non-clustered points.
For a subsequent calculation of estimates for the mean cluster size μc and
the mean cluster radius rc, the mean size and the mean radius are saved
for all clusters.
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A.4 GAMMICS Method: Additional Results
A.4.1 Trace Plots
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Figure A.4: Trace plots of the model parameters after ﬁtting the GAMMICS
method (see Section 4.5) to ROI 3 of the experimental data set as shown in Fig-
ure 4.2A. The ﬁrst 8 000 iterations were discarded and the remaining iterations
were thinned by keeping every 30th iteration. The remaining 500 iterations
were used for parameter estimation and are shown in the trace plots.
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Figure A.5: Trace plots of the model parameters after ﬁtting the GAMMICS
method (see Section 4.5) to ROI 6 of the experimental data set. The ﬁrst 8 000
iterations were discarded and the remaining iterations were thinned by keeping
every 30th iteration. The remaining 500 iterations were used for parameter
estimation and are shown in the trace plots.
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Figure A.6: Trace plots of the model parameters after ﬁtting the GAMMICS
method (see Section 4.5) to localizations simulated with a point density of 200
points/μm2, proportion of proteins in clusters pc = 0.4, mean cluster size μc = 4,
mean cluster radius rc = 15nm, mean metacluster size μmc = 20, mean meta-
cluster radius rmc = 100 nm, with a proportion of proteins in metaclusters of
pmc = 0.6. The ﬁrst 8 000 iterations were discarded and the remaining iterations
were thinned by keeping every 30th iteration. The remaining 500 iterations were
used for parameter estimation and are shown in the trace plots.
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Figure A.7: Trace plots of the model parameters after ﬁtting the GAMMICS
method (see Section 4.5) to localizations simulated with a point density of 125
points/μm2, proportion of proteins in clusters pc = 0.4, mean cluster size μc = 4,
mean cluster radius rc = 30 nm, mean metacluster size μmc = 20, mean meta-
cluster radius rmc = 100 nm, with a proportion of proteins in metaclusters of
pmc = 0.6. The ﬁrst 8 000 iterations were discarded and the remaining iterations
were thinned by keeping every 30th iteration. The remaining 500 iterations were
used for parameter estimation and are shown in the trace plots.
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A.4.2 Posterior Histograms Across Clusters
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Figure A.8: Posterior histograms of (A) the cluster size and (B) the cluster
radius for experimental data, ROI 3, based on 100 posterior quantiles of the
distribution across the clusters (0%, 1%, 2%, . . . quantiles).
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Figure A.9: Posterior histograms of (A) the cluster size and (B) cluster radius
for localizations simulated with a point density of 200 points/μm2, proportion
of proteins in clusters pc = 0.4, mean cluster size μc = 4, mean cluster radius
rc = 15nm, mean metacluster size μmc = 20, mean metacluster radius rmc =
100 nm, with a proportion of proteins in metaclusters of pmc = 0.6, based on
100 posterior quantiles of the distribution across the clusters (0%, 1%, 2%, . . .
quantiles).
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Figure A.10: Posterior histograms of (A) the cluster size and (B) cluster radius
for localizations simulated with a point density of 125 points/μm2, proportion
of proteins in clusters pc = 0.4, mean cluster size μc = 4, mean cluster radius
rc = 30 nm, mean metacluster size μmc = 20, mean metacluster radius rmc =
100 nm, with a proportion of proteins in metaclusters of pmc = 0.6, based on
100 posterior quantiles of the distribution across the clusters (0%, 1%, 2%, . . .
quantiles).
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A.4.3 Posterior Histograms Across MCMC Iterations
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Figure A.11: Posterior histograms of model parameter distributions across
MCMC iterations for experimental data, ROI 6. Shown are histograms for
the parameters of the two gamma distributions as well as the proportion of
clustered points pc.
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Figure A.12: Posterior histograms of model parameter distributions across
MCMC iterations for experimental data, ROI 6. Shown are histograms for
the cutoﬀ d˜c, the mean cluster size μc, the mean cluster radius rc, and the num-
ber of clusters. Each histogram is shown twice, on the left hand side for the
calculation of d˜c with weighted gamma distributions and on the right hand side
or the calculation of d˜c with unweighted gamma distributions.
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Figure A.13: Posterior histograms of model parameter distributions across
MCMC iterations for localizations simulated with a point density of 125
points/μm2, proportion of proteins in clusters pc = 0.4, mean cluster size μc = 4,
mean cluster radius rc = 30 nm, mean metacluster size μmc = 20, mean meta-
cluster radius rmc = 100 nm, with a proportion of proteins in metaclusters of
pmc = 0.6. Shown are histograms for the parameters of the two gamma distri-
butions as well as the proportion of clustered points pc.
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Figure A.14: Posterior histograms of clustering parameter distributions across
MCMC iterations for localizations simulated with a point density of 125
points/μm2, proportion of proteins in clusters pc = 0.4, mean cluster size μc = 4,
mean cluster radius rc = 30 nm, mean metacluster size μmc = 20, mean meta-
cluster radius rmc = 100 nm, with a proportion of proteins in metaclusters of
pmc = 0.6. Shown are histograms for the cutoﬀ d˜c, the mean cluster size μc, the
mean cluster radius rc, and the number of clusters. Each histogram is shown
twice, on the left hand side for the calculation of d˜c with weighted gamma dis-
tributions and on the right hand side or the calculation of d˜c with unweighted
gamma distributions.
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A.4.4 Results of Simulation Study in Detail
method parameter pattern 1 pattern 2 pattern 3 pattern 4
pc 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
pmc 0 0 0.6 0.6
μc 4 8 4 8
rc 15 30 15 30
GAMMICS
e(pc) 0.057 0.070 0.304 0.311
e(μc) 0.137 3.131 2.450 3.112
(weighted) e(rc) 8.707 6.418 16.745 10.228
GAMMICS
e(pc) 0.057 0.070 0.304 0.311
e(μc) 0.218 3.020 0.908 2.666
(unweighted) e(rc) 7.730 5.574 9.693 9.174
e(pc) 0.105 0.058 0.067 0.129
DBSCAN e(μc) 1.399 5.157 1.042 4.280
(ε = 20) e(rc) 3.238 9.649 5.764 8.518
e(pc) 0.556 0.545 0.552 0.593
DBSCAN e(μc) 17.851 7.734 14.080 9.850
(ε = 100) e(rc) 253.792 198.907 160.869 139.526
e(pc) 0.313 0.247 0.429 0.433
DPM model e(μc) 0.901 5.066 2.005 0.340
(informative) e(rc) 6.083 20.546 21.534 9.776
e(pc) 0.522 0.515 0.548 0.596
DPM model e(μc) 4.099 0.934 3.005 6.160
(non-inform.) e(rc) 39.914 19.093 51.712 49.242
e(pc) 0.525 0.520 0.548 0.591
bDBSCAN e(μc) 0.099 4.066 1.005 2.340
e(rc) 46.932 35.157 48.234 38.453
H-function e(rc) 53.703 34.984 156.905 118.902
GAMMICS ar(α˜0) 0.406 0.404 0.388 0.334
acceptance rate ar(α˜1) 0.320 0.260 0.280 0.268
Table A.1: Estimates of the proportion of clustered points (pˆc), the mean clus-
ter size (μˆc) and the mean cluster radius (rˆc), for four selected simulated point
patterns with pc = 0.4 diﬀering in underlying values for pmc, μc and rc, for
GAMMICS (with and without weighting of gamma distribution when calcu-
lating d˜c), DBSCAN with ε = 20, 100 nm, the DPM model with informative
and non-informative prior distributions, Bayesian DBSCAN and the H-function.
The acceptance rates ar(α˜0) and ar(α˜1) for the shape parameters of the gamma
distributions in GAMMICS can also be seen.
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method parameter pattern 1 pattern 2 pattern 3 pattern 4
pc 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
pmc 0 0 0.6 0.6
μc 4 8 4 8
rc 15 30 15 30
GAMMICS
e(pc) 0.076 0.004 0.044 0.012
e(μc) 0.142 0.685 1.532 0.976
(weighted) e(rc) 9.986 3.297 10.591 5.024
GAMMICS
e(pc) 0.076 0.004 0.044 0.012
e(μc) 0.318 2.670 0.085 3.423
(unweighted) e(rc) 6.214 5.965 2.389 12.272
e(pc) 0.369 0.320 0.217 0.105
DBSCAN e(μc) 1.358 4.710 0.142 3.123
(ε = 20) e(rc) 2.788 9.857 9.613 1.180
e(pc) 0.186 0.163 0.167 0.172
DBSCAN e(μc) 13.613 8.855 14.488 16.456
(ε = 100) e(rc) 205.032 161.970 139.942 128.833
e(pc) 0.487 0.032 0.104 0.126
DPM model e(μc) 0.874 0.534 1.059 1.989
(informative) e(rc) 3.506 9.269 23.026 18.399
e(pc) 0.129 0.153 0.153 0.197
DPM model e(μc) 2.126 1.466 2.059 3.489
(non-inform.) e(rc) 24.980 23.833 36.886 34.186
e(pc) 0.176 0.168 0.165 0.178
bDBSCAN e(μc) 1.126 0.466 2.059 0.989
e(rc) 44.811 37.626 49.587 39.404
H-function e(rc) 47.327 46.157 114.507 124.770
GAMMICS ar(α˜0) 0.478 0.532 0.386 0.298
acceptance rate ar(α˜1) 0.316 0.276 0.226 0.238
Table A.2: Median absolute estimation errors for four selected simulated point
patterns with pc = 0.8 diﬀering in underlying values for pmc, μc and rc, for
GAMMICS (with and without weighting of gamma distribution when calculat-
ing d˜c), DBSCAN with ε = 20, 100 nm, the DPM model with informative and
non-informative prior distributions, Bayesian DBSCAN and the H-function. In
particular, e(pc) = median absolute estimation error for pc, e(μc)= median ab-
solute estimation error for μc, e(rc) = median absolute estimation error for rc.
The acceptance rates ar(α˜0) and ar(α˜1) for the shape parameters of the gamma
distributions in GAMMICS can also be seen.
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Estimator Error
Weighting
yes no
μˆc (mean) 1.539 1.395
μˆc (median) 1.800 1.972
rˆc (B) (mean) 7.395 7.120
rˆc (B) (median) 14.172 16.023
Table A.6: Median absolute estimation errors for GAMMICS employing dif-
ferent estimators for μc and rc. The estimates leading to the smallest median
absolute estimation error are printed in red. For GAMMICS, the calculation
of the radius for one cluster as one half of the maximum distance between any
two points beloning to a given cluster was not considered in the new simula-
tion study, since preliminary results showed that much better results could be
obtained by the calculation of the radius of one cluster as the mean distance
between any two points that belong to that cluster, multiplied with the factor
2 · 45π
128
. The shown estimators are described in more detail in Table A.10.
Estimator Error
Prior
informative non-informative
μˆc (mean) 4.134 14.057
μˆc (median) 2.879 6.000
rˆc (A) (mean) 20.784 76.501
rˆc (A) (median) 21.144 47.217
rˆc (B) (mean) 56.132 143.793
rˆc (B) (median) 58.966 106.181
Table A.7: Median absolute estimation errors for the DPM model employing
diﬀerent estimators for μc and rc. The estimates leading to the smallest median
absolute estimation error are printed in red. The shown estimators are described
in more detail in Table A.10.
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Estimator Error
pˆc 0.349
μˆc (mean) 2.223
μˆc (median) 1.066
rˆc (A) (mean) 40.062
rˆc (A) (median) 42.108
rˆc (B) (mean) 98.997
rˆc (B) (median) 102.296
Table A.8: Median absolute estimation errors for the Bayesian DBSCAN model
employing diﬀerent estimators for μc and rc. The estimates for μc and rc lead-
ing to the smallest median absolute estimation error are printed in red. The
reported values for Bayesian DBSCAN are based on results for only eight sim-
ulated point patterns as reported in Tables A.1 and A.2, not on the whole
simulation study. The estimation error for pˆc was additionally reported across
all considered point patterns. The misclassiﬁcation rate is not obtained for
Bayesian DBSCAN since Bayesian DBSCAN does not provide the points’ clus-
ter allocations for the MCMC iterations, needed for classiﬁcation. The shown
estimators are described in more detail in Table A.10.
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Estimator Description
μˆc (mean) μc is estimated (if applicable, in each MCMC iteration)
as the mean size across all clusters.
μˆc (median) μc is estimated (if applicable, in each MCMC iteration)
as the median size across all clusters.
rˆc (A) (mean) rc is estimated (if applicable, in each MCMC iteration)
as the mean radius across all clusters, where the radius
for each cluster is calculated as one half of the maximum
distance between any two points belonging to that cluster.
rˆc (A) (median) rc is estimated (if applicable, in each MCMC iteration)
as the median radius across all clusters, where the radius
for each cluster is calculated as one half of the maximum
distance between any two points belonging to that cluster.
rˆc (B) (mean) rc is estimated (if applicable, in each MCMC iteration)
as the mean radius across all clusters, where the radius
for each cluster is calculated as the mean distance
between any two points that belong to that cluster,
multiplied with the factor 2 · 45π128 .
rˆc (B) (median) rc is estimated (if applicable, in each MCMC iteration)
as the mean radius across all clusters, where the radius
for each cluster is calculated as the median distance
between any two points that belong to that cluster,
multiplied with the factor 2 · 45π128 .
Table A.10: Diﬀerent estimators for μc and rc considered in the simulation
study.
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method param. ROI 1 ROI 2 ROI 3 ROI 4 ROI 5 ROI 6
Λ 51.369 56.719 76.262 94.113 116.768 146.137
GAMMICS
pˆc 0.750 0.767 0.716 0.664 0.650 0.601
μˆc 5.214 5.273 5.592 5.125 5.902 4.497
(weighted) rˆc 23.371 27.975 25.910 23.460 20.527 18.435
GAMMICS
pˆc 0.750 0.767 0.716 0.664 0.650 0.601
μˆc 5.014 4.844 4.916 4.364 5.041 4.450
(unweighted) rˆc 22.952 23.527 20.124 19.363 17.657 18.382
pˆc 0.586 0.549 0.558 0.566 0.629 0.593
DBSCAN μˆc 4.709 4.161 3.974 4.029 5.056 4.433
(ε = 20) rˆc 25.874 23.751 24.363 24.366 26.461 24.861
pˆc 0.960 0.951 0.969 0.966 0.976 0.979
DBSCAN μˆc 7.784 7.841 9.396 12.341 15.467 22.595
(ε = 100) rˆc 86.915 94.654 113.696 137.107 140.046 188.619
pˆc 0.840 0.821 0.837 0.825 0.881 0.878
DPM model μˆc 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 6.000 6.000
(informative) rˆc 29.115 28.167 29.489 30.045 35.106 38.577
pˆc 0.921 0.910 0.957 0.959 0.971 0.955
DPM model μˆc 6.000 5.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 10.000
(non-inform.) rˆc 38.587 36.391 42.666 46.412 45.925 61.799
pˆc 0.970 0.972 0.969 0.971 0.981 0.980
bDBSCAN μˆc 5.000 5.000 6.000 6.000 6.000 8.000
rˆc 48.725 54.059 56.291 58.826 59.318 75.199
H-function rˆc 71.055 62.695 60.605 68.965 71.055 75.234
GAMMICS ar(α˜0) 0.432 0.514 0.370 0.326 0.274 0.270
accept. rate ar(α˜1) 0.284 0.268 0.278 0.250 0.230 0.220
Table A.11: Estimates of the proportion of clustered points (pˆc), the mean clus-
ter size (μˆc) and the mean cluster radius (rˆc) for six selected regions of interest
from the experimental data diﬀering in their point density Λ (in points/μm2).
Compared methods are GAMMICS (with and without weighting of gamma dis-
tribution when calculating d˜c), DBSCAN with ε = 20, 100 nm, the DPM model
with informative and non-informative prior distributions, Bayesian DBSCAN
and the H-function. The acceptance rates ar(α1) and ar(α2) for the shape
parameters of the gamma distributions in GAMMICS are also given.
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A.5 BUGS Model: Full Conditional Distribu-
tions
Please also refer to Section 5.3.3 for notation and deﬁnitions used in the follow-
ing.
With μ = (μ1, . . . , μK)
′, σ2 = (σ21, . . . , σ
2
K)
′ and π∗ = (π∗1, . . . , π
∗
K)
′, the joint
likelihood is
p(Z,T ,μ,σ2,π∗,mμ1 , . . . ,mμK/2−1 ,mμK/2+2 , . . . ,mμK , v
2
μ1
, . . . , v2μK/2−1 ,
v2μK/2+2 , . . . , v
2
μK
, aσ1 , . . . , aσK , bσ1 , . . . , bσK ,α) ∝
p(Z|π∗,μ,σ2)·
∏
k=1,...,K/2−1,K/2+2,...,K
p(μk|mμk , v2μk)·
K∏
k=1
p(σ2k|aσk , bσk)·p(T |π∗)·p(π∗|α)
where
p(T |π∗) ∝
n∏
i=1
(
K∏
k=1
π∗i
I(Ti=k)
)
,
p(Z|π∗,μ,σ2) ∝
n∏
i=1
p(Zi|π∗,μ,σ2)
=
n∏
i=1
(
K/2−1∑
k=1
π∗k · p(Zi|μk, σ2k) +
K/2+1∑
k=K/2
π∗k · p(Zi|σ2k) +
K∑
k=K/2+2
π∗k · p(Zi|μk, σ2k)
)
,
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and
p(Zi|μk, σ2k) =
1√
2πσ2k
e
− (Zi−μk)
2
2σ2
k , k = 1, . . .K/2− 1,K/2 + 2, . . .K,
p(Zi|σ2k) =
1√
2πσ2k
e
− Z
2
i
2σ2
k , k = K/2,K/2 + 1,
p(μk|mμk , v2μk) ∝
1√
2πv2μk
e
− (μk−mμk )
2
2v2μk · I(μk < 0) + δ<0 · I(μk = 0),
k = 1, . . . ,K/2− 1,
p(μk|mμk , v2μk) ∝
1√
2πv2μk
e
− (μk−mμk )
2
2v2μk · I(μk > 0) + δ>0 · I(μk = 0),
k = K/2 + 2, . . . ,K,
p
(
1
σ2k
∣∣∣∣ aσk , bσk) ∝ 1baσkσk Γ(aσk)
(
1
σ2k
)aσk−1
e
− 1
σ2
k
bσk , k = 1, . . . ,K,
p(π∗|α) ∝ π∗1α1−1 · · ·π∗KαK−1 ·
Γ(
∑K
k=1 αk)∏K
k=1 Γ(αk)
,
where
δ<0 = 1−
∫ 0
−∞
1√
2πv2μk
e
− (μk−mμk )
2
2v2μk dμk,
δ>0 = 1−
∫ ∞
0
1√
2πv2μk
e
− (μk−mμk )
2
2v2μk dμk,
and I() is the indicator function. The model is ﬁtted with the WinBUGS soft-
ware (Spiegelhalter et al., 2003).
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A.6 BUGS model: Additional Results
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Figure A.15: Trace plots of the model parameters after ﬁtting the Bayesian
mixture model employing normal components (see Section 5.3.3) to the BCR-
ABL data set. The ﬁrst 2 000 iterations were discarded and the remaining
iterations were thinned by keeping every 150th iteration. The remaining 500
iterations were used for parameter estimation and are shown in the trace plots.
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A.7 Epigenomix Model: Model Details
Please also refer to Section 5.4.3 for notation and deﬁnitions used in the follow-
ing.
A.7.1 Full Conditional Distributions for Model (5.6)
With λ = (λ1, λK)
′, σ2 = (σ22, . . . , σ
2
K−1)
′ and π∗ = (π∗1, . . . , π
∗
K)
′, the joint
likelihood is
p(Z,T ,λ,σ2,π∗, aλ1 , bλ1 , aλK , bλK , aσ2 , . . . , aσK−1 , bσ2 , . . . , bσK−1 , α
∗, aα∗ , bα∗) ∝
p(Z|π∗,λ,σ2)·
∏
k=1,K
p(λk|aλk , bλk)·
K−1∏
k=2
p(σ2k|aσk , bσk)·p(T |π∗)·p(π∗|α∗)·p(α∗|aα∗ , bα∗),
where
p(T |π∗) ∝
n∏
i=1
(
K∏
k=1
π∗i
I(Ti=k)
)
,
p(Z|π∗,λ,σ2) ∝
n∏
i=1
p(Zi|π∗,λ,σ2)
=
n∏
i=1
(
π∗1 · p(−Zi|λ1) +
K−1∑
k=2
π∗k · p(Zi|σ2k) + π∗K · p(Zi|λK)
)
=
n∏
i=1
⎛⎝π∗1 · λ1eλ1Zi + K−1∑
k=2
π∗k ·
1√
2πσ2k
e
− Z
2
i
2σ2
k + π∗K · λKe−λKZi
⎞⎠
and
p(λk|aλk , bλk) ∝
1
b
aλk
λk
Γ(aλk)
λ
aλk−1
k e
− λk
bλk , k = 1, K,
p
(
1
σ2k
∣∣∣∣ aσk , bσk) ∝ 1baσkσk Γ(aσk)
(
1
σ2k
)aσk−1
e
− 1
σ2
k
bσk , k = 2, . . . , K − 1,
p(π∗|α∗) ∝ π∗1α
∗/K−1 · · · π∗Kα
∗/K−1 · Γ(
∑K
k=1
α∗
K
)∏K
k=1 Γ
(
α∗
K
) ,
p(α∗|aα∗ , bα∗) ∝ 1
baα∗α∗ Γ(aα∗)
(α∗)aα∗−1e−
α∗
bα∗ ,
where I() is the indicator function.
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A.7.2 Full Conditional Distributions for Model (5.7)
With α˜ = (α˜1, α˜K)
′, β˜ = (β˜1, β˜K)′, σ2 = (σ22, . . . , σ
2
K−1)
′ and π∗ = (π∗1, . . . , π
∗
K)
′,
the joint likelihood is
p(Z,T , α˜, β˜,σ2,π∗, aα˜1 , aα˜K , bα˜1 , bα˜K , cβ˜1 , cβ˜K , dβ˜1 , dβ˜K , aσ2 , . . . , aσK−1 , bσ2 , . . . , bσK−1 , α
∗, aα∗ , bα∗) ∝
p(Z|π∗, α˜, β˜,σ2) ·
∏
k=1,K
p(α˜k|aα˜k , bα˜k) ·
∏
k=1,K
p
(
1
β˜k
∣∣∣∣ cβ˜k , dβ˜k
)
·
K−1∏
k=2
p(σ2k|aσk , bσk)
· p(T |π∗) · p(π∗|α∗) · p(α∗|aα∗ , bα∗),
where
p(T |π∗) ∝
n∏
i=1
(
K∏
k=1
π∗i
I(Ti=k)
)
,
p(Z|π∗, α˜, β˜,σ2) ∝
n∏
i=1
p(Zi|π∗, α˜, β˜,σ2)
=
n∏
i=1
(
π∗1 · p(−Zi|α˜1, β˜1) +
K−1∑
k=2
π∗k · p(Zi|σ2k) + π∗K · p(Zi|α˜K , β˜K)
)
=
n∏
i=1
(
π∗1 ·
1
Γ(α˜1)β˜
α˜1
1
(−1) · Zα˜1−1i e
Zi
β˜1 +
K−1∑
k=2
π∗k ·
1√
2πσ2k
e
− Z
2
i
2σ2
k +
π∗K ·
1
Γ(α˜K)β˜
α2
K
Zα˜K−1i e
− Zi
β˜K
)
and
p(α˜k|aα˜k , bα˜k) ∝
1
Γ(aα˜k)b
aα˜k
α˜k
α˜
aα˜k−1
k e
− α˜k
bα˜k , k = 1, K,
p
(
1
β˜k
∣∣∣∣ cβ˜k , dβ˜k) ∝ 1
d
cβ˜k
β˜k
Γ(cβ˜k)
(
1
β˜k
)cβ˜k−1
e
− 1
β˜k·dβ˜k , k = 1, K,
p
(
1
σ2k
∣∣∣∣ aσk , bσk) ∝ 1baσkσk Γ(aσk)
(
1
σ2k
)aσk−1
e
− 1
σ2
k
bσk , k = 2, . . . , K − 1,
p(π∗|α∗) ∝ π∗1α
∗/K−1 · · · π∗Kα
∗/K−1 · Γ(
∑K
k=1
α∗
K
)∏K
k=1 Γ
(
α∗
K
) ,
p(α∗|aα∗ , bα∗) ∝ 1
baα∗α∗ Γ(aα∗)
(α∗)aα∗−1e−
α∗
bα∗ ,
where I() is the indicator function.
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A.8 Epigenomix Model: Sampling Scheme
Please also refer to Section 5.4.3 for notation and deﬁnitions used in the follow-
ing.
A.8.1 Sampling Scheme for Model (5.6)
The full sampling scheme is as follows:
• Resample the allocation (classiﬁcation) indices t1, . . . , tn independently
with probabilities
p(Ti = k|zi,π∗) ∝
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
π∗k · Exp(−zi|λ1) k = 1
π∗k · N(zi|σ2k) k = 2, . . . , K − 1
π∗k · Exp(zi|λK) k = K.
This reconﬁgures the n points independently among the K components,
for which counts nk = |{ti = k, i = 1, . . . , n}|, k = 1, . . . , K, result. Note
that some components may be empty, i.e. it may be nk = 0 for some k.
• For k = 1, update αk = α∗/K + nk. Then draw a new vector π∗ from
Dirichlet(α1, . . . , αK).
• For k = 2, . . . , K − 1, update aσk = aσk,0 + nk2 and bσk =
bσk,0
1+
bσk,0
2
·∑i:ti=k zi
,
where aσk,0 and bσk,0 are the prior choices for aσk and bσk . Then draw 1/σ
2
k
from Gamma(aσk ,bσk). If nk = 0, draw from Gamma(aσk,0,bσk,0).
• For k = 1, K, update aλk = aλk,0 + nk and bλk =
bλk,0
1+bλk,0·
∑
i:ti=k
zi
, where
aλk,0 and bλk,0 are the prior choices for aλk and bλk . Then draw λk from
Gamma(aλk ,bλk). If nk = 0, draw from Gamma(aλk,0,bλk,0).
• Resample the Dirichlet mass parameter α∗ from Gamma(aα∗ ,bα∗) via a
Metropolis-Hastings step, where the proposal distribution is a normal dis-
tribution centered at the current value and mirrored at 0 with a predeﬁned
standard deviation.
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A.8.2 Sampling Scheme for Model (5.7)
The full sampling scheme is as follows:
• Resample the allocation (classiﬁcation) indices t1, . . . , tn independently
with probabilities
p(Ti = k|zi,π∗) ∝
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
π∗k · Gamma(−zi|α˜1, β˜1) k = 1
π∗k · N(zi|σ2k) k = 2, . . . , K − 1
π∗k · Gamma(zi|α˜K , β˜K) k = K.
This reconﬁgures the n points independently among the K components,
for which counts nk = |{ti = k, i = 1, . . . , n}|, k = 1, . . . , K, result. Note
that some components may be empty, i.e. it may be nk = 0 for some k.
• For k = 1, update αk = α∗/K + nk. Then draw a new vector π∗ from
Dirichlet(α1, . . . , αK).
• For k = 2, . . . , K − 1, update aσk = aσk,0 + nk2 and bσk =
bσk,0
1+
bσk,0
2
·∑i:ti=k zi
,
where aσk,0 and bσk,0 are the prior choices for aσk and bσk . Then draw 1/σ
2
k
from Gamma(aσk ,bσk). If nk = 0, draw from Gamma(aσk,0,bσk,0).
• For k = 1, K, update cβ˜k = α˜k ·nk + cβ˜k,0 and dβ˜k =
dβ˜k 0
1+dβ˜k 0
·∑i:ti=k zi
, where
cβ˜k,0 and dβ˜k,0 are the prior choices for cβ˜k and dβ˜k . Then draw 1/β˜k from
Gamma(cβ˜k ,dβ˜k). If nk = 0, draw from Gamma(cβ˜k,0,dβ˜k,0).
• For k = 1, K, draw α˜k from Gamma(aα˜k,0,bα˜k,0) in a Metropolis-Hastings
step, where the proposal distribution is a normal distribution centered at
the current value and mirrored at 0 with a predeﬁned standard deviation.
• Resample the Dirichlet mass parameter α∗ from Gamma(aα∗ ,bα∗) via a
Metropolis-Hastings step, where the proposal distribution is a normal dis-
tribution centered at the current value and mirrored at 0 with a predeﬁned
standard deviation.
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A.9 Normalization Methods for ChIP-seq Data
This description is taken from the supplementary material of Klein et al. (2014).
Four diﬀerent normalization methods were compared (see Figure A.16A). In the
following text, Yij, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m, denote the number of reads from
sample j that are aligned within genomic region Ri (e.g. promoter regions).
Duplicated reads as well as reads that aligned at multiple positions are removed
prior to calculating Yij. Yij, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m, denote the normalized
ChIP-seq values.
Scaling based on total counts
An obvious source of technical variation between ChIP-seq samples is a varying
sequencing depth, i.e. the total number of sequenced DNA fragments. Many
peak detection algorithms like MACS (Zhang et al., 2008) or ChIPDiﬀ (Xu
et al., 2008) scale each sample j by a factor sj such that each sample has the
same number of reads after normalization. Let Nj be the total number of unique
reads obtained from sample j that could be uniquely aligned at an arbitrary
position in the reference genome, then
sj =
1/m
∑m
l=1Nl
Nj
, j = 1, . . . ,m,
and
Yij = Yij sj, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m.
Scaling based on region counts
Instead of using the total number of aligned reads, a scaling factor sj can be
calculated considering only those reads that were aligned within the regions of
interest Ri, i = 1, . . . , n. Reads outside of any region Ri are more likely to be
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background reads and are not considered in the analysis after normalization.
Then
sj =
1/m
∑m
l=1
∑n
i=1 Yil∑n
i=1 Yij
, j = 1, . . . ,m,
and
Yij = Yij sj, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m.
Scaling based on median of ratios
Anders and Huber, 2010, proposed setting the scaling factor sj to the median of
the ratios of observed numbers of reads. Their estimation of the scaling factor
is more robust in cases where some samples have more histone modiﬁcations
within some of the regions Ri and consequently more reads in these regions
than other samples. Originally, this approach was designed for normalizing
RNA-seq data. In this case
sj = median
i
(
∏m
l=1 Yil)
1/m
Yij
, j = 1, . . . ,m,
and
Yij = Yij sj, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m.
Quantile normalization
Quantile normalization was successfully used to normalize microarray gene ex-
pression data (Bolstad et al., 2003) and recently also applied to ChIP-seq data
(Schenk et al., 2012; Nair et al., 2012). Here, quantile normalization is applied
directly to the number of observed reads within regions Yij. Let τ·j be a per-
mutation of indices for sample j such that Y(τ1j)j ≤ . . . ≤ Y(τnj)j. The quantile
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normalized values are then deﬁned as
Y(τij)j = 1/m
m∑
l=1
Y(τil)l, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m.
Quantile normalization assumes that the ChIP-seq values of all samples follow
the same distribution. This assumption may not hold, e.g., if some samples
were treated with an epigenetic drug causing modiﬁcations of histones genome
wide.
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A.10 Epigenomix Model: Additional Results
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Figure A.16: Quantile normalization of ChIP-seq values in the Cebpa knockout
data set. Figure A shows the Pearson correlation between diﬀerences in gene
transcription and diﬀerences in ChIP-seq values for diﬀerent promoter sizes (x-
axis) and diﬀerent ChIP-seq normalization approaches. The black vertical line
indicates the promoter width of  = 6 000 chosen for this data set. Quantile
normalization performs superior compared to linear scaling based on the total
number of reads as used by many peak detection algorithms, e.g. MACS (Zhang
et al., 2008), or compared to scaling based on the median of count ratios as
proposed by Anders and Huber, 2010, for RNA-seq data (see Section A.9 of
the Appendix for details on the diﬀerent normalization methods). A scatter
plot (Figure B) between the number of reads observed within the promoters
( = 6000) in the ﬁrst and the second Cebpa knockout replicate sample shows
larger read counts in the promoter regions for replicate 1, although replicate 2
had more mapped reads in total (Table A.12). This indicates diﬀerent ChIP
eﬃciency between both replicates and thus a need for normalization. Figure C
shows the scatterplot after quantile normalization.
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Figure A.17: Trace plots of the model parameters after ﬁtting the Bayesian mix-
ture model employing normal and exponential components (see Section 5.4.3)
to the Cebpa knockout data set. The ﬁrst 2 000 iterations are discarded and the
remaining iterations are thinned by keeping every 10th iteration. The remaining
10 000 iterations are used for parameter estimation and are shown in the trace
plots.
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Figure A.18: Trace plots of the model parameters after ﬁtting the Bayesian
mixture model employing normal and gamma components (see Section 5.4.3)
to the Cebpa knockout data set. The ﬁrst 2 000 iterations are discarded and the
remaining iterations are thinned by keeping every 10th iteration. The remaining
10 000 iterations are used for parameter estimation and are shown in the trace
plots.
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Figure A.19: Normalization of the ChIP-seq values from the prostate cancer
data set. Pearson correlations between diﬀerences in transcription and diﬀer-
ences in ChIP-seq values are calculated for diﬀerent promoter sizes (x-axis) and
diﬀerent ChIP-seq normalization approaches. Figure A shows the correlation
for the activating H3K4me3 mark. The black vertical line indicates the promoter
width of w = 3000 chosen for this data set. Figure B shows the results for the
repressive H3K27me3 mark, where the same promoter width of w = 3000 is
chosen. Interestingly, although it is known that H3K27me3 occurs at the TSS
but also throughout the gene body (Hebenstreit et al., 2011; Ernst and Kellis,
2010), a larger window width w covering larger parts of the gene body does
not lead to a stronger negative correlation. Recently, Dong et al. (2012) also
chose windows close to the TSS to predict transcription based on the occur-
rence of H3K27me3. For both histone modiﬁcations, quantile normalization of
the ChIP-seq values leads to the largest absolute correlation with the transcrip-
tion data. The absolute correlation decreases slowly with increasing promoter
widths w, suggesting that a broadly chosen promoter is not unfavorable for the
subsequent analysis.
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Figure A.20: Trace plots of the model parameters after ﬁtting the Bayesian mix-
ture model employing normal and exponential components (see Section 5.4.3) to
the prostate cancer data set (H3K4me3). The ﬁrst 2 000 iterations are discarded
and the remaining iterations are thinned by keeping every 10th iteration. The
remaining 10 000 iterations are used for parameter estimation and are shown in
the trace plots.
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Figure A.21: Trace plots of the model parameters after ﬁtting the Bayesian
mixture model employing normal and gamma components (see Section 5.4.3) to
the prostate cancer data set (H3K4me3). The ﬁrst 2 000 iterations are discarded
and the remaining iterations are thinned by keeping every 10th iteration. The
remaining 10 000 iterations are used for parameter estimation and are shown in
the trace plots.
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Figure A.22: Trace plots of the model parameters after ﬁtting the Bayesian mix-
ture model employing normal and exponential components (see Section 5.4.3)
to the prostate cancer data set (H3K27me3). The ﬁrst 2 000 iterations are
discarded and the remaining iterations are thinned by keeping every 10th iter-
ation. The remaining 10 000 iterations are used for parameter estimation and
are shown in the trace plots.
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Figure A.23: Trace plots of the model parameters after ﬁtting the Bayesian mix-
ture model employing normal and gamma components (see Section 5.4.3) to the
prostate cancer data set (H3K27me3). The ﬁrst 2 000 iterations are discarded
and the remaining iterations are thinned by keeping every 10th iteration. The
remaining 10 000 iterations are used for parameter estimation and are shown in
the trace plots.
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Figure A.24: Normalization of the ChIP-seq values from the ATRA and TCP
treatment data set. Pearson correlations between diﬀerences in transcription
values and diﬀerences in ChIP-seq values are calculated for diﬀerent promoter
sizes (x-axis) and diﬀerent ChIP-seq normalization approaches. The black ver-
tical line indicates the promoter width of w = 10 000 chosen for this data set.
The diﬀerent normalization approaches are described in Section A.9 of the Ap-
pendix. The plot has to be interpreted carefully since it is known that H3K4me2
may occur at the promoters of active as well as inactive transcripts (Zhang et al.,
2009). Hence, some transcripts are supposed to show a positive correlation be-
tween H3K4me2 and gene transcription whereas others are supposed to show a
negative one.
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Figure A.25: Trace plots of the model parameters after ﬁtting the Bayesian mix-
ture model employing normal and exponential components (see Section 5.4.3) to
the ATRA and TCP treatment data set. The ﬁrst 2 000 iterations are discarded
and the remaining iterations are thinned by keeping every 10th iteration. The
remaining 10 000 iterations were used for parameter estimation and are shown
in the trace plots.
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Figure A.26: Trace plots of the model parameters after ﬁtting the Bayesian
mixture model employing normal and gamma components (see Section 5.4.3) to
the ATRA and TCP treatment data set. The ﬁrst 2 000 iterations are discarded
and the remaining iterations are thinned by keeping every 10th iteration. The
remaining 10 000 iterations are used for parameter estimation and are shown in
the trace plots.
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Figure A.28: Model ﬁt and classiﬁcation for the prostate cancer data set, em-
ploying a mix of normal and gamma distributions. The two grey histograms
A and B show the distribution of the observed zi values at diﬀerent scales
after matching the transcription data to the H3K4me3 ChIP-seq data. The
histograms are overlaid with the mixture density and the densities of the single
components. In Figure C, the observed zi are plotted against their classiﬁca-
tion. Figures D, E and F are the corresponding plots when using the ChIP-seq
data for the H3K27me3 histone modiﬁcation.
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Figure A.29: Model ﬁt and classiﬁcation for the ATRA and TCP treatment
data set, employing a mix of normal and gamma distributions. The two grey
histograms A and B show the distribution of the observed zi values at diﬀerent
scales. The histograms are overlaid with the mixture density and the densities
of the single components. In Figure C, the observed zi are plotted against their
classiﬁcation.
Sample
Mapped Uniquely Uniquely mapped
reads mapped reads unique reads
Knockout replicate 1 9 993 417 8 664 411 7 571 951
Knockout replicate 2 11 349 598 9 408 692 8 352 119
Wild-type replicate 1 7 968 878 6 847 932 5 523 503
Wild-type replicate 2 15 926 036 13 218 019 11 883 365
Table A.12: Alignment statistics of the Cebpa knockout data set. DNA was
fragmented into ∼ 200 bp fragments. The ﬁrst 36 bases starting at the 5 prime
end were sequenced. Reads mapping to more than one position as well as
duplicated reads were discarded. The numbers of remaining reads used in the
presented analysis are given in the last column.
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Sample
Mapped Uniquely Uniquely mapped
reads mapped reads unique reads
LNCaP H3K4me3 23 344 847 20 934 293 17 929 262
PrEC H3K4me3 18 693 026 19 999 178 14 309 693
LNCaP H3K27me3 50 906 313 44 459 537 36 273 090
PrEC H3K27me3 31 950 793 27 890 158 21 901 684
LNCaP RNA-seq 28 959 521 22 595 448 8 735 867
PrEC RNA-seq 26 972 636 21 646 919 7 747 389
Table A.13: Alignment statistics of the prostate cancer data set. DNA was
fragmented into ∼ 350 bp fragments for ChIP-seq experiments. The ﬁrst 49 (50)
bases starting at the 5 prime end were sequenced after ChIP against H3K4me3
(H3K27me). Reads mapping to more than one position as well as duplicated
reads were discarded. The numbers of remaining reads used in the presented
analysis are given in the last column. For RNA-seq experiments, sequencing
length was 76 bp and all mapped reads were used to estimate transcripts’ FPKM
values using the Cuﬄinks algorithm (Trapnell et al., 2010).
Sample
Mapped Uniquely Uniquely mapped
reads mapped reads unique reads
ATRA + TCP 40 346 902 37 534 898 31 880 435
ATRA 39 386 754 36 860 942 31 569 702
Table A.14: Alignment statistics of the ATRA and TCP treatment data set.
DNA was fragmented into ∼ 200 bp fragments. The ﬁrst 58 bases starting at
the 5 prime end were sequenced. Reads mapping to more than one position as
well as duplicated reads were discarded. The numbers of remaining reads used
in the presented analysis are given in the last column.
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Figure A.30: ROC based comparison of the Z score (blue line) to a naive
approach (red line) using simulated data, employing a mix of normal and expo-
nential distributions. The mixture model (black triangle) classiﬁes 1 651 tran-
scripts with diﬀerences in both data sets correctly to the positive component.
349 diﬀerential transcripts are falsely classiﬁed to a null or negative component
resulting in a sensitivity of 0.826. The observed speciﬁcity was 0.999. The red
curve represents the performance of naive separate analyses of both data types
as described in Section 5.4.7. At the same level of speciﬁcity, the naive approach
achieves a lower sensitivity of 0.6825.
Appendix B
Additional Theoretical
Considerations
Please also refer to Sections 4.1 and 4.2 for notation and deﬁnitions used in the
following.
Theorem B.1 (Key quantities for sampling from double Mate´rn clus-
ter process). The formulas are derived in two steps: at ﬁrst for ﬁxed cluster
sizes Sc and ﬁxed metacluster sizes Smc, while in a second step, random cluster
sizes are permitted and a Taylor expansion is used to obtain formulas for the
corresponding expected cluster size μc and expected metacluster size μmc.
Part 1: Sampling with ﬁxed cluster sizes. When a proportion of
p˜∗mc =
⎧⎨⎩
1
Smc
pmc
−Smc+1 if pmc = 0,
0 if pmc = 0,
of ﬁrst generation points is replaced by a metacluster containing Smc second
generation points, and a proportion of
p˜∗c =
⎧⎨⎩
1
Sc
pc
−Sc+1 if pc = 0,
0 if pc = 0,
of all the existent points (ﬁrst and second generation points) is replaced by a
240
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cluster of Sc third generation points, then the overall proportion of clustered
points will be approximately pc. Starting with
nη =
ntotal
p˜∗mc · Smc
[
p˜∗c · Sc + (1− p˜∗c)
]
+ (1− p˜∗mc)
[
p˜∗c · Sc + (1− p˜∗c)
]
=
ntotal
(p˜∗c · Sc + 1− p˜∗c) · (p˜∗mc · Smc + 1− p˜∗mc)
=
ntotal[
p˜∗c(Sc − 1) + 1
]
·
[
p˜∗mc(Smc − 1) + 1
]
ﬁrst generation points, one obtains a point pattern consisting of a total of ap-
proximately ntotal points.
Part 2: Sampling with random cluster sizes. When a proportion of
p˜mc =
⎧⎨⎩
1
μmc
pmc
−μmc+1 if pmc = 0,
0 if pmc = 0,
(B.1)
of ﬁrst generation points is replaced by a metacluster containing Smc second
generation points, where Smc ∼ Poi(μmc), and a proportion of
p˜c =
⎧⎨⎩
1
μc
pc
−μc+1 if pc = 0,
0 if pc = 0,
(B.2)
of all the existent points (ﬁrst and second generation points) is replaced by a
cluster of Sc third generation points, where Sc ∼ Poi(μc), then the overall pro-
portion of clustered points will be approximately pc. Starting with
nη =
ntotal[
p˜c(μc − 1) + 1
]
·
[
p˜mc(μmc − 1) + 1
]
·
[
1− 1−pc
pc
· p˜2c − 1−pmcpmc · p˜2mc
]
ﬁrst generation points, one obtains a point pattern consisting of a total of ap-
proximately ntotal points.
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Proof. Part 1: Consider a point pattern consisting of ntotal points in which
pmc · ntotal = Smc, i.e. where ntotal is such that the number pmc · ntotal of points
in metaclusters is equal to the size of a metacluster, resulting in a point pattern
with exactly one metacluster. Then
ntotal − pmc · ntotal + 1 = Smc
pmc
− Smc + 1 (B.3)
corresponds to the number of ﬁrst generation points. Since there will only be
one metacluster, the reciprocal value p˜∗mc is equal to the proportion of ﬁrst
generation points points that is to be replaced by second generation points.
Note that (B.3) does not contain Sc and pc since by construction, points in and
outside metaclusters have the same probability to be replaced by clusters, and,
thus, the clusters do not matter here.
To derive the formula for p˜∗c , one can neglect the metaclustering since for
potential replacement of a point by a cluster it is irrelevant by construction
whether it is within a metacluster or not. In analogy to the argument for
deriving p˜∗mc, consider a point pattern consisting of ntotal points in which pc ·
ntotal = Sc, i.e. where ntotal is such that the number of points pc · ntotal is equal
to the size of a cluster, resulting in a point pattern with exactly one cluster.
Then
ntotal − pc · ntotal + 1 = Sc
pc
− Sc + 1
corresponds to the total number of (ﬁrst and second generation) points. Since
there is only one cluster, the reciprocal value p˜∗c is equal to the proportion of
points that is to be replaced by third generation points.
The restrictions made for ntotal are without loss of generality since the claim
does not contain ntotal and only proportions are considered. However, the given
argumentation implies that pmc ·ntotal ∈ N. Since for many given values of ntotal
and pmc, this will not be the case, the result is only approximate in general.
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Number of ﬁrst generation points: before the clusters are generated, there are
nη · p˜∗mc · Smc points in a metacluster and nη · (1 − p˜∗mc) points outside the
metaclusters. Of all these points, a proportion of p˜∗c is replaced by clusters
consisting of Sc points. This means that
ntotal =
[
nη · p˜∗mc · Smc + nη · (1− p˜∗mc)
][
p˜∗c · Sc + (1− p˜∗c)
]
= nη ·
[
p˜∗mc · Smc + (1− p˜∗mc)
][
p˜∗c · Sc + (1− p˜∗c)
]
.
Solving for nη gives the result. Please note that the discussed potential inaccu-
racies arising in the derivation of p˜∗c and p˜
∗
mc carry through to the calculation of
ntotal here.
Part 2: If the cluster size is no longer ﬁxed, but random, to calculate p˜mc and p˜c
it is suﬃcient to follow the argumentation in part 1) of the proof and to replace
Sc by μc and Smc by μmc in the formulas (B.1) and (B.2): if there is only one
metacluster, its size automatically will be equal to the mean metacluster size
μmc, and if there is only one cluster, its size automatically will be equal to the
mean cluster size μc.
For the case of random cluster sizes and random metacluster sizes, one can
approximate nη by the law of error propagation, doing a second order Taylor
expansion in two dimensions, corresponding to the random variables Sc and
Smc:
E[g(Sc, Smc)] ≈ g
(
E(Sc), E(Smc)
)
+
1
2
(
gSS
(
E(Sc), E(Smc)
)
· Var(Sc)
+ gSmcSmc
(
E(Sc), E(Smc)
)
· Var(Smc)
)
,
where gxx is the second order partial derivative of g with respect to x. The terms
involving the ﬁrst order partial derivatives disappear because E
(
Sc−E(Sc)
)
= 0
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(this holds for any random variable), the term involving gSS∗ disappears because
Cov(Sc, Smc) = 0. The variable one wants to obtain the correct expectation for
is ntotal, thus, the expansion is done for
g(Sc, Smc) = nη ·
(
p˜∗c(Sc − 1) + 1
)
·
(
p˜∗mc(Smc − 1) + 1
)
= nη ·
(
Sc − 1
Sc
pc
− Sc + 1
+ 1
)
·
(
Smc − 1
Smc
pmc
− Smc + 1
+ 1
)
,
and after several reformulations and calculations one obtains
gSc(Sc, Smc) =
nη
pc
·
(
Smc − 1
Smc
pmc
− Smc + 1
+ 1
)
· 1(
Sc
pc
− Sc + 1
)2
= nη · p˜
∗
c
2
pc
·
(
p˜∗mc(Smc − 1) + 1
)
,
gSmc(Sc, Smc) =
nη
pmc
·
(
Sc − 1
Sc
pc
− Sc + 1
+ 1
)
· 1(
Smc
pmc
− Smc + 1
)2
= nη · p˜
∗
mc
2
pmc
·
(
p˜∗c(Sc − 1) + 1
)
,
gSS(Sc, Smc) = −2 · nη
pc
·
(
Smc − 1
Smc
pmc
− Smc + 1
+ 1
)
·
1−pc
pc(
Sc
p − Sc + 1
)3
= −2 · nη · p˜
∗
c
3
pc
·
(
p˜∗mc(Smc − 1) + 1
)
· 1− pc
pc
,
gSmcSmc(Sc, Smc) = −2 ·
nη
pmc
·
(
Sc − 1
Sc
pc
− Sc + 1
+ 1
)
·
1−pmc
pmc(
Smc
pmc
− Smc + 1
)3
= −2 · nη · p˜
∗
mc
3
pmc
·
(
p˜∗c(Sc − 1) + 1
)
· 1− pmc
pmc
.
After several reformulations, this leads to
E(ntotal) = E[g(Sc, Smc)]
= nη ·
(
p˜c(μc − 1) + 1
)
·
(
p˜mc(μmc − 1) + 1
)
·
(
1− 1− pc
pc
· p˜2c −
1− pmc
pmc
· p˜2mc
)
.
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Solving for nη then gives the result. Note that the approximation in the sense
of the second order Taylor expansion here comes in addition to potential inac-
curacies already present in the sampling based on ﬁxed cluster sizes.
Remark B.1 (Expectation of distance between two random points
inside the unit circle). For points uniformly distributed inside the unit circle,
the expectation of the distance R between two randomly selected points is 128
45π
.
Proof. Let h be the density for the vector diﬀerence R between the positions of
two randomly selected points. It is possible to explicitly write it down: as may
be derived from results given in Stoyan (1992) in the context of Mate´rn cluster
processes, or as explained in Brown (2013) based on geometric considerations,
it is
h(r) =
r
π
[
4 · arctan
(√
4− r2
r
)
− r ·
√
4− r2
]
.
After substitution r = 2 cos(ϑ
2
), this transforms to the much simpler
h(ϑ) =
2
π
· sin(ϑ) [ϑ− sin(ϑ)] .
Then, E(R) can be calculated as
∫ 2
0
r · h(r)dr = 2
π
∫ π
0
2 cos
(
ϑ
2
)
· sin(ϑ) [ϑ− sin(ϑ)] dϑ = 128
45π
.
Appendix C
Software
In the following, implementations of the methods developed in this thesis are
documented.
For the spatial cluster analysis of Ras proteins, ﬁrst in Section C.1 R func-
tions are documented to sample point patterns from the double Mate´rn cluster
process described in Section 4.2. Further, in Section C.3 MATLAB routines
implementing the GAMMICS method described in Section 4.5 are documented.
For the integrative analysis of omics data, ﬁrst in Section C.4, WinBUGS
code may be found that implements the normal mixture model described in
Section 5.3. Finally, Section C.5 contains documentation from the R package
epigenomix available from Bioconductor, implementing methods to run the
mixture model with normal and exponential (or gamma) components described
in Section 5.4.
C.1 R Code for Point Process Simulations
Here, R functions are documented that permit to sample from the double Mate´rn
cluster process. The functions rPoissonCluster_double and rDoubleMatern
are analoga to the functions rPoissonCluster and rNeymanScott from the
spatstat package implementing the Neyman-Scott cluster process, respectively,
and use some of its functionality.
246
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C.1.1 Documentation
rDoubleMatern Simulate Double Mate´rn Cluster Process
Description
Generate a random point pattern, a realisation of the Double Mate´rn cluster process.
Usage
rDoubleMatern(proportion_clustered,proportion_within_metaclusters,
size,size_meta,min_size,min_size_meta,radius,radius_meta,
size_type="random",point_density,
transform_range_x=c(0,1), transform_range_y=c(0,1),
plotting=TRUE,eps=10^(-14),detection_error_sd)
Arguments
proportion_clustered Overall proportion of points lying in clusters
proportion_within_metaclusters Overall proportion of points lying in
meta-clusters (in and outside clusters)
size Mean size of clusters
size_meta Mean size of meta-clusters (a cluster counts as
one point, i.e., size refers to parent level of
clusters)
min_size Minimum size of clusters
min_size_meta Minimum size of meta-clusters
radius Mean radius of clusters
radius_meta Mean radius of meta-clusters
size_type Either fixed or random: are the numbers of points
per cluster and the cluster radii speciﬁed as ﬁxed
numbers or as random with a given mean?
point_density Point density in points/μm2
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transform_range_x Within which range should the resulting x coordi-
nates lie? Should have equal width as
transform_range_y
transform_range_y Within which range should the resulting y coordi-
nates lie? Should have equal width as
transform_range_x
plotting Should the simulated point pattern be plotted?
TRUE or FALSE.
legend: black=all (raw) points, blue=clustered
points, red=points with error, green=clustered
points with error
eps Technical: maximum distance of oﬀspring points
from the location of the parent
detection_error_sd Standard deviation of Gaussian distribution mod-
eling detection error
Details
This algorithm generates a realisation of the Double Mate´rn cluster process, which as op-
posed to the Neyman-Scott cluster process allows for single points that are not in clusters
as well as metaclusters, i.e. clusters that in turn contain clusters. The cluster mechanism
is ﬁxed to uniformly distribution of points within a cluster. The number of points per
cluster/metacluster and the cluster/metacluster radii may be speciﬁed either as ﬁxed or
as random with a given mean, where points per cluster are following a poisson distribu-
tion and cluster radii a gamma distribution. For the case of random cluster/metacluster
sizes, it is possible to specify a minimum size.
In absence of metaclusters, the algorithm generates ﬁrst generation points with a Poisson
point process. In presence of metaclusters, the algorithm generates immediately second
generation points with a modiﬁed Neyman-Scott process. Then, a certain proportion
of then existent points is replaced by random clusters of points. All points are com-
bined together to yield a single point pattern which is then returned as the result of
rDoubleMatern.
In case of random cluster sizes, the number of ﬁrst generation points to sample is calcu-
lated from the input parameters based on a Taylor approximation.
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If required, the intermediate stages of the simulation (the coordinates of ﬁrst and second
generation points and the allocation of third generation points to them) can also be
extracted from the raw element of the output list. The attr_parents_first_level
subelement gives the allocation of second generation points to ﬁrst generation points, the
attr_parents_second_level subelement gives the allocation of third generation points
to second generation points.
Value
A list object with three elements: input, storing the speciﬁed input parameters (and
calculated values resulting from the Taylor approximations); output, storing the point
pattern with or without error along with its characteristics such as proportion of clustered
points, mean cluster size and radius.
Author(s)
Martin Schaefer (martin.schaefer@udo.edu)
See Also
rPoissonCluster_double
Examples
proportion_clustered <- 0.7
proportion_within_metaclusters <- 0.9
size_meta <- 5
size <- 8
min_size_meta <- 2
min_size <- 3
size_type <- "random"
radius <- 15
radius_meta <- 80
transform_range_x=c(0,4000)
transform_range_y=c(0,4000)
point_density <- 125
plotting <-TRUE
eps <- 10^(-14)
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detection_error_sd <- 20
simulation_double <- rDoubleMatern(proportion_clustered,
proportion_within_metaclusters,size,size_meta,
min_size,min_size_meta,radius,radius_meta,
size_type,point_density,transform_range_x,
transform_range_y, plotting=TRUE,eps=10^(-14),
detection_error_sd)
rPoissonCluster_double Simulate Poisson clusters on two levels
Description
Generate a random point pattern with Poisson clusters on two levels.
Usage
rPoissonCluster_double(kappa, rmax, clust_meta, clust, radius_meta,
radius, metaclusters, win = owin(c(0, 1), c(0, 1)), ...)
Arguments
kappa Intensity of the Poisson process of cluster centers. A single positive num-
ber, a function, or a pixel image.
rmax Maximum radius of a random cluster
clust_meta A function which generates random meta-clusters
clust A function which generates random clusters
radius_meta Fixed or mean meta-cluster radius
radius Fixed or mean cluster radius
metaclusters Should meta-clusters be simulated? (either TRUE or FALSE)
win Window in which to simulate the pattern. An object of class owin or
something acceptable to as.owin
... Arguments passed to the rcluster argument of rNeymanScott, which
the function calls.
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Details
This function acts mainly as auxiliary function for rDoubleMatern, it is the function
which actually samples the point pattern.
Value
The simulated point pattern. For further details on the output format cf. rPoissonCluster.
Author(s)
Martin Schaefer (martin.schaefer@udo.edu)
See Also
rDoubleMatern_double
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C.1.2 Code
Function rDoubleMatern
rDoubleMatern <- function(proportion_clustered,proportion_within_metaclusters,
size,size_meta,min_size,min_size_meta,radius,radius_meta,size_type="random",
point_density,transform_range_x=c(0,1), transform_range_y=c(0,1),
plotting=TRUE,eps=10^(-14),detection_error_sd){
require(spatstat)
require(mvtnorm)
transform_range_x_diff <- transform_range_x[2] - transform_range_x[1]
transform_range_y_diff <- transform_range_y[2] - transform_range_y[1]
nr_points <- point_density*transform_range_x_diff/1000*
transform_range_y_diff/1000
transform_range_x <- c(transform_range_x[1]+radius_meta,
transform_range_x[2]-radius_meta)
transform_range_y <- c(transform_range_y[1]+radius_meta,
transform_range_y[2]-radius_meta)
transform_range_x_diff <- transform_range_x[2] - transform_range_x[1]
transform_range_y_diff <- transform_range_y[2] - transform_range_y[1]
if(transform_range_x_diff != transform_range_y_diff){stop("Provided
image region is not quadratic!")}
size_minus <- size - min_size
size_minus_meta <- size_meta - min_size_meta
if(proportion_within_metaclusters == 0){
anteil_meta <- 0
} else {
anteil_meta <- 1/(size_meta/proportion_within_metaclusters-size_meta+1)
}
if(proportion_clustered == 0){
anteil <- 0
} else {
anteil <- 1/(size/proportion_clustered-size+1)
}
status_meta <- status <- parent <- numeric()
nummer <- 0
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if(size_type=="fixed"){
clust <- function(x0, y0, radius) {
u <- runif(1)
if(u <= anteil){
status <<- c(status,1)
return(runifdisc(size_minus + min_size,
radius=radius/transform_range_x_diff,centre=c(x0, y0))) }
else {
status <<- c(status,0)
object <- runifdisc(1, eps, radius=radius, centre=c(x0, y0))
object$x <- x0
object$y <- y0
return(object)
}
}
clust_meta <- function(x0, y0, radius) {
u <- runif(1)
if(u <= anteil_meta){
status_meta <<- c(status_meta,1)
return(runifdisc(size_minus_meta + min_size_meta,
radius=radius/transform_range_x_diff, centre=c(x0, y0))) }
else {
status_meta <<- c(status_meta,0)
object <- runifdisc(1, eps, radius=radius, centre=c(x0, y0))
object$x <- x0
object$y <- y0
return(object)
}
}
}
if(size_type=="random"){
clust <- function(x0, y0, radius) {
u <- runif(1)
if(u <= anteil){
status <<- c(status,1)
return(runifdisc(rpois(n=1,lambda=size_minus) + min_size,
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radius=rgamma(n=1,shape=radius,scale=1)/transform_range_x_diff,
centre=c(x0, y0))) }
else {
status <<- c(status,0)
object <- runifdisc(1, eps, radius=radius, centre=c(x0, y0))
object$x <- x0
object$y <- y0
return(object)
}
}
clust_meta <- function(x0, y0, radius) {
u <- runif(1)
if(u <= anteil_meta){
status_meta <<- c(status_meta,1)
return(runifdisc(rpois(n=1,lambda=size_minus_meta) + min_size_meta,
radius=rgamma(n=1,shape=radius,scale=1)/transform_range_x_diff,
centre=c(x0, y0))) }
else {
status_meta <<- c(status_meta,0)
object <- runifdisc(1, eps, radius=radius, centre=c(x0, y0))
object$x <- x0
object$y <- y0
return(object)
}
}
}
if(proportion_within_metaclusters == 0){
if(proportion_clustered == 0){
aprox_number <- nr_points
} else {
aprox_number <- nr_points/ ((anteil*(size-1)+1) *
(1 - (1/proportion_clustered-1)*anteil^2 ))
}
metaclusters <- FALSE
} else {
if(proportion_clustered == 0){
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aprox_number <- nr_points/ ((anteil_meta*(size_meta-1)+1) *
(1 - (1-proportion_within_metaclusters)/
proportion_within_metaclusters*anteil_meta^2))
} else {
aprox_number <- nr_points/ (((anteil*(size-1)+1)*
(anteil_meta*(size_meta-1)+1)) * (1 - (1/proportion_clustered-1)*
anteil^2 - ((1-proportion_within_metaclusters)/
proportion_within_metaclusters)*anteil_meta^2))
}
metaclusters <- TRUE
}
prozess <- rPoissonCluster_double(kappa=aprox_number,
rmax=radius_meta/transform_range_x_diff, clust_meta=clust_meta, clust=clust,
radius_meta=radius_meta, radius=radius, metaclusters=metaclusters,
win=owin(xrange=c(0,1),yrange=c(0,1)))
############################################################################
welche <- duplicated(attr(prozess, "parentid"))
ind <- which(welche ==TRUE)
welche[ind-1] <- TRUE
geclustert <- which(welche == TRUE)
monomere <- which(welche == FALSE)
wo_cluster <- which(table(attr(prozess, "parentid")) > 1)
nr_clust <- length(wo_cluster)
faktor_x <- transform_range_x_diff
faktor_y <- transform_range_y_diff
x <- prozess$x*faktor_x+transform_range_x[1]#
y <- prozess$y*faktor_y+transform_range_y[1]#
if(proportion_clustered == 0){
mean_radius <- median_radius <- mean_cluster_size <- median_cluster_sizeNA
} else {
radien <- numeric(nr_clust)
for(i in 1:nr_clust){
welche_drin <- which(attr(prozess, "parentid") ==
as.numeric(names(wo_cluster))[i])
distanzen <- pairdist(cbind(x[welche_drin],y[welche_drin]))
radien[i] <- max(distanzen)/2
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}
mean_radius <- mean(radien)
median_radius <- median(radien)
mean_cluster_size <- mean(table(attr(prozess,"parentid"))[wo_cluster])
median_cluster_size <- median(table(attr(prozess,"parentid"))[wo_cluster])
}
############################################################################
welche <- duplicated(attr(attr(prozess, "parents"),"parentid"))
ind <- which(welche ==TRUE)
welche[ind-1] <- TRUE
gemetaclustert <- which(welche == TRUE)
metamonomere <- which(welche == FALSE)
wo_metacluster <- which(table(attr(attr(prozess, "parents"),"parentid")) > 1)
nr_metaclust <- length(wo_metacluster)
faktor_x <- transform_range_x_diff
faktor_y <- transform_range_y_diff
x_meta <- attr(prozess, "parents")$x*faktor_x+transform_range_x[1]#
y_meta <- attr(prozess, "parents")$y*faktor_y+transform_range_y[1]#
if(proportion_within_metaclusters == 0){
mean_metaradius <- median_metaradius <- NA
mean_metacluster_size <- median_metacluster_size <- NA
} else {
metaradien <- numeric(nr_metaclust)
for(i in 1:nr_metaclust){
welche_drin <- which(attr(attr(prozess, "parents"),"parentid") ==
as.numeric(names(wo_metacluster))[i])
distanzen <- pairdist(cbind(x_meta[welche_drin],y_meta[welche_drin]))
metaradien[i] <- max(distanzen)/2
}
mean_metaradius <- mean(metaradien)
median_metaradius <- median(metaradien)
mean_metacluster_size <- mean(table(attr(attr(prozess, "parents"),
"parentid"))[wo_metacluster])
median_metacluster_size <- median(table(attr(attr(prozess, "parents"),
"parentid"))[wo_metacluster])
}
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koordinaten <- matrix(numeric(2*prozess$n), ncol=2)
for(j in 1:prozess$n){
koordinaten[j,] <- as.numeric(rmvnorm(1, mean = c(x[j],y[j]),
sigma = diag(2)*detection_error_sd^2))
}
x_with_error <- koordinaten[,1]
y_with_error <- koordinaten[,2]
if(plotting== TRUE){
par(mar=c(4, 4, 2, 2) + 0.1)
plot(x,y, xlim=transform_range_x, xlab="", ylab="",
ylim=transform_range_y, cex.axis=1.3, cex.lab=1.3, pch=20)
par(new=TRUE)
plot(x[geclustert],y[geclustert],xlim=transform_range_x,
ylim=transform_range_y, xlab="x coordinate (nm)",
ylab="y coordinate (nm)", col="blue", cex.axis=1.3, cex.lab=1.3, pch=20)
par(new=TRUE)
plot(x_with_error,y_with_error,xlim=transform_range_x,
ylim=transform_range_y, xlab="x coordinate (nm)",
ylab="y coordinate (nm)", col="red", cex.axis=1.3, cex.lab=1.3, pch=20)
par(new=TRUE)
plot(x_with_error[geclustert],y_with_error[geclustert],
xlim=transform_range_x, ylim=transform_range_y, xlab="x coordinate (nm)",
ylab="y coordinate (nm)", col="green", cex.axis=1.3, cex.lab=1.3, pch=20)
}
input <- list(proportion_clustered=proportion_clustered,
proportion_within_metaclusters=proportion_within_metaclusters,
mean_cluster_size_meta=size_meta,mean_cluster_size=size,
mean_cluster_radius_meta=radius_meta,mean_cluster_radius=radius,
size_type=size_type,nr_points=nr_points,point_density=point_density,
detection_error_sd=detection_error_sd,
transform_range_x=transform_range_x,transform_range_y=transform_range_y,
eps=eps,nr_first_parents=aprox_number,
proportion_replaced_grandparents=anteil_meta,
proportion_replaced_parents=anteil,
min_size=min_size,min_size_meta=min_size_meta)
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output_all <- list(x = x, y= y, x_with_error = x_with_error,
y_with_error = y_with_error, x_clust = x[geclustert], y_clust = y[geclustert],
x_clust_with_error = x_with_error[geclustert],
y_clust_with_error = y_with_error[geclustert],
clust = geclustert, nr_clust = nr_clust,
nr_metaclust = nr_metaclust, proportion_clustered=length(geclustert)/length(x),
cluster_size=list(mean=mean_cluster_size, median=median_cluster_size),
metacluster_size=list(mean=mean_metacluster_size,
median=median_metacluster_size),
cluster_radius=list(mean=mean_radius, median=median_radius),
metacluster_radius=list(mean=mean_metaradius, median=median_metaradius),
raw=list(x_first_level_parents=attr(attr(prozess, "parents"), "parents")$x,
y_first_level_parents=attr(attr(prozess, "parents"), "parents")$y,
x_second_level_parents=attr(prozess, "parents")$x,
y_second_level_parents=attr(prozess, "parents")$y,
attr_parents_first_level=attr(attr(prozess, "parents"),
"parentid"),attr_parents_second_level=attr(prozess, "parentid"))
)
return(list(input=input, output=output_all))
}
Function rPoissonCluster_double
rPoissonCluster_double <- function(kappa, rmax, clust_meta, clust, radius_meta,
radius, metaclusters, win = owin(c(0, 1), c(0, 1)),..., lmax = NULL)
{
win <- as.owin(win)
frame <- boundingbox(win) #bounding.box(win)
dilated <- owin(frame$xrange + c(-rmax, rmax), frame$yrange +
c(-rmax, rmax))
if (is.im(kappa) && !is.subset.owin(dilated, as.owin(kappa)))
stop(paste("The window in which the image", sQuote("kappa"),
"is defined\n", "is not large enough to contain the dilation
of the window", sQuote("win")))
if(metaclusters){
parents <- rNeymanScott(kappa=kappa, expand=1, rcluster=clust_meta,
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radius=radius_meta, win = dilated, lmax = NULL)
} else {
parents <- rpoispp(lambda=kappa, lmax = lmax, win = dilated)
}
result <- NULL
np <- parents$n
if (np > 0) {
xparent <- parents$x
yparent <- parents$y
for (i in seq_len(np)) {
cluster <- clust(xparent[i], yparent[i], radius=radius)
if (!inherits(cluster, "ppp"))
cluster <- ppp(cluster$x, cluster$y, window = frame,
check = FALSE)
if (cluster$n > 0) {
cluster <- cluster[win]
if (is.null(result)) {
result <- cluster
parentid <- rep(1, cluster$n)
}
else {
result <- superimpose(result, cluster, W = win)
parentid <- c(parentid, rep(i, cluster$n))
}
}
}
}
else {
result <- ppp(numeric(0), numeric(0), window = win)
parentid <- integer(0)
}
attr(result, "parents") <- parents
attr(result, "parentid") <- parentid
return(result)
}
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C.2 R Code for Monte Carlo Tests
Here, R functions are documented to perform Monte Carlo tests for extreme
cases regarding pc using either the H-function or paircorrelation function. The
functions MC_test_for_no_clustering and MC_test_for_only_clustering
permit to test for the cases pc = 0 and pc = 1, respectively. They make use of
functionality from the spatstat package.
C.2.1 Documentation
MC_test_no_clustering Perform a Monte Carlo test for no clustering
Description
Perform a Monte Carlo test for the case pc = 0.
Usage
MC_test_no_clustering(X,Y,withError,confidence,method,
iterations,relevant_radius,range_x=NULL,range_y=NULL)
Arguments
X X-coordinates of the data points
Y Y-coordinates of the data points
withError Are point patterns to be simulated a detection error? (yes=1, no=0)
confidence The conﬁdence level of the conﬁdence interval
method Should the test be made based on the H-function (method="Hfun")
or the pair correlation function (method="pcfun")?
iterations Number of iterations
relevant_radius Maximum radius up to which it will be checked numerically whether
the function based on the data lies within the conﬁdence interval or
not
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range_x The x range for the simulated images. If not speciﬁed, the function
makes an ”intelligent guess”based on the ranges of the protein values.
range_y The y range for the simulated images. If not speciﬁed, the function
makes an ”intelligent guess”based on the ranges of the protein values.
Details
This algorithm performs a Monte Carlo test for the case of no clustering, i.e. pc = 0. To
calculate the conﬁdence interval, point patterns without clustering are simulated using
the function rpoispp, and relevant parameters of this function can be speciﬁed.
Value
A plot with the H-function or pair correlation function of the data and the conﬁdence
interval for the case of no clustering. The result of the test is printed on the screen.
Author(s)
Martin Schaefer (martin.schaefer@udo.edu)
See Also
rpoispp
Examples
simulation_double <- rDoubleMatern(proportion_clustered=0.7,
proportion_within_metaclusters=0.9,size=8,size_meta=5,
min_size=2,min_size_meta=2,radius=15,radius_meta=80,
size_type="random",point_density=125,transform_range_x=c(0,4000),
transform_range_y=c(0,4000), plotting=TRUE,eps=10^(-14),
detection_error_sd=20)
withError <- 1
confidence <- 0.99
method <- "Hfun"
iterations <- 500
relevant_radius <- 100
range_x <- c(0,4000)
range_y <- c(0,4000)
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MC_test_no_clustering(X=simulation_double$output$x_with_error,
Y=simulation_double$output$x_with_error,withError,confidence,
method,iterations,relevant_radius)
MC_test_only_clustering Perform a Monte Carlo test for 100% clustering
Description
Perform a Monte Carlo test for the case pc = 1.
Usage
MC_test_only_clustering(X,Y,withError,confidence,size_type,method,
iterations,relevant_radius,pwm,sm,rm,pd,range_x=NULL,
range_y=NULL,size_estimate100,radius_estimate100)
Arguments
X X-coordinates of the data points
Y Y-coordinates of the data points
withError Are point patterns to be simulated a detection error? (yes=1,
no=0)
confidence The conﬁdence level of the conﬁdence interval
size_type Is the cluster radius ﬁx (size_type="fixed") or to be drawn from
a Poisson distribution (size_type="random") during the test?
method Should the test be made based on the H-function (method="Hfun")
or the pair correlation function (method="pcfun")?
iterations Number of iterations
relevant_radius Maximum radius up to which it will be checked numerically whether
the function based on the data lies within the conﬁdence interval
or not
pwm proportion of proteins in metaclusters
sm size of metaclusters
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rm radius of metaclusters
pd point density
range_x The x range for the simulated images. If not speciﬁed, the function
makes an ”intelligent guess” based on the ranges of the protein
values.
range_y The y range for the simulated images. If not speciﬁed, the function
makes an ”intelligent guess” based on the ranges of the protein
values.
size_estimate100 Estimate of the mean cluster size in the data conditional on pc = 1
radius_estimate100 Estimate of the mean cluster radius in the data conditional on
pc = 1
Details
This algorithm perform a Monte Carlo test for the case of no clustering, i.e. pc = 1. To
calculate the conﬁdence interval, point patterns with clustering are simulated using the
function rDoubleMatern, and relevant parameters of this function can be speciﬁed. For
the clusters in the point patterns simulated during the test, estimates of mean cluster size
and radius have to be speciﬁed. They may be obtained, e.g., by running DBSCAN from
the R package fpc on the data, setting MinPts = 2 and ε equal to the maximum distance
of any point to its nearest neighbour. The proportion, size and radius of metaclusters
also have to be speciﬁed. Since no means exist to estimate them, it is recommended to
perform the test for a representative grid of relevant values.
Value
A plot with the H-function or pair correlation function of the data and the conﬁdence
interval for the case of no clustering. The result of the test is printed on the screen.
Author(s)
Martin Schaefer (martin.schaefer@udo.edu)
See Also
rDoubleMatern
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Examples
simulation_double <- rDoubleMatern(proportion_clustered=0.7,
proportion_within_metaclusters=0.9,size=8,size_meta=5,
min_size=2,min_size_meta=2,radius=15,radius_meta=80,
size_type="random",point_density=125,transform_range_x=c(0,4000),
transform_range_y=c(0,4000), plotting=TRUE,eps=10^(-14),
detection_error_sd=20)
withError <- 1
confidence <- 0.99
size_type <- "random"
method <- "Hfun"
iterations <- 500
relevant_radius <- 100
range_x <- c(0,4000)
range_y <- c(0,4000)
pwm <- 0.5
sm <- 20
rm <- 100
pd <- length(simulation_double$output$x_with_error)/
((range_x[2]-range_x[1])*(range_y[2]-range_y[1])/1e+06)
size_estimate100 <- 20
radius_estimate100 <- 100
MC_test_only_clustering(X=simulation_double$output$x_with_error,
Y=simulation_double$output$x_with_error,withError,confidence,
size_type,method,iterations,relevant_radius,pwm,sm,rm,pd,
range_x=NULL,range_y=NULL,size_estimate100,radius_estimate100)
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C.2.2 Code
Function MC_test_no_clustering
MC_test_no_clustering <- function(X,Y,withError,confidence,method,iterations,
relevant_radius,range_x=NULL,range_y=NULL){
par(mar=c(5,6,4,2)+0.1)
library(spatstat)
#################### Calculation of H-Function for Data ####################
range_x <- c(floor(range(X)[1]),ceiling(range(X)[2]))
range_y <- c(floor(range(Y)[1]),ceiling(range(Y)[2]))
range_x_diff <- range_x[2] - range_x[1]
range_y_diff <- range_y[2] - range_y[1]
if(range_x_diff > range_y_diff){
range_y[2] <- range_y[1] + range_x_diff
} else {
range_x[2] <- range_x[1] + range_y_diff
}
win <- owin(range_x,range_y)
daten <- ppp(x=X,y=Y,window=win)
K_daten <- Kinhom(daten, nlarge=1000)
pcf_daten <- pcf(K_daten)$pcf
################# Calculation of H-Function for Simulations #################
bw.diggle_value <- bw.diggle(daten)
dens <- density(daten)#,sigma=bw.diggle_value)
sim1 <- rpoispp(lambda=dens)
sim_dings <- rpoispp(lambda=daten$n/((daten$window$xrange[2]-
daten$window$xrange[1])*(daten$window$yrange[2]-daten$window$yrange[1])),
win=win)
sim1$n <- sim_dings$n
sim1$x <- sim_dings$x
sim1$y <- sim_dings$y
K_A1 <- Kinhom(sim1, nlarge=1000)
if(method == "pcfun"){
erg1 <- pcf(K_A1)$pcf
} else {
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erg1 <- K_A1$border
}
sim <- list()
erg <- matrix(numeric(iterations*length(erg1)), nrow=iterations)
ergebnisse <- list()
ind <- 1
for(i in 1:iterations){
if((i %% 50) == 0){print(i)}
sim_temp <- rpoispp(lambda=daten$n/((daten$window$xrange[2]-
daten$window$xrange[1])*(daten$window$yrange[2]-daten$window$yrange[1])),
win=win)
sim1$n <- sim_temp$n
sim1$x <- sim_temp$x
sim1$y <- sim_temp$y
K_A <- Kinhom(sim1)
if(method == "pcfun"){
erg[i,] <- pcf(K_A)$pcf
} else {
erg[i,] <- K_A$border
}
}
gib_grenzen <- function(x){
quantile(x, probs=c((1-confidence)/2,1-(1-confidence)/2))
}
KI_Werte <- apply(erg,2,gib_grenzen)
########### Plot results ##############
par(mar=c(5,6,4,2)+0.1)
if(method == "pcfun"){
maxwert_pcf <- max(max(KI_Werte[2,]),max(pcf_daten))
minwert_pcf <- min(min(KI_Werte[1,]),min(pcf_daten))
grenze_inds <- which(pcf(K_daten)$r <= relevant_radius)
plot(pcf(K_daten)$r, pcf_daten, xlab="r", ylab="pair correlation function",
main="", xlim=c(0,max(pcf(K_daten)$r)), ylim=c(minwert_pcf,maxwert_pcf),
lwd=2, cex.axis=1.4, cex.lab=1.4, type="l")
par(new=TRUE)
plot(pcf(K_A1)$r, KI_Werte[1,], xlim=c(0,max(pcf(K_A1)$r)),
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ylim=c(minwert_pcf,maxwert_pcf), type="l", xlab="", ylab="", lty=2, lwd=2,
cex.axis=1.4, cex.lab=1.4, col="red")
par(new=TRUE)
plot(pcf(K_A1)$r, KI_Werte[2,], xlim=c(0,max(pcf(K_A1)$r)),
ylim=c(minwert_pcf,maxwert_pcf), type="l", xlab="", ylab="", lty=2, lwd=2,
cex.axis=1.4, cex.lab=1.4, col="red")
abline(h=1, lty=3, lwd=2)
if(any((pcf_daten[grenze_inds] - KI_Werte[1,grenze_inds]) < 0) |
any((KI_Werte[2,grenze_inds] - pcf_daten[grenze_inds]) < 0)){
print(paste("The data do not lie within the MC confidence interval up to
a relevant radius of", relevant_radius, "nm. It can be assumed that
clustering is present."))
} else {
print(paste("The data lie within the MC confidence interval up to a
relevant radius of", relevant_radius, "nm. It can be assumed that no
clustering is present."))
}
} else {
welche_border <- which(K_daten$border < 0)
welche_werte1 <- which(KI_Werte[1,] < 0)
welche_werte2 <- which(KI_Werte[2,] < 0)
K_daten$border[welche_border] <- 0
KI_Werte[1,][welche_werte1] <- 0
KI_Werte[2,][welche_werte2] <- 0
maxwert_K <- max(max(sqrt(KI_Werte[2,]/pi) - K_A$r),
max(sqrt(K_daten$border/pi) - K_daten$r))
minwert_K <- min(min(sqrt(KI_Werte[1,]/pi) - K_A$r),
min(sqrt(K_daten$border/pi) - K_daten$r))
grenze_inds <- which(K_daten$r <= relevant_radius)
plot(K_daten$r, sqrt(K_daten$border/pi) - K_daten$r, xlab="r",
ylab=expression(hat(H)(r)==sqrt((hat(K)(r)/pi))-r), main="",
xlim=c(0,max(K_daten$r)), ylim=c(minwert_K,maxwert_K), lwd=2,
cex.axis=1.4, cex.lab=1.4, type="l")
par(new=TRUE)
plot(K_A$r, sqrt(KI_Werte[1,]/pi) - K_A$r, xlim=c(0,max(K_daten$r)),
ylim=c(minwert_K,maxwert_K), type="l", xlab="", ylab="", lty=2, lwd=2,
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cex.axis=1.4, cex.lab=1.4, col="red")
par(new=TRUE)
plot(K_A$r, sqrt(KI_Werte[2,]/pi) - K_A$r, xlim=c(0,max(K_daten$r)),
ylim=c(minwert_K,maxwert_K), type="l", xlab="", ylab="", lty=2, lwd=2,
cex.axis=1.4, cex.lab=1.4, col="red")
abline(h=0, lty=3, lwd=2)
if(any((K_daten$border[grenze_inds] - KI_Werte[1,grenze_inds]) < 0) |
any((KI_Werte[2,grenze_inds] - K_daten$border[grenze_inds]) < 0)){
print(paste("The data do not lie within the MC confidence interval up to
a relevant radius of", relevant_radius, "nm. It can be assumed that
clustering is present."))
} else {
print(paste("The data lie within the MC confidence interval up to a
relevant radius of", relevant_radius, "nm. It can be assumed that
no clustering is present."))
}
}
}
Function MC_test_only_clustering
MC_test_only_clustering <- function(X,Y,withError,confidence,size_type,method,
iterations,relevant_radius,pwm,sm,rm,pd,range_x=NULL,range_y=NULL,
size_estimate100,radius_estimate100){
library(spatstat)
library(mvtnorm)
################## Calculation of H-Function for Data ##################
range_x <- c(floor(range(X)[1]),ceiling(range(X)[2]))
range_y <- c(floor(range(Y)[1]),ceiling(range(Y)[2]))
range_x_diff <- range_x[2] - range_x[1]
range_y_diff <- range_y[2] - range_y[1]
if(range_x_diff > range_y_diff){
range_y[2] <- range_y[1] + range_x_diff
} else {
range_x[2] <- range_x[1] + range_y_diff
}
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win <- owin(range_x,range_y)
daten <- ppp(x=X,y=Y,window=win)
K_daten <- Kinhom(daten, nlarge=1000)
pcf_daten <- pcf(K_daten)$pcf
######## Calculation of H-Function for Data Simulations ##############
bw.diggle_value <- bw.diggle(daten)
dens <- density(daten)
nr_points <- length(X)
sim0 <- rpoispp(lambda=nr_points)
sim_dings <- rDoubleMatern(proportion_clustered=1,
proportion_within_metaclusters=pwm,size=size_estimate100,size_meta=sm,
min_size=3,min_size_meta=2,radius=radius_estimate100,radius_meta=rm,
size_type=size_type,point_density=pd,transform_range_x=
round(c(range_x[1]+radius_estimate100*sqrt(2),range_x[2]-
radius_estimate100*sqrt(2))), transform_range_y=
round(c(range_y[1]+radius_estimate100*sqrt(2),
range_y[2]-radius_estimate100*sqrt(2))), plotting=FALSE,
eps=10^(-14),detection_error_sd=20)# )#
sim0$n <- length(sim_dings$output$x)
sim0$window$xrange <- c(range_x[1]+radius_estimate100*sqrt(2),
range_x[2]-radius_estimate100*sqrt(2))
sim0$window$yrange <- c(range_y[1]+radius_estimate100*sqrt(2),
range_y[2]-radius_estimate100*sqrt(2))
if(withError){
sim0$x <- sim_dings$output$x_with_error
sim0$y <- sim_dings$output$y_with_error
} else {
sim0$x <- sim_dings$output$x
sim0$y <- sim_dings$output$y
}
K_A1 <- Kinhom(sim0, nlarge=1000)
if(method == "pcfun"){
erg1 <- pcf(K_A1)$pcf
} else {
erg1 <- K_A1$border
}
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sim <- list()
erg <- matrix(numeric(iterations*length(erg1)), nrow=iterations)
ergebnisse <- list()
ind <- 1
for(i in 1:iterations){
if((i %% 50) == 0){print(i)}
sim_temp <- rDoubleMatern(proportion_clustered=1,
proportion_within_metaclusters=pwm,size=size_estimate100,size_meta=sm,
min_size=3,min_size_meta=2,radius=radius_estimate100,radius_meta=rm,
size_type=size_type,point_density=pd,transform_range_x=
round(c(range_x[1]+radius_estimate100*sqrt(2),range_x[2]-
radius_estimate100*sqrt(2))), transform_range_y=
round(c(range_y[1]+radius_estimate100*sqrt(2),
range_y[2]-radius_estimate100*sqrt(2))), plotting=FALSE,eps=10^(-14),
detection_error_sd=20)# )
sim1 <- sim0
sim1$n <- length(sim_temp$output$x)
sim1$window$xrange <- c(range_x[1]+radius_estimate100*sqrt(2),
range_x[2]-radius_estimate100*sqrt(2))
sim1$window$yrange <- c(range_y[1]+radius_estimate100*sqrt(2),
range_y[2]-radius_estimate100*sqrt(2))
if(withError){
sim1$x <- sim_temp$output$x_with_error
sim1$y <- sim_temp$output$y_with_error
} else {
sim1$x <- sim_temp$output$x
sim1$y <- sim_temp$output$y
}
K_A <- Kinhom(sim1, nlarge=1000)
if(method == "pcfun"){
erg[i,] <- pcf(K_A)$pcf
} else {
erg[i,] <- K_A$border
}
}
gib_grenzen <- function(x){
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quantile(x, probs=c((1-confidence)/2,1-(1-confidence)/2))
}
KI_Werte <- apply(erg,2,gib_grenzen)
##################### Plot results #####################################
par(mar=c(5,6,4,2)+0.1)
if(method == "pcfun"){
maxwert_pcf <- max(max(KI_Werte[2,]),max(pcf_daten))
minwert_pcf <- min(min(KI_Werte[1,]),min(pcf_daten))
maxwertx_pcf <- min(max(K_A$r),max(K_daten$r))
grenze_inds <- which(pcf(K_daten)$r <= relevant_radius)
plot(pcf(K_daten)$r, pcf_daten, xlab="r", ylab="pair correlation function",
main="", xlim=c(0,maxwertx_pcf), ylim=c(minwert_pcf,maxwert_pcf), lwd=2,
cex.axis=1.4, cex.lab=1.4, type="l")
par(new=TRUE)
plot(pcf(K_A)$r, KI_Werte[1,], xlim=c(0,maxwertx_pcf),
ylim=c(minwert_pcf,maxwert_pcf), type="l", xlab="", ylab="", lty=2, lwd=2,
cex.axis=1.4, cex.lab=1.4, col="red")
par(new=TRUE)
plot(pcf(K_A)$r, KI_Werte[2,], xlim=c(0,maxwertx_pcf),
ylim=c(minwert_pcf,maxwert_pcf), type="l", xlab="", ylab="", lty=2, lwd=2,
cex.axis=1.4, cex.lab=1.4, col="red")
abline(h=1, lty=3, lwd=2)
if(any((pcf_daten[grenze_inds] - KI_Werte[1,grenze_inds]) < 0) |
any((KI_Werte[2,grenze_inds] - pcf_daten[grenze_inds]) < 0)){
print(paste("The data do not lie within the MC confidence interval up to
a relevant radius of", relevant_radius, "nm. It can be assumed that
clustering is present."))
} else {
print(paste("The data lie within the MC confidence interval up to a
relevant radius of", relevant_radius, "nm. It can be assumed that
no clustering is present."))
}
} else {
welche_border <- which(K_daten$border < 0)
welche_werte1 <- which(KI_Werte[1,] < 0)
welche_werte2 <- which(KI_Werte[2,] < 0)
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K_daten$border[welche_border] <- 0
KI_Werte[1,][welche_werte1] <- KI_Werte[2,][welche_werte2] <- 0
maxwert_K <- max(max(sqrt(KI_Werte[2,]/pi) - K_A$r),
max(sqrt(K_daten$border/pi) - K_daten$r))
minwert_K <- min(min(sqrt(KI_Werte[1,]/pi) - K_A$r),
min(sqrt(K_daten$border/pi) - K_daten$r))
maxwertx_K <- min(max(K_daten$r),max(K_A$r))
grenze_inds <- which(K_daten$r <= relevant_radius)
plot(K_daten$r, sqrt(K_daten$border/pi) - K_daten$r, xlab="r",
ylab=expression(hat(H)(r)==sqrt((hat(K)(r)/pi))-r), main="",
xlim=c(0,maxwertx_K), ylim=c(minwert_K,maxwert_K), lwd=2,
cex.axis=1.4, cex.lab=1.4, type="l")
par(new=TRUE)
plot(K_A$r, sqrt(KI_Werte[1,]/pi) - K_A$r, xlim=c(0,maxwertx_K),
ylim=c(minwert_K,maxwert_K), type="l", xlab="", ylab="", lty=2,
lwd=2, cex.axis=1.4, cex.lab=1.4, col="red")
par(new=TRUE)
plot(K_A$r, sqrt(KI_Werte[2,]/pi) - K_A$r, xlim=c(0,maxwertx_K),
ylim=c(minwert_K,maxwert_K), type="l", xlab="", ylab="", lty=2,
lwd=2, cex.axis=1.4, cex.lab=1.4, col="red")
abline(h=0, lty=3, lwd=2)
if(any((K_daten$border[grenze_inds] - KI_Werte[1,grenze_inds]) < 0) |
any((KI_Werte[2,grenze_inds] - K_daten$border[grenze_inds]) < 0)){
print(paste("The data do not lie within the MC confidence interval
up to a relevant radius of", relevant_radius, "nm. It can be assumed
that clustering is present."))
} else {
print(paste("The data lie within the MC confidence interval up to
a relevant radius of", relevant_radius, "nm. It can be assumed that
no clustering is present."))
}
}
}
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C.3 MATLAB Code for GAMMICS
In the following, code to run the GAMMICS method is documented. It can
be run on MATLAB employing the Statistics toolbox. The main code to run
GAMMICS is given in Section C.3.1, auxiliary functions in Section C.3.2. An
exemplary pipeline to run the code is given in Section C.3.3.
C.3.1 Main Code
tic
if simulated == 1 && detection_error == 1
x_withBorder = [X_nm_with_error, Y_nm_with_error];
else
x_withBorder = [X_nm, Y_nm];
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% WITH BORDER %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calc distance matrix
x = x_withBorder;
[n,k]=size(x);
abstand = squareform(pdist(x_withBorder));
abstand = abstand.^2; %Quadrieren
abstand_temp = abstand;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% WITHOUT BORDER %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% correction for edge effects
InBorderX = find((x_withBorder(:,1) < left + borderWidth) |
(x_withBorder(:,1) > right - borderWidth));
InBorderY = find((x_withBorder(:,2) < bottom + borderWidth) |
(x_withBorder(:,2) > top - borderWidth));
InBorder = union(InBorderX,InBorderY);
NotInBorder = setdiff(1:length(x_withBorder),InBorder);
x_withoutBorder = x_withBorder(NotInBorder,:);
if simulated == 1
clustNotInBorder = intersect(clust,NotInBorder);
end
[n_alles,pstar]=size(x_withoutBorder);
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abstand_temp2 = abstand_temp(:,NotInBorder);
sort_abstand_temp2_stern = sort(abstand_temp2);
minabstand_temp2_stern = sort_abstand_temp2_stern(knn+1,:);
minabstand_temp2_stern1 = sort_abstand_temp2_stern(2,:);
std_abstand2 = scaling_distances*mad(minabstand_temp2_stern);
std_abstand2_1 = scaling_distances*mad(minabstand_temp2_stern1);
minabstand_temp2 = minabstand_temp2_stern/std_abstand2;
minabstand_temp2_1 = minabstand_temp2_stern1/std_abstand2_1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% WITHOUT BORDER AND OUTLIERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if lower_quantile == 0
ausreisser_def = quantile(minabstand_temp2,upper_quantile);
else
ausreisser_def = quantile(minabstand_temp2,upper_quantile)-
quantile(minabstand_temp2,lower_quantile);
end
keine_ausreisser = find(minabstand_temp2 < ausreisser_def);
x = x_withoutBorder(keine_ausreisser,:);
[n,k]=size(x);
% Initialise distance matrix and binary variable
abstand_temp3 = abstand_temp2(:,keine_ausreisser);
sort_abstand_temp3_stern = sort(abstand_temp3);
minabstand_temp3_stern = sort_abstand_temp3_stern(knn+1,:);
minabstand_temp3_stern1 = sort_abstand_temp3_stern(2,:);
std_abstand3 = scaling_distances*mad(minabstand_temp3_stern);
std_abstand3_1 = scaling_distances*mad(minabstand_temp3_stern1);
minabstand = minabstand_temp3_stern/std_abstand3;
minabstand_1 = minabstand_temp3_stern1/std_abstand3_1;
final_ind = NotInBorder(keine_ausreisser);
final_ind_complement = setdiff(1:length(abstand_temp3),final_ind);
abstand = abstand(final_ind,final_ind);
%######################### a priori cutoff #############################
cut_folge1_null = 0:0.001:max(minabstand);
pdfwerte0_1_null = gampdf(cut_folge1_null,shape0(1),scale0(1));
pdfwerte1_1_null = gampdf(cut_folge1_null,shape0(2),scale0(2));
pdf_differenz_null = pdfwerte1_1_null - pdfwerte0_1_null;
modus_ind_null = find(pdfwerte1_1_null == max(pdfwerte1_1_null));
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cut_folge2_null = cut_folge1_null(modus_ind_null):0.001:max(minabstand);
pdfwerte0_2_null = gampdf(cut_folge2_null,shape0(1),scale0(1));
pdfwerte1_2_null = gampdf(cut_folge2_null,shape0(2),scale0(2));
pdf_differenz_null = pdfwerte1_2_null - pdfwerte0_2_null;
unter_null_null = find(pdf_differenz_null < 0);
grenze_null = cut_folge2_null(unter_null_null(1));
ind_transfer_null = find(abs(minabstand - grenze_null) ==
min(abs(minabstand - grenze_null)));
grenze0 = min(minabstand_1(ind_transfer_null));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% initialze storage objects %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
S.prop_distr=[];
S.prop=[];
S.size_qx_mit =[]; S.size_qx_ohne =[];
S.size_mit=[]; S.size_ohne=[];
S.radius_qx_mit = []; S.radius_qx_ohne = [];
S.radius_mit=[]; S.radius_ohne=[];
S.radius1_mit=[]; S.radius1_ohne=[];
S.nakt=[];S.mcr=[];
S.nr_clusters_mit=[]; S.nr_clusters_ohne=[];
S.grenze_mit=[]; S.grenze_ohne=[];
S.shape_nonclust=[];S.shape_clust=[];S.scale_nonclust=[];S.scale_clust=[];
S.shape_nonclust_accept=[]; S.shape_clust_accept=[];
%===========================Gibbs sampling start====================
for it = 1:(burn_in+nr_iterations)
progressDisplay(it,burn_in+nr_iterations)
zdp = sampleAllocations(minabstand,shape,scale,Pi,gammaClust,gammaNonClust);
welche2=find(zdp==2);
zsum=length(welche2);
pi2 = betarnd(alphamix,betamix);
Pi = [1-pi2 pi2]’;
alphamix = alphamix0 + zsum;
betamix = betamix0 + n - zsum;
%sample indicator y for clustered vs. non-clustered;
[shape,scale,shapeNonclustAccept,shapeClustAccept,grenze_alloc] =
sampleShapeScale(minabstand,k,zdp,shape_nonclust_alpha0,
shape_nonclust_beta0,scale_nonclust_alpha0,scale_nonclust_beta0,
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shape_clust_alpha0,shape_clust_beta0,scale_clust_alpha0,
scale_clust_beta0,gammaClust,gammaNonClust,shape,scale,sdShape);
%[shape,scale,shapeNonclustAccept,shapeClustAccept,grenze_alloc] =
sampleShapeScale(minabstand,k,zdp,shape_nonclust_alpha0,
shape_nonclust_beta0,scale_nonclust_alpha0,scale_nonclust_beta0,
shape_clust_alpha0,shape_clust_beta0,scale_clust_alpha0,
scale_clust_beta0,gammaClust,gammaNonClust,folge,shape,
scale,MH_factor);
y = zdp-1;
welche = find(y == 1);
xakt = x(welche,:);
nakt = sum(y == 1);
cut_folge1 = 0:0.001:max(minabstand);
if(weighted_cutoff == 1 | 2)
%%%%####################### WITH WEIGHTING %%%%####################
pdfwerte0_1_mit = (1-pi2)*gampdf(cut_folge1,shape(1),scale(1));
pdfwerte1_1_mit = pi2*gampdf(cut_folge1,shape(2),scale(2));
pdf_differenz_mit = pdfwerte1_1_mit - pdfwerte0_1_mit;
unter_null_mit = find(pdf_differenz_mit < 0);
ueber_null_mit = find(pdf_differenz_mit > 0);
if length(ueber_null_mit) > 0 && length(unter_null_mit) > 0
if median(ueber_null_mit) < median(unter_null_mit)
modus_ind_mit = find(pdfwerte1_1_mit == max(pdfwerte1_1_mit));
cut_folge2_mit = cut_folge1(modus_ind_mit):0.001:max(minabstand);
pdfwerte0_2_mit = (1-pi2)*gampdf(cut_folge2_mit,shape(1),scale(1));
pdfwerte1_2_mit = pi2*gampdf(cut_folge2_mit,shape(2),scale(2));
pdf_differenz_mit = pdfwerte1_2_mit - pdfwerte0_2_mit;
unter_null_mit = find(pdf_differenz_mit < 0);
grenze_mit = cut_folge2_mit(unter_null_mit(1));
ind_transfer_mit = find(abs(minabstand - grenze_mit) ==
min(abs(minabstand - grenze_mit)));
grenze_mit = min(minabstand_1(ind_transfer_mit));
else
modus_ind_mit = find(pdfwerte0_1_mit == max(pdfwerte0_1_mit));
cut_folge2_mit = cut_folge1(modus_ind_mit):0.001:max(minabstand);
pdfwerte0_2_mit = (1-pi2)*gampdf(cut_folge2_mit,shape(1),scale(1));
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pdfwerte1_2_mit = pi2*gampdf(cut_folge2_mit,shape(2),scale(2));
pdf_differenz_mit = pdfwerte0_2_mit - pdfwerte1_2_mit;
ueber_null_mit = find(pdf_differenz_mit > 0);
grenze_mit = cut_folge2_mit(ueber_null_mit(1));
ind_transfer_mit = find(abs(minabstand - grenze_mit) ==
min(abs(minabstand - grenze_mit)));
grenze_mit = min(minabstand_1(ind_transfer_mit));
end
end
if length(ueber_null_mit) < 1 || length(unter_null_mit) < 1
grenze_mit = grenze0;
end
end
if(weighted_cutoff == 0 | 2)
%%%%################## WITHOUT WEIGHTING %%%%############################
pdfwerte0_1_ohne = gampdf(cut_folge1,shape(1),scale(1));
pdfwerte1_1_ohne = gampdf(cut_folge1,shape(2),scale(2));
pdf_differenz_ohne = pdfwerte1_1_ohne - pdfwerte0_1_ohne;
unter_null_ohne = find(pdf_differenz_ohne < 0);
ueber_null_ohne = find(pdf_differenz_ohne > 0);
if length(ueber_null_ohne) > 0 && length(unter_null_ohne) > 0
if median(ueber_null_ohne) < median(unter_null_ohne)
modus_ind_ohne = find(pdfwerte1_1_ohne == max(pdfwerte1_1_ohne));
cut_folge2_ohne = cut_folge1(modus_ind_ohne):0.001:max(minabstand);
pdfwerte0_2_ohne = gampdf(cut_folge2_ohne,shape(1),scale(1));
pdfwerte1_2_ohne = gampdf(cut_folge2_ohne,shape(2),scale(2));
pdf_differenz_ohne = pdfwerte1_2_ohne - pdfwerte0_2_ohne;
unter_null_ohne = find(pdf_differenz_ohne < 0);
grenze_ohne = cut_folge2_ohne(unter_null_ohne(1));
ind_transfer_ohne = find(abs(minabstand - grenze_ohne) ==
min(abs(minabstand - grenze_ohne)));
grenze_ohne = min(minabstand_1(ind_transfer_ohne));
else
modus_ind_ohne = find(pdfwerte0_1_ohne == max(pdfwerte0_1_ohne));
cut_folge2_ohne = cut_folge1(modus_ind_ohne):0.001:max(minabstand);
pdfwerte0_2_ohne = gampdf(cut_folge2_ohne,shape(1),scale(1));
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pdfwerte1_2_ohne = gampdf(cut_folge2_ohne,shape(2),scale(2));
pdf_differenz_ohne = pdfwerte0_2_ohne - pdfwerte1_2_ohne;
ueber_null_ohne = find(pdf_differenz_ohne > 0);
grenze_ohne = cut_folge2_ohne(ueber_null_ohne(1));
ind_transfer_ohne = find(abs(minabstand - grenze_ohne) ==
min(abs(minabstand - grenze_ohne)));
grenze_ohne = min(minabstand_1(ind_transfer_ohne));
end
end
if length(ueber_null_ohne) < 1 || length(unter_null_ohne) < 1
grenze_ohne = grenze0;
end
end
%================ Initialisation ==============================
abstand_cluster = abstand(welche,welche);
welche_dreieck = find(abstand_cluster ~= 0);
%===== CLUSTER RECONSTRUCTION FOR MIXTURE MODEL WITH WEIGHTING ========
if(weighted_cutoff == 1 | 2)
% Find clusters
welche1_mit = find(abstand_cluster(welche_dreieck) <=
grenze_mit*std_abstand3_1);
% start / ziel describe all possible connections between two proteins
start_mit = mod(welche_dreieck(welche1_mit), nakt);
start_mit(start_mit == 0) = nakt; %Nullen bei Modulo-Ergebnis ersetzen
start_mit(start_mit == 0) = nakt; %Nullen bei Modulo-Ergebnis ersetzen
ziel_mit = ceil(welche_dreieck(welche1_mit)/nakt);
cluster_elemente_mit = cell(1,1);
cluster_abstand_mit = cell(1,1);
for m = 1:length(start_mit)
index_start_mit = 0;
index_ziel_mit = 0;
%Security var cleaning
wz_idx_mit = [];
ws_idx_mit = [];
cumlistOfIdx_mit = [];
%Analyzes the whole cluster_elemente looking for ziel(m)/start(m)
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%Returns a binary matrix - only matricial index is available because
%of the cell2mat cast
wz_idx_mit = ismember([cluster_elemente_mit{:}],ziel_mit(m));
ws_idx_mit = ismember([cluster_elemente_mit{:}],start_mit(m));
%Apply length on all cell members from cluster_elemente
%Do cumsum on it to get correspondance between mat indx and cell idx
cumlistOfIdx_mit = cumsum(cellfun(’length’,cluster_elemente_mit));
%if true there is a least one match
if sum(wz_idx_mit) ~= 0
idx_mit = find(wz_idx_mit == 1); %get mat idx
index_ziel_mit = find(cumlistOfIdx_mit >= idx_mit,1,
’first’); %find corresponding cell idx
end
if sum(ws_idx_mit) ~= 0
idx2_mit = find(ws_idx_mit == 1);
index_start_mit = find(cumlistOfIdx_mit >= idx2_mit,1,’first’);
end
if index_start_mit == 0 && index_ziel_mit > 0
% add Start to Cluster Ziel
cluster_elemente_mit{index_ziel_mit} =
[cluster_elemente_mit{index_ziel_mit} start_mit(m)];
for w = 1:length(cluster_elemente_mit{index_ziel_mit})
cluster_abstand_mit{index_ziel_mit} =
[cluster_abstand_mit{index_ziel_mit}
abstand_cluster(start_mit(m),
cluster_elemente_mit{index_ziel_mit}(w))];
end
else
if index_start_mit > 0 && index_ziel_mit == 0
% add Ziel to Cluster Start
cluster_elemente_mit{index_start_mit} =
[cluster_elemente_mit{index_start_mit} ziel_mit(m)];
for w = 1:length(cluster_elemente_mit{index_start_mit})
cluster_abstand_mit{index_start_mit} =
[cluster_abstand_mit{index_start_mit}
abstand_cluster(cluster_elemente_mit
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{index_start_mit}(w),ziel_mit(m))];
end
else
if index_start_mit > 0 && index_ziel_mit > 0 &&
index_start_mit ~= index_ziel_mit
% Vereinigung zweier Cluster
cluster_elemente_mit{index_start_mit} =
[cluster_elemente_mit{index_start_mit}
cluster_elemente_mit{index_ziel_mit}];
cluster_elemente_mit = cluster_elemente_mit
([1:(index_ziel_mit-1) (index_ziel_mit+1):end]);
cluster_abstand_mit{index_start_mit} =
[cluster_abstand_mit{index_start_mit}
cluster_abstand_mit{index_ziel_mit}];
cluster_abstand_mit = cluster_abstand_mit
([1:(index_ziel_mit-1) (index_ziel_mit+1):end]);
else
if index_start_mit == 0 && index_ziel_mit == 0
cluster_abstand_mit{length(cluster_elemente_mit)+1} =
abstand_cluster(start_mit(m),ziel_mit(m));
cluster_elemente_mit{length(cluster_elemente_mit)+1} =
[start_mit(m) ziel_mit(m)];
end
end
end
end
end
ende_mit = length(cluster_elemente_mit);
cluster_elemente_mit = cluster_elemente_mit(2:ende_mit);
cluster_abstand_mit = cluster_abstand_mit(2:ende_mit);
% remove clusters which partially lie in the border to avoid bias
for q = 1:length(cluster_elemente_mit)
if q <= length(cluster_elemente_mit)
elemente_mit = cluster_elemente_mit{q};
infrage_mit = abstand_temp(final_ind_complement,elemente_mit);
if min(min(infrage_mit)) <= grenze_mit*std_abstand3_1
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cluster_elemente_mit = cluster_elemente_mit([1:(q-1) (q+1):end]);
cluster_abstand_mit = cluster_abstand_mit([1:(q-1) (q+1):end]);
end
end
end
%sort elements in clusters and count elements in all clusters
ssize_mit = [];
cluster_max_abstand_mit = [];
cluster_max_abstand1_mit = [];
for q = 1:length(cluster_elemente_mit)
cluster_elemente_mit{q} = sort(cluster_elemente_mit{q});
cluster_max_abstand_mit = [cluster_max_abstand_mit (2/(128/(45*pi)))*
mean(sqrt(cluster_abstand_mit{q}))]; % also reverse squaring
cluster_max_abstand1_mit = [cluster_max_abstand1_mit (2/(128/(45*pi)))*
median(sqrt(cluster_abstand_mit{q}))];
ssize_mit = [ssize_mit length(cluster_elemente_mit{q})];
end
nr_clusters_mit = length(cluster_elemente_mit);
geclusterte_mit = [];
for q = 1:length(cluster_elemente_mit)
geclusterte_mit = [geclusterte_mit sort(cluster_elemente_mit{q})];
end
% calculation of measures
prop_clust_mit = sum(ssize_mit)/n;
size_mean_mit = mean(ssize_mit);
radius_mean_mit = mean(cluster_max_abstand_mit)/2;
radius_mean1_mit = mean(cluster_max_abstand1_mit)/2;
if length(ssize_mit) == 0
size_qx_mit = repmat(0,1,length(quantilevector));
radius_qx_mit = repmat(0,1,length(quantilevector));
else
size_qx_mit = quantile(ssize_mit,quantilevector);
radius_qx_mit = quantile(cluster_max_abstand_mit,quantilevector)/2;
end
end
if(weighted_cutoff == 0 | 2)
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%=== CLUSTER RECONSTRUCTION FOR MIXTURE MODEL WITHOUT WEIGHTING ========
% Find clusters
welche1_ohne = find(abstand_cluster(welche_dreieck) <=
grenze_ohne*std_abstand3_1);
% start / ziel describe all possible connections between two proteins
start_ohne = mod(welche_dreieck(welche1_ohne), nakt);
start_ohne(start_ohne == 0) = nakt; %Nullen bei Modulo-Ergebnis ersetzen
start_ohne(start_ohne == 0) = nakt; %Nullen bei Modulo-Ergebnis ersetzen
ziel_ohne = ceil(welche_dreieck(welche1_ohne)/nakt);
cluster_elemente_ohne = cell(1,1);
cluster_abstand_ohne = cell(1,1);
for m = 1:length(start_ohne)
index_start_ohne = 0;
index_ziel_ohne = 0;
%Security var cleaning
wz_idx_ohne = [];
ws_idx_ohne = [];
cumlistOfIdx_ohne = [];
%Analyzes the whole cluster_elemente looking for ziel(m)/start(m)
%Returns a binary matrix - only matricial index is available
%because of the cell2mat cast
wz_idx_ohne = ismember([cluster_elemente_ohne{:}],ziel_ohne(m));
ws_idx_ohne = ismember([cluster_elemente_ohne{:}],start_ohne(m));
%Apply length on all cell members from cluster_elemente
%Do cumsum on it to get correspondance between mat indx and cell idx
cumlistOfIdx_ohne = cumsum(cellfun(’length’,cluster_elemente_ohne));
%if true there is a least one match
if sum(wz_idx_ohne) ~= 0
idx_ohne = find(wz_idx_ohne == 1); %get mat idx
index_ziel_ohne = find(cumlistOfIdx_ohne >= idx_ohne,1,
’first’); %find corresponding cell idx
end
if sum(ws_idx_ohne) ~= 0
idx2_ohne = find(ws_idx_ohne == 1);
index_start_ohne = find(cumlistOfIdx_ohne >= idx2_ohne,1,’first’);
end
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if index_start_ohne == 0 && index_ziel_ohne > 0
% add Start to Cluster Ziel
cluster_elemente_ohne{index_ziel_ohne} =
[cluster_elemente_ohne{index_ziel_ohne} start_ohne(m)];
for w = 1:length(cluster_elemente_ohne{index_ziel_ohne})
cluster_abstand_ohne{index_ziel_ohne} =
[cluster_abstand_ohne{index_ziel_ohne}
abstand_cluster(start_ohne(m),
cluster_elemente_ohne{index_ziel_ohne}(w))];
end
else
if index_start_ohne > 0 && index_ziel_ohne == 0
% add Ziel to Cluster Start
cluster_elemente_ohne{index_start_ohne} =
[cluster_elemente_ohne{index_start_ohne} ziel_ohne(m)];
for w = 1:length(cluster_elemente_ohne{index_start_ohne})
cluster_abstand_ohne{index_start_ohne} =
[cluster_abstand_ohne{index_start_ohne}
abstand_cluster(cluster_elemente_ohne
{index_start_ohne}(w),ziel_ohne(m))];
end
else
if index_start_ohne > 0 && index_ziel_ohne > 0 &&
index_start_ohne ~= index_ziel_ohne
% Vereinigung zweier Cluster
cluster_elemente_ohne{index_start_ohne} =
[cluster_elemente_ohne{index_start_ohne}
cluster_elemente_ohne{index_ziel_ohne}];
cluster_elemente_ohne = cluster_elemente_ohne(
[1:(index_ziel_ohne-1) (index_ziel_ohne+1):end]);
cluster_abstand_ohne{index_start_ohne} =
[cluster_abstand_ohne{index_start_ohne}
cluster_abstand_ohne{index_ziel_ohne}];
cluster_abstand_ohne = cluster_abstand_ohne(
[1:(index_ziel_ohne-1) (index_ziel_ohne+1):end]);
else
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if index_start_ohne == 0 && index_ziel_ohne == 0
cluster_abstand_ohne{length(cluster_elemente_ohne)+1} =
abstand_cluster(start_ohne(m),ziel_ohne(m));
cluster_elemente_ohne{length(cluster_elemente_ohne)+1} =
[start_ohne(m) ziel_ohne(m)];
end
end
end
end
end
ende_ohne = length(cluster_elemente_ohne);
cluster_elemente_ohne = cluster_elemente_ohne(2:ende_ohne);
cluster_abstand_ohne = cluster_abstand_ohne(2:ende_ohne);
% remove clusters which partially lie in the border to avoid bias
for q = 1:length(cluster_elemente_ohne)
if q <= length(cluster_elemente_ohne)
elemente_ohne = cluster_elemente_ohne{q};
infrage_ohne = abstand_temp(final_ind_complement,elemente_ohne);
if min(min(infrage_ohne)) <= grenze_ohne*std_abstand3_1
cluster_elemente_ohne = cluster_elemente_ohne([1:(q-1) (q+1):end]);
cluster_abstand_ohne = cluster_abstand_ohne([1:(q-1) (q+1):end]);
end
end
end
%sort elements in clusters and count elements in all clusters
ssize_ohne = [];
cluster_max_abstand_ohne = [];
cluster_max_abstand1_ohne = [];
for q = 1:length(cluster_elemente_ohne)
cluster_elemente_ohne{q} = sort(cluster_elemente_ohne{q});
cluster_max_abstand_ohne = [cluster_max_abstand_ohne (2/(128/(45*pi)))*
mean(sqrt(cluster_abstand_ohne{q}))]; % also reverse squaring
cluster_max_abstand1_ohne = [cluster_max_abstand1_ohne
(2/(128/(45*pi)))*median(sqrt(cluster_abstand_ohne{q}))];
ssize_ohne = [ssize_ohne length(cluster_elemente_ohne{q})];
end
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nr_clusters_ohne = length(cluster_elemente_ohne);
geclusterte_ohne = [];
for q = 1:length(cluster_elemente_ohne)
geclusterte_ohne = [geclusterte_ohne sort(cluster_elemente_ohne{q})];
end
% calculation of measures
prop_clust_ohne = sum(ssize_ohne)/n;
size_mean_ohne = mean(ssize_ohne);
radius_mean_ohne = mean(cluster_max_abstand_ohne)/2;
radius_mean1_ohne = mean(cluster_max_abstand1_ohne)/2;
if length(ssize_ohne) == 0
size_qx_ohne = repmat(0,1,length(quantilevector));
radius_qx_ohne = repmat(0,1,length(quantilevector));
else
size_qx_ohne = quantile(ssize_ohne,quantilevector);
radius_qx_ohne = quantile(cluster_max_abstand_ohne,quantilevector)/2;
end
end
%==================== iterationwise misclassification rate ============
y_alles = zeros(n_alles,1);
y_alles(keine_ausreisser) = y;
if simulated == 1
non_clustNotInBorder = setdiff(NotInBorder, clustNotInBorder);
tp=length(intersect(clustNotInBorder, NotInBorder(y_alles==1)));
fp=length(intersect(non_clustNotInBorder,NotInBorder(y_alles==1)));
tn=length(intersect(non_clustNotInBorder,NotInBorder(y_alles==0)));
fn=n_alles-tp-fp-tn;
mcr=(fp+fn)/n_alles;
end
%==================== store iterations ============================
if it > burn_in && mod(it,thin) == 0
S.prop_distr=[S.prop_distr Pi(2)];
S.prop=[S.prop sum(y_alles)/n_alles];
if(weighted_cutoff == 1)
S.size_mit=[S.size_mit; size_mean_mit];
S.size_qx_mit=[S.size_qx_mit; size_qx_mit];
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S.radius_mit=[S.radius_mit; radius_mean_mit];
S.radius1_mit=[S.radius1_mit; radius_mean1_mit];
S.radius_qx_mit=[S.radius_qx_mit; radius_qx_mit];
S.nr_clusters_mit=[S.nr_clusters_mit nr_clusters_mit];
S.grenze_mit=[S.grenze_mit (grenze_mit*std_abstand3_1)];
else
S.size_ohne=[S.size_ohne; size_mean_ohne];
S.size_qx_ohne=[S.size_qx_ohne; size_qx_ohne];
S.radius_ohne=[S.radius_ohne; radius_mean_ohne];
S.radius1_ohne=[S.radius1_ohne; radius_mean1_ohne];
S.radius_qx_ohne=[S.radius_qx_ohne; radius_qx_ohne];
S.nr_clusters_ohne=[S.nr_clusters_ohne nr_clusters_ohne];
S.grenze_ohne=[S.grenze_ohne (grenze_ohne*std_abstand3_1)];
end
S.y_alles{it}=y_alles;
if simulated == 1
S.mcr=[S.mcr mcr];
end
S.nakt=[S.nakt nakt];
S.scale_nonclust=[S.scale_nonclust scale(1)];
S.scale_clust=[S.scale_clust scale(2)];
S.shape_nonclust=[S.shape_nonclust shape(1)];
S.shape_clust=[S.shape_clust shape(2)];
S.shape_nonclust_accept=[S.shape_nonclust_accept shapeNonclustAccept];
S.shape_clust_accept=[S.shape_clust_accept shapeClustAccept];
end
S.shape_nonclust_accept =
S.shape_nonclust_accept(S.shape_nonclust_accept >= 0);
S.shape_clust_accept = S.shape_clust_accept(S.shape_clust_accept >= 0);
S.minabstand = minabstand; S.scaling = scaling_distances;
S.minabstand_temp = min(abstand_temp);
S.minabstand_temp2 = minabstand_temp2;
S.std_abstand3 = std_abstand3; std_abstand3_1 = std_abstand3_1;
S.sdShape = sdShape;
S.detection_error = detection_error; S.knn = knn;
if simulated == 1
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S.proportion_clustered = proportion_clustered;
S.mean_cluster_radius = mean_cluster_radius;
S.mean_cluster_size = mean_cluster_size;
S.proportion_clustered_in = proportion_clustered_in;
S.proportion_within_metaclusters_in = proportion_within_metaclusters_in;
S.mean_cluster_radius_in = mean_cluster_radius_in;
S.mean_cluster_size_in = mean_cluster_size_in;
S.size_type_in = size_type_in;
S.detection_error_sd_in = detection_error_sd;
S.transform_range_x_in = transform_range_x_in;
S.transform_range_y_in = transform_range_y_in;
S.nr_first_parents_in = nr_first_parents_in;
%S.dark_fraction_in = dark_fraction_in;
S.eps_in = eps_in;
S.proportion_points_replaced_with_cluster_in =
proportion_points_replaced_with_cluster;
S.proportion_points_replaced_with_metacluster_in =
proportion_points_replaced_with_metacluster_in;
S.point_density_in = point_density_in;
S.nr_points_in = nr_points_in;
S.clust = clust;
S.final_ind = final_ind;
S.NotInBorder = NotInBorder;
end
S.shape_nonclust_alpha0= shape_nonclust_alpha0;
S.shape_nonclust_beta0= shape_nonclust_beta0;
S.scale_nonclust_alpha0= scale_nonclust_alpha0;
S.scale_nonclust_beta0= scale_nonclust_beta0;
S.shape_clust_alpha0= shape_clust_alpha0;
S.shape_clust_beta0= shape_clust_beta0;
S.scale_clust_alpha0=scale_clust_alpha0;
S.scale_clust_beta0= scale_clust_beta0;
end
toc
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C.3.2 Auxiliary Functions
Function progressDisplay
This function was supplied by Thomas Klein, based on code by Adam Leadbet-
ter (see http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/ﬁleexchange/24099-percent-
done/content/perccount.m, last accessed on 19.08.2014)
function progressDisplay(jj,maxjj)
%Reports the percentage of the job done to the screen.
% PERCOUNT(I,Imax)
% I is the current iteration between 1 and Imax
% Imax is the maximum number of iterations
% Do not print anything to the screen between calls of this function!
% title - s cmspike/perccount vr - 1.2
% author - bodc/alead date - 2006may16
% Updated 2009May14
% At suggestion of John D’Errico renamed internal variable "max" to
% "maxjj"
% Also following D’Errico’s suggestions the following functionality has
% been added:
% 1. An invocation check - checks that two input arguments are supplied
% lastCall is the last integer percent displayed persistent lastCall;
% if the number of arguments is 2
if(nargin == 2)
% if this is the first run, make lastCall a value that will get the
% following if loops working from the start.
if isempty(lastCall)
lastCall = -1;
end
% if the percentage has increased to the next integer, then the
% displayed percentage will need to be updated
if(lastCall ~= floor(((jj-1)/maxjj) * 100))
% if the progress so far (jj out of maxjj) is not the first
% representation, then backspace the percentage area to prepare for
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% the next percentage update.
if(jj ~= 1)
fprintf(1,’\b\b\b’);
% if the progress so far IS the first time it is displayed, then
% display the "context line" of the percentage.
else
fprintf(1,’\n\tPercentage complete: ’);
end
% Calculate the percentage done
pc_done = num2str(floor(((jj-1)/maxjj) * 100));
% if the percentage done so far is in the single digit range
% (between 0 and 10), then add a zero before it so the percentage
% displays neatly
if(length(pc_done) == 1)
pc_done(2) = pc_done(1);
pc_done(1) = ’0’;
end
fprintf(1,’%s%%’,pc_done);
end
lastCall = floor(((jj-1)/maxjj) * 100); % the last int percent displayed
% if this is the last part of the total, then display 100% complete and
% add a few lines of whitespace for neatness
if(jj == maxjj)
fprintf(1,’\b\b\b100%%\n\n’);
end
else
error(’Error: PERCCOUNT needs two input arguments...’);
end
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Function sampleAllocations
function z = sampleAllocations(x,shape,scale,Pi,gammaClust,gammaNonClust)
n = length(x);
P1=Pi;P2=zeros(2,n);
for j=gammaNonClust
P2(j,:)=gampdf(x’,shape(j),scale(j))’;
end
for j=gammaClust
P2(j,:)=gampdf(x’,shape(j),scale(j))’;
end
P=repmat(P1,1,n);P=P.*P2;
P=P./repmat(sum(P,1),2,1);
%Resampling Index z for i=1,...,n
Prop_n=cumsum(P);
rn=rand(1,n); z=zeros(1,n);
ir=find(rn<=Prop_n(1,:));
if ~isempty(ir)
z(ir)=1;
end
for j=2
ir=find(rn>=Prop_n(j-1,:)&rn<Prop_n(j,:));
if ~isempty(ir)
z(ir)=j; end
end
nz=zeros(2,1);
for j=1:2
i=find(z==j); if ~isempty(i) nz(j)=length(i); end
end
kc=length(find(nz~=0));
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Function sampleShapeScale
function [shape,scale,shapeNonclustAccept,shapeClustAccept,grenze] =
sampleShapeScale(werte,kmax,zdp,shape_nonclust_alpha0,shape_nonclust_beta0,
scale_nonclust_alpha0,scale_nonclust_beta0,shape_clust_alpha0,
shape_clust_beta0, scale_clust_alpha0,scale_clust_beta0,gammaClust,
gammaNonClust,shape,scale,sdShape)
% Initialize return objects
minwert=[];maxwert=[];
for j=1:kmax
i=find(zdp==j); nj=length(i);
% if component is not empty
if (nj>0)
% Update of distributions
if length(intersect(j, gammaNonClust)) == 1
% Gamma distributions for non-clustered points
werteNonclust = werte(i);
minwert = min(werteNonclust);
xsum_nonclust = sum(werteNonclust);
xprod_nonclust = prod(werteNonclust);
n_nonclust = length(werteNonclust);
% Updates
scale_nonclust_alpha = shape(1)*n_nonclust + scale_nonclust_alpha0;
scale_nonclust_beta = scale_nonclust_beta0/
(1+scale_nonclust_beta0*xsum_nonclust);
elseif length(intersect(j, gammaClust)) == 1
% Gamma distributions for clustered points
werteClust = werte(i);
maxwert = max(werteClust);
xsum_clust = sum(werteClust);
xprod_clust = prod(werteClust);
n_clust = length(werteClust);
% Updates
scale_clust_alpha = shape(2)*n_clust + scale_clust_alpha0;
scale_clust_beta = scale_clust_beta0/
(1+scale_clust_beta0*xsum_clust);
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end
% draw from updated distributions
if length(intersect(j, gammaNonClust)) == 1
% draw values from Gamma distributions for non-clustered points
scale(j) = 1/gamrnd(scale_nonclust_alpha,scale_nonclust_beta);
[shape(j),shapeNonclustAccept]=sampleShape(shape(1),scale(1),
n_nonclust,shape_nonclust_alpha0,
shape_nonclust_beta0,werteNonclust,sdShape);
elseif length(intersect(j, gammaClust)) == 1
% draw values from Gamma distributions for clustered points
scale(j) = 1/gamrnd(scale_clust_alpha,scale_clust_beta);
[shape(j),shapeClustAccept] = sampleShape(shape(2),scale(2),
n_clust,shape_clust_alpha0,
shape_clust_beta0,werteClust,sdShape);
end
else
% if component is empty: draw from prior
if length(intersect(j, gammaNonClust)) == 1
% Gamma distributions for non-clustered points
shape(j) = gamrnd(shape_nonclust_alpha0,shape_nonclust_beta0);
scale(j) = 1/gamrnd(scale_nonclust_alpha0,scale_nonclust_beta0);
shapeNonclustAccept = -1;
elseif length(intersect(j, gammaClust)) == 1
% Gamma distributions for clustered points
shape(j) = gamrnd(shape_clust_alpha0,shape_clust_beta0);
scale(j) = 1/gamrnd(scale_clust_alpha0,scale_clust_beta0);
shapeClustAccept = -1;
end
end
grenze = mean([maxwert minwert]);
end
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Function sampleShape
function [alpha_neu,alpha_accept]= sampleShape(alpha_alt,scale,n,a,b,werte,
sdShape)
%############## pi_Y #################
likelihood_alt = sum(log(gampdf(werte,alpha_alt*ones(1,n),scale*ones(1,n))));
alpha_alt_prior = log(gampdf(alpha_alt,a,b));
pi_X_log = likelihood_alt+alpha_alt_prior;
%########################### Proposal q(Y|X) ############################
alpha_neu_prop = abs(normrnd(alpha_alt,sdShape));
q_yx_log = log(normpdf(alpha_neu_prop,alpha_alt,sdShape));
%############## pi_Y #################
likelihood_neu = sum(log(gampdf(werte,alpha_neu_prop*ones(1,n),
scale*ones(1,n))));
alpha_neu_prior = log(gampdf(alpha_neu_prop,a,b));
pi_Y_log = likelihood_neu+alpha_neu_prior;
%######### Proposal q(X|Y) ############
alpha_alt_prop = abs(normrnd(alpha_neu_prop,sdShape));
q_xy_log = log(normpdf(alpha_alt_prop,alpha_neu_prop,sdShape));
%% Acceptance step
shapeAlpha_akzep = min(0, pi_Y_log+q_xy_log-pi_X_log-q_yx_log);
u = log(unifrnd(0,1));
if ~isnan(shapeAlpha_akzep) && u < shapeAlpha_akzep
alpha_neu = alpha_neu_prop;
alpha_accept = 1;
else
alpha_neu = alpha_alt;
alpha_accept = 0;
end
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C.3.3 Example Code
Execution of GAMMICS code
This is an exemplary MATLAB work ﬂow to run the GAMMICS method. Adap-
tions may be necessary for new analyses.
% set up working directory in which all files are located
cd /home/GAMMICS/;
% clear work space
clear all; close all;
% load data
load simulated_cell_coordinates.mat;
% Are the data simulated or not? (experimental=0, simulated = 1)
simulated = 1;
% Is a detection error simulated? (only relevant for simulated data; no=0, yes=1)
detection_error = 1;
% Specify the upper and lower quantiles used for the definition of outliers
upper_quantile = 0.975;
lower_quantile = 0.025;
% Specify the factor to be multiplied with the MAD of distances to obtain the
% normalization constant for scaling the distances
scaling_distances = 2;
% Specify the limits of the quadratic analysed region of interest
% (coordinates of left, right, bottom and top limits)
left = 0; right = 4000;
bottom = 0; top = 4000;
% Specify the border width for the correction of edge effects
borderWidth = 100;
% MCMC configuration: number of iterations, number of iterations used as
% burn-in, thinning
nr_iterations = 22500;
burn_in = 500;
thin = 10;
% Specify the quantiles across clusters to keep trace of for distributions
% of cluster size and cluster radius
quantilevector = 0:0.01:1;
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% For which degree of nearest neighbors should distances be calculated for
% the model? (e.g., knn=2 results in distances to the second nearest neighbors)
knn = 2;
% Specify the standard deviation of the proposal distribution in the MH step
% for the gamma shape distributions
sdShape=0.1;
% Should the gamma distributions be weighted in the calculation of the cutoff
% L_c? (0=no, 1=yes, 2=both)
weighted_cutoff = 1;
% Initial values for the gamma distributions
shape_nonclust_init= 3; scale_nonclust_init= 2;
shape_clust_init= 2; scale_clust_init= 0.1;
% do not change
shape = [shape_nonclust_init shape_clust_init];
scale = [scale_nonclust_init scale_clust_init];
% Initial values for the beta distribution for p_c
alphamix = 1;
betamix = 1;
% do not change
n = length(X_nm);
Pi=rand(2,1); Pi=Pi/sum(Pi); zdp=rdisc(n,Pi);
% Specify the hyperprior gamma distributions
shape_nonclust_alpha0= 3; shape_nonclust_beta0= 1;
scale_nonclust_alpha0= 1; scale_nonclust_beta0= 0.5;
shape_clust_alpha0= 2; shape_clust_beta0= 1;
scale_clust_alpha0= 10; scale_clust_beta0= 1;
% do not change
shape0 = [shape_nonclust_alpha0*shape_nonclust_beta0
1/shape_clust_alpha0*shape_clust_beta0];
scale0 =[scale_nonclust_alpha0*scale_nonclust_beta0
1/scale_clust_alpha0*scale_clust_beta0];
% Specify the hyperprior beta distribution for p_c
alphamix0 = 1;
betamix0 = 1;
% do not change
gammaNonClust = 1;
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gammaClust = 2;
% Call the main routine (takes some time)
GAMMICS;
% Save the results
save(’results.mat’,’S’)
Analysis of results in R
######################### Set working directory ########################
setwd("C://")
#### read in GAMMICS results from MATLAB (requires R.matlab package)####
library(R.matlab)
results <- readMat(’results.mat’)
###### Extract and label results object ################################
S <- results$S
names(S) <- attr(results$S,"dimnames")[[1]]
########## Define iterations of Markov Chains to be analysed ##########
burn_in = 750; # define burn-in for analysis (additional to MATLAB)
nr_iterations = 1500; # define number of iterations of chains to be analysed
thin = 3; # define thinning for analysis (additional to MATLAB)
########################## Examine trace plots ########################
x = seq(burn_in+1,burn_in+nr_iterations,thin);
plot(1:length(x),S$shape.nonclust[x], type="l")
plot(1:length(x),S$shape.clust[x], type="l")
plot(1:length(x),S$scale.nonclust[x], type="l")
plot(1:length(x),S$scale.clust[x], type="l")
plot(1:length(x),S$prop[x], type="l")
###### weighted gamma distributions when calculating cutoff ###############
plot(1:length(x),S$size.mit[x], type="l") # mean cluster size
plot(1:length(x),S$radius.mit[x], type="l") # mean cluster radius
plot(1:length(x),S$nr.clusters.mit[x], type="l") # number of clusters
plot(1:length(x),sqrt(S$grenze.mit[x]), type="l") # cutoff
###### unweighted gamma distributions when calculating cutoff ############
plot(1:length(x),S$size.ohne[x], type="l") # mean cluster size
plot(1:length(x),S$radius.ohne[x], type="l") # mean cluster radius
plot(1:length(x),S$nr.clusters.ohne[x], type="l") # number of clusters
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plot(1:length(x),sqrt(S$grenze.ohne[x]), type="l") # cutoff
#### Examine acceptance ratio in Matropolis-Hastings step ############
mean(S$shape.nonclust.accept[x])
mean(S$shape.clust.accept[x])
######## Examine autocorrelations (requires fBasics package) #########
library(fBasics)
acfPlot(S$shape.nonclust[x])
acfPlot(S$shape.clust[x])
acfPlot(S$scale.nonclust[x])
acfPlot(S$scale.clust[x])
acfPlot(S$prop[x])
############## View histograms across clusters #######################
######weighted gamma distributions when calculating cutoff #############
sizes_mit <- matrix(S$size.qx.mit[x,],ncol=101)
radii_mit <- matrix(S$radius.qx.mit[x,],ncol=101)
size_quantiles_mit = apply(sizes_mit,2,median);
radius_quantiles_mit = apply(radii_mit,2,median);
par(mfrow=c(1,2))
par(mar=c(4,4,4,2)+0.1)
hist(size_quantiles_mit, xlab="size")
par(mar=c(4,8,4,2)+0.1)
hist(radius_quantiles_mit, xlab="radius (nm)")
###### unweighted gamma distributions when calculating cutoff ##########
sizes_ohne <- matrix(S$size.qx.ohne[x,],ncol=101)
radii_ohne <- matrix(S$radius.qx.ohne[x,],ncol=101)
size_quantiles_ohne = apply(sizes_ohne ,2,median);
radius_quantiles_ohne = apply(radii_ohne,2,median);
par(mfrow=c(1,2))
par(mar=c(4,4,4,2)+0.1)
hist(size_quantiles_ohne, xlab="size")
par(mar=c(4,8,4,2)+0.1)
hist(radius_quantiles_ohne, xlab="radius (nm)")
####### View histograms across MCMC iterations #####################
############## weighted gamma distributions when calculating cutoff
par(mfrow=c(3,2))
####### p_c #######
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hist(S$prop[x], main="", xlab=expression(p[c]))
####### cutoff #######
hist(sqrt(S$grenze.mit[x]), main="",
xlab=expression(paste(tilde(d)[c]," (nm)")))
####### mu_c #######
hist(S$size.mit[x], main="",
xlab=expression(paste("mean size (",mu[c]," )")))
####### r_c #######
hist(S$radius.mit[x], main="",
xlab=expression(paste("mean radius (",r[c]," ) (nm)")))
####### number of clusters #######
hist(S$nr.clusters.mit[x], main="", xlab="number of clusters",
ylab="density", freq=FALSE, breaks = "Scott", right=FALSE)
######## weighted gamma distributions when calculating cutoff ######
par(mfrow=c(3,2))
####### p_c #######
hist(S$prop[x], main="", xlab=expression(p[c]))
####### cutoff #######
hist(sqrt(S$grenze.ohne[x]), main="",
xlab=expression(paste(tilde(d)," (nm)")))
####### mu_c #######
hist(S$size.ohne[x], main="",
xlab=expression(paste("mean size (",mu[c]," )")))
####### r_c #######
hist(S$radius.ohne[x], main="",
xlab=expression(paste("mean radius (",r[c]," ) (nm)")))
####### number of clusters #######
hist(S$nr.clusters.ohne[x], main="", xlab="number of clusters")
############### View parameter estimates #######################
# proportion of clustered proteins (median across chain)
median(S$prop[x], na.rm=TRUE)
####### weighted gamma distributions when calculating cutoff ######
##### cluster size #############################################
# mean cluster size (median across chain)
median(S$size.mit[x],na.rm=TRUE)
######################################### cluster radius #########
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# mean cluster radius (median across chain)
median(S$radius.mit[x],na.rm=TRUE)
############################# number of clusters #################
# median number of clusters
median(S$nr.clusters.mit[x], na.rm=TRUE)
############################# cutoff value #######################
# median cutoff for nearest neighbor distances
median(sqrt(S$grenze.mit[x]), na.rm=TRUE)
################# unweighted gamma distributions when calculating cutoff ####
################# cluster size ###############
# mean cluster size (mean and median across chain)
median(S$size.ohne[x],na.rm=TRUE)
########### cluster radius #########################
# mean cluster radius (mean and median across chain)
median(S$radius.ohne[x],na.rm=TRUE)
####################### number of clusters ###########
# mean and median number of clusters
median(S$nr.clusters.ohne[x], na.rm=TRUE)
######################### cutoff value ########################
# mean and median cutoff for nearest neighbor distances
median(sqrt(S$grenze.ohne[x]), na.rm=TRUE)
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C.4 WinBUGS Code
model
{
for (i in 1:N)
{
Z[i] ~ dnorm(muR[i],tauR[i] )
muR[i] <- mu[T[i]]
tauR[i] <- tau[T[i]]
T[i] ~ dcat(pi[])
T1[i] <- equals(T[i],1)
T2[i] <- equals(T[i],2)
T3[i] <- equals(T[i],3)
T4[i] <- equals(T[i],4)
T5[i] <- equals(T[i],5)
T6[i] <- equals(T[i],6)
T7[i] <- equals(T[i],7)
T8[i] <- equals(T[i],8)
}
pi[1:8]~ddirch(alpha[])
mu[1]~dnorm(-10,1)I(a,0.0)
mu[2]~dnorm(-10,1)I(a,0.0)
mu[3]~dnorm(-10,1)I(a,0.0)
mu[4]<-0
mu[5]<-0
mu[6]~dnorm(10,1)I(0.0,b)
mu[7]~dnorm(10,1)I(0.0,b)
mu[8]~dnorm(10,1)I(0.0,b)
tau[1]~dgamma(0.1,0.1)
tau[2]~dgamma(0.1,0.1)
tau[3]~dgamma(0.1,0.1)
tau[4]~dgamma(0.1,0.1)
tau[5]~dgamma(0.1,0.1)
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tau[6]~dgamma(0.1,0.1)
tau[7]~dgamma(0.1,0.1)
tau[8]~dgamma(0.1,0.1)
}
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C.5 R/Bioconductor Package Epigenomix
This package can be downloaded and installed in R by calling
> source("http://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R")
> biocLite("epigenomix")
In the following, functions of this package that were authored or co-authored
by the author of this thesis are documented.
bayesMixModel Fits a Bayesian mixture model using MCMC methods
Description
This method estimates the posterior distribution of a Bayesian mixture model using
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods and calculates measures of this distribu-
tion. The mixture model may consist of normal components (with a ﬁxed expectation of
0), exponential components and gamma components, which may be mirrored in order to
model negative values.
Usage
bayesMixModel(z, normNull=c(), expNeg=c(), expPos=c(), gamNeg=c(),
gamPos=c(), sdNormNullInit=c(), rateExpNegInit=c(), rateExpPosInit=c(),
shapeGamNegInit=c(), scaleGamNegInit=c(), shapeGamPosInit=c(),
scaleGamPosInit=c(), piInit, classificationsInit, dirichletParInit=1,
shapeDir=1, scaleDir=1, weightsPrior="FDD", sdAlpha, shapeNorm0=c(),
scaleNorm0=c(), shapeExpNeg0=c(), scaleExpNeg0=c(), shapeExpPos0=c(),
scaleExpPos0=c(), shapeGamNegAlpha0=c(), shapeGamNegBeta0=c(),
scaleGamNegAlpha0=c(), scaleGamNegBeta0=c(), shapeGamPosAlpha0=c(),
shapeGamPosBeta0=c(), scaleGamPosAlpha0=c(), scaleGamPosBeta0=c(), itb,
nmc, thin, average="mean",sdShape)
Arguments
z Observed values
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normNull Indices of the normal components (centered at 0).
expNeg Indices of the mirrored exponential components.
expPos Indices of the exponential components.
gamNeg Indices of the mirrored gamma components.
gamPos Indices of the gamma components.
sdNormNullInit Initial standard deviations of the normal components.
rateExpNegInit Initial rates of the mirrored exponential components. Only rele-
vant if mirrored exponential components are speciﬁed.
rateExpPosInit Initial rates of the exponential components. Only relevant if
exponential components are speciﬁed.
shapeGamNegInit Initial shape parameters of the mirrored gamma components.
Only relevant if mirrored gamma components are speciﬁed.
scaleGamNegInit Initial scale parameters of the mirrored gamma components.
Only relevant if mirrored gamma components are speciﬁed.
shapeGamPosInit Initial shape parameters of the gamma components. Only rele-
vant if gamma components are speciﬁed.
scaleGamPosInit Initial scale parameters of the gamma components. Only relevant
if gamma components are speciﬁed.
piInit Initial weights of the components. If missing, all k components
are assigned the same initial weight 1/k.
classificationsInit Initial classiﬁcations of the data points. If missing, all data points
are assigned to class ﬂoor(k/2) with k = number of components.
dirichletParInit Initial concentration parameter of prior distribution assigned to
the mixture weights.
shapeDir Prior shape parameter of gamma distribution for concentration
parameter of prior distribution assigned to the mixture weights.
scaleDir Prior scale parameter of gamma distribution for concentration
parameter of prior distribution assigned to the mixture weights.
weightsPrior Prior distribution assigned to mixture weights. Available are
the Finite-dimensional Dirichlet prior (”FDD”), also known as
Dirichlet-multinomial process, and the Truncated Dirichlet pro-
cess (”TDP”). Both are approximations to the Dirichlet process
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for a large number of components, while the Finite-dimensional
Dirichlet prior is also suited for a small number of components
as a special case of the Dirichlet distribution.
sdAlpha Standard deviation of proposal distribution for concentration pa-
rameter of the prior distribution assigned to the mixture weights
in the Metropolis-Hastings step incorporated in the Gibbs sam-
pler. Only relevant if weightsPrior="FDD".
shapeNorm0 Prior shape parameter of gamma distribution for precision of
normal components.
scaleNorm0 Prior scale parameter of gamma distribution for precision of nor-
mal components.
shapeExpNeg0 Prior shape parameter of gamma distribution for parameter of
mirrored exponential components. Only relevant if mirrored ex-
ponential components are speciﬁed.
scaleExpNeg0 Prior scale parameter of gamma distribution for parameter of
mirrored exponential components. Only relevant if mirrored ex-
ponential components are speciﬁed.
shapeExpPos0 Prior shape parameter of gamma distribution for parameter of
exponential components. Only relevant if exponential compo-
nents are speciﬁed.
scaleExpPos0 Prior scale parameter of gamma distribution for parameter of ex-
ponential components. Only relevant if exponential components
are speciﬁed.
shapeGamNegAlpha0 Prior shape parameter of gamma distribution for shape param-
eter of mirrored gamma components. Only relevant if mirrored
gamma components are speciﬁed.
shapeGamNegBeta0 Prior scale parameter of gamma distribution for shape parame-
ter of mirrored gamma components. Only relevant if mirrored
gamma components are speciﬁed.
scaleGamNegAlpha0 Prior shape parameter of gamma distribution for scale parame-
ter of mirrored gamma components. Only relevant if mirrored
gamma components are speciﬁed.
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scaleGamNegBeta0 Prior scale parameter of gamma distribution for scale parame-
ter of mirrored gamma components. Only relevant if mirrored
gamma components are speciﬁed.
shapeGamPosAlpha0 Prior shape parameter of gamma distribution for shape parame-
ter of gamma components. Only relevant if gamma components
are speciﬁed.
shapeGamPosBeta0 Prior scale parameter of gamma distribution for shape parameter
of gamma components. Only relevant if gamma components are
speciﬁed.
scaleGamPosAlpha0 Prior shape parameter of gamma distribution for scale parameter
of gamma components. Only relevant if gamma components are
speciﬁed.
scaleGamPosBeta0 Prior scale parameter of gamma distribution for scale parameter
of gamma components. Only relevant if gamma components are
speciﬁed.
itb Number of iterations used for burn-in.
nmc Number of iterations after burn-in used for analysis.
thin Thinning value for the iterations after burn-in.
average Way of averaging across the posterior distribution to obtain es-
timates of model parameters.
Either average="mean" or average="median". Note: For the
allocation to components, results are given for posterior mean,
median and maximum density regardless of the speciﬁcation.
sdShape Standard deviation of proposal distribution for shape parameter
of gamma components in the Metropolis-Hastings step incorpo-
rated in the Gibbs sampler. Only relevant if gamma components
are speciﬁed.
Details
The convergence of Markov chains must be assessed prior to an interpretation of results.
Inspection of trace plots via plotChains is therefore urgently recommended. Iterations
for which one of the chains has not yet reached stationarity should not be taken into
account for analysis and can be excluded by setting an appropriate burn-in value itb.
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Autocorrelation between subsequent chain values can be reduced by thinning the chain,
setting an appropriate value for thin. The number of iterations for the chains after the
burn-in should be increased when the thinning is increased, to ensure that a suﬃcient
number of iterations, as speciﬁed by nmc, is used for analysis. For the histone modiﬁcation
ChIP-seq and gene expression microarray example data, we used itb=2000, nmc=100000
and thin=10 in the ﬁnal analyses.
Value
An object of class MixModelBayes-class storing results, data, priors, initial values and
information about convergence.
Author(s)
Martin Schaefer (martin.schaefer@udo.edu)
See Also
plotChains, MixModelBayes-class
Examples
set.seed(1000)
z <- c(rnorm(1000, 0, 0.5), rnorm(1000, 0, 1))
mm <- bayesMixModel(z, normNull=1:2, sdNormNullInit=c(0.1, 0.2),
piInit=c(1/2, 1/2), shapeNorm0=c(1, 1), scaleNorm0=c(1, 1),
shapeExpNeg0=c(), scaleExpNeg0=c(),
shapeExpPos0=c(), scaleExpPos0=c(), itb=100, nmc=500, thin=10)
mm
plotComponents(mm)
plotChains(mm, chain="pi")
z <- c(rnorm(200, 0, 1), rnorm(200, 0, 5), rexp(200, 0.1), -rexp(200, 0.1))
mm <- bayesMixModel(z, normNull=1:2, gamNeg=3, gamPos=4,
sdNormNullInit=c(1, 1),
shapeGamNegInit=1, scaleGamNegInit=1, shapeGamPosInit=1, scaleGamPosInit=1,
shapeNorm0=c(1,3), scaleNorm0=c(1,3),
shapeGamNegAlpha0=1, shapeGamNegBeta0=1,
scaleGamNegAlpha0=1, scaleGamNegBeta0=1,
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shapeGamPosAlpha0=1, shapeGamPosBeta0=1,
scaleGamPosAlpha0=1, scaleGamPosBeta0=1,
itb=10, nmc=50, thin=1)
mm
plotComponents(mm)
plotChains(mm, chain="pi")
plotChains Produces trace plots for a Bayesian mixture model
Description
This function method draws trace plots for a Bayesian mixture model, e.g. visualizes the
course of the Markov Chains. Inspection of the Markov Chains is important to determine
convergence of the chains, which is necessary for sensible results.
Usage
plotChains(object, chain, component, itb = 1, thin = 1, cols, ...)
Arguments
object An object of MixModelBayes-class
chain A character of length one giving the name of the parameter whose chain
should be plotted. Can be omitted if component is given. Then, all param-
eters of the given components are plotted.
component An integer specifying the components whose parameter chains should be
plotted. Can be omitted if chain is given. Then, all trace plots are generated
for all components having the parameter speciﬁed via argument chain.
itb Number of iterations used for burn-in. The burn-in is relative to the output
of bayesMixModel, e.g., any burn-in speciﬁed here is added to the burn-in
that was speciﬁed when calling bayesMixModel.
thin Thinning value for the iterations after burn-in. The thinning is relative to
the output of bayesMixModel, e.g., any thinning speciﬁed here multiplies by
the thinning that was speciﬁed in bayesMixModel.
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cols Number of columns to be used in the plot. Optional, if omitted, the number
of columns and rows are choosen be the method itself.
... Further arguments passed to plot.
Details
The number of iterations necessary until a Markov chain reaches stationarity depends
on the speciﬁc model and data. For any inference based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo
methods, it is therefore necessary to inspect the convergence of Markov chains. One way
to do this is visual inspection of trace plots using this method.
If argument main is passed to this method, it should have as many elements as chains are
plotted. Otherwise, the vector main is repeated.
Author(s)
Hans-Ulrich Klein (h.klein@uni-muenster.de)
Martin Schaefer (martin.schaefer@udo.edu)
See Also
bayesMixModel, MixModelBayes-class
Examples
z <- c(rnorm(1000, 0, 3), rnorm(1000, 0, 5), rexp(1000, 5), -rexp(1000, 5))
mm <- bayesMixModel(z, normNull=1:2, expNeg=3, expPos=4,
sdNormNullInit=c(1, 2), rateExpNegInit=8, rateExpPosInit=8,
shapeNorm0=c(1, 1), scaleNorm0=c(1, 1),
shapeExpNeg0=c(1, 1), scaleExpNeg0=c(1, 1),
shapeExpPos0=c(1, 1), scaleExpPos0=c(1, 1),
itb=200, nmc=1000, thin=10)
plotChains(mm, chain="pi")
plotChains(mm, component=c(2,3))
List of Abbreviations
AIC Akaike Information Criterion
ALL Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia
AML Acute Myeloid Leukemia
ATRA All-Trans-Retinoic Acid
BIC Bayesian Information Criterion
ChIP Chromation Immunoprecipitation
CN Copy Number
DIC Deviance Information Criterion
DNA Deoxyribonucleic Acid
DPM Dirichlet process mixture
e.g. exampli gratia (lat.), for instance
EM Expectation-Maximization
FPKM Fragments perKilobase of Transcript perMillion Fragments Mapped
GE Gene Expression
HMM Hidden Markov Model
i.e. id est (lat.), this means
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LNCaP Human prostate adenocarcinoma cell line
MCMC Markov Chain Monte Carlo
mRNA messenger Ribonucleid Acid
PALM Photoactivated Localization Microscopy
PCR Polymerase Chain Reaction
PPM Product Partition Model
PrEC Prostate Epithelial Cell
RNA Ribonucleid Acid
ROC Receiver Operating Characteristic
ROI Region Of Interest
SNP Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
SSM Species Sampling Models
STORM Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy
TCP Trans-2-Phenylcyclo-Propylamine
TIRF Total Internal Reﬂection Fluorescence
TSS Transcriptional Start Site
w.r.t with respect to
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